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VII I 

Prefac e e 

Itt all started in the fall of 1993. After I graduated from university, Professor Jan 

Lambooyy who had supervised my graduation paper, invited me to become a PhD 

studentt (an a.i.o.). And indeed, in January of 1994, I did become an a.i.o. under his 

supervision.. So, my first words of thanks are to him. It is a special thank you, since 

hee was not only my PhD supervisor but he also financed the project and he allowed 

mee to plunder his department funds. Professor Lambooy has taught me about the 

manyy economic theories that exist besides the standard theory. He has motivated me 

too get to know economics in a broad perspective. The rather sizeable bibliography at 

thee end of this thesis is at least partly due to his influence. 

Inn 1996, I met Professor Bernard van Praag. I was happy when he agreed to be my 

secondd PhD supervisor. From Professor Van Praag I have learned a great deal about 

empiricall economics, from designing questionnaires to performing econometric 

analyses.. Moreover, his critical comments made me rethink and reconsider my own 

thoughts,, and from time to time we had some tough negotiations about the exact 

wordingss of my texts. 

Myy two PhD supervisors formed a very instructive duo and I would like to thank them 

bothh for their many suggestions, remarks and discussions. 

Furthermore,, I would like to thank a few others who have helped me with this thesis. 

Needlesss to say that this short list is not complete. 

Peterr Hop, Ingrid Overtoom and Marie-Louise Kok helped with the empirical analyses 

inn the thesis. Peter helped with parts of the Uburg study (chapter 5), and Ingrid and 

Marie-Louisee with the Schiphol study (chapter 6). They all work or worked at the 

Foundationn of Economic Research (SEO), and I look forward to working with the 

teamm of the SEO in the near future. 
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Professorr Jaap de Wit has helped me to get the Schiphol study (chapter 6) off the 

ground.. I thank him for his kind efforts and support. 

Adaa Kromhout has been very helpful on many occasions, for instance with the 

fieldworkk of the Uburg study, the bibliography and the corrections of the English 

texts.. I will miss the cups of tea, the sweets and our talks. 

II am grateful to my parents, who have provided me with both the genes and the means 

necessaryy to be educated at university and eventually obtain a PhD degree. 

Finally,, I would like to extend a word of thanks to my love and two sons, Olav, Maarten 

andd Jelle, or the 'drie heren De Lange' (the three Messrs. De Lange) for short. Most of 

thee time they distracted me from my work. For instance, when the latter two were born, 

butt also in our daily life, when all three of them ask for a great deal of attention, which I 

lovee to give them. My life would have been empty if the 'drie heren De Lange' had not 

beenn there to distract me, and I doubt very much if this thesis would have been 

completedd if it were not for their distractions. 

Barbaraa Baarsma 

Amsterdam,, February 2000 
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Chapte rr  1 

Introductio n n 

"Pecunia"Pecunia non olet" 

Thiss was the typical answer of the Roman emperor Titus Flavius Vespasianus (30-81 

AD)) when residents complained about stench nuisance from the vegetables, fish and 

cattlee markets. According to Titus it is all very simple: when money is earned, the side 

effectss do not matter. Money doesn't smell. 

Today'ss world is much more complex. Now it does matter what the side effects are. 

Economistss even invented a name for them: externalities. They also came up with the 

solution.. By pricing side effects like stench nuisance, these side effects are no longer 

sidee effects but are internalised in the market. This thesis is about pricing side effects. 

Thee side effects considered here are typically environmental externalities, and the 

methodss for pricing these externalities are called monetary valuation methods. 

1.11 A Préci s of the Plot 

Thee most well-known monetary valuation method is the contingent valuation method, or 

CVMM for short. This method uses a questionnaire to elicit people's preferences for 

environmentall goods by finding out what they are willing to pay for specified 

improvementss of these goods. A standard CVM question in the case of the Roman 

vegetables,, fish and cattle markets would be (roughly speaking): 

Imaginee that the markets could be relocated. Such a relocation entails costs, 

e.g.,, for rebuilding the new market place. How much are you willing to pay for 

suchh a relocation if the stench nuisance would be halved? 
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Thee CVM is very popular among valuation researchers. Most textbooks about 

environmentall economics deal with the CVM, journals publish piles of articles about 

CVMM studies, and most valuation papers presented at conferences are based on the 

CVM.. Leading economists, like Nobel Prize winners Arrow and Solow, argue that the 

CVMM represents the most promising approach yet developed for determining prices for 

thee environment (Arrow et al., 1994). Also, a large amount of money is spent at 

improvingg the CVM, and many scientists earn their living by doing research in the field 

off the CVM. 

"Its"Its uses -and fees for carrying them out- continue to grow at rates 

seldomseldom seen among adaptations of academic scribblings." (Knetsch, 

1994,, p.14) 

Apartt from this large group of proponents, there are also those researchers who do not 

agreee with the monopoly position of the CVM in the field of monetary valuation. Some of 

thee latter group even severely criticise the method (e.g., Hausman, 1993). The debate 

betweenn opponents and advocates is rather fierce. 

Onee of the aims of this thesis is to examine this debate regarding the pros and cons 

off the CVM. The main objective, however, is to introduce alternative valuation 

methodss to the CVM. The underlying idea is that the monopoly position of the CVM 

doess not seem completely justified. The popularity of the CVM is not caused solely 

byy its scientific superiority. Put in the words of Plott (1993, p. 468): 

"As"As a measurement technology, does the CVM do a good job? The 

answeranswer to the question is no. [...] Does it measure what the underlying 

philosophyphilosophy of welfare economics and preference theory requires it to 

measure?measure? Again the answer is no." 

Thee popularity of the CVM is also caused by the strong and effective pr-offensive of 

thee proponents. This has even resulted in the fact that the use of this method has 

beenn given a legal status. Like any monopoly, the position of the CVM is rather 

immunee to criticism. 

"There"There has been little accommodation, or even recognition, of the 

evidenceevidence pointing to a need to change current contingent valuation 

practices.practices. Most practitioners of resource valuations, and eager 

consumersconsumers of their findings, remain in a state of denial. [...] Rather than 

aa continuation of current practice, perhaps socially desired interests and 
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objectivesobjectives might be better served by a more even-handed regard for 

empiricalempirical findings." (Knetsch, 1994, p. 25) 

Therefore,, it seems reasonable to introduce other methods that do not necessarily 

replacee the CVM but complement it. The alternatives discussed in this thesis include 

thee conjoint measurement method, the welfare evaluation method, and the well-being 

evaluationn method. All of these methods use questionnaires, as does the CVM. The 

threee alternatives are very briefly described here; the reader is referred to chapter 4 for 

ann elaborate description of the methods. 

ConjointConjoint  measurement  method 

Inn a conjoint measurement questionnaire, respondents are asked to order a set of 

vignettess (cards with several qualitative and quantitative characteristics of the 

environmentall good under valuation). Sometimes, respondents are also asked to mark 

thee vignettes and to indicate which of the vignettes are acceptable to them, i.e., would 

theyy really pay for the situation portrayed in the vignettes. Provided that one of the 

vignette'ss characteristics is a monetary value, it is theoretically possible to deduce 

pricess from the answers to the vignettes questions as stated by the respondents. 

Applicationss of conjoint measurement will be described in chapters 5 and 6. 

WelfareWelfare  evaluation  method 

Thee welfare evaluation method is based on the income evaluation question (Van 

Praag,, 1971): "Which monthly after-tax household income would you, in your 

circumstances,, consider to be very bad? Bad'? Insufficient? Sufficient? Good? Very 

good?".. By translating those six verbal levels into numerical evaluations (1/i2,
 3/i2 until 

11/i2),, and by relating these numerical evaluations to personal and environmental 

circumstances,, it is theoretically possible to determine the influence of a particular 

environmentall effect on the evaluation of income. The corresponding income change 

necessaryy to compensate for a change in the environmental effect can then be 

calculated. . 

Well-beingWell-being  evaluation  method 

Thee well-being evaluation method resembles the welfare evaluation method, except for 

thee fact that it measures a broader concept than welfare, namely well-being. The 

methodd is based on the Cantril (1965) question: "Here is a picture of a ladder, 

representingg the ladder of life. The bottom of this ladder, step 0, represents the worst 

possiblee life, while the top of this ladder, step 10, represents the best possible life. 

Wheree on the ladder do you feel you personally stand at the present time?". These self-

reportedd well-being positions (0 to 10) are then related to various personal and 
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environmentall circumstances. From this relation it is possible to determine the 

influencee of a particular environmental effect on the evaluation of well-being. 

Compensationss can now be calculated, based on the idea that well-being should not 

bee affected by a change in an environmental effect. An application of the well-being 

evaluationn method is given in chapter 6. 

1.22 A Critiqu e of Monetisin g the Environmen t 

Nott everybody agrees with the economic solution to environmental problems, in fact not 

evenn all economists do. Therefore, some relativising remarks are in order. The 

objectionss to monetising the environment can be divided into two categories, practical 

objectionss and moral objections. 

PracticalPractical  issues  concerning  monetising  the environment 

Thee first category of criticisms includes practical issues like the neglect of preferences 

off future generations, the uncertainties of ecological effects and the impossibility to 

measuree ecocentric values. 

Thee first major problem in monetising the environment is the fact that preferences of 

futuree generations are not taken into account. Individuals have a positive time 

preference,, that is, they prefer benefits now rather than later. Both consumers, via this 

positivee rate of time preference, and producers, via the social opportunity costs of 

capital,, treat the future as less important than the present (Spash, 1993). However, 

environmentall damages incurred at present are often irreversible, i.e., a degradation 

thatt cannot be repaired afterwards, like the permanent loss of tropical forests, 

wetlands,, or certain species. In the presence of such irreversibilities, valuation by 

currentlyy living individuals is risky. This is certainly true if the resource in question is 

uniqueunique and no substitute is available. Until now there is no universally acceptable 

methodd to take the interest of future generations into account. One way of dealing with 

intergenerationn environmental problems (such as the depletion of the ozone layer), is 

byy the institution of safe minimum standards.1 

Thee second issue regarding monetising the environment implies that, due to the 

ecologicall uncertainties, environmental goods cannot reliably be translated into 

economicc values. For example, the effect of greenhouse gases is a long-term and 

uncertainn effect. Some climate scientists argue that we are faced with an increasing 

greenhousee effect, while others are sceptical about the importance and urgency of the 

greenhousee problem (Böttcher, 1992, pp. 6-7). Moreover, most environmental effects 
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aree multidimensional effects, i.e., some of the greenhouse gases (chlorofluorcarbons) 

alsoo effect the ozone layer. It may therefore be impossible to map all the effects of a 

goodd into a single dimension, namely a monetary value (Vatn and Bromley, 1995). 

Thee third difficulty concerns the fact that valuation methods do not capture all values, 

butt economic values only. After all, monetary valuation methods are based on part of 

thee neoclassical economic theory which only takes into consideration anthropocentric 

values.. E.g., a service has economic value only if it enters at least one individual's 

utilityy function or one firm's production function. As it is practically impossible to 

measuree the utility of animals or plants, ecocentric or non-human values do not exist in 

economicc theory. Intrinsic (that is, not related to use) value exists only in humans and 

nott in animals, plants and other natural resources (Hanley and Spash, 1993). To some 

peoplee this is arrogant and unacceptable. They argue that, because of the disregard of 

ecocentricc values, the environment cannot be monetised properly. However, to many 

otherr people anthropocentrism is acceptable. For example, the Rio Declaration on 

Environmentt and Development contains the following First Principle: 

"Human"Human beings are at the centre of concerns for sustainable develop-

ment.ment. They are entitled to a healthy and productive life in harmony with 

nature."nature." (UNCED, 1992, p. 1) 

MoralMoral  issues  concerning  monetising  the environment 

Thee second category is a generally moral one. Many people are convinced that the 

environmentt should not be priced, because it as abhorrent as putting a price on family, 

friendshipp or freedom (Beder, 1993). For instance, slavery is immoral, not because 

slavee traders place too low a price on human beings, but because human beings 

shouldd not be priced at all. In the same line of reasoning, individual members of 

species,, like a black bear, can have a market price, but it is very difficult or perhaps 

immorall to quote a market price for the species of black bear. Another example is 

givenn by Sagoff (1988, pp.68-69). 

"The"The Church once auctioned off indulgences. It sold future shares in 

heavenheaven at the margin with a very favorable discount rate. Was it a good 

ideaidea to establish a market in salvation? Of course it was. How else can 

youyou determine how much an infinity of bliss, discounted by the probability 

thatthat God does not exist, is worth? The Church membership, however, 

grewgrew a little disillusioned when it saw that the favors of the Lord were 

auctionedauctioned for silver and gold. This disillusionment was one cause of the 

Reformation."Reformation."2 2 
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Accordingg to these criticisms, decisions about the environment should not be made via 

calculus,, but through ethical or intuitive considerations. Monetising the environment 

meanss that moral and ethical considerations are taken over by capitalism. 

"The"The notion of nature and the market as separate moral realms became 

establishedestablished in Victorian society when both nature and the family came to 

bebe seen as retreats --havens from Victorian capitalism. [...] The family 

andand nature were seen to offer temporary escape from the drudgery and 

grindgrind of the working place. Somehow or other, the human spirit could find 

releaserelease from the cash nexus in these settings." (Lowe et a!., 1993, p. 

105) ) 

Thee fear of monetising the environment is related to the fact that economists tend to 

knoww the price of everything but the value of nothing3: although environmental goods 

oftenn do not have a (correct) price, that does not mean they do not have a value. This 

iss the difference between a financial analysis, which is concerned only with goods and 

servicess in the market, and an economic analysis, which is concerned with society's 

well-beingg or welfare. 

AA personal  note  about  monetising  the environment 

Att the outset of this thesis, I will give my own point of view regarding the feasibility of 

monetisingg the environment. I agree with those who state that one cannot measure the 

valuee of environmental goods, but I contend that one can elicit preferences for 

environmentall goods and so produce measures directly comparable with the values of 

marketedd goods. Thus, the primary purpose of economic benefit valuation is not to 

considerr what should be the market price for an environmental good, but to estimate 

subjectivee valuations for the good in question. Moreover, monetary estimates of 

environmentall effects do facilitate, but do not imply, a cost-benefit analysis, and leave 

roomm for other methods of decision making. Finally, the exercise of monetary valuation 

doess not preclude or supersede other approaches to environmental problems, like for 

instancee an institutional or ecological approach. 

Onn the other side, I think we should indeed be careful with monetising the 

environment,, since the monetary value is not the only important characteristic of the 

environment.. So, cost-benefit analysis may be too narrow. Other decision criteria than 

monetaryy costs and benefits, like the income distribution, the vicinity of other polluters 

andd potential victims, the toxicity of the contamination, efficiency and sustainability, are 

equallyy important. Therefore, the price or value resulting from the monetary valuation 
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techniquess discussed in this thesis, should be incorporated in something like a multi-

criteriaa analysis, and the price should not be treated as the omnipotent factor. 

Although,, I do not agree with all of the criticisms reviewed above, I am well aware of the 

factt that mere price corrections cannot be sufficient to solve environmental problems. 

Moreover,, besides the contributions of economics, the contributions of other 

disciplines,, like psychology, law, chemistry and ecology, are very important. As one of 

myy PhD supervisors once wrote: 'the economist must not take the place of the 

decisiondecision maker: Quod licet Jovi non licet bovi." (Lambooy and Opschoor, 1974b, p. 

372).. Of course, as an economist I can make an effort to interpret to the best of my 

abilityy the possibilities offered by economic theory, and to translate these into methods 

thatt can be applied in everyday practice. 

1.33 An Overvie w 

Thiss book consists of two parts. The first part is devoted to the theoretical framework of 

monetaryy valuation, and the second part to the empirical results of two valuation studies 

conductedd as part of this thesis. 

Partt I contains chapters 2, 3 and 4. Chapter 2 discusses monetary valuation from three 

differentt theoretical viewpoints. The first viewpoint is that of the well-known neoclassical 

economics.. The others are those of the institutional economics and the relatively 

unknownn ecological economics. Chapter 3 describes and discusses the contingent 

valuationn method, since, after all, it is one of the aims of this thesis to analyse the 

debatee between advocates and proponents of the CVM. The main objective, 

however,, is to introduce alternative valuation methods to the CVM. In chapter 4 three 

alternativess are introduced in the field of the monetary valuation of environmental 

goods,, namely the conjoint measurement method, the welfare evaluation method, 

andd the well-being evaluation method. 

Partt II includes chapters 5 and 6. In chapter 5 the results from the Uburg study are 

discussed.. In this study the contingent valuation method as well as the conjoint 

measurementt method were used, and the results are compared here. In chapter 6 the 

Schipholl study is reviewed. In the latter study, the three alternative methods to the CVM 

weree put into practice, but only two of them are discussed in the main text of chapter 6, 

namelyy the well-being evaluation method and conjoint measurement. 

Finally,, chapter 7 contains the conclusions and the summary. 
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Endnotes s 

Thee safe minimum standard approach states that we should avoid irreversible environmental 
damagess unless the social costs of doing so is unacceptably large. See section 2.2.1 in chapter 2. 

22 In a small study conducted by USA Today among rich people ("What would you pay for these 
unmarketedd goods?"), they gave the following answers (translated in Dutch guilders): ƒ1,292,800 for 
aa place in heaven, ƒ983,740 for true love, and ƒ822,140 for enormous intelligence (in: Panorama, 
Aprill 21-28 1999). 

33 The original quote "A cynic is someone who knows the price of everything but the value of nothing" 
wass taken from Oscar Wilde, Lady Windermere's fan (1893), An anonymous and probably cynic 
economistt substituted 'economist' for 'cynic'. 
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Chapterr  2 
Monetar yy Valuatio n and Economi c Theor y 

"All"All theory depends on assumptions which are not quite true. That is what 

makesmakes it theory." {Solow, 1986, p. 195) 

Sincee all valuation methods considered in this thesis are based on part of the 

neoclassicall welfare theory, it is important to critically review the relevant part of this 

theoryy and its assumptions. The purpose of the critique is not simply to attack 

mainstreamm economic theory with its "high-and-mighty attitude" (Solow, 1986, p. 196), 

butt rather to broaden the terms of the theoretical basis of the valuation methods 

considered.. Section 2.1 looks at the neoclassical welfare theory in more detail. Next, in 

sectionn 2.2, two other economic approaches will be discussed: a look at monetary 

valuationn from the perspective of institutional economics (2.2.1), and from the 

perspectivee of ecological economics (2.2.2). 

2.11 Neoclassica l Welfar e Economic s 

Neoclassicall welfare economics can be placed in two different contexts: 

 the economy as a whole, in which case we speak of the general equilibrium theory; 

 individual behaviour, in which case we speak of the theory of consumer (and firm) 

behaviour. . 

GeneralGeneral  equilibrium  theory 

Thee central issue in the general equilibrium model is the performance of the market 

andd the scarcity on this market as measured by relative prices. The ultimate objective 

iss to achieve a Pareto efficient allocation among individuals, that is, an allocation where 

itt is no longer possible to improve the well-being of one individual without harming at 
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leastt one other individual. According to the First Theorem of Welfare Economics, a 

competitivee market will -under certain conditions- yield a Pareto efficient allocation 

(Ng,, 1983, pp. 56-59). The Second Theorem of Welfare Economics states that each 

Paretoo efficient allocation can be achieved in a competitive market setting, provided 

thatt we depart from appropriate initial distributions of resources (ibidem). Within this 

framework,, a study is made of the conditions under which a competitive equilibrium 

existss that is Pareto efficient. 

Thee competitive market operates under the following conditions (e.g., Canterbery, 

1995,, pp. 92-93): 

1.. The goods are undifferentiated in the sense that it does not matter whom you buy 

fromm or whom you sell to; 

2.. Consumers have perfect information about the prices charged by the various 

producers; ; 

3.. Producers have perfect information about the prices charged by their competitors; 

4.. Sale and resale of the goods are costless; 

5.. Each individual consumer takes the price as given; 

6.. Each producer takes the market price for the good as given, at that price they can 

selll as much as they wish. 

Thee first four conditions imply that only one price exists for a good. The last two 

conditionss are often referred to as price-taking behaviour. In reality, however, these 

conditionss are seldom met. One speaks of market failures if (competitive) markets fail 

too accomplish Pareto efficient allocations. The following forms of market failure are 

usuallyy distinguished (Verhoef, 1996, p. 8): 

A.. increasing returns to scale over the relevant range (falling marginal and average 

variablee costs curves) 

B.. non-price taking behaviour (market power) 

C.. external effects 

D.. public goods 

E.. imperfect information 

Thiss thesis deals with one of these market failures in particular, namely external 

effects.. Environmental problems are seen as the consequences of unpriced scarcity 

relatedd to environmental goods (Goudzwaard, 1970; Lambooy, 1972). These goods 

aree unpriced either because no markets exist or because existing markets do not work 

properly.. By putting a price tag on environmental goods, i.e., by internalising them in 
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thee market, the environmental problems may disappear (at least from a neoclassical 

economicc point of view). The basic thought behind this disappearance is that, if a 

certainn natural resource becomes scarcer, the price will rise. The consequences of this 

pricee increase are twofold. 

Onn the one hand, producers will be stimulated to look for possibilities of substitution for 

thee older, more expensive resource. Neoclassical economists believe that substitution 

willl always be technically feasible, so that a supply of the substitute is created (Odink 

andd Schoorl, 1990, p. 84). On the other hand, the demand for the old resource will 

decreasee as its price rises, so that a demand for a substitute is created. This 

mechanismm is presented in figure 2.1 below. 

FigureFigure  2.1: The neoclassical  substitution  mechanism 

rr technological progress 

scarcityy • price ^ ^ substitutes 
increasess increases 

•• decrease in demand 

Pigouu (1877-1959) was one of the first (neoclassical) economists who focused on the 

subjectt of externalities.1 He distinguished the marginal social net product (MSNP) and 

thee marginal private net product (MPNP). The MPNP is 

"the"the contribution that is capable of being sold and the proceeds added to 

thethe earnings of the person responsible for the unit investment." (Pigou, 

1924,, p. 151) 

Thee MSNP is equal to the MPNP minus the uncharged damage caused elsewhere and 

pluss the uncharged benefits caused elsewhere. External effects are the result of a 

divergencee between these social and private products, e.g., negative externalities exist 

whenMPNP>MSNP.. In the words of Pigou (1924, p. 161): 

"Here"Here the essence of the matter is that one person A, in the course of 

renderingrendering a service, for which payment is made, to a second person B, 

incidentallyincidentally also renders services or disservices to other persons C, D 

andand E, of such a sort that technical considerations prevent payment 
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beingbeing exacted from the benefited parties or compensation being enforced 

inin behalf of the injured parties."2 

Inn short, externalities are uncompensated positive or negative influences that are not 

expressedexpressed in the market, and that directly and unintentionally affect the production 

possibilitiess or welfare level of third parties. 

IndividualIndividual  behaviour 

Apartt from the general equilibrium approach, we could take one step back in the study 

off neoclassical economics. Rather than looking at the economy as a whole (whether or 

nott in equilibrium), it is possible to study neoclassical economics in terms of individual 

behaviour.. In section 2.1.1, some basic concepts relevant to the study of individual 

behaviourr are reviewed {like for instance utility maximization, individual demand curves 

andd welfare measures). Next, in section 2.1.2, various assumptions that underlie the 

neoclassicall model of individual behaviour are critically reviewed in order to 

understandd which assumptions drive the conclusions generated by the theory. 

Inn the rest of this thesis the individual behaviour approach prevails. The thesis does not 

deall with neoclassical theory in the Arrow-Debreu-Walras sense, but with particular 

neoclassicall assumptions about individual behaviour. 

2.1,12.1,1 Neoclassical  Basis  of  Monetary  Valuation  Methods 

Too solve the problem of externalities, price corrections are needed. These price 

correctionss can be determined with monetary valuation methods. Monetary valuation 

methodss are based on two ideas from neoclassical economics, viz. the concept of 

utilityy and the maximization of utility by individuals. 

Thee first idea is that the value of some good can be derived from an individual's 

preferencee for that good, the so-called subjectivistic concept of value (Lambooy and 

Opschoor,, 1974a and b). It is assumed that people have well-structured preferences 

forr all kinds of goods. These preferences are represented by a set of indifference 

curves.. Indifference curves originate from the assumption that the utility derived from 

consumingg goods and services can be captured in a utility function. Indifference curves 

aree now defined as the locus of points representing combinations of commodities that 

yieldd the same level of utility. Such a utility function exists if preferences satisfy the 

neoclassicall assumptions of choice and some additional assumptions. These will be 

discussedd in section 2.1.2. 
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Thee second neoclassical idea concerns rational behaviour. Rationality implies that 

individualss will maximize their utility. In other words, they will try to reach the highest 

indifferencee curve given their budget constraint (which states that, at certain prices, 

onee cannot consume more than one earns). 

Lett U(X,Z) represent a utility function, where X is a vector of k market commodities 

(Xi,X2,...,Xk),(Xi,X2,...,Xk), and Z is a vector of environmental commodities. The amount of money 

availablee to the individual is represented by y, and P is the vector of prices of market 

commoditiess (pi,p2,..,Pk)- So, for the moment, we assume that environmental 

commoditiess are unpriced in a market context. The maximization problem for an 

individuall can now be represented as: 

maximizee L'(.V.Z) 

subjectt to PX < v 

Thiss renders the Marshallian or uncompensated demand function for the market 

commodities:: x,(P,y,Z). These demand curves track the price effects which occur when 

thee provision of a commodity changes. 

Forr market goods the Marshallian demand functions are observable. Since (unpriced) 

environmentall goods are not traded in a market, the demand functions for these goods 

aree not observable. One solution to this problem is to estimate the Marshallian demand 

curvess via a surrogate market (for example, the travel costs method; cf. section 3.1 in 

chapterr 3). However, there is a more fundamental theoretical problem that remains to 

bee solved. This concerns the fact that nominal income is held constant as one moves 

alongg the Marshallian demand curves.3 Furthermore, it will become clear that, to 

measuree welfare changes correctly, we need demand functions that compensate for 

incomee effects. These functions are called Hicksian or compensated demand functions 

becausee they are constructed by varying prices and income so as to keep the 

individuall at the fixed level of utility (i.e., the individual is compensated for price or 

quantityy changes). Let U* be the constant level of utility that results for the 

maximizationn problem described above. We can now give the dual maximization 

problemm to obtain Hicksian demand curves: 

minimizee PX 

subjectt to L'(X,Z)<U* 
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Thee solution to this problem is the expenditure function e(P,U*,Z) which gives the 

minimumm costs of achieving a fixed level of utility (L/*), given prices (P) and the 

provisionn of the environmental commodities (Z). The derivative of this function with 

respectt to price p, gives the Hicksian demand function for a market good x,. 

('Pi ('Pi 

Similarly,, the derivative of the expenditure function with respect to an unpriced 

environmentall good z, gives the Hicksian inverse demand function, or put differently, 

thee marginal willingness to pay for changes in z, (Freeman, 1993, pp. 74-81, pp. 99-

100). . 

Wheree W, stands for the marginal willingness to pay or marginal demand price for 

environmentall good z,. If the value of the right-hand side of the expression can be 

inferredd from survey data, then we have a point estimate of the marginal willingness to 

payy for z,-. This is also equal (in absolute value) to the slope of the indifference curve 

throughh the point at which the welfare change is being valued. If the derivative can be 

estimatedd as a function of z„ then we have the marginal willingness to pay function for 

z,. . 

MonetaryMonetary  welfare  measures 

Accordingg to the literature, the theoretical basis of some monetary valuation methods 

usingg stated preferences (like contingent valuation and conjoint measurement) is as 

followss (Bateman and Turner, 1993; Freeman, 1993, Hanley and Spash, 1993).4 The 

benefitss (or costs) of some environmental improvement (or deterioration) correspond to 

thee monetary equivalents of the utility changes of all people affected by the 

improvementt (or deterioration). These monetary equivalents are certain constructed 

areass under the Hicksian (inverse) demand curves, called compensating or equivalent 

variation.. Monetary valuation methods like contingent valuation and conjoint 

measurementt use questionnaires to estimate part of the Hicksian (inverse) demand 

curves.. Subsequently, the methods try to unfold the corresponding monetary 

equivalentss by determining the compensating or equivalent variation. 
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Thee compensating variation (COM) is defined as the area under the Hicksian demand 

functionn at the initial utility level (that is, before the change) and it measures the money 

incomee adjustment necessary to maintain an individual at this initial utility level (Ng, 

1983,, pp.87-89). The equivalent variation (EV) is defined as the area under the 

Hicksiann demand curve at the final utility level (that is, after the change) and it 

measuress the nominal income adjustment to keep an individual at this final utility level 

(ibidem). . 

Traditionally,, these two welfare measures apply to price changes, that is, to what 

extentt does a price increase affect utility. In the case of a price change, it is implicitly 

assumedd that one can freely vary the quantity of the goods consumed. So, described 

thatt way, COM and EV concern price-constrained goods and are constructed areas 

underr the Hicksian demand curves H(U,) and H(L/2). 

However,, in the case of environmental effects it is often not possible for the consumer 

too adjust the quantity of the good. For instance, if noise from an airport affects the 

neighbourhood,, residents of that neighbourhood cannot adjust the noise level. This 

wass first observed by Hicks (1943). He stated that, in case of a welfare loss, i.e., a 

pricee fall: 

'What'What the compensating variation measures is the change in income 

requiredrequired to offset the fall in price, not the change in income required to 

offsetoffset the change in quantity acquired. It becomes apparent that these 

areare not the same thing. We must, therefore, distinguish between what I 

maymay now call the 'price-compensating variation' [...] and the 'quantity-

compensatingcompensating variation'[...]." (p. 35) 

Furthermore,, Hicks introduced the price-equivalent variation (EVP) and the quantity-

equivalentt variation (EVq). The price-compensating variation (COMp) and EVP refer to 

price-constrainedd or market goods, while the quantity-compensating variation (COMq) 

andd EVq refer to quantity-constrained or unpriced environmental goods. These 

quantity-constrainedd welfare measures are constructed areas under the Hicksian 

inversee demand curves \N(U1) and W(L/2). , 

Tablee 2.1 summarises these various welfare measures. 
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TableTable  2.1: Welfare  measures  - a summary 

Welfare e 
change e 

Welfare e 
gain n 

Welfare e 
loss s 

Willingnesss to pay to ensure that the gain occurs 
Willingnesss to accept if the gain does not occur 

Willingnesss to pay to avoid that the loss occurs 
Willingnesss to accept if the loss does occur 

Price--
constrained d 

COMp p 

EVP P 

EVP P 

COMp p 

Quantity--
constrained d 

COMq q 

EVq q 

EVq q 

COMq q 

Inn figure 2.2, the quantity-constrained welfare measures are explained graphically.5 In 

thee upper panel of figure 2.2, the initial, pre-change utility level and the final, after-

changee utility level of a welfare gain are represented by the indifference curves U1 and 

UU22.. The environmental good under consideration z is shown on the horizontal axis and 

alll other goods X and Z are represented on the vertical axis. Furthermore, since z is 

unpricedd the budget line (BL) is shown as a horizontal line. Income is denoted by y. 

Thee lower panel of figure 2.2 presents the Hicksian inverse demand curves W(L/?) and 

W(L/2),, related to the pre-change utility level and the after-change utility level, 

respectively.. Also, the Marshallian demand curve MD related to income level y? is 

shown.. The environmental good z is shown on the horizontal axis and the 'price' or 

marginall willingness to pay for z is represented on the vertical axis. 

Quantity-constrainedQuantity-constrained  goods 

Imaginee a recreational site and suppose the authorities plan to increase the provision 

off recreation activities from z1 to z2. 

Thiss entails a welfare gain from U-, to U2 in the upper panel of figure 2.2. There is no 

pricee change, hence the budget line does not move. The individual moves from point A 

too point D. In the lower panel, the welfare gain implies a shift of the Hicksian inverse 

demandd curve to the right, from \N(Ui) to W(ü2). 

Inn this case of a welfare gain, COMq is the willingness to pay (WTP) to ensure the gain 

(thee increased provision of z) and keep the individual at the initial level of utility. 

Despitee the fact that z is unpriced, its increased provision will have an income effect by 

releasingg some of that income previously spent on priced goods. So, the higher 

provisionn of recreation releases funds for spending on other priced recreation goods. 
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quantity y 
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FigureFigure  2.2: Quantity-constrained  goods* 
Source:: adapted from Bateman and Turner (1993, pp. 136-140); Hanley and Spash (1993, pp. 32-40) 

** Because z is considered to be a normal good, the Hicksian inverse demand curves are steeper than 
thee Marshallian demand curve, and since only small changes in p and z are considered, the demand 
curvess can be treated as straight lines. 
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Thiss income effect is compensated by taking the area under the initial Hicksian inverse 

demandd curve W(L/T) and above the horizontal z-axis, which gives us COMQ; ZiMNz2, 

or,, formally: 

COMqq - ]ll{z.pX\.Z)cz = e(z2,P.Ll.Z)-e(z\.P.L\.Z) 

-l l 

Alternatively,, EVP represents the willingness to accept (WTA) if the quantity increase 

doess not occur, and it measures the increase in income necessary to leave the 

individuall just as well off, with or without the quantity increase. EVq is the area under 

thee final Hicksian inverse demand curve W((72) and the z-axis; z ^ L z ^ or, formally: 

EVqq = \w{z,P,U2,Z)cz = e(z2J\U2,Z)-e(z\.P,U2.Z) 
r i i 

Inn the upper panel, COMq is equal to y1 - y2 (which is negative since it reflects the 

willingnesss to pay to ensure the gain) and EVq is equal to y3- yi (which is positive since 

itt reflects the willingness to accept compensation). 

Inn the case of a welfare loss, i.e., a decrease in the provision of the environmental 

goodd from z2 to z1t the individual will start from point D (in the upper panel) and move 

too point A. EVq now becomes COMq and vice versa. The individual's WTP to avoid the 

losss is represented by EVq (ziMNz2 in the lower panel), and his or her WTA to 

compensatee for the loss is measured by COMq (ziKLz2). 

Conclusion Conclusion 
Too sum up the literature, preference-based valuation methods (like contingent 

valuationn and conjoint measurement) are based on the neoclassical welfare theory, 

ass they depart from the neoclassical concept of utility and the maximization of utility 

byy individuals. These methods try to determine the compensating or equivalent 

variationss corresponding to a utility change. 

2.1.22.1.2 Problems  with  Neoclassical  Assumptions  about  Behaviour 

Thiss section critically reviews the assumptions that underlie this neoclassical model 

off individual behaviour. The assumptions underlying this model are listed in table 2.2. 

Eachh one of these assumptions will be addressed separately. 
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TableTable  2.2: Overview  of  neoclassical  assumptions  about  behaviour 

Assumptionss of choice": completeness, reflexivity a 

Ceteris s 

Rationality/Utilityy maximization 
Strictt convexity of indifference curves 

Locall non-satiation 
Consumerr sovereignty 

Well-structuredd preferences 
paribus,, time dimensions and complete 

i dd transitivity 

certainty y 

Otherr assumptions that are often made, include the assumption of continuity (if x' is a 
sequencee of consumption bundles that are all at least as good as bundle y, and if this 
sequencee converges to some bundle x \ then x* ts at least as good as y) and the assumption 
off differentiability (a utility function has well-defined first and second derivatives) 

2.1.2.a2.1.2.a Assumptions  of  Choice 

Thee neoclassical assumptions of choice involve completeness, reflexivity and 

transitivityy (Kreps, 1990, pp. 21-24). . 

Completeness Completeness 
Thee assumption of completeness says that any two bundles of commodities can be 

compared.. So, people have preferences for all kinds of commodities, and they can 

rankk these preferences by stating that commodity 1 is at least as good as commodity 

2,, or vice versa. However, it may very well be that respondents to monetary valuation 

surveyss do not have pre-defined preference orderings for certain environmental goods, 

soo that the assumption of completeness might be violated. For instance, most people 

havee never thought about their preferences for the spotted owl or some other rare bird 

{Rubinn et al., 1991). They have to construct their preferences in the process of 

answeringg the valuation questions in a survey. Therefore, the context and procedures 

inn making choices or judgements influence the preferences that are implied by the 

elicitedd responses. This is contrary to the assumption that is often made -but that is 

seldomm made explicit- called procedure invariance (Tversky and Kahneman, 1981 and 

1988),, which, in practical terms, implies that behaviour should not vary across 

situationss that economists consider equal. 

Thee assumption of completeness is violated if the procedures and contexts in the 

surveyy lead to an ambiguous ordering of preferences. For instance, according to 

proceduree invariance respondents should not be sensitive to irrelevant aspects of the 

surveyy design, like the initial starting point x in a valuation survey ("Are you willing to 

payy /x?").5 Evidence shows that in some studies statistically different starting price 

effectss prevail (Farmer and Randall, 1995). Furthermore, this evidence suggests that, 
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ass the number of starting-prices grows large and their range grows wide, the 

probabilityy of observing significant starting-price effects becomes large, and with that 

thee possibility of violation of completeness increases. 

Reflexivity Reflexivity 

Thee second assumption of choice is reflexivity. It is a trivial assumption stating that a 

commodityy will always be at least as good as itself. The results in valuation studies do 

nott necessarily satisfy reflexivity. That is, sometimes the same commodity -the same 

accordingg to economists- is not at least as good as itself. The underlying reason is, 

again,, procedure variance (Boyle et al., 1993). 

Whenn you ask people to rank some social issues (like protecting the environment, 

fightingg crime, making highways safer, giving foreign aid to poor countries or improving 

publicc education), the rank given may depend on the order in which the issues are 

presentedd (e.g., Carson et al., 1992, p. 39). For instance, when protecting the 

environmentt is put first, it will be given the second highest rank, whereas when it is put 

last,, it will be given the fifth rank. Provided that these issues are not close substitutes, 

protectingg the environment is the same commodity when it is put first as when it is put 

lastt -at least from an economic point of view. Consequently, their rank should be the 

same,, and if it is not, reflexivity is violated. To solve these question-order effects, it is 

oftenn suggested to rotate the question order randomly (ibidem, p. 81). 

Transitivity Transitivity 
Thee assumption of transitivity is the third assumption of choice. It states that if A is 

preferredd to B and B is preferred to C, then A will be preferred to C. This assumption is 

necessaryy for any discussion on utility maximization, because, if preferences are not 

transitive,, there may be sets of bundles of commodities which have no optimal element 

(Varian,, 1992, p. 95). Empirical results, however, prove that people can have 

intransitivee preferences (Tversky, 1969). 

Onee form of such intransitivities are preference reversals (Grether and Plott, 1979). 

Thee preference reversal phenomenon involves a pair of gambles. One gamble (the H 

bet)) offers a high probability of winning a modest sum of money; the other gamble (the 

LL bet) offers a low probability of winning a relative large amount of money. When 

offeredd a choice between the two bets, most subjects choose the H bet over the L bet. 

However,, when asked to state their lowest selling price (WTA), the majority states a 

higherr price for the L bet than for the H bet (Tversky and Thaler, 1990). This results in 

thee following intransitive pattern, where X is some cash amount: L>X and X>H, yielding 

L>X>H>LL (Tversky et al., 1990).7 
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Inn a valuation study, intransitivities could occur when respondents are asked to choose 

betweenn three situations, A, B, and C, representing three different environmental 

qualitiess for a certain lake and the three accompanying prices, as shown in table 2.3. 

TableTable  2.3: Intransitive  preferences 

Situation n 
A A 
B B 
C C 

Entrancee fee 
ƒ300 0 
ƒ2.50 0 
ƒ2.00 0 

Waterr quality of the lake 
High:: suitable for swimming 
Medium:: suitable for boating 

Low:: suitable for boating 

Assumee that a respondent uses the following rule to choose from the three situations: if 

thee price difference is fifty cents or less, choose the situation with the higher water 

quality;; if the price difference is more than fifty cents, choose according to price. Such 

aa simple rule leads to: A>B, B>C but O A and thus to intransitive choices. This is a 

formm of a lexicographic preference ordering, in which alternatives are compared only 

onn the most important dimension (e.g., environmental quality or price), unless equal 

scoress are obtained, in which case scores on the second most important dimension 

aree considered, and so on until the decision is reached. 

2.1.2.b2.1.2.b  Rationality  Assumption 

Thee rationality assumption states that people are self-interested (not necessarily 

selfish)) utility maximizers. The 'homo economicus' maximizes his or her own utility 

level,, given their budget constraint. Within (neoclassical) economic theory, rationality 

simplyy implies that humans are motivated by increasing their personal utility or welfare. 

Veryy few actions take place that ultimately are not self-interested. However, it is 

importantt to note that economic rationality does not imply individual income 

maximization,, since personal well-being or even personal welfare is not solely 

monetary.8 8 

Sincee rationality is defined in terms of utility, which is an unobservable concept, it can 

bee a rather trivial assumption. It can even provoke a circular argument as behaviour is 

explainedd in terms of preferences, which in their turn can only be defined through 

behaviourr (Sen, 1995, p. 46). That is, one can explain away almost every form of 

irrationall behaviour by stating that, apparently, the action involved maximized the 

individual'ss utility. For example, it might seem irrational for a person who is on a diet to 

stufff himself with chocolates and cookies. Nevertheless, his behaviour is apparently 
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utilityy maximizing, otherwise he would not do it, since by assumption all humans 

behavee rationally. 

Aaronn (1994) gives a list of all kinds of irrational forms of behaviour, or so-called 

paradoxess or anomalies (p. 9). Here are a few examples; 

"Why"Why do people give to charity, when they derive little or no direct benefit 

fromfrom such actions? 

WhyWhy do people act according to their preferences and then feel guilt or 

shame,shame, resolve to act differently and, on occasion, even keep their 

resolutions? resolutions? 

WhyWhy do people buy lottery tickets with expected values far below the 

purchasingpurchasing price ?" 

Likewise,, results from valuation studies are not always consistent with rationality. For 

instance,, rationality entails that respondents take into account their budget constraint 

andd preferences; their stated WTP should be clearly related to their budget and 

preferences.. In a valuation survey, the WTP bids should be expected to increase with 

thee level of the respondent's income and assets. 

Workk by Loomis et al. (1994) shows that, in valuation surveys, respondents do not 

considerr their budget constraints as explicitly as they would in real transactions. 

Peoplee do not seem to live up to the theory when considering their budget constraint. 

Thee reason could be that the hypothetical survey responses do not require the same 

levell of consideration and financial commitment that real purchases do. 

AA study by Kemp and Maxwell (1993) indicates that, by simulating a more realistic 

budgett context, the mean WTP diminishes dramatically. This implies that, in normal 

valuationn studies, respondents dramatically overstate their true values, because of the 

hypotheticall budget context. The approach chosen by Kemp and Maxwell is a top-

downn disaggregation by which respondents consider a much wider range of 

possibilitiess for the individual valuation of public goods. First, the respondents were 

askedd to divide the amount of their current tax bill over eight social concerns. The 

intervieww next focused on the one for environmental protection. Subsequently, the 

environmentall concern was further divided into nine pre-specified categories, and a 

tenthh line item for any other environmental issues the respondent could think of. 

Finally,, they in four steps disaggregated the total elicited WTP for environmental 

protection,, down to the share for oil spills off the coast of Alaska. Using unedited data, 
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thee single-focus survey results in a mean WTP of $84.80 and the disaggregated 

surveyy in a mean WTP of $0.29 (ibidem, p. 230). 

Thee inconsistencies with rationality can be explained in various ways. In addition to the 

hypotheticall character of the surveys, the once-only character is also important. Since 

peoplepeople are not very experienced in valuing environmental goods and services, it is 

extremelyy difficult for them to come up with their monetary value in a one-of-a-kind 

offer.. In a normal market situation rationality may be better approximated, as people 

practicee daily in the purchase and thus in the valuation of goods (Blomqvist, 1989; 

Tietz,, 1992). 

Yett another very important explanation for the problems relating to rationality in a 

valuationn study for environmental goods, is the distinction between private and public 

preferences.. This distinction is suggested by i.e. Margolis (1982) and Etzioni (1988). 

Peoplee have (at least) a two-dimensional preference structure for public environmental 

goodss and services. For instance, a person may love his car and hate the train, but still 

votee for politicians who promise to tax gasoline in order to subsidise public transport. 

Onn the one hand they have private or individual preferences, but on the other hand 

theyy have public or collective preferences for environmental goods, and the latter are 

oftenn incompatible with the former. Whereas the former are related to private costs and 

benefitss and private utility or satisfaction, the latter are related to social costs and 

benefitss and to more benevolent and moral considerations. 

Rationall behaviour, in the sense of the private preference structure, does not have to 

bee rational in the sense of public preferences. One example is freeriding: respondents 

understatee their public preferences. According to their public preference structure 

peoplepeople are willing to pay ƒ20 to save a forest from deforestation, but since they expect 

otherr people to pay a similar price for the forest to be saved, they understate their 

publicc preferences and only state an individual WTP of ƒ10. Another, opposite, 

examplee is an overestimation of the public preferences, in order to boost the benefits of 

savingg the forest and thereby securing the provision. In this case, the stated individual 

WTPP related to the private preference structure could be ƒ30. 

Inn the valuation surveys discussed in this thesis, a hypothetical market is created in 

whichh respondents are asked for their individual or private WTP for a public, 

environmentall good. This can be very confusing to them, since they might mix up the 

twoo different preference structures in their minds. Consequently, the resulting bids look 

irrationall in relation to both preference structures. Sagoff (1988) asserts that asking a 

person'ss economic, private value for the environment, is a category mistake. 
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"The"The kind of mistake you make when you predicate one concept on 

anotheranother that makes no sense in relation to it. [...] Private and public 

preferencespreferences [...] belong to different logical categories. Public 'preferences' 

involveinvolve not desires or wants but opinions or views. They state what a 

personperson believes is right for the community or group as a whole. [...] An 

analystanalyst who asks how much citizens would pay to satisfy opinions that 

theythey advocate through political association commits a category mistake." 

(pp.. 93-94) 

Earlierr (on page 55), Sagoff states that it is meaningless to try and find combined or 

inclusivee preference orderings, since people have multiple preference schedules which 

aree appropriate in different situations (family, work, politics and so on). When you ask 

peoplepeople to state their combined preference, you ask them not to behave as a parent. 

worker,, consumer or citizen, but instead as the homo economicus or rational man. 

However,, such a person does not exist in reality, only in economic theory. Sagoff 

arguess that it is more correct to ask the respondents to state their public preferences in 

aa political referendum, which better suits the social dimension of environmental goods 

thann does the (hypothetical) market. 

2.1.2.c2.1.2.c  Strict  Convexity  of  Indifference  Curves 

Strictt convexity of the indifference curves implies a diminishing marginal rate of 

substitution.99 This indicates that people will pay less additional money as the 

environmentt further improves, or, put differently, the (Hicksian) demand curve slopes 

downwardd to the right. The following example shows that convexity is not always a 

reasonablee assumption. Let us take an individual who, on the one hand, likes living in 

thee centre of a big city, and, on the other hand, likes peace and quiet. In this case, 

convexityy would imply that the individual moves to a quieter suburb of the city or to a 

smallerr city. Strict convexity rules out the possibility that this person stays in the centre 

orr moves to a rural and quiet village, rather than move to a suburb {which is a mixed 

sett of the two goods). 

Thee valuation literature is not unanimous on the question whether preferences are 

indeedd convex. Some suggest that strict convexity tallies with the facts, as long as the 

incrementss in environmental quality are sequentially presented to each respondent and 

ass long as large discrete changes are involved (Desvouges et al., 1987; Hoevenagel, 

1994).. Others do not agree (Navrud, 1989), or state that large changes do not satisfy 

otherr assumptions like the ceteris paribus assumption. 
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Desvougess et al. (1987) conducted a survey to value three different water quality levels 

inn the Monongahela River (Pennsylvania, US). Each respondent was asked to 

sequentiallyy provide bids for changes in certain levels of water quality. The results are 

summarisedd in table 2.4. 

Thee table presents the results for two different question formats (open-ended 

questionss and payment-card questions).10 In both cases respondents value the change 

inn water quality levels higher when the quality is worse; the better the quality gets, the 

lesss people are willing to pay for it. This is shown in the second column (AWTP) , which 

exhibitss the marginal rate of substitution between money and water quality. These 

resultss do conform to the assumption of strict convexity of preferences. 

TableTable  2.4: Estimated  value  for  levels  of  water  quality 
Source:: adapted from Desvouges, Smith and Fischer, 1987, p, 261. 

Changee in water quality 

Avoidd a decrease from level D to E (stay at D) 

Increasee from level D to C (go to C) 

Increasee from level C to B (go to B) 

Open-endedd questions 
WTPTOan n 

$24.5 5 

$17.6 6 

$12.4 4 

AWTP P 

S6.9 9 

$52 2 

Payment-cardd questions 
W T P ^ n n 

S51.0 0 

$293 3 

$12.5 5 

AWTP P 

$21.7 7 

$16.8 8 

E:: unsuitable for any water-based activities (including boating) 
D:: the current level of water quality, boatable water quality 
C:C: fishable water quality (level where gamefish would survive) 
B:: level where individuals could use the river for swimming 

Inn another study, in which the questions were not posed sequentially to each 

respondent,, the assumption of strict convexity does not hold. Navrud (1989) asked 

differentt groups of respondents to value a 30, 50 and 70% reduction in European 

sulphurr emission so that the freshwater fish population could grow. According to 

decreasingg marginal rates of substitution, respondents should be willing to pay less for 

thee extra 20% reduction from 50 to 70% than for the 20% reduction from 30 to 50%. 

However,, Navrud did not find significantly different mean WTP values for the 30, 50 

andd 70% reduction. Using a payment-card elicitation method, he found a mean WTP of 

3355 Norwegian Krones for the first group (30%, n=1,035), 291 NOK for the second 

groupp (50%, n=808), and 387 NOK for the last group (70%, n=189). 
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2.1.2.d2.1.2.d Assumption  of  Local  Non-Satiation 

Anotherr assumption underlying neoclassical theory is the assumption of local non-

satiation.. Preferences are locally insatiable if arbitrarily close to every bundle x another 

bundlebundle z exists that is strictly preferred to x. One can always do a little better, even if 

onee is restricted to only small changes in the consumption bundle. In short, more will 

alwayss be better. 

Sometimes,, stronger forms of this assumption are made, namely weak or even 

strongg monotonicity of preferences. Preferences are weakly monotone if for any two 

bundless x and z, such that each component of x is at least as large as the 

correspondingg component of z (x > z), x is preferred to or as good as z (x > z), which 

simplyy means that at least as much of everything is at least as good. Strongly 

monotonee preferences exist if for any two bundles x and z, such that x > z and x * z, x 

iss strictly preferred to z (x^z) , which implies that all goods are good and that more is 

alwayss better. Which of these three (strong or weak monotonicity, local insatiability) 

formss of assumptions are made, differs from one author to another. Varian {1992, p. 

97)) states that strong monotonicity is a prerequisite for the existence of a utility 

function,, whereas Kreps (1990, p. 33) merely assumes local non-satiation. 

Inn the valuation context, respondents will value a large environmental improvement 

moree than a small one (a descending demand curve). So, the implication of the local 

non-satiationn assumption for valuation studies is quite similar to the implication of strict 

convexityy as mentioned above. 

However,, the question is whether more is indeed always better. Surely, it seems 

reasonablee to assume that the optimal combination of chocolates and ice-cream is not 

infinite.. After some point, people start to value chocolates and ice-cream as negative 

goods,, which no longer positively contribute to their utility. This point is called the 

blisspoint.. After the blisspoint, the indifference curves are no longer nicely descending 

curvess but they may even become circle-like curves. This is shown in figure 2.3, which 

willl be discussed below. 

Sincee many goods are like chocolates and ice-creams, in the sense that you can have 

tooo much of them, neoclassical theory does not seem to be very useful in practice. 

However,, neoclassical economists respond to this assertion by stating that most 

(rational)) people will not voluntarily choose more than they want. After all, why should 

youu choose more than you want? In short, 'too much' or 'overconsumption' does not 
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existt in their jargon. According to them the most interesting part of the consumers' 

problemm is the part where people have too little, where scarcity exists and people are 

forcedd to make choices. In terms of figure 2.3, neoclassical theory is restricted to the 

quadrantt z*Bx*0. 

FigureFigure  2.3: Circle-like  indifference  curves 

z z 
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Figuree 2.3 features circle-like indifference curves (h, l2 and l3). The budget lines are 

presentedd as BL, BL' and BL". As long as people do not consume more than (x*,z*), 

whichh is the blisspoint B, the assumption of local non-satiation or strong monotonicity is 

nott violated. So, when the budget line lies below the blisspoint, all standard 

neoclassicall demand functions can be deduced.11 However, if the tangency point of 

thee budget line and the indifference curve lies above or coincides with the blisspoint, it 

iss impossible to deduce nice, continuously descending demand curves. Above the 

blisspointt (e.g., BL"), rational individuals will always choose point B. Consequently, 

demandd will be constant (i.e., demand = (x*,z*)) and individuals will not spend their 

entiree budget y (pxx* + pzz* < y). 

Whetherr environmental goods behave like chocolates and ice-cream, or whether the 

needd for them is really insatiable, is not an easy question to answer. In the literature on 

thiss subject (Leiss, 1978; Maslow, 1954; Scitovsky, 1986), often a dichotomy in needs 

iss presented. On the one hand, needs are considered to be absolute in the sense that 

wee feel them whatever the situation of other people (the first necessities of life: 

housing,, clothing and food). On the other hand, relative needs exist which we feel only 

iff their satisfaction lifts us above other people (status, friendship, creativity). Absolute 
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needss are satiable, whereas relative needs may indeed be insatiable (Keynes, in Daly 

andd Townsend, 1993). Although environmental goods like clean air and water seem to 

satisfyy absolute needs, other environmental goods may satisfy relative needs. An 

examplee is the access to scenic beauty. If only a few people have the means of access 

too the site, the advantages to them are very large, as is the social distance between 

themm and those who cannot afford the costs. But as the general level of affluence rises, 

moree people will visit the site, thereby diminishing the value of the experience. 

Thee assumption of local non-satiation can be tested by asking the WTP for a large 

improvementt and the WTP for smaller improvements. The valuation survey should 

elicitt higher WTP values for the large improvement than for the smaller 

improvements.122 Desvouges et al. (1993) tested the hypothesis that "WTP estimates 

increaseincrease for higher levels of natural resource services'1 (p. 93). The questionnaire 

describess a regulation that would require wire-net covers on waste holding ponds to 

protectt the migratory waterfowl. Three groups of respondents were asked through 

open-endedd questions for their WTP for the regulation. The first group (n=398) was 

toldd that the regulation would prevent 2,000 deaths annually. For the second group 

(n=408)) this number was 20,000, and it was set at 200,000 for the third group (n=399). 

Thee sample means for the three levels of protection were $80, $78 and $88 per year 

forr the first, second and third group, respectively. The sample medians were $25 in all 

threee groups. Formal statistical tests reject the hypothesis stated above and thereby 

thee assumption of local non-satiation (and implicitly also the assumption of strict 

convexity). . 

2.1.2.1.2.e2.e Consumer  Sovereignty 

Thee neoclassical theory is based on the principle of consumer sovereignty, which 

statess that the consumer himself is the best judge of what gives him utility. This implies 

thatt the preferences of individuals should count in the allocation of resources. 

However,, when dealing with choices concerning environmental goods, consumer 

sovereigntyy is debatable. 

AA first point is that rational people are primarily concerned with maximizing their own 

utilityy level. Even if people behave in an altruistic manner, they take into account only 

partt of the utility of other people. A second point is that most people are layman where 

itt comes to understanding complex environmental issues, no matter how much 

informationn they are presented with in the survey. Thus, the responses may reflect 

inadequatee understanding of the issues or of the nature of the commodity. The last, but 

perhapss most important point is that people do not have ready-made, well-structured 
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preferencess for most environmental goods, viz. they may lack self-knowledge in the 

sensee that they cannot properly relate the consequences of alternative choices to their 

preferences.. Below, this issue in greater detail will be examined. 

2,1.2.f2,1.2.f  Well-Structured  Preferences 

Kahnemann (1986, p. 192) observed that the basic presumption underlying monetary 

valuationn methods is that people have a set of coherent preferences for goods, 

includingg non-market goods, and that these preferences can be uncovered using 

monetaryy valuation methods. Fischoff (1991) refers to this assumption as the 

"philosophyy of articulated values". It conveys the prevailing tendency of economists to 

constructt models on the assumption that people maximize satisfaction based on given 

tastes,, instead of by exploring the formation of preferences. Several other authors 

havee also suggested that the construction of preferences may be common in valuation 

studiess (Fischoff and Furby, 1988; Fischoff et al., 1988; Sagoff, 1994; Schkade and 

Payne,, 1994). 

Inn the following sections, evidence is presented which shows that respondents to 

valuationn surveys do not, in general, have well-formed preferences about any relevant 

topic,, and that they cannot directly retrieve an appropriate response to an elicitation 

question.. This evidence refers to: 

1.. procedure variance (framing and information effects) 

2.. heuristics (compatibility and availability heuristics) 

3.. dual preferences (warm glow and intentions) 

ReRe 1] Procedure  Variance 
Earlier,, when discussing the assumption of completeness (section 2.1.2.a), we saw that 

proceduree invariance requires different representations of the same choice problem to 

yieldd the same preferences. In other words, preferences for certain options should be 

independentt of their descriptions. The evidence of such context dependence in 

valuationn problems is significant (Rowe and Chestnut, 1983; Loke, 1989) and pertains 

too framing effects and information bias. 

Framingg effects occur when V{D1)*V{D2), where Di and D2 are different but 

theoreticallyy similar frameworks for the same good, and V is the WTP value for the 

goodd (Boyle, 1989). A first example is the framing of questions in certain or in chance 

events.. Tversky and Kahneman (1981) call this the certainty effect: 
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"aa reduction of the probability of an outcome by a constant factor has 

moremore impact when the outcome was initially certain than when it was 

merelymerely probable." (p. 455) 

Inn the first experiment they asked people (n=85) to choose between the option of a 

suree (100% chance) win of $30 and a 80% chance to win $45. In this case, 74% chose 

thee first option and 26% chose the second one. In a second experiment they asked this 

groupp of people the same question but reduced the probability by a factor 4, so that 

theyy had to choose between a 25% chance to win $30 or a 20% chance to win $45. 

Now,, the first option was chosen by only 42% and the second option by 58%. A 

secondd example of framing effects is elicitation bias. Desvouges et al. (1993) and 

McFaddenn and Leonard (1993) found that the dichotomous choice response mode 

("Wouldd you like to pay /x? Yes or No?") produced significantly higher expressed 

valuationss than did the open-ended WTP response mode ("How much are you willing 

too pay7"), 

Anotherr illustration of the violation of procedure invariance is information bias (cf. 

chapterr 3, section 3.2). Information effects are defined as changes in observable 

biddingg behaviour induced by changes in the information about the commodity. One 

speakss of information bias if these information effects are undesirable (Bergstrom et 

al.,, 1989). In general, information effects are desirable if increasing the information 

aboutt a positive characteristic of the good will increase the stated WTP and if 

informationn on substitutes or complements will increase cq. decrease the WTP 

accordingg to the sign of the cross-price elasticity of the demand. In relation to the 

quantityy of information, Boyle (1989) and Hanley et al. (1995) found that increasing the 

relevantt information results in an increase in the mean WTP and its variance. 

Ree 2] Heuristics 

AA second example of the fact that preferences are not pre-established, is the frequent 

usee of heuristics by respondents. In CVM surveys respondents have to absorb a lot of 

informationn since they are unfamiliar with environmental goods and the monetary 

valuationn of these goods. Because their information-processing and judgement-making 

abilitiess are limited, respondents have to use heuristics (Harris et al., 1989).13 So, 

althoughh it seems logical that people take cognitive short-cuts that reflect simplistic 

decision-makingg processes, it is important to note that the valuation results are 

probablyy different from the results that would be obtained if more complex sets of 

trade-offss were considered (Grether, 1994). 
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Inn the literature distinct kinds of heuristics are described (Tversky and Kahneman, 

1974). . 

Onee example is the compatibility heuristic: the weight of a stimulus attribute is 

enhancedd by its compatibility with the response scale (Tversky and Thaler, 1990; 

Tverskyy et al., 1988). For instance, if people have to choose between two bets, the 

cashh equivalent of which is expressed in dollars, compatibility implies that the payoffs, 

whichh are expressed in the same units, are weighted more heavily in pricing bets than 

inn choosing between bets. 

AA second example is the availability heuristic, which applies to situations in which 

peoplee assess the frequency of a class or the probability of an event by the ease with 

whichh instances or occurrences can be brought to mind. For example, the fact that 

respondentss already knew about the Exxon-Valdez oil spill before being informed and 

questionedd about it, had a significantly positive effect on their WTP for a prevention 

programm for similar oil spills (Carson etal., 1992). 

ReRe 3] Dual  Preference  Structure 

Whenn asked to give their private value for a certain environmental good, respondents 

mayy think that they are asked either "what is this good worth in general, from a social 

pointt of view", or "what do I want the government to pay for this good". So, 

respondentss are not sure whether they are asked for their private or their public 

preferencee for that particular, mostly public, commodity. This was also discussed in 

sectionn 2.1.2.b when the rationality assumption was considered. 

Becausee of this lack of clarity about which preferences (private or public) are meant, 

respondentss may merely state an overall preference for the preservation of the 

environment.. This is referred to as "warm glow" (Diamond and Hausman, 1993), 

"morall satisfaction" (Kahneman and Knetsch, 1992 a and b), "the good cause dump" 

(Smith,, 1992), or "symbolic bias" {Mitchell and Carson, 1989). 

Thee warm glow theory argues that, if people give charitable contributions largely for the 

pleasuree of giving, it is also plausible that they will give high values in valuation 

surveys.. The Kahneman and Knetsch argument indicates that the responses to 

valuationn questions express a willingness to acquire a sense of moral satisfaction, 

insteadd of a preference for a public good. This argument is somewhat trivial from an 

economic-theoreticall point of view. After all, economic theory suggests that people 

indeedd only pay to maximize their utility or well-being. Whether you call that the 

purchasee of moral satisfaction or the maximization of utility, does not make any 
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differencee in that respect (Harrison, 1992). The good cause dump hypothesis is 

probablyy a more meaningful idea for interpreting WTP bids. Respondents have a 

baskett of good causes. When one of these causes is valued in a valuation survey, they 

willl dump their valuation for the whole basket into the stated WTP, since they do not 

havee or cannot come up with a well-structured preference for the good in question. 

Finally,, symbolic bias occurs when respondents react to an amenity's general symbolic 

meaningg instead of to the specific levels of the provision described. It is a propensity to 

respondd to the symbol rather than to the substance. 

2.1.2.g2.1.2.g  Ceteris  Paribus,  Time Dimensions  and Complete  Certainty 

Mostt of the standard welfare analysis is carried out 'ceteris paribus'. The ceteris 

paribuss condition claims that, apart from the environmental changes under 

consideration,, all other factors are fixed. That is, preferences, quantities, all other 

prices,, income, technical coefficients and household size are presumed to remain 

constant.. One speaks of a marginal analysis or the so-called partial equilibrium 

analysiss (Kreps, 1990). 

Inn general, this is not a very realistic frame of mind, since often relatively large 

environmentall changes are considered in valuation studies. The scale and the scope 

off these changes are massive and involve all other prices and other factors. 

Furthermore,, a series of small incremental actions can add up to something significant. 

So,, evaluating them in isolation with fixed price models, even if the prices used are the 

Tight'' ones, can in aggregate be deceiving. 

Thee ceteris paribus condition is more likely to hold for short periods of time, since it is 

moree likely that factors like income, prices and preferences remain constant in the 

shortt run. This is one of the reasons why almost every valuation study is constructed in 

aa timeless world. 

Anotherr reason is that a timeless world is much easier to analyse, because then the 

questionn of how to aggregate values that are realised at different moments in time and 

thatt might vary from one moment to another, does not have to be answered. On the 

otherr hand, according to Freeman (1993, chapter 7), this intertemporal aggregation 

issuee cannot even be dealt with, due to the indefiniteness of a correct social discount 

rate.. In most cases, the 'objective' rate of time preference, or the market interest rate, 

iss used as an approximation. However, a single market interest rate does not exist, 

sincee a choice has to be made from the many different interest rates that exist in the 

market.14 4 
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Apartt from the fact that the correct social discount rate is indeterminate, an ethical 

problemm prevails. By choosing the discount rate, economists take an ethical position 

aboutt the claims of future generations {Spash, 1993). At any positive discount rate the 

futuree is treated as being less important than the present. 

Yett another rationale to regard merely the short term in valuation studies, is the fact 

thatt uncertainty decreases in the short run. Most neoclassical welfare analyses 

assumee complete certainty, or at least uncertainty that is predictable in terms of 

chances.. In reality, however, much uncertainty prevails. Uncertainty can take two 

formss (Freeman, 1986). The first one is supply uncertainty, which concerns the effects 

off suggested policies and programs on the existence or supply of the environmental 

good,, the resulting costs, and the costs-bearers. The second form of uncertainty is 

demanddemand uncertainty. Persons could be uncertain about their demand for an 

environmentall good due to uncertainty concerning their income, uncertainty 

concerningg the prices of complement or substitute goods, or uncertainty concerning 

preferences. . 

Inn some studies supply-uncertainty is part of the study (Johansson, 1988; Meier and 

Randall,, 1991). A concept which has received considerable attention in the literature, is 

thee concept of supply-side option value. This value concept is important in situations 

wheree an individual demands a good in the future, such as a visit to a natural park, but 

iss uncertain about the fact whether the park will be available then. The supply-side 

optionn value is an extra payment, or risk premium, to ensure the future availability of 

thee park (Johansson, 1988). According to Bishop (1988), the option value will be 

positive,, provided that people are risk averse: people who do not like risk and 

uncertaintyy are willing to pay more to ensure the provision of the park than people who 

likee to take a chance. Assuming that most people are risk averse when it comes to 

environmentall goods, the true value of the park will be underestimated if we simply 

estimatee the future use of the park, since that only gives the expected consumer 

surpluss and ignores uncertainty and hence also the option value. 

2.1.2.h2.1.2.h  Conclusion 

Inn this section, part of the neoclassical theory of individual behaviour was reviewed. 

Althoughh some of the neoclassical assumptions about behaviour are criticised here, it 

iss not the intention to completely discard the theory or its assumptions. In many 

situationss (like when buying goods in the supermarket) the model is indeed successful. 

Moreover,, sometimes we simply do not have an alternative. 
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Iff our purpose is to establish monetary values or prices for environmental goods, we 

simplyy will not be able to get around certain elements of the neoclassical theory 

becausee monetary valuation methods are based on this theory, i.e., the Hicksian 

analysiss of demand and/or various assumptions about individual behaviour. 

However,, it is important to consider the assumptions under which these monetary 

valuationn methods give valid and reliable results. By considering these assumptions, 

otherr factors come to the front that can clarify the analysis and put it in a certain 

perspective,, namely the institutional background. The next section deals with these 

institutionall factors, both from the viewpoint of institutional economics and from that of 

ecologicall economics. 

2.22 Other Economi c Approache s to Monetar y Valuatio n 

Thee most essential institutional criticism of neoclassical economics, is the fact that 

neoclassicall analysis works with narrowly closed models, thereby limiting the analysis 

too too few conditions (Myrdal, 1978). The economy is an open, evolutionary and 

dynamicc system. Preference structures, technological innovation and legal systems are 

nott exogenous but endogenous to the economy. Institutionalists attempt to explain the 

dynamicss of economic transformation by including these factors in their analyses. In 

orderr to do so, institutionalists need to borrow insights from other social disciplines like 

psychology,, sociology and law. 

Ecologicall economics also entails an institutional approach, extending the domain of 

institutionall economics to include environmental or biospheric constraints. Ecological 

economicss does not just borrow some insights from other disciplines, it is for a large 

partt based on another discipline, namely ecology. This fundamental emphasis on the 

interdisciplinaryy character of economic analysis ('economics is not enough'), makes it 

hardd to be acceptable to neoclassical economists. Moreover, ecological economics is 

moree radical and ethical in its convictions than is the general institutional approach, 

whichh makes it even more unacceptable to neoclassicals. 

Figuree 2.4 demonstrates the different domains of neoclassical, institutional and 

ecologicall economics. 
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FigureFigure  2.4: The domains  of  neoclassical,  institutional  and ecological  economics 

2.2.12.2.1 Institutional Economics 

Institutionall economics started in the United States in the last two decades of the 

nineteenthh century. The founders of the institutional approach were Veblen, Mitchell 

andd Common. Later, the theory has been further developed by, among others, Myrdal, 

Galbraithh and Ayres (Canterbery, 1995, p. 244). The institutional criticism of 

neoclassicall theory can be categorised in three themes. Below, these three themes will 

bee discussed briefly. 

1.. Rejection of rationality in terms of individual utility maximization 

2.. Rejection of the general equilibrium approach 

3.. Inclusion of institutions in economic analyses 

Ree 1] Rejection  of  rationality  in  terms  of  individual  utility  maximization 

Insteadd of by the neoclassical assumption of independent, subjective and individual 

consumerr preferences, consumption in the institutional framework is determined by 

sociall and cultural considerations. This means that what is rational is not just a question 

off the consistency of preferences or the individual calculation of an optimum, but rather 

off developing common perspectives and generating norms and rules for what is 

preferablee and appropriate. In the words of Buchanan (1994, p.123): "persons impose 
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internalinternal constraints that restrict choice to those alternatives considered to be attainable 

withinwithin the 'rules'." 

ReRe 2] Rejection  of  the general  equilibrium  approach 

Institutionall economics is about change, about the dynamic evolution of economies. 

Thesee changes are interpreted in terms of changes in the social and technological 

structures.. Within the social system there is a causal interdependence; there is no one 

basicc factor, everything causes everything (Myrdal, 1978, pp. 773-774). There is neither 

equilibrium,, nor is there a natural tendency towards equilibrium. 

ReRe 3] Inclusion  of  institutions  in  economic  analyses 

Economicc change cannot be explained by focusing solely on typical economic factors 

suchh as markets, prices and exchange relations, since markets and market processes 

doo not operate in a vacuum but within an institutional structure that defines rights and 

duties,, obligations and opportunities (Bromley, 1991). Consequently, economic change 

shouldd be viewed from a framework of social, political, legal, historica! as well as 

economicc perspectives. In other words, economic change should be analysed in terms 

off changes in all kinds of institutions. Although little agreement exists among 

institutionalistss on what the term institution actually means, it is generally referred to as 

aa set of rules (Ostrom, 1986) or, alternatively, as a social organization which, through 

thee operation of tradition, custom or legal constraint, tends to create durable and 

routinisedd patterns of behaviour (Hodgson, 1988). 

Neo-institutionalNeo-institutional  and new institutional  economics 

Nowadays,, two institutional movements can be distinguished. The first is called neo-

institutionall economics. It has its roots in the institutional economics as reviewed above, 

andd deals with much of the same subjects as the 'old' institutionalists, like values, 

norms,, and social, legal and political structures. Hodgson is the leading figure in this 

traditionn of neo-institutionalist thought. The second institutional movement is called new 

institutionall economics. Generally, Coase, Williamson and North are considered to be 

thee three leading new institutionalists. Their theory is based on ideas about transaction 

costs,, as stated by the 'old' institutionalist Commons, as well as on neoclassical 

economicc theory. Therefore, new institutionalists are sometimes called neoclassical 

institutionalistss (Vira, 1997). 

Thee two institutionalist movements differ on several vital features. For new 

institutionalistss the standard neoclassical approach, based on the rational choice model, 

iss to be extended, perhaps modified, but not abandoned. Institutions are defined as 

organizationall and not as social structures. Individual choice of economic actors is the 
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basiss for explaining the institutional system. For neo-institutionalists the rational choice 

modell is to be abandoned in favour of a model that places economic behaviour in its 

sociall and cultural context (Rutherford, 1995). In this line of thought, institutions are 

sociall structures, the same as with the 'old' institutionalists. Neo-institutional economics 

attemptss to explain economic behaviour by looking at institutional elements, instead of 

thee other way around. 

Thee solutions to environmental problems also differ between new institutional and neo-

institutionall economics. 

NewNew institutionalists  and environmental  problems 

Mostt new institutionalists put transaction costs, property rights and negotiation schemes 

att the centre of their analysis. A famous example is the analysis by Coase (1960), who 

challengedd Pigou's long-standing conclusion that externalities require government 

interventionn via some corrective tax. Coase argued that, in the absence of transaction 

costs,, but with the existence of well-defined property rights, the victims and suppliers of 

externalitiess can benefit from direct negotiations, without government intervention, 

providedd that the law ensures the structure of property rights. 

Forr instance, the residents near an airport could negotiate with the airport authorities 

andd airline companies about monetary compensation for the noise nuisance (cf. chapter 

66 of this thesis). If the residents hold the property rights, the airport authorities could 

offerr to compensate them by some amount larger than the costs entailed by the noise 

nuisance.. Alternatively, if the property rights are vested in the airport authorities, the 

residentss could offer to compensate the authorities for giving up a certain amount of air 

traffic.. However, if the transaction costs are high (i.e., the costs of information, the costs 

off identifying, organizing and representing the parties, the costs of bringing the parties 

together,, and the costs relating to the actual negotiation itself), they might outweigh the 

potentiall benefits of negotiations, thereby preventing a bargaining process. In this case, 

solvingg the environmental problems would require institutions to reduce transaction 

costs,, such as a government agency responsible for informing both parties and 

identifying,, organizing and representing the parties involved. 

Notee that the Coasian way of modelling negotiations is rather neoclassical (strict 

convexity,, rationality, and other assumptions apply). But by including property rights and 

transactionn costs in the analysis, Coase adds an institutional element when compared 

too thee standard neoclassical modelling of externalities. 
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Neo-institutionalistsNeo-institutionalists  and environmental  problems 

Thee solutions suggested by neo-institutionalists is aimed at changing people's 

behaviourr via all kinds of institutions, not just via prices or property rights. Neoclassical 

economistss recommend the creation of monetary incentives that force users of 

environmentall goods and services to take account of the opportunity costs of their 

behaviour.. Monetary incentives and disincentives are targeted at specific activities. 

Theyy are not aimed at changing the underlying value system of individuals, but rather 

focuss on the relative prices of alternative actions. The value of neo-institutional analysis 

iss that it allows for the possibility that behaviour is influenced not only by monetary 

incentivess but also by education, social norms, customs and culture patterns (Lambooy, 

1981;Santopietro,, 1995). 

Sincee the market system alone produces neither the norm nor the institutions necessary 

too implement environmental norms and rules that are present in society, neo-

institutionalistss recommend norms which are formed exogenously to the economic 

system.. An example is the safe minimum standard approach, which entails that, under 

reasonablee allowances for uncertainty, threats to the survival of valuable resource 

systemss are eliminated, provided that this does not entail excessive costs (Perman et 

al.,, 1999, p. 186). It sounds imprecise, but it is deliberately fuzzy because such an 

approachh does not rely on a single criterion. Neo-institutionalists ascribe an important 

rolee to politicians and the government when it comes to the interpretation and 

implementationn of these norms. Contrary to neoclassical and even new 

institutionalists,, they advocate an active and stimulating government (Lambooy, 1973). 

Neo-institutionalNeo-institutional  economics  and monetary  valuation 

Neo-institutionalistss contend that not all values are reducible to monetary measures, 

andd that prices are not accurate measures of a resource's value to society, "so cost-

benefitbenefit analysis is immediately suspect" (Swaney, 1987, p. 1767). Moreover, Swaney 

arguess that "cost-benefit analysis is also plagued by implicit assumptions" (p. 1768). 

Thiss refers to the fact that monetary valuation techniques are analytical devices for 

consideringg values from within an existing institutional (resource endowment) 

environmentt (Lambooy and Baarsma, forthcoming). The outcomes of monetary 

valuationn studies vary, for example, with income and wealth distribution, with power 

structuree and law. Then, what needs to be recognised, is that it is the institutional 

structuree that defines these monetary values, and that it is meaningless to use these 

valuess as a decision or policy criterion in an institutional analysis. Besides, valuation is 

nott just about monetary valuation. Reasoning in terms of institutional economics points 

insteadd to a broader interpretation of valuation. Valuation is then connected with the 

ideologicall orientation of individuals as actors in the economy. Valuation means 
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discriminatingg between "good" and "bad", between goodness and badness 

(Söderbaum,, 1994). 

Thee outcomes of a monetary valuation study should be placed in its institutional 

background.. For example, income distribution, technology, market structure, property 

rights,, consumer preferences and cultural values are all assumed to be structurally 

stablee in neoclassical analyses. Nonetheless, in practice these institutions are dynamic 

entities.. Here, the income distribution and cultural background are considered in further 

detail. . 

IncomeIncome  distribution 

Inn monetary valuation studies individuals are asked for their WTP for changes in the 

provisionn or quality of a particular environmental good. When aggregating these 

individuall valuations for an environmental good, the idea of 'one dollar, one vote' is 

used.. This implies that people with the largest budget (the rich) care most about the 

environment.155 After all, in the neoclassical framework valuations are not just about the 

preferencess of people but also about the ability to pay for the good in question. The 

outcomee of a valuation study depends on the distribution of income, and if this 

outcomee were treated as an acceptable price, the existing income distribution is 

assumedd to be an acceptable basis for decision making (Maler and Wyzga, 1976). 

Neo-institutionalistss argue that we should be careful using the outcome of a monetary 

valuationn study in an efficiency analysis. Since income distribution is one of the 

institutionall elements that determine what is efficient, the income distribution 

determiness the outcome of the valuation process (Lambooy and Baarsma, 

forthcoming). . 

Inn fact, negotiations a la Coase suffer from the same drawback. The Coase theorem 

statess that the initial distribution of property rights is irrelevant with respect to the 

efficiencyy of the outcome. Within the neoclassical context this seems a completely valid 

statement,, since efficiency is all that matters and equity is not an issue. However, the 

initiall distribution of rights has severe consequences for the income distribution, viz. the 

incomee position of the victims deteriorates if they do not have the rights and thus have 

too compensate polluters. So, the initial distribution of rights is indeed relevant, since it 

determiness the institutional setting and thereby the results or outcome of the 

negotiations.. If one changes the distribution of rights, or any other institutional element 

forr that matter, there will be a new efficient outcome. 
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CulturalCultural  background 

Monetaryy valuation methodology has been developed chiefly in the United States. 

Sometimess monetary valuation methods, like contingent valuation, are referred to as 

exemplifyingg a typically American tendency to quantify that which is best left 

unqualifiedd (Bockstael and Strand, 1994, p. 83). Nowadays, these methods are being 

appliedd internationally, but there might still be some truth in the above stated view, as 

puttingg a monetary value on environmental goods is not accepted everywhere. 

Particularlyy in developing or low-income countries, people might not be willing to pay 

forr the environment simply because they have no money left, or because they are not 

usedd to thinking in terms of monetary values. Trade often does not take place in terms 

off monetary prices, but in terms of goods. People trade one good for another (for 

instance,, meat is traded for fuel). 

Anotherr example refers to countries with high tax rates, where people might not be 

willingg to pay as individuals for the provision of a public good. For instance, the Anglo-

Americann (taxation) culture is much more individualistic than the European (taxation) 

culture.. Consequently, individual payments for environmental goods fit the Anglo-

Americann culture better than the Western European culture. 

Lett us elaborate on this latter point. In the US and the UK, the provision of (quasi-) 

publicc goods is often left to the market, whereas in Western Europe the provision is 

securedd by tax payments and government intervention. Americans are used to pay 

accesss fees to go to beaches or to go hunting in the wilderness. Another factor that 

makess Americans more comfortable with monetising the environment, is the 

overwhelmingg number of court cases in which a monetary compensation is demanded 

(andd awarded) for many kinds of suffered damage, whereas in the rest of the world 

suchh compensations would not be awarded. On the other hand, Europeans are not 

usedd to these individual payments for public goods and liability claim practices. 

Therefore,, people in Europe are less willing to pay for a public good for which they 

alreadyy pay taxes. 

Bohmm (1979, in Harison et al., 1995) reports a fascinating instance of one such 'failed' 

experimentt where subjects were being recruited to provide valuations for a public 

good,, namely an extension of a bus route. Prior to the experimental sessions, the 

participantss met and decided to boycott the experiment since it might result in them 

havingg to pay for a good that had traditionally been provided through general 

governmentt revenues, or result in a proliferation of user-fees in other fields. 
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AA final illustration relates to cultural values and property rights. In Western Europe, free 

entrancee to public and often even to private nature reserves (forests, dunes, footpaths 

andd so on) is quite common. This custom has implications for the design of a valuation 

studyy about nature reserves. In Denmark, Dubgaard (1994) conducted a contingent 

valuationn survey to estimate the WTP for access to a semi-cultural landscape 

managedd for recreational and amenity purposes. However, since Danish legislation 

guaranteess free access to non-consumptive recreational activities on public forest land, 

beachess et cetera as well as on private territory, most Danish respondents would 

undoubtedlyy consider actual user payment for access illegitimate. Therefore, the 

hypotheticall nature of the WTP question was emphasised (ibidem, p. 152):16 

"How"How much are you willing to pay for an annual pass that gives you 

unrestrictedunrestricted access to the area for one year? [...] 

NB!NB! No plans exist to charge the public for admission to recreation areas 

inin Denmark. The answers will be used for scientific purposes only." 

Thiss is the complete opposite to what American CVM practitioners consider as a basic 

requirementt for a CVM survey to give valid results, namely to make the CVM setting as 

reall or market-like as possible (Arrow et al., 1993). Nonetheless, in this case the CVM 

hadd to be adapted to fit the Danish culture. 

Inn short, a WTP question might mean different things to different people or 

communities.. WTP values depend on cultural aspects of the people in the country or 

communityy involved, viz. the extent to which the population is aware of associated and 

monetaryy values (UNEP, 1994). 

AlternativesAlternatives  to  monetary  valuation  in  project  appraisals 

Consideringg the above mentioned ideas, neo-institutionalists would not typically 

recommendd a monetary valuation study and an accompanying cost-benefit analysis 

whenn contemplating projects to reduce environmental problems. Instead, they would 

advisee methods like multi-criteria analysis, positional analysis, or values juries. 

Inn a multi-criteria analysis the effects of possible projects (A,) on various criteria (Cj) are 

weightedd with some (subjective) factor (Wj) and then added for each project {see figure 

2.5).. Using these particular criteria and weights, the project with the highest score, is 

conceivedd of as best. Of course, one of the criteria could be a monetary criterion 

concerningg costs and benefits. Yet, other criteria, like the toxicity of the effects, the 
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vicinityy of potential victims or the number of hectares of natural habitat lost, are included 

ass well. 

FigureFigure  2.5: Schematic  representation  of  multi-criteria  analysis 
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Positionall analysis identifies how interest groups are affected by alternative policy 

options,, given the position the groups are in (Söderbaum, 1994, pp. 14-20). It differs 

fromm (neoclassical) cost-benefit analysis in the sense that people in a particular situation 

Sii are allowed to react differently, instead of assuming that all people react in the same 

wayy (viz., according to the neoclassical assumptions about individual behaviour, such 

ass rationality). The main purpose of positional analysis is to illuminate the decision 

situation.. It uses questionnaires and dialogue techniques of a more qualitative kind, in 

orderr to find out what ideologies are held by various parties, how particular decisions 

mightt affect them and how they would react. The idea is that, when no consensus can 

bee assumed regarding valuation rules, one has to refer to more than one valuational 

standpointt that may be relevant to decision makers and those affected (viz., 

transportation,, energy management or health care ideologies). Positional analysis is 

moree modest than cost-benefit analysis, in the sense that no unanimous conclusions 

aree drawn but, instead, the analyst acts as a facilitator in a public dialogue, seeking 

conclusionss conditional to possible futures and valuational standpoints. The outcome of 

aa positional analysis is not a one-dimensional monetary value, but something like: 

assumingg valuational or ideological orientation Vi, then alternative Ai may be preferred, 

whereass if some other valuational orientations are articulated, V2 and V3, may point to 

otherr alternatives as preferable. 

AA final example of a method that neo-institutionalists could advise when contemplating 

environmentall projects, is the implementation of a values jury, as proposed by Brown et 

al.. (1995a). The idea of such a values jury stems from the use of juries to decide guilt, 

innocence,, responsibility, compensation and penalty, which is a well-established legal 
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institutionn in the United States. Therefore, in principle, the application of this institution 

too matters of value in natural resource allocation is a natural and logical extension that 

fitss in the American cultural background. Brown et al. (1995a, p. 251) assign the 

followingg two roles to a values jury: (1) to assist in the selection of a course of action, 

suchh as land management alternatives, and (2) to recommend a value magnitude, such 

ass the magnitude of a damage payment. Like the juries already institutionalised, the 

valuess jury should consist of reasonable people, free of significant personal conflicts of 

interest,, who are willing and able to understand the issues and consider them 

objectively.. Because of this election mechanism, the jury approach avoids the problem 

off undue influence exerted by interest groups. Moreover, it avoids the problem of poor 

informationn by taking the time (i.e., several days if necessary) to inform the jurors 

adequately. . 

2.2.22.2.2 Ecological  Economics 

Ecologicall economics has been developed in the seventies by economists like 

Boulding,, Daly and Georgescu-Roegen. It is a reaction to the dominant neoclassical 

theory,, because: 

"Neoclassical"Neoclassical economics lacks any representation of the materials, 

energyenergy sources, physical structures, and time-dependent processes that 

areare basic to an ecological approach. Worse, it is inconsistent with the 

physicalphysical connectivity and positive feedback dynamics of energy and 

informationinformation systems." (Christensen, 1991, p. 76) 

However,, ecological economics is more than just a reaction to neoclassical theory. It is 

ann attempt to combine several disciplines, viz. (neo-)institutional economics on the one 

handd and ecology on the other hand. It is interdisciplinary, with the intent to make 

economistss more cognisant of ecological impacts and dependencies, and to make 

ecologistss more sensitive to economic forces, incentives, and constraints. Ecological 

economicss concentrates on, among other things, the following three problems 

(Costanzaa and Folke, 1997): 

1.. Assessing and insuring that the scale of human activities is ecologically sustainable 

('sustainablee scale'); 

2.. Distributing resources in an ecologically efficient way, and not just economically 

efficient,, within the current generation of man, as well as between this generation 

andd future generations and between man and nature ('efficiency'); 
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3.. Seeking social fairness, in the sense that income and wealth are more equally 

distributedd among people ('social fairness). 

Basically,, ecological economics broadens the limits of the economy by viewing the 

economyy as a subset of the ecosystem. 

RelativeRelative  versus  absolute  scarcity 

Ecologicall economics uses two distinct concepts of scarcity: relative scarcity and 

absolutee scarcity. This distinction seems irrelevant since all scarcity is relative, in the 

sensee that it is relative to wants or needs. But the concept of scarcity as used by the 

ecologicall economists, refers to resources instead of needs. Yet, the terms relative and 

absolutee scarcity are still a bit vague, even though they refer to resources instead of 

needs.. After all, scarcity has a subjective context, in the sense that it is related to the 

satisfactionn of needs: scarcity increases when it becomes more difficult to find means 

too satisfy needs. Consequently, scarcity is always relative, it cannot be absolute. 

Perhapss it is better to speak of stocks, or reserves, rather than of absolute scarcity. In 

orderr to avoid any confusion when discussing ecological economics, we will adhere to 

thee ecological economists' jargon and use the term absolute scarcity where one should 

actuallyy use the term stocks or reserves. 

Relativee scarcity relates to "the scarcity of a particular resource relative to another 

resource,resource, or relative to a different (lower) quality of the same resource" (Daly, 1992a, p. 

39).. Sometimes this is referred to as Ricardian scarcity, after David Ricardo (1772-

1823)) (Pearce, 1993). Absolute limits are not breached, but the costs of harvesting, 

extractingg and using a resource rise when more resources are put into development, 

sincee the resources of the highest quality which are cheapest to process will be put into 

usee first, and each subsequent resource used will be of a lower quality. This is called 

thee law of diminishing returns. The solution to relative scarcity is substitution: as a 

resourcee becomes scarcer, its price will rise and it will be substituted by other, less 

scarcee and less expensive resources (cf. figure 2.1 in section 2.1 of this chapter). 

Ecologicall economists are convinced that the concept of relative scarcity is not broad 

enoughh since it does not contain absolute limits. Therefore, they define the concept of 

absolutee scarcity as "the scarcity of resources in general, the scarcity of ultimate 

means"means" (Daly, 1992a, p. 39). Absolute scarcity increases because of the rising 

populationn and per-capita consumption, and occasionally it is alluded to as Malthusian 

scarcity,, after Thomas Robert Malthus (1766-1834). According to Malthus, infinite 

economicc growth is impossible, since the population has a natural growth rate 

describedd by a geometric progression, whereas the natural resources necessary to 
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supportt the population grow at a rate similar to an arithmetic progression. This 

absolutee scarcity cannot be 'resolved', even if the invention and employment of 

resourcess which are less scarce might provisionally alleviate it. 

Thee fact that the distinction between relative and absolute scarcity can be very 

confusing,, even to ecological economists themselves, is illustrated by the story in 

figuree 2.6. 

FigureFigure  2.6: One bet  on two  different  kinds  of  scarcity 
Source:: ISEE 1997 

Thiss story is about a bet between an ecological economist, Paul Ehrlich, and 
aa neoclassical economist, Julian Simon. Ehrlich bet that the prices of a series 
off metals would go up over ten years because they were getting scarcer, 
whilee Simon said that prices would fall because these metals were getting 
abundant.. Environmentalists knew that these metals were not spontaneously 
generatingg beneath the earth's surface, and that their high quality reserves 
weree being consumed at quite a rapid pace. Consequently, the 
environmentalistss expected Ehrlich to win the bet. However, he did not. 

Whyy not? Because Ehrlich never considered the question of the kind of 
scarcityy that was at issue. When looking at price movements, the concept at 
stakee is scarcity in the market place (that is, relative scarcity) and not the 
physicall scarcity in the ground of highly concentrated resources, which is 
connectedd to absolute scarcity. As it turned out, the physical scarcity of the 
high-qualityy ore bodies increased over the ten years, as Ehrlich knew it 
would,, but scarcity in the market place declined over the same time, and it 
wass this relative scarcity that drove the prices down. 

Accordingg to ecological economists, neoclassical think in terms of relative scarcity 

andd not in terms of absolute scarcity. Absolute scarcity is not important, because, with 

thee appropriate price rates, new resources, materials and processes can and will be 

foundd and developed, as a result of which the limits will constantly widen. Because of 

thiss continuous process of technological development, absolute limits do not exist; only 

relativee scarcity exists, which can merely lead to temporary problems (Baarsma, 

1996a).. Neoclassical have an unbridled belief in the feasibility of substitutions through 

technologicall development, and in the technical possibilities. 

Ecologicall economists state that natural capital and man-made capital are 

complementaryy and are only marginally substitutable, whereas some neoclassical 

claimm that natural capital can be substituted by man-made capital (National Research 
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Council,, 1994, p. 8). According to ecological economists, the complementarity of man-

madee and natural capital could restrict economic activity even more stringently, since 

theree would be no point in transforming natural capital into man-made capital beyond 

thee capacity of the remaining natural capital to complement and sustain it, i.e., what is 

thee use of more fishing boats when the fish population has disappeared. 

However,, ecological economists go even further in their critique of neoclassical 

economics.. They argue that, even if substitution is technically feasible, it will only lead 

too a temporary moderation of the relative scarcity. But, since substitution always 

impliess the replacement of one resource by another resource, in the end the 

possibilitiess for substitution will become limited because of the absolute scarcity of 

resources.17 7 

Thee neoclassical answer to this runs as follows (Simon, 1981). Economic growth 

producedd by productivity growth has no limits, because productivity growth itself has no 

fundamentall limits. Productivity is not physical and is not subject to physical limits: it 

dependss entirely on technology. Unlike physical resources, technology is not finite. 

Technologyy is simply knowledge, and knowledge is an inexhaustible resource. New 

knowledgee makes it possible to substitute new materials for old ones, and to create 

resourcess from what was not previously considered useful. Knowledge does not wear 

outt or get used up, but instead increases with use. 

Thee ecological economist's reply would be something like this. To put knowledge into 

practicee one needs physical resources. So, in sum, the possibilities of substitutions are 

nott endless. 

PricePrice  mechanism 

Withinn the ecological economics framework, the function of prices is twofold. For one 

thing,, prices are an instrument to give incentives to economic subjects, and for 

another,, prices are an instrument to provide information about scarcity. According to 

Dalyy (1980), the incentive function of prices works well enough, whereas the 

informationn function does not. The price mechanism does not account for ecological 

limits.. Prices solely reflect relative scarcity, and therefore prices cannot resolve 

absolutee scarcity. After all, it is impossible to raise the relative prices of all commodities 

inn general. If we would nevertheless try it, we would find that only the absolute price 

levell rises and the result would be inflation instead of the desired substitution. 
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"Perhaps"Perhaps we respond to increasing absolute scarcity as if it were relative 

scarcity,scarcity, that is, by trying to raise the relative price of everything." (Daly, 

1992a,, p. 42) 

Sincee the market does not impose absolute limits upon the behaviour of subjects, 

limits,, in the form of quantity restrictions, have to be imposed exogenously by 

politicianss and ecologists. Consequently, ecological economists advocate the 

implementationn of quota, instead of taxes, as an instrument to keep economic activity 

withinn ecological limits. If prices are fixed (taxes), then errors work themselves out in 

quantityy changes, whereas if quantities are fixed (quota), then errors result in price 

changes.. Ecologically, they assert, it is safer to let prices do the adjusting, since the 

ecosystemm only cares about quantity. 

Whatt is needed according to ecological economists, is direct regulation by the 

authorities,, to lay down standards and possibly also, if subjects do not come up with 

them,, sanctions. By means of permits and prohibitions, physical limits have to be 

imposedd upon economic activities. Within these limits the price mechanism can, in the 

mostt efficient way, lead to an optimal allocation of resources. But other institutions are 

necessaryy as well, for instance, an institution for stabilising the population and an 

institutionn for limiting the income and wealth inequality. The instruments suggested are 

probablyy very controversial: transferable birth licenses (every woman receives 2.1 

licensess which she can trade freely) and minimum and maximum limits on income and 

wealth.. For further elaboration on these institutions and instruments, the reader is 

referredd to Boulding (1964) and Daly (1992a, pp. 50-76). 

EcologicalEcological  economics  and monetary  valuation 

Valuationn ultimately refers to one item's the contribution to meeting a specific goal. "A 

baseballbaseball player is valuable to the extent in which he contributes to the goal of the team's 

winning"winning" (Costanza and Folke, 1997, p. 68). In neoclassical economics, a commodity is 

valuablee to the extent in which it contributes to the goal of individual welfare as 

assessedd by the willingness to pay. In this neoclassical context, value is based on the 

goall of utility maximization. Ecological economics is built on the (above-mentioned) 

threee goals of sustainable scale, social fairness and efficiency. "Ultimately, valuation 

hashas to address all three kinds of goals" (ibidem, p. 68). 

Somee ecological economists reject monetary valuation, since economists are not yet 

capablee of producing an integrated value concept that addresses all three goals. The 

conceptt developed so far only values individual welfare via human preferences 

expressedd on a market. And for that reason: 
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"social"social costs and benefits have to be considered as extra-market 

phenomena;phenomena; they are borne and accrue to society as a whole; they are 

notnot heterogeneous and cannot be compared quantitatively among 

themselvesthemselves and with each other, not even in principle." (Kapp, cited in 

Martinez-Alier,, 1990, p. xxi) 

Otherr ecological economists contend that, within exogenously imposed limits, the 

monetaryy valuation of environmental goods is highly important in relation to the 

solutionn to environmental problems. All natural capital also has economic value 

(measuredd in monetary terms), which must be recognised in order to manage the 

remainingg world supply of natural systems. However, ecological economists are 

convincedd that they use the monetary figures more prudently than do the neoclassical 

economists.. These monetary values and the accompanying cost-benefit analyses are 

nott allowed to determine targets, but only least-costs paths to targets that are 

establishedd by non-market criteria, where these criteria reflect the three goals of 

sustainablee scale, social fairness and efficiency. 

Thee thirteen ecological economists (Costanza et al., 1997) that have attempted to 

valuee the world's ecosystem services and natural capital are an example of ecological 

economistss who belong to this latter group.18 They estimated this value to be within the 

rangee of US$16 to 54 trillion (1012). Many of the values used in this article were based 

onn the individuals' willingness to pay for ecosystem services. Although the writers of 

thee article are modest about the scientific validity of the estimate, they feel that its 

purposee is merely to show the enormous contribution of ecosystems to human welfare: 

evenn larger than the contribution of the gross national product. 
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Endnote s s 

11 Actually it was Marshall, and not Pigou, who first introduced the concept of external effects. But 
Marshalll merely dealt with positive externalities (such as the positive effects from an expanding firm for 
otherr firms), whereas Pigou extended this analysis to negative externalities, which are more relevant in 
relationn to environmental problems. 

22 Baumol and Oates (1988) propose a different definition of externalities, in which the second part of 
Pigou'ss description -about the lack of compensation possibilities- is not included. Some reasons for 
thiss alternative definition are presented in Baarsma (1995). 

33 When the price or the quantity of some good changes, there will be a substitution effect and an income 
effect.. In the case of a price fall for a normal good, the consumer will consume more of the cheaper 
goodd (substitution effect) and because he or she has relatively more money to spend, the consumption 
off the good will increase even more (income effect). But since the nominal income is held constant 
alongg the Marshallian demand curve, the benefits of the price fall are overestimated when the area 
beloww this demand curve is used (Ng, 1983, pp. 89-92) 

44 Stated preference methods are based on data that are not observable in the market and that have to 
bee deduced from people's stated responses to hypothetical questions in surveys (cf, chapter 3, 
sectionn 3.1). 

55 Price-constramed welfare measures are not explicitly reviewed, as most environmental goods are 
quantity-constrainedd rather than price-constramed. For a discussion on price-constrained welfare 
measures,, see Bateman and Turner (1993, pp. 136-140); Hanley and Spash (1993, pp. 32-40); Ng 
(1983,, pp. 87-89), 

55 Starting-point bias will be described in chapter 3, section 3.2. In chapter 5, where the results of the 
Uburgg study are presented, a test for starting-point bias is conducted. 

Ass Tversky et al. (1990) point out, the causes for preference reversals are multifold; intransitivity is only 
onee of the causes, the others are procedure invanance and the compatibility hypothesis (cf, section 
2.1.2.ff of this chapter) which results in overpricing L or in underpricing H. 

88 In chapter 4, section 4.4, the concepts of well-being and welfare will be discussed in greater detail. 

99 The terminology convex versus concave is somewhat confusing. If preferences are represented by a 
concavee function U, then preferences are convex, that is, indifference curves are convex to the origin 
(Kreps,, 1990, pp. 34-37), For elaboration on this subject, see e.g., Varian (1992, chapter 1) or 
Goodstemm (1995, pp. 529-538). 

Ann open-ended question asks individuals to state any number they can come up with: "How much 
aree you willing to pay...7". When using a payment card, a range of values is presented visually on a 
card.. The respondent can pick any number from the card when answering the valuation question 
Thiss helps respondents to calibrate their replies. 

Forr further elaboration on this point, see Baarsma (1996b). 

uWhenn the results do not satisfy this test, an embedding effect could be present. This is a hot issue in 
thee valuation literature and will be discussed in chapter 3, section 3.4.1 

,JBergstromm et al. (1989) refer to this phenomenon as information overload, whereas the concept of 
boundedd rationality or satisfying behaviour, introduced by Simon (1955), is also used 

,JSomee investment analyses in The Netherlands use discount rates of 5 to 6% (Boneschansker and Van 
Noort,, 1995). In a report, the Dutch Ministry of Finance recommends the use of the standard discount 
ratee of 4% in the evaluation of public investments (Stuurgroep Heroverweging Disconteringsvoet, 
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1995).. The World Bank applies an economic internal rate of return with a cut-off rate of 10 to 12% to 
determinee the economic attractiveness of a project (Dixon et al., 1994, p 41). Since 1992, the US 
Officee of Management and Budget requires that all government agencies employ a discount rate of 7% 
inn their cost-benefit analyses {this was 10% during the early 1970s) (Tietenberg, 1996, p. 81). In 
Swedenn a discount rate of 6% is recommended by the National Swedish Audit Bureau (Gren et a!., 
1994,, p. 69). 

l5 lnn (neoclassical) theory, the valuation of different people, rich or poor, could not be compared per 
individuall (if interpersonal incomparability is assumed) or for different groups of individuals (due to 
thee ordinal character of utility). However, in practice the valuations of different persons are 
aggregated,, thereby assuming interpersonal comparability and cardinality of utility. 

16Still,, a relatively high percentage of protest bids resulted from the survey: 40% of the respondents 
statedd a zero bid. 

17Ecologicall economists defend this argument by pointing at the laws of thermodynamics (Daly, 
1992b;; Georgescu-Roegen, 1971 and 1976) In short, energy is not lost by using it (the first law), but it 
iss transformed into an energy of lower quality, by which less or no work is possible (the second law). 
Economicc activities are entropy increasing, because, among other things, all economic activities imply 
energyy consumption. 

Torr a critique, see Hueting et al. (1998). 
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Chapterr  3 
Thee Contingen t Valuatio n Metho d 

"As"As the monopolist has no competition to fear [...], he does not make his 

goodsgoods as perfect as would otherwise be the case." (Arndt, p. 49,1984) 

Thee contingent valuation method <CVM) is the most well-known monetary valuation 

methodd and very popular among valuation researchers. CVM is big business, involving 

largee amounts of money. Its uses, and the fee for carrying out such a study, continue 

too increase at a rapid pace (Knetsch, 1994). Also, the social and financial stakes in the 

usee and abuse of the CVM are very high. CVM possesses some kind of monopoly in 

thee world of monetary valuation methods. As the above quote suggests, like all goods 

producedd by monopolies the CVM is not as perfect as it could have been if competition 

hadd been present. Indeed, the method is not at all trouble-free. The popularity and the 

troubless surrounding the CVM have led to a fierce debate between proponents and 

opponentss of the CVM. This chapter investigates this debate regarding the pros and 

cons.. The next chapter (chapter 4) introduces alternatives to the CVM, that may put the 

monopolyy position of the CVM into perspective. 

Thiss chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 categorises the different monetary 

valuationn methods. Subsequently, the CVM is described in more detail in section 3.2. 

Thee popularity and extensive use of the CVM is the subject of section 3.3. Section 3.4 

criticallyy reviews the CVM. Finally, section 3.5 gives some concluding remarks. 

3.11 A Classificatio n of Valuatio n Method s 

Variouss valuation methods are available to put an economic value on environmental 

goods.. Also, various classifications of these methods exist. Bateman and Turner 

(1993)) distinguish two basic approaches, viz. that which values a commodity via a 
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demandd curve and that which does not and therefore fails to provide 'true' valuation 

informationn and welfare measures. Another classification comes from Mitchell and 

Carsonn (1989) and is based on two characteristics, namely direct versus indirect 

methodss and hypothetical versus observed behaviour methods. Here, a classification 

iss presented that is a combination of the classifications given by the Australian 

Departmentt of the Environment, Sport and Territories (1995) and by Hoevenagel 

(1994).. Hoevenagel categorises groups of valuation methods on the basis of the 

processs by which these methods retrieve environmental preferences of individuals, viz. 

statedd preference methods and revealed preference methods.1 The Australian 

GovernmentGovernment report distinguishes a market value approach, a surrogate market 

approachh and a simulated market approach. The resulting classification is presented in 

tablee 3.1 below. 

TableTable  3.1: A classification  of  valuation  methods 

^^ REVEALED PREFERENCE MET HODS\\ f S 
(( (observable market data ) { 

forr prices and costs) 

MARKETT VALUE APPROACHES 

(derivee value from price or costs 
off an environmental resource) 

-- Change in Productivity 
-- Replacement Costs 
-- Preventive Expenditure 
-- Relocation Costs 

SURROGATEE MARKET APPROACHES 

(derivee value from price or costs 
off surrogate goods or services) 

-- Travel Costs Method 
-- Hedonic Price Method 
-- Wage Differential 
-- Proxy Good 

TATEDD PREFERENCE METHODS ^ \ 

(noo observable market data 
forr prices andd costs) ^ / 

SIMULATEDD MARKET APPROACHES 

(derivee value from response to 
questionss in a survey which 
simulatess a market) 

-- Contingent Ranking 
-- Allocation Games 
-- Contingent Valuation 
-- Conjoint Measurement 
-- Welfare Evaluation Method 
-- Well-being evaluation method 

Thee primary distinction in valuation methods is between stated and revealed 

preferencee methods. Stated preference methods are based on preference data that 

aree not observable in the market and that have to be drawn from people's stated 

responsess to hypothetical questions in surveys, whereas revealed preference methods 

aree based on preference data that are observable in the market and that can be 

revealedd from observations of real-world choices. In theoretical terms, this difference 

betweenn methods comes down to using the uncompensated (Marshallian) demand 
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curvee in case of the revealed preference valuation method, and estimating the income-

compensatedd (Hicksian) demand curves in the case of the stated preference valuation 

method.2 2 

RevealedRevealed  preference  methods 

Thee revealed preference methods can be further divided into a market value approach 

andd a surrogate market approach. The former determines the value of environmental 

resourcess by using the costs of, or the revenues gained from the effects themselves. 

Thesee approaches value a benefit as an increase in the revenue or as a decrease in 

thee monetary outlay. Similarly, they value the costs as an increase in the monetary 

outlayy or as a reduction in the revenue. An example of a method included in this 

approachh is the change-in-productivity-technique, which evaluates the effects of a 

changee in the availability, the quality or the quantity of an output. Other examples are 

thee replacement costs technique (the costs made by individuals and society to replace 

ann entire asset, part of an asset, or the quality of an asset), the preventive expenditure 

methodd (the money spent to defend the environment, Abdalla et al., 1992), and the 

relocationn costs approach (the costs of relocating an activity from a polluted area). 

Thee surrogate market approaches obtain monetary values from the costs or revenues 

off surrogates, e.g., effects closely related to the environmental resource involved. 

Whenn using the hedonic price method, one estimates a property price effect due to a 

differencee in pollution levels (Englin and Mendelsohn, 1991), or, when using the travel 

costss method, one estimates the economic value of a specific recreational site by 

lookingg at the costs of the trips made to this site (e.g., transportation costs, entrance 

fees,, and the opportunity costs of time; Clawson, 1959). Other illustrations of surrogate 

markett approaches are the wage differential method (Clark and Kahn, 1988) by which 

aa change in wages is related to the environmental good, and the proxy good method, 

whichh uses the (known) value of a close substitute. 

StatedStated  preference  methods 

Alll methods of the category of the stated preference methods use surveys to uncover 

people'ss preferences. Examples are contingent ranking and allocation games. In case 

thee contingent ranking method is used, people are asked to rank certain specified 

alternatives.. Researchers who use allocation games, ask respondents to allocate 

sumss from a fixed budget among a set of environmental goods. 

Anotherr method in the stated preference category is the well-known contingent 

valuationn method (CVM). Since this method forms a major part of the thesis, at least of 

partt I, it will be discussed in more detail in the next section. 
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Inn this thesis, three other stated preference methods play a central role: conjoint 

measurement,, welfare evaluation and well-being evaluation. These three methods are 

nott at al! well-known methods in the standard environmental valuation literature. They 

willl be discussed in more detail in the next chapter and are only briefly mentioned here. 

Conjointt measurement entails the ranking of several vignettes by the respondent. 

Sometimes,, the respondent is also asked to mark the vignettes and to indicate which 

off the vignettes are acceptable to him or her. The second and third method, welfare 

evaluationn and well-being evaluation, also use stated preferences of the respondents 

too deduce a valuation for an environmental good. Although these methods are not 

reallyy market approaches in the sense that goods are offered to be valued, yet they are 

classifiedd under simulated market approaches, since the goods 'income position' and 

'well-being'' are valued. In the case of the welfare evaluation method, the respondents 

aree asked to evaluate their income, and a price can be derived by linking this 

evaluationn to environmental variables relevant to the respondent (Van Praag, 1988). 

Thee Cantril (1965) question asks respondents to evaluate their personal position on a 

ladderr of life with a scale from 0 to 10. This position represents the respondent's well-

being,, not his or her welfare. Subsequently, the position on the ladder is related to 

environmentall variables relevant to the respondent. 

3.22 Introductio n to the Contingen t Valuatio n Metho d 

Thee practical application of the CVM involves six stages (Hanley and Spash, 1993; 

Batemann and Turner, 1993), namely: 

1.. preparation 

2.. survey 

3.. calculation 

4.. estimation 

5.. aggregation 

6.. appraisal 

Alll of these stages will be discussed briefly below. 

Ree 1] Preparation 

Firstt of all the hypothetical market has to be constructed. This means setting up a 

questionnairee asking basically two kinds of questions: "how much are you willing to pay 

(WTP)) for a welfare gain?" or "how much are you willing to accept (WTA) as 
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compensationn for a welfare loss?". These questions can be asked in various ways 

(Jordonn and Elnagheeb, 1994), only four of which are mentioned here. By posing 

open-endedopen-ended questions (how much are you willing to pay?) a continuous bid variable is 

produced,, whereas by posing take-it-or-leave-it questions (a dichotomous choice 

format:: are you willing to pay fx?, where x differs for each respondent) a discrete bid 

variablee is produced. A third elicitation method is the payment card method, which 

offerss respondents a range of WTP values from which they can choose their value. 

Finally,, in an iterative bidding game the interviewer presents an initial bid to the 

respondentt which he or she can reject (the interviewer decreases the initial bid till the 

maximumm WTP is reached) or which he or she can accept (and the bidding game will 

continuee upwards till the maximum WTP is elicited). 

Furthermore,, the construction of a hypothetical market entails the need to provide 

informationn about the quantity and quality change of the good, about who will pay for 

thee good and about who will use the good. Also, the payment vehicle has to be 

defined,, like e.g., taxes, donations or entrance fees. 

ReRe 2] Survey 
Duringg the second stage, the survey is conducted among a group of respondents who 

aree representative for the population involved. 

ReRe 3] Calculation 

Fromm the responses, the mean and the median WTP (or WTA) are calculated. In order 

too calculate a correct value, the so-called protest bids and outliers will have to be 

omitted.. Outliers refer to WTP values that represent an implausibly large part of a 

respondent'ss income, for example more than 10%. Protest bids are typically zero 

amounts,, because these respondents think that others (the polluters) should pay. 

ReRe 4] Estimation 

Inn this stage a bid curve is estimated, to investigate the determinants of the stated 

WTP.. Investigating the determinants of the WTA and the WTP bids is useful for 

assessingg the validity of the CVM study. Bid curves open up the possibility of predicting 

WTPP amounts for changes in the level of some environmental variable, provided that 

thee relationships of the variables in the bid curves are stable and significant. Examples 

off these variables are net monthly income, education level, family size, age, 

environmentall preference and sex. 
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ReRe 5] Aggregation 

Inn order to move up from the mean or the median WTP to the total population value, 

thee individual WTP values have to be aggregated over the relevant population. 

Becausee a substantial non-response can completely invalidate a carefully designed 

survey,, the WTP response must be reweighted to overcome the problem of 

misrepresentationn of the population. 

Ree 67 Appraisal 

Sincee the basic aim of the CVM is to elicit true values, it is very important to assess to 

whatt degree the result is valid and reliable (cf. table 3.2 below). 

TableTable  3.2: Reliability,  validity  and biases  of  WTP estimates 
Source:: adapted from Bateman and Turner, 1993, pp.146-147. 

YY = a + f}X + e 

where: : 
YY = measured value of WTP 
XX = true value of WTP 
a,a, p = constants 
EE = residual error 

reliability ::  measured by E, if £ = 0 
thee estimate is said to be reliable 

validity ::  measured by a and /?, if a = 0 
andd p= 1 the estimate is said to be valid 

biases ::  measured by randomness of;:. 
iff s is a non-random variable then a 
biass is likely to be present* 

** Biased estimators occur if a * 0 and // * 1. Yet, if true values cannot be identified, it is difficult to assess 
whetherr the estimate is biased and the extent of the bias. Hence, where the CVM literature speaks of 
biases,, these should be interpreted as potential causes for systematic error. 

Reliabilityy refers to the degree to which the variance of WTP responses can be 

attributedd to random error, where holds that the more consistent the results given by 

repeatedd measurements, the higher the reliability (Mitchell and Carson, 1989, pp. 211-

229).. Reliability is, in principle, easy to test; it can be determined by measuring the 

consistencyy of the responses over time, or by examining to what extent the variance in 

thee elicited WTP values results from random sources (Loomis, 1989 and 1990; Reiling 

etal.,, 1990). 

Validityy is associated with the degree to which a bid is similar to one that should result 

iff an actual market existed (Mitchell and Carson, 1989, pp. 190-207). Since an actual 

markett does not exist in reality, it is difficult to assess the validity of a particular CVM 
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study,, or any other stated preference study for that matter. Validity must be tested by 

checkingg that the resulting bid is similar to one achieved by introducing the kinds of 

incentivess to reveal preference that exist in real markets (Bishop and Heberlein, 1979; 

Pearcee and Turner, 1990). Another possibility is by comparing the resulting bid with the 

bidss from similar techniques, like conjoint measurement (Mackenzie, 1993), or with 

bidss from techniques based on surrogate markets, like the travel costs method 

(Brookshiree et al., 1982; Neill et al., 1994; Smith et al., 1986).3 

Onee type of validity that is relatively simple to assess, is theoretical validity (Wierstra et 

al.,, 1996). It tests whether the CVM measure conforms to theoretical expectations. For 

instance,, economic theory suggests that the WTP would be larger for large reductions 

inn pollution levels than for smaller ones, and that the WTP increases with the strength 

off the preference (environmental friendliness) and with the income. 

CVMM is a stated preference valuation method, and as such it is inherently susceptible 

too various types of bias. These biases are the common cause of a low validity. In the 

literaturee various causes have been identified to account for these biases. 

TableTable  3.3: An overview  of  different  sources  of  bias 
Source:: Bateman and Turner, 1993, p. 135; Mitchell and Carson, 1989, pp 236-237. 

Generall biases 

** strategic bias 
** hypothetical bias 
** information bias 

Procedurall biases 

** sampling bias 
** compliance bias 
** interviewer bias 

Instrumentt biases 

** payment vehicle bias 
** starting point bias 
** relational bias 

Strategicc bias occurs if the respondent understates his or her value for an 

environmentall good on the assumption that others will pay for its provision (free-riding) 

orr if the respondent overstates his or her WTP in an effort to raise the mean and 

therebyy ensure provision. 

Hypotheticall bias concerns the question whether a respondent's declared intentions 

(statedd WTP) can be taken as meaningful guides to his or her actual behaviour (true 

value).. Hypothetical bias might occur if the very fact that respondents are asked for 

valuationss in a hypothetical market makes their responses differ systematically from 

realreal cash ('true') values. 
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Informationn bias arises if the quality and quantity of the information about the 

hypotheticall market in the survey affects the responses received (Bergstrom et al., 

1989).. Hoevenagel (1994) found that people express higher and more accurate WTP 

bidss as they receive more information. Respondents' bids may be influenced by either 

thee hypothetical market or the commodity-specific information given to them in the 

survey,, which indicates that the WTP or the WTA bids are endogenous to the valuation 

process.. As the respondent is often unfamiliar with the hypothetical market, the large 

amountt of information may be too much to absorb. The order in which the information 

iss presented and in which the questions are asked, can also have a considerable effect 

onn the WTP value (for an example in which the question order did affect the WTP bid, 

seee Diamond and Hausman, 1994; and for one in which it did not matter, see 

Blackburnn et al., 1994). 

Ann example of sampling bias is self-selection bias, which implies that respondents with 

certainn characteristics, like strong environmental preferences or a high education level, 

havee a higher response rate than those with weaker preferences and a lower 

educationn level, and are thus overrepresented in the sample {for other examples, see 

Edwardss and Anderson, 1987). Furthermore, it can be argued that there are 'good 

respondents',, who state a higher WTP just to please other people (compliance bias), 

orr that the very character of the interviewer or the interview may influence responses 

(interviewerr bias). 

Sometimess the payment vehicle affects the WTP. For instance, some Americans may 

hatee taxes so much that they will not be willing to pay anything, regardless of the good 

inn question (payment vehicle bias). Starting point bias occurs when respondents base 

theirr WTP value on the starting point in a dichotomous choice survey or in a bidding 

gamee and, similarly, range bias occurs when respondents base their WTP values on 

thee range of amounts displayed on the payment card. Finally, relational bias is present 

whenn respondents base their WTP value on the prices of perceived related goods. 

3.33 Use and Popularit y of the Contingen t Valuatio n Metho d 

Thee popularity of contingent valuation is considerable. Several thousands of CVM 

studiess have been conducted. Most textbooks about environmental economics deal 

withh the CVM, journals publish piles of articles about the CVM, and most valuation 

paperss presented at conferences are based on the CVM. To a large extent, this 

popularityy is caused by legislative developments in the United States (US). 
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USUS legislative  developments 

Inn February 1981 Ronald Reagan, the then president of the US, issued Executive 

Orderr No. 12291. This order required that all major new regulations be subjected to a 

cost-benefitt analysis before they could be enacted (Smith, 1984). It was the first order 

whichh explicitly required cost-benefit analysis for new regulations. Before the 

proclamationn of the No. 12291 Order, earlier requirements for the inclusion of 

environmentall damages concerned physical measures and environmental impact 

assessments,, similar to current legislation in the European Union (Hanley and Spash, 

1993).. Because Order No. 12291 has placed a strong emphasis on the measurement 

off costs and benefits of environmental regulation, the use of valuation methods was 

stimulatedd greatly. 

Inn addition to Reagan's Order, legislation such as the Comprehensive Environmental 

Response,, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) of 1980 has also encouraged 

thee measurement of environmental benefits and damages. The CERCLA established 

thee legal and procedural framework for the Executive Departments to act as trustees 

forr certain protected resources and to prosecute public claims against potentially 

responsiblee parties for damages from injury to natural resources as a result of oil or 

otherr hazardous substance spills (Bockstael and Strand, 1994). The courts determine 

thee compensation to be paid to the public by the polluter. According to the final rule 

promulgatedd by the Department of the Interior (in 1986), contingent valuation has been 

recognisedd as an approved method for measuring benefits and damages under the 

CERCLA. . 

Finally,, the idea of using contingent valuation to estimate harm to natural resources 

hass been stimulated by a decision of the US Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit in the 

Statee of Ohio versus the US Department of the Interior, in 1989. The decision 

encouragess the measurement of the full damages to natural resources, including non-

usee components, and therefore the use of the CVM, as it appears to be the only 

methodd capable of incorporating non-use values (Arrow et al., 1993; Cummings and 

Harrison,, 1994). 

Thiss advantage of the CVM over other techniques, has strengthened its monopoly 

positionn even more. However, the argument that the CVM is the only method that can 

measuree non-use values and, consequently, has something like a natural monopoly, 

iss not convincing, because other valuation methods are also capable of measuring 

non-usee values, as long as they are stated preference methods (Baarsma, 1997a, 

pp.. 279-280). In order to elucidate this point, the concepts of non-use value, use 

value,, option value and bequest value are very briefly discussed here. 
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MeasurementMeasurement  of  non-use  values 

Non-usee value, or existence value, is unassociated with actual use by an individual. It 

iss motivated by some form of altruism and, therefore, it is still an anthropocentric 

conceptt (Mazotto and Kline, 1995). An example is the existence of humpback whales; 

evenn if we do not 'use' them (e.g., we do not eat, film, or see them), we could still value 

theirr existence. Non-use value can be distinguished from regular use value, from 

optionn value, and from bequest value (Pearce and Turner, 1990). Use values derive 

fromm the actual use of the environment. This actual use can be direct (timber revenues 

fromm a woodland) or indirect (fixing carbon dioxide levels when more trees are 

planted).. Option values relate to the potential use of an environmental good at a later 

datee by the person who expresses the value, or by someone currently known to the 

valuer.. It is a kind of insurance premium to ensure the future availability of the 

environmentall asset. Bequest values relate to the potential use by an individual's 

descendants,, or, more generally, by future generations. 

Sincee revealed preference methods, like the travel costs method and the hedonic 

pricee method, are based on observed behaviour in actual markets where goods are 

tradedd that individuals have a user-relation with, these methods are not capable of 

measuringg non-use values. Non-use values simply are not reflected in market 

transactions,, because non-users do not buy (or sell) 'goods with non-use value' in an 

actuall market {Freeman, 1993). However, some revealed preference methods, like 

thee proxy good method, can account for some non-use values. For instance, a 

donationn to an environmental organization like Greenpeace, in aid of their campaign 

againstt the hunting of seals in Norway, may be considered partly as the non-use value 

forr Norwegian seals. Partly, since, on the one hand, a portion of each donation is used 

forr user purposes (magazines, field trips and administration) and since, on the other 

hand,, aggregate donations are likely to be less than the total non-use values, because 

off the free-rider behaviour of (potential) contributors. 

Unlikee revealed preference methods, stated preference methods use hypothetical 

marketss where all kinds of goods can be surveyed, and thus also goods that 

individualss do not have a user-relation with. In fact, all stated preference methods are 

capablecapable of measuring the total value of a good, including non-use values (Baarsma, 

1997a).. So, in this respect the stated preference methods described in the next 

chapter,, viz. the conjoint measurement, the welfare evaluation and the well-being 

evaluationn method, are full alternatives to the CVM. Nevertheless, the CVM has one 

advantagee over these other stated preference methods. As the CVM is a direct 

method,, it is easier to divide the total value into a use component and a non-use 

component.. The alternatives are all indirect methods, in the sense that the valuation is 
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deducedd from an ordering of vignettes or from an evaluation of income or well-being, 

whichh complicates the division into two separate value components. When using 

indirectt valuation methods, it is impossible to ask respondents how much of their WTP 

iss related to use values and how much is related to non-use values. 

However,, the validity of such a division into value components is questionable. 

Cummingss and Harrison (1995) contend that there is no operationally meaningful way 

inn which one might decompose total value into use value and non-use value. The sole 

possibilityy is by estimating values for groups of users and relate these to use values, 

andd by estimating values for groups of non-users and relate these to non-use values. 

However,, the valuation of some non-users might be too high if they anticipate on the 

futuree use of the good in question (in other words, if they include an option value in 

theirr valuation). Moreover, Diamond and Hausman (1993) argue that it is not 

necessaryy to divide total value into components, since it is total value only that matters 

inn cost-benefit analyses. 

Notwithstandingg the fact that other valuation methods belonging to the stated 

preferencee group can measure total value, the CVM does not have to fear their 

competition.. The CVM even is so well-established and accepted in the US that the 

resultss of one particular CVM study, namely the Exxon Valdez study, have led to new 

legislation. . 

CVMCVM and the Exxon  Valdez oil  spill 

Onn March 24, 1989, the tanker Exxon Valdez, carrying more than 50 million gallons 

off crude oil, ran aground and ruptured its tanks on Bligh Reef in the Prince William 

Soundd in Alaska. The oil spill that followed was the largest tanker oil spill in the 

historyy of the US. The oil killed thousands of wild animals and has affected many 

others,, and also polluted a lot of the marine plants, micro-organism, coasts and 

water. . 

Thee state of Alaska filed a suit against the Exxon Corporation. The state claimed 

compensationn for a wide range of natural resource injuries. A jury decided that the 

tanker'ss owner Exxon and its captain had been reckless. So, they had to pay punitive 

damagess of up to $5 billion (NRC, 17/7/94). The state of Alaska and the federal 

governmentt also brought a $3 billion claim for the loss of natural resources. Less than 

10%% of the claim represented the market value of lost animals and lost time, the rest, 

i.e.. $2.8 billion, represented non-use value and was based on CVM estimates.4 
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Exxonn did not actually pay the $3 billion. Exxon felt they did not have to pay this 

amountt because of the fact that, under the laws at the time of the oil spill (1989), only 

direct,, use-related, damages could be compensated. The state of Alaska and the 

federall government did not want to gamble that the $3 billion CVM-based claim would 

holdd up in court, and therefore they settled with Exxon for $1 billion. 

Itt was this Exxon Valdez story, with the CVM-based claim of $2.8 billion of non-use 

values,, that provided the impetus to administer a new law known as the Oil Pollution 

Actt in 1990. Under this law it is possible to ask for compensation payments, not only 

withh regard to the direct damage (related to use values) but also with regard to the 

indirectt damage (related to non-use values) caused by oil spills. 

PopularityPopularity  of  the CVM in  the rest  of  the world 

Byy now the CVM is a well-respected method among regulators, (economic) scientists 

andd jurists, at least in the US. Although the CVM is not as popular in the rest of the 

world,, most countries acknowledge the importance of monetary valuation of the 

environment.. For instance, 170 countries have agreed to the Rio Declaration on 

Environmentt and Development, which recommends the establishment of a process 

forr focusing on the pricing and valuation of environmental goods and services 

(UNCED,, 1992, 8.37 (a) to (c)). 

Inn Australia the popularity of the CVM has declined since 1992. The governmental 

Resourcee Assessment Commission conducted a CVM study to measure the costs and 

benefitss of a large-scale project to develop a nature reserve, which implied, among 

otherr things, the extraction of tin (Carson et al., 1994). The results very strongly 

rejectedd the extraction alternative: extrapolated to the whole Australian population, the 

totaltotal willingness to pay to conserve the area against mining ranges from $435 million to 

$1,1700 million (Australian dollars), which is greatly in excess of the net benefits from 

miningg ($102 million). This outcome stimulated a severe discussion about the 

usefulnesss of the CVM. This discussion was fuelled, among other things, by the fact 

thatt respondents who lived further away from the nature reserve were willing to pay 

moree than respondents who lived closer. After having consulted some American CVM 

experts,, the Australian government has decided that it will not officially use the CVM in 

thee case of large-scale environmental projects (Pearce, 1993, pp. 73-74). For small-

scalee projects the CVM is still considered useful (Beder, 1993, pp. 50-51). 

Meanwhile,, in Europe, development of the CVM has been relatively slow. Article 130 R 

off the legislation of the European Union (EU) includes a weak version of the cost-

benefitt analysis requirement contained in the US Order No. 12991. It states that the 
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EUU will take into account the benefits and the costs which arise from her actions or lack 

off action (Hoevenagel and Opschoor, 1990). More recently this requirement has been 

reinforced,, since the European Union now suggests to analyse the costs and benefits 

off proposed new rules {European Trends, 1994). Within Europe the CVM is practised 

mainlyy in the Scandinavian countries and Great Britain (UK). For instance, the UK 

governmentt requires the valuation of benefits of projects to be undertaken, and 

benefitss to be compared with costs, as a prerequisite to sanctioning public investment 

andd expenditure (Willis, 1994). 

Inn the Netherlands, the method has been used by some economists but not by 

governmentall agencies. The Dutch government's interest in monetary valuation 

methodss is not so overwhelming as in the US {Nieuwsbrief milieu en economie, 1999). 

Thee reason is that most of the new environmental regulations are included in the 

Nationall Environmental Policy Plans, and because these plans are accepted by 

majorityy decisions, most officials do not deem it necessary to show that the benefits of 

eachh measure outweigh the costs (RMNO, 1994, p. 30). On the other hand, one of 

thesee Environmental Policy Plans (the NMP II) states on several occasions that the 

costss of environmental degradation should be internalised in product prices, and thus 

recommendss the use of monetary valuation (ibidem, p. 27). 

Inn conclusion, monetary valuation and particularly the CVM appear to be well-known. 

Apartt from the scientific interest and practice, governments get to know the method, 

meaningg that they have already used it, are contemplating its use or are showing an 

interestt in it. 

3.44 A Critiqu e of the Contingen t Valuatio n Metho d 

Fromm the previous section it is obvious that the CVM is very popular. However, the 

methodd has a lot of critics. Many of these critics were present at a symposium on 

environmentall valuation held by the petroleum industry in 1992 (cf. Hausman, 1993). 

Thiss symposium coincided with the public comment period for the rule-writing 

processs of the Oil Pollution Act (Bockstael and Strand, 1994). By then, the $2.8 

billionn result of the CVM study conducted by Carson et al. (1992) to determine the 

lossess related to non-use values in the Exxon Valdez oil spill, was already known. 

Thee petroleum industry dreaded the incorporation of non-use values in damage 

assessments,, as that could substantially increase liability claims. The economists 

andd other scientists present at the symposium warned against the use of the CVM in 
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naturall resource damage cases, and argued that only use values or market values 

shouldd be incorporated. 

Thee discussions from the petroleum industry symposium prompted the appointment 

off the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) panel, headed by 

twoo Nobel Laureates (Arrow and Solow), in order to provide an unbiased assessment 

off the validity of CVM measures of non-use values. The NOAA panel provided an 

extensivee set of guidelines for CVM survey construction, administration and analysis. 

Inn the panel's view, "the more closely the guidelines are followed, the more reliable 

thethe results will be" (Arrow et al., 1993, p. 4609). Since the panel found that the CVM, 

iff appropriately conducted, could convey useful information, the debate has become 

fiercerr and more charged. Perhaps that is logical, given the fact that the social and 

financiall stakes in the use and abuse of the CVM are very high, even more so since 

thee Oil Pollution Act was passed. 

Inn this section, some of the most frequently disputed issues surrounding the CVM are 

discussed,, namely embedding effects, endowment effects, overestimation and 

aggregation.. Since most of these issues can be traced back to the discussion of 

neoclassicall assumptions about individual behaviour in chapter 2 (section 2.1.2), the 

variouss critiques in the next sections may be overlapping parts of chapter 2. 

3.4.13.4.1 Embedding  Effects 

Thee embedding phenomenon encompasses situations where different, but similar, 

sampless of respondents are asked about their WTP for public goods that are identical 

exceptt for their scale. For instance, the 'inclusive' (all encompassing) good, e.g., 

savingg nature, incorporates several 'embedded' goods, e.g., saving the animals and 

savingg the seal. Kahneman and Knetsch (in: Kahneman, 1986) were the first to 

demonstratee such an effect. 

KahnemanKahneman  and Knetsch's  results 

Kahnemann and Knetsch found that the expressed willingness of Toronto residents to 

payy increased taxes to prevent the drop in fish populations in all Ontario lakes (an 

inclusivee good) was not significantly higher than their WTP to preserve fish stocks in 

onlyy a small area of the province (an embedded good). 

Later,, in 1992, they conducted a more extensive survey in which they valued a good 

ABCC (environmental services), an embedded good AB (improve disaster prepared-

ness)) and an even more embedded good A (improve rescue equipment and 
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personnel).. They asked three groups to participate. Group 1 was asked to value ABC 

andd then to allocate values to AB and A, group 2 was asked to value AB and then to 

allocatee a value to A, and group 3 was merely asked to value A. They found significant 

evidencee that the CVM suffers from an embedding effect. The results are presented in 

tablee 3.4. 

TableTable  3,4: Mean WTP (in  US$) for  an inclusive  good  and two  embedded  goods 
Source:: Kahneman and Knetsch (1992a), p. 61 

Environmentall services (ABC) 

Improvee disaster preparedness (AB) 

Improvee rescue equipment and personnel (A) 

groupp 1 (n=66) 

$135.91 1 

$$ 2906 

SS 1442* 

groupp 2 (n=78) 

--
$151.60 0 

$$ 74.65 

groupp 3(n=74) 

--

--
$122.64 4 

** K&K incorrectly reported this value as $14.12, Nickerson (1993) gave the correct value. 

Kahnemann and Knetsch tested for three types of embedding effects, as is shown in 

tablee 3.5 below. The first is referred to as perfect embedding, which occurs if the same 

WTPP is observed for an embedded commodity and an inclusive commodity (viz. goods 

A,, AB and ABC). According to their analysis, perfect embedding occurred, that is, the 

WTPP for the public good ($135.91, $151.60 and $122.64) is not significantly affected 

byy the inclusiveness of the good. 

TableTable  3.5: Three types  of  embedding  in  the Kahneman  and Knetsch  study 

Perfectt embedding 

Regularr embedding 

Temporall embedding 

WTP(ABC/groupp 1) - WTP(AB/group 2) = WTP(A/group 3) 

WTP(AB/groupp 1) > WTP(AB/group 2) or 

WTP(A/groupp 1) > WTP(A/group 2) > WTP(A/group 3) 

WTP(A/one-timee payment) = WTP(A/every year for a period of 5 years) 

Thee second type of embedding, called regular embedding, arises when the WTP 

assignedd to a good is lower when derived from the WTP value of an inclusive good 

thann when valued on its own.5 In this study, there is a significant effect of the position 

inn the embedding structure on stated WTP ($29.06 versus $151.60 for good AB and 

rangingg from $14.12 to $122.64 for good A). 
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Thee last type of embedding is temporal embedding, which exists if respondents cannot 

discriminatee between a one-time payment and a long-term commitment (a series of 

payments)) for a good. The hypothesis of temporal embedding was not rejected.6 

Smithh (1992) and Harrison (1992) raised several doubts about this Kahneman and 

Knetschh study of embedding.7 However, many other CVM studies also report 

embeddingg effects. Perhaps the most notable of these studies is a series of tests 

carriedd out by a group of prominent economists supported by the Exxon Corporation 

(reportedd in: Hausman, 1993), like the study of Desvouges et al. (1993) discussed 

earlierr (section 2.1.2.d in chapter 2), and the study of Diamond et al. (1993). They 

studied,, among other things, whether respondents are willing to pay significantly more 

too preserve one, two or three wilderness areas (perfect embedding). The sample mean 

forr three areas is $45, whereas the sample means for the three areas individually are 

$50,, $30 and $37. On the basis of these figures, they concluded that perfect 

embeddingg is present. 

Theree are also CVM studies that do not suffer from an embedding effect. For instance, 

Batemann et al. (1994) studied the WTP for landscape changes in the Yorkshire Dales 

(UK),, arising from a change in agricultural practice, and that for landscape and habitat 

changess in the Norfolk Broads (UK), arising from increased flood risk. These 

researcherss found no evidence of the embedding effect; in their study people were 

ablee to see the difference between several levels of landscape change (from a mild 

changee to a radical change). Another example is a study by Carson et al. (1996), who 

testedd and accepted the hypothesis that the WTP for a recovery plan to mitigate 

reproductivee problems of two species within 5 instead of 15 years is significantly lower, 

thann the WTP for a plan to accomplish this objective for four species within 5 instead of 

500 years. 

Nevertheless,, the fact that some studies do not suffer from an embedding effect does 

nott imply that CVM results are, in general, insensitive to embedding. Actually, the 

numberr of studies with embedding results is so large that embedding effects can no 

longerr be overlooked (Brown et al., 1995b; Diamond et al., 1993). 

ExplanationsExplanations  of  embedding  effects 

Embeddingg effects point to the following three problems: 

1.. mental account bias 

2.. part-whole bias 

3.. warm glow 
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Firstt of all, respondents may have difficulty taking into account their available income 

andd other demands when making their WTP bids. Hanley and Spash (1993) speak of 

mentall account bias, which means that respondents have some account for 

environmentall issues (the environmental budget Bj), but instead of stating their true 

WTPP for an environmental good x (BIX), they bid an amount B,x, so that B,>Bix>Blx. In 

orderr to make the results more consistent with the theory, it may be necessary to 

explicitlyy introduce mental accounts into CVM surveys, by asking some initial questions 

aboutt the respondent's total yearly budget for all environmental issues, including those 

donationss and subscriptions that he or she might already have made.8 

Thee second problem related to embedding effects, is the fact that respondents may 

havee difficulty in separating one aspect from a larger asset. This is referred to as part-

wholee bias, where respondents value a larger entity than the researcher's intended 

good. . 

AA third problem related to embedding effects is the fact that people may give charitable 

contributionss largely for the pleasure of giving, instead of expressing a preference for 

ann environmental good. Earlier (chapter 2, section 2.1.2.f), this tendency was referred 

too as warm glow or moral satisfaction. In short, the warm glow or moral satisfaction 

associatedd with contributions to an inclusive or embedded good extends with little loss 

too any subset of that good. 

Iff the respondents' behaviour is indeed subject to mental account bias, part whole bias 

andd the warm glow theory, the resulting WTP will be an overestimation of their true 

valuee (cf. section 3.4.3 below). Several experiments show these overestimations. For 

instance,, the WTP for a public good can vary by a factor of one hundred or more, 

dependingg on whether that good is considered on its own or as part of a much larger 

bundlee of goods (regular embedding; Kemp and Maxwell, 1993). 

Accordingg to the 'believers' in the CVM, embedding is caused by improperly designed 

surveyss (Carson et al., 1996). To them, the prevalence of the embedding effect 

dependss to a large extent on whether the resource valued is familiar or unfamiliar to 

thee respondent. Furthermore, they claim that embedding effects as experienced in 

CVMM studies are not necessarily inconsistent with the theory of economic choice. 

Economicc theory assumes that the availability (or absence) of substitute goods matters 

forr the valuation of a good. When sequentially valuing environmental goods that are 

closee substitutes, the second and the following goods will be valued lower than they 

wouldd have been if valued independently. This is caused by the fact that the former 
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goodss act as close substitutes for the latter goods. This means that the presence of 

(close)) substitutes for the environmental goods and the sequence in which the goods 

aree valued in a CVM survey, influence the stated WTP values. Hence, in some 

instancess it can be argued that embedding simply indicates diminishing marginal utility 

off the good being valued. 

Forr example, Hoehn's (1991) empirical results indicate such significant substitution 

effectss in valuing environmental conditions across different geographically protected 

regions.. He claims that these substitution effects are not merely due to diminishing 

marginall valuation in consumption, but also to the fact that, as the total size of the area 

too be protected increases, the likelihood of substitution effects between sub-areas 

withinn the larger area increases too. In addition, he states that, as the absolute dollar 

valuee to protect larger areas increases, substitution effects with other goods become 

moree intense (see also Loomis et al., 1993). According to Hoehn, part of the 

embeddingg problem (he refers to it as an overestimation bias) can be solved by 

correctingg for these substitution effects. 

However,, a large part of the embedding problems is not consistent with economic 

theory.. After all, rational respondents are supposed to recognise the implicit 

consequencee of stating a WTP in a valuation question, or, in other words, respondents 

shouldd know they could be asked to value other environmental goods, and they should 

keepp those other potential valuations in mind when valuing the good concerned. 

Psychologicall research shows that respondents do not obey this economic 

assumption;; they act according to the principle of "what is out of sight, is out of mind" 

(Knetsch,, 1994). A solution could be to present in the survey as much information as 

possiblee about close substitutes and (environmental) budget constraints. However, this 

solutionn could never solve the problem of embedding, since it is virtually impossible to 

namee all relevant substitutes. Moreover, the risk of an overload of information prevails. 

Notwithstandingg these facts, the NOAA panel on contingent valuation recommends 

thatt respondents should be "forcefully" reminded about substitutes and their budget 

constraintt prior to posing the WTP question. Most CVM researchers agree with this 

recommendationn (Hoehn, 1991; Hoehn and Randall, 1989). 

Butt the evidence on this point is not unanimous. A study by Loomis et al. (1994) about 

thee benefits of reducing fire hazards to old-growth forests in Oregon (US) suggests that 

reminderss of substitutes do not significantly influence CVM estimates. The same 

appliess to a study conducted by some of the Exxon economists (Diamond et al., 1993), 

whichh shows no significant differences in mean WTP, regardless of the number of 

substitutee goods mentioned and valued in the survey. On the other hand, a study 
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conductedd by Cummings et al. (1994) suggests that reminders of substitutes do 

influencee valuation. Somewhere in between lie the results of a study by Neill (1995), 

whoo compared the WTP of three questionnaires A, B and C. Questionnaire A only 

providess information on a public good without discussing possible substitutes, B 

describess 8 public goods and then asks for the WTP for one of them and, finally, 

questionnairee C asks for the WTP for all 8 goods. There is no significant difference 

betweenn the mean WTP in questionnaires A and B, but the mean WTP of B and C 

differss significantly indeed. Neill concludes that simply reminding respondents of 

possiblee substitutes is not enough. 

Too sum up the literature, the perception of substitutes may play some role in 

valuations,, but there appears to be little empirical support for believing that such 

perceptionss are an exhaustive and plausible explanation for reported cases of 

embedding. . 

Thee other part of the recommendation of the NOAA panel entails that, when answering 

CVMM questions, respondents should be reminded of their budget constraint. This 

recommendationn was prompted by the idea of mental account bias. According to this 

idea,, embedding effects would be found only in WTP judgements and not in WTA 

judgements.. After all, the WTA is not limited by an account of spendable income, 

whereass the WTP is. Nonetheless, Baron (1996) found just as much embedding effect 

inn the WTA as in the WTP, which speaks against the budget constraint hypothesis. 

3.4.23.4.2 Endowment  Effects 

AA second problem related to the CVM is the fact that responses to CVM surveys show 

aa persistent difference between the willingness to pay and the willingness to accept 

compensationn measures for economic losses (Gregory, 1986). This WTP/WTA 

disparityy is generally referred to as the endowment effect. Endowment effects occur if 

respondentss overvalue an asset due to the possession of it or, in other words, due to 

losss aversion. The precise magnitudes of the WTA/WTP difference vary across 

studies,, but ratios of four to fifteen times the actual value or more are not uncommon 

(Milgrom,, 1993). An early example of the WTA/WTP disparity is given in a paper by 

Brookshiree et al. (1980) about the annual value of the right to hunt elk, as influenced by 

thee hunting environment and the frequency of encounters with elk. They use an 

iterativee bidding technique to obtain estimates of the WTP for increments in the quality 

off wildlife-related amenities and the WTA to permit decrements. Depending on the 

rangee of the frequency of encounters per hunting day (0.1-1; 1-5; 5-10), the results 

exhibitedd endowment effects; the WTP and the WTA for the first range were $43.64 
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andd $68.52, respectively, for the second range $54.06 and $142.60, and for the third 

rangee $32.00 and $207.07. 

Att first glance, it seems logical that the WTA is much higher than the WTP. The use of 

thee WTA measure could lead to enormous income effects, since there is no upper limit 

onn what a person could ask for as compensation for foregoing the improvement or 

acceptingg the loss, whereas the WTP is constrained by the individual's income. On the 

otherr hand, the WTA does depend on income, despite the absence of a budget 

constraint.. For instance, a rich person will ask for a higher monetary compensation 

thann a poor person, because his or her marginal utility of income is lower. 

Apartt from this interpretation, several other explanations have been suggested to 

resolvee the problem of endowment effects. These explanations can be divided into an 

economicc and a psychological category. 

EconomicEconomic  explanations  of  the endowment  effect 

Threee economic explanations for endowment effects will be reviewed: 

1.. a traditional neoclassical explanation 

2.. an explanation based on a more realistic market setting 

3.. an explanation based on the distinction between out-of-pocket costs and opportunity 

costs s 

Firstly,, according to Hanemann (1991) neoclassical theory can explain endowment 

effectss by considering income effects as well as substitution effects. The work of 

Hanemannn is based on preceding work by Willig (1976) and Randall and Stoll (1980). 

Willig'ss calculations show that, in the case of price changes, the difference between the 

compensatingg variation and the equivalent variation will in most cases be less than 

10%,, depending on the income elasticity of the demand. Since most environmental 

changess concern quantity changes rather than price changes, Randall and Stoll show 

that,, for quantity changes and small income effects, the Willig result is still valid. This is 

whatt we saw in chapter 2 (figure 2.2 in section 2.1.1), specifically that economic theory 

indicatess that the willingness to accept a welfare loss (the compensating variation 

COMq:: area ZiKLz2 in the lower panel) will be somewhat greater than the WTP to avoid 

thiss loss (the equivalent variation EVq: area ZTMNZ2) and, similarly, for a welfare gain, 

thatt the WTA (now measured by EVq: area Z1KLZ2) is greater than the WTP (measured 

byy COMq: area Z1MNZ2). Summarising, the WTP is less than the WTA for either gains 

orr losses, but the derivation of these measures changes (i.e., COM or EV). 
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Whenn confronted with the growing evidence of endowment effects that could not be 

explainedd with the analyses by Willig and by Randall and Stoll, Hanemann (1991) 

showedd that welfare theory indicates that one should expect large differences between 

thee WTP and the WTA measures, because in general their required conditions are 

seldomseldom met. He argues that: 

"for"for quantity changes, there is no presumption that WTP and WTA must 

bebe close in value and, unlike price changes, the difference between WTA 

andand WTP depends not only on an income effect but also on a substitution 

effect"effect" (p. 635) 

Hanemannn stated that if there is a low elasticity of substitution between the good being 

valuedd and market goods, i.e., if the good being valued is considered unique in some 

respectt by all respondents, and if there are no income effects, the WTA and the WTP 

shouldd be equal.9 

Still,, a study conducted by Adamowicz et al. (1993) shows that the hypothesis that the 

presencee of substitutes decreases the difference between the WTA and WTP 

measures,, must be rejected. Also, simulated experiments involving commonplace 

goodss have yielded substantial differences between the two measures (Kahneman et 

al.,, 1990; Knetsch and Sinden, 1984 and 1987; Knetsch, 1989), which cannot be 

explainedd by Hanemann's analysis. 

AA second economic explanation for endowment effects is given by researchers who 

suggestt that the disparity between the WTA and the WTP disappears when proper 

incentives,, that is, market-like incentives, are established for people to state their true 

valuess (Blomqvist, 1989; Tietz, 1992). Moreover, markets contain built-in mechanisms 

wherebyy buyers (WTP) and sellers (WTA) learn about the commodity they are trading, 

whereass the hypothetical once-only character of a CVM question does not entail such 

aa learning mechanism. For instance, Knez et al. (1985) show that if the trading of a 

goodd is repeated over several consecutive market periods, the difference between the 

WTAA and the WTP decreases. 

Inn another study, Brookshire and Coursey (1987) compare value elicitation for an 

increasee (WTP) in the base plan from 200 to 225 and from 200 to 250 trees, and for a 

decreasee (WTA) from 200 to 175 and from 200 to 150 trees. Two elicitation procedures 

aree used for this purpose, namely a CVM survey and a more market-like Smith auction 

laboratoryy process (SAL).10 The results, shown in table 3.6, indicate that the CVM 

settingg indeed yields an enormous endowment effect: the WTA is approximately 75 
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timess higher than the WTP. On the other hand, the SAL setting produces much smaller 

WTP/WTAA disparities. Moreover, the disparities slightly decrease after five bid series, 

whichh could point to a learning effect (the WTA/WTP ratio is 3.9 to 8.1 times for the first 

bids,, and 2.4 to 7.4 times for the final bids). 

TableTable  3.6: Mean WTP and WTA bids  in  CVM and SAL  setting s (in  US$) 
Source:: adapted from Brookshire and Coursey, 1987, p. 561 

WTAA *25 trees1 

*500 trees2 

WTPP *25 trees1 

*500 trees2 

CVM M 

$$ 855.50 
$1,734.40 0 

$$ 14.00 
$$ 19.40 

SAL L 

Initiall bids 

$28.63 3 
$67,27 7 

$$ 7,31 
$$ 8.33 

Finall bids 

$17.68 8 
$95.52 2 

$$ 7.31 
$12.92 2 

11 WTA/WTP for a decrease(WTA)/mcrease (WTP) in the base plan from 200 to 175 trees. 
22 WTA/WTP for a decrease(WTA)/increase (WTP) in the base plan from 200 to 150 trees. 

However,, Shogren et a!. (1994) show that for non-market goods with imperfect 

substitutess (such as saving a bird species from extinction, or the prevention of oil spills 

inn certain areas), the divergence between the WTA and the WTP values is persistent, 

evenn with repeated market participation and full information on the nature of the good. 

Finally,, the third economic explanation for endowment effects is suggested by Thaler 

(1980).. He argues that, in the case of a welfare loss, the WTA measure is based on 

thee loss of a good currently held and can thus be seen as out-of-pocket costs, whereas 

thee WTP measure is based on foregone opportunities and can therefore be treated as 

opportunityy costs. Since opportunity costs have less weight in people's decisions than 

doo out-of-pocket expenses, it is not surprising that the WTA exceeds the WTP. This 

kindd of behaviour is not uncommon in the real world, as the following example from 

Gregoryy (1986) illustrates. Many people who paid ƒ10 for a theatre ticket would refuse 

too sell it for ƒ25 at the night of the performance, but would also refuse to pay ƒ25 for a 

neww one if the ticket had not yet been bought. 

PsychologicalPsychological  explanations  of  the endowment  effect 

Psychologicall explanations for the endowment effect encompass prospect theory and 

thee theory of cognitive dissonance. 
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Prospectt theory was developed by Kahneman and Tversky (1979). Prospect theory 

doess not bridge the gap between the WTA and the WTP, it merely explains it. This 

theoryy is a critique of expected utility theory. Expected utility theory cannot explain why 

people'ss preferences reverse when the same choice problem is presented as a 

positivee prospect or as a negative prospect. For example, 80% of a group (n=95) 

chosee $3,000 over a 80% chance to win $4,000, whereas 92% of the same group of 

peoplee chose a 80% chance to lose $4,000 over a certain loss of $3,000. Prospect 

theory,, on the other hand, can explain this behaviour, by proposing a value function 

thatt is (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979, p. 279):11 

"(i)"(i) defined on deviations from a reference point 

(ii)(ii) generally concave for gains and commonly convex for losses 

(Hi)(Hi) steeper for losses than for gains" 

Thiss value function encompasses the idea that the disutility of giving up an object is 

greaterr than the utility associated with acquiring it.12 Therefore, it can explain the 

differencee between the WTA and the WTP: people require far more compensation to 

givee up a public good (WTA) than they are willing to pay to acquire it (WTP). 

Relatedd to this idea of prospect theory is the notion of framing effects as introduced in 

chapterr 2 (section 2.1.2.f), when the idea was discussed that preferences are not pre-

establishedd but are formed during a CVM survey. In the case of endowment effects, 

thiss implies that much higher values are elicited if you frame a valuation question as a 

losss instead of as a gain (Dubourg et al., 1994). 

Thee second psychological explanation for endowment effects is based in the theory of 

cognitivee dissonance developed by Festinger (Antonides, 1991, pp. 195-201). 

Cognitivee dissonance theory states that an inconsistency between two or more 

cognitivee elements in an individual's mind will motivate the individual to decrease the 

dissonancee and avoid situations and information which would be likely to increase the 

dissonance.. When confronted with an environmental loss, respondents experience a 

dissonancee between the loss of the environmental good on the one hand, and the 

appreciationn of that good and feelings of responsibility for future generations and for 

thee environment in general on the other hand. In order to decrease this dissonance 

betweenn the different cognitive elements, respondents might refuse to answer any 

valuationn questions (which would explain the relatively large non-response in WTA 

surveys),, or they might state improbably large WTA amounts (Antonides and Knetsch, 

1995).. Furthermore, it is assumed that, when respondents are confronted with a loss 

andd are asked how much they are willing to pay to avoid the loss (WTP), the resulting 
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cognitivee dissonance is far less than in WTA situations, thereby explaining the large 

WTA/WTPP disparities. 

WTAWTA or  WTP? 

Soo far, the empirical problems surrounding the WTA and the WTP have not been 

settledd (Freeman, 1993). The choice between a WTA question format versus a WTP 

questionn format is based on, among other things, the definition and distribution of 

propertyy rights. The WTP measure implicitly assumes that the agents involved do not 

havee previous rights to the resource being valued. If respondents would have had 

previouss rights (from a philosophical or legal standpoint), the appropriate measure of 

nett economic value would be the WTA measure. Notwithstanding the fact that, in 

general,, the WTA will be the correct measure, in most cases the WTP measure is 

used.. Here, three often expressed reasons for this inclination for the use of the WTP 

measuree are presented. 

Firstly,, WTP measures are chosen because they seem to correspond more closely to 

mostt of the market exchanges people make, and therefore involve people in a more 

familiarr situation. Secondly, the WTP is chosen over the WTA because the former 

providess a conservative choice, so that the overestimation due to hypothetical bias can 

bee corrected (Arrow et al., 1994; also see the next section). This is, of course, a rather 

inexact,, unscientific argument, since the magnitudes of overstatement and 

understatementt are not known. Still, CVM practitioners defend their preference for 

conservativee estimates, because these lower values tend to be accepted more easily 

byy lawyers, business people and politicians, who are after all the people who make use 

off and sponsor CVM studies. 

Endowmentt effects have serious policy implications as well as theoretical implications. 

Somee of the policy implication of wrongly using the WTP instead of the WTA are an 

understatementt of losses, setting the standard at inappropriate levels, a bias on policy 

selections,, the encouragement of environmentally degrading activities, and the 

discouragementt of mitigation efforts (Knetsch, 1990). 

TheoreticalTheoretical  implications  of  endowment  effects 

Endowmentt effects also have some theoretical implications. The first one is that the 

Coasee theorem (viz., in the absence of wealth effects and transaction costs, the final 

allocationn is independent of initial entitlements) will not be valid if values are higher for 

holderss of an entitlement than for potential buyers. Kahneman et al. (1990) randomly 

gavee familiar consumption objects (pens and mugs) to one half of the subjects in an 

experiment.. Subsequently, markets for these goods were conducted in which both 
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incomee effects and transaction costs were low. The observed volume of trade, which 

accordingg to the Coase theorem, should be half of the mugs (assuming that half of 

subjectss who like mugs were given a mug), was always significantly less. 

Thee second theoretical implication of endowment effects is that indifference curves are 

noo longer reversible, that is to say, the movement from A to B along the indifference 

curvess is not the same as a movement from B to A (Knetsch, 1989). After all, if giving 

upp a good has a greater impact on welfare than gaining the same entitlement, the rate 

off substitution at any point on an indifference curve is no longer the same for 

movementss in either direction. 

Finally,, endowment effects imply the violation of completeness (Knetsch, 1995). 

Accordingg to the assumption of completeness, it is impossible to prefer good A over 

goodd B if it is framed as a loss, and at the same time prefer B over A if it is framed as a 

gain.. For example, people are not willing to accept ƒ10 as compensation (good B) 

whenn a forest is cut down (good A), meaning that they prefer A over B, whereas these 

peoplee will not pay ƒ10 (good B) to keep the forest (good A), meaning that they prefer 

BB over A. 

3.4.33.4.3 Overestimation 

AA third problem that is of great relevance for the CVM, is the persistent overestimation 

off true values.13 When discussing the study of Brookshire and Coursey in the previous 

section,, we saw that the real payment (viz. the Smith auction process) gave 

significantlyy lower results than did the CVM field survey. This is only one example 

indicatingg that the CVM overestimates values when compared to more market-like 

elicitationn methods. Apart from this study, many other studies have shown significant 

overestimationss in CVM results. Here, only three of these studies will be reviewed. 

Neilll et al. (1994) tested the hypothesis of no significant difference between values 

reportedd by subjects, whether the payment of these values is real or hypothetical. They 

obtainedd data from controlled laboratory experiments that use two different market 

goodss (an Indian painting and a 16th century map) and two valuation institutions (a 

CVMM setting and a second-price Vickrey auction14). In the painting experiment the 

meann WTP was $37.04 for the CVM (n=41) and $9.49 for the second-price auction 

(n=16),, and the null hypothesis was rejected. The map experiment gave similar results. 
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Anotherr study is described in Blackburn et al. (1994) and Cummings et al. (1995). Two 

experimentall procedures were compared, using different market goods (electric juice 

extractors,, chocolates, and in the second experiment also solar-powered calculators): 

•• Between subjects: one set of subjects is asked if they will buy a commodity at a 

givenn price (a 'yes' answer required a real payment), the second subset of subjects 

aree asked the corresponding hypothetical question. 

•• Within subjects: subjects are asked the hypothetical question ("would you pay $x.." 

ett cetera) and the good is then made available to the same subjects ("are you 

willingg to pay $.." et cetera). 

Thee results of the first experiment indicate that a significantly higher percentage of the 

subjectss responded 'yes' to the hypothetical WTP question than to the real question: 

viz.,, 41% versus 16% for the juice machines and 42% versus 4% for the chocolates. 

Thiss pattern is also found in the second experiment: viz., 41 % versus 11 % for the juice 

extractors,, 42% versus 8% for the chocolates and 21% versus 8% for the calculators. 

Thirdly,, Bishop and Heberlein (1979) studied the WTA for duck-hunting permits. 

Dependingg on the bid format used, respondents in the hypothetical sample were willing 

too accept $68-$ 101 if their annual permit was taken away from them. A second group 

off respondents received a cheque which they could cash if they actually returned the 

permit.. By varying the amount on the cheques, a mean 'true' WTA was established. 

Thee actual compensation demanded was considerably lower, namely $63. It was 

concludedd that a hypothetical bias exists in the WTA format. 

ExplanationsExplanations  of  overestimation 

Inn order to explain the persistent and large overestimations, five interpretations are 

presentedd here: 

1.. hypothetical bias 

2.. strategic bias 

3.. question format 

4.. measurement of attitudes 

5.. lexicographic preference orderings 

6.. embedding 

Hypotheticall bias concerns the question whether the respondents' declared intentions 

(expressedd WTP) can be taken as meaningful guides to their behaviour and as 

meaningfull indications of their true values. True values are the values elicited in a real 
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markett situation. For instance, when people buy potatoes, they have to 'put their 

moneyy where their mouth is', that is, if the wrong choice is made, people will suffer real 

consequences.. In a CVM questionnaire the same real-world implications are not 

present,, and the risk of a hypothetical bias pertains if people will not put forth the same 

amountt of effort in making a choice as the outcome does not affect them (Desvouges, 

1995).. Therefore, a misspecification of their true value results. For instance, Willis and 

Powee (1998) surveyed potential visitors to a castle prior to their entrance. They 

comparedd the maximum WTP of these potential visitors against the actual acceptance 

off an entrance ticket at their stated CVM price. Only 40% of the potential visitors at the 

castle'ss gate were actually willing to buy the ticket at their stated price. Others refused 

too buy or declared they would visit the castle later. This evidence, as well as the 

evidencee described above, suggests that most misspecification implies overestimation, 

nott underestimation, of true values. 

Anotherr way to explain overestimations is by assuming strategic bias. Strategic bias 

occurss when a respondent gives a WTP amount that differs from his or her true WTP 

amount,, in an attempt to influence the provision of the good and/or the respondent's 

levell of payment for the good. Strategic behaviour leads to overestimation if 

respondentss believe they will not actually have to pay the amount they state, yet also 

believee that the stated amount can influence the provision of the good. Accordingly, 

theyy will overstate their true value in order to secure the provision. Milon (1989) studied 

strategicc behaviour in CVM surveys. His results indicate that most strategic behaviour 

involvess overestimation instead of underestimation. He tested three kinds of strategic 

behaviourr using four different question formats: 

1.. strong free-riding, which means that people state a WTP (WTPS) of zero while their 

truee value (WTP1) is positive 

2.. weak free-riding, denoting WTPS<WTP! while WTP(>0 

3.. and overriding, implying WTPS>WTP' while WTP'>0 

Milonn found that strong free-riding does not occur (the hypothesis that the WTPS is zero 

forr the various question formats is rejected). To approximate the WTP1, a closed-ended 

referendumm mechanism is used with an equal per capita tax payment rule and majority 

votee implementation rule. Some results suggested weak free-riding, although there 

wass more evidence of overriding. This finding is consonant with the conclusion of 

Mitchelll and Carson (1989) in their state-of-the-art assessment of the CVM: "if strategic 

biasbias is present, slight overestimation is the expected result' (p. 168). 
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AA third interpretation of overestimate deals with the dichotomous question format 

(e.g.,, Bennett and Tranter, 1998). When using this format, a respondent is asked 

whetherr or not she wants to pay, let us say, ƒ100 for an increase in the provision of an 

environmentall good. Suppose the respondent thinks that the interviewer will believe 

thatt she is not prepared to pay anything if she says 'no' to the ƒ100 (the respondent 

readss the question as a choice between ƒ0 and ƒ100). Since respondents are inclined 

too display socially desirable behaviour, she says 'yes' to ƒ100, whereas her true value 

couldd be something like ƒ80. This is also known as compliance bias, where 

respondentss overstate their true WTP in order not to appear to vote against 

environmentall improvements. 

Respondentss might use the following decision rule in answering dichotomous 

questions:: when asked the ƒ100 question, they answer 'yes' if their true WTP is higher 

thann ƒ50 and 'no' if their true WTP is smaller than ƒ50. The use of these and similar 

decisionn rules leads to severe overestimation. Several CVM studies support the 

interpretationn of overestimation due to the use of dichotomous question formats. E.g., 

Boylee et al. (1996 and 1998), Brown et al. (1996), Halvorsen and Saelensminde (1998) 

andd Ready et al. (1996) compared different question formats, and all of these studies 

demonstratedd that the dichotomous format yields (much) higher answers than the 

open-endedd format, especially for hypothetical payments as in the case of the CVM. 

AA fourth explanation of overestimation is the fact that people might state an overall 

preference,, attitude, intention, or ideal towards the environment, rather than a well-

structuredd preference. Earlier (chapter 2, section 2.1.2.f), this tendency was referred to 

ass warm glow, moral satisfaction, good cause dump, or symbolic bias. In short, such 

ann overall preference involves a higher value than would the preference for a more 

specificc good, and thus entails overestimation. 

AA fifth explanation of overestimation is that individuals' ethical attitudes could give rise 

lexicographicc preference orderings (cf. chapter 2, section 2.1.2.a) of ordinary goods 

andd environmental goods, based on a moral commitment in favour of environmental 

protection.. For instance, species preservation is always preferred to more income as 

longg as income is above some threshold level (Perman et al., 1999, pp. 415-416). 

Finally,, the cause of overestimation in CVM results might be the embedding effects, 

whichh were discussed in section 3.4.1. If a good is valued on its own, the estimated 

valuee will be much higher than if the good is valued as part of a more inclusive good. 

Embeddingg effects appear to be an important cause of overestimation (Kemp and 

Maxwell,, 1993). 
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'Solutions''Solutions'  to  overestimation 

Thee problem of overestimation has been 'dealt with' by the NOAA panel. As was 

mentionedd earlier, this panel was formed for the purpose of considering whether or not 

onee can derive CVM values that are reliable and valid. The panel's recommendations 

aree sometimes treated as laws for CVM studies although these recommendations have 

nott yet been thoroughly tested for their merits (Schulze et al., 1996). One such law is 

thee following calibration rule, which is an attempt to deal with overestimation. In their 

19933 report, the panel states that it is 

"persuaded"persuaded that hypothetical markets tend to overstate willingness to pay 

forfor private as well as public goods. The same bias must be expected to 

occuroccur in CVM studies." (Arrow et al., 1993, p. 4610) 

Inn a more recent report the panel proposes a rule to correct for this hypothetical bias. 

'The'The proposed rule provides that the respondents' stated values be 

dividedd by two [emphasis added, BB]. This calibration procedure is to 

'correct''correct' for the combined effects of two countervailing potential biases: 

thethe mandated elicitation of willingness to pay (WTP) measures may 

understateunderstate the correct measure of damages (the willingness to accept), 

whereaswhereas the elicitation of hypothetical WTP in contingent valuation 

studiesstudies may overestimate 'true' WTP." {Arrow et al., 1994, p. 12) 

Ass was noted earlier (section 3.4.2), this is a rather inexact, unscientific rule. For 

example,, calibration by dividing CVM responses by two assumes the existence of 

monotoniee links between CVM responses and true values (Randall, 1996). 

Furthermore,, the value of two is disputable. Fox et al. (1998) tested a calibration 

proceduree using the WTP of consumers for risk reduction of food irradiation. Their 

resultss suggest, as common sense also predicts, that the calibration factor is good-

specificc and context-specific. In other words, there is no generally valid value for a 

calibrationn factor for hypothetical results. 

Otherss are harsher in their critique of the calibration rule, e.g., Knetsch (1994) who 

referss to this 'solution' as a nearly comical response to CVM failures and inappropriate 

selectionn of measure (WTP instead of WTA). Moreover, these critics argue that the 

proposall would fail to hold polluters fully accountable for the damage they cause and 

wouldd not provide a strong incentive for prevention. 
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Thee question is where the two' in 'divided by two' comes from. The story goes that, 

somee 12 years ago, a researcher, discussing a forestry study, cried out: "But these 

valuess are much too high; let's divide them by two".15 Some other researchers asked 

himm why the values should be divided by two, and not by three or some other value. He 

replied:: "Well, because of the following divine argument: half of the forest was created 

byy the Forestry Service and the other half was created by God and therefore should 

nott be valued". Of course this is just a joke, but it does make clear the scientific 

controversyy about how to deal with overestimation. 

3.4.43.4.4 Aggregation Issues 

Thee purpose of a CVM study is to provide decision makers or judges with the valuation 

off a certain change in the provision of an environmental good. To obtain such a 

measuree of total benefits and costs, that is of social welfare, the individual welfare 

measuress must be added up over the relevant population. This raises the question of 

howw the welfare of individuals is related to social welfare. 

Thiss question has been dealt with by Arrow (1963). Arrow's impossibility theorem 

statess that, given some minimal and separately reasonable requirements, it is 

impossiblee to devise a method to aggregate individual preference ordehngs to a 

consistentt collective preference ordering.16 To derive this result, he assumed that the 

onlyy information available is the preference ordering of the individuals (e.g., utility 

functionss are ordinal), and that the decision maker is precluded from making 

interpersonall comparisons of welfare. However, by adding more information on 

individuall utilities (individual utilities can be made measurable, e.g., cardinal) and by 

invokingg somewhat stronger value judgements (utilities can be made comparable 

betweenn individuals), it is possible to get a consistent collective preference ordering 

(Hennipman,, 1995). Below, the concept of ordinality versus cardinality and of 

interpersonall comparability versus non-comparability will be reviewed first. After that, 

aggregationn issues are discussed. 

OrdinalityOrdinality  versus  cardinality 

Thee controversy between the ordinal and the cardinal measurability of utility began 

whenn Vilfredo Pareto (1858-1923) opposed against the notion of cardinality.17 Pareto 

introducedd the idea that ordinal measurability of utility is sufficient to effectively 

describee consumer behaviour. He argued (in: Van den Doel and Van Velthoven, 1990, 

p.. 36) that: 
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"A"A man can know that the third glass of wine gives him less pleasure 

thanthan the second; but he can in no way tell what quantity of wine he must 

drinkdrink after the second glass in order to get pleasure equal to that which 

thethe second glass provided him." 

Ordinalityy implies that the order, not the absolute value, of the numbers is relevant. In 

termss of utility this implies that marginal utility has meaning only in being positive or 

negative,, but that the numerical value is meaningless (Alchian, 1953). Such an ordinal 

utilityy function is not unique, since various positive monotonie transformations \\i of the 

personall welfare function W, are possible by which the order remains the same for all 

individualss i: W* = \\i(Wj). In the standard welfare economic analysis, it is generally 

assumedd that W, is not interpersonally comparable between individuals (Roberts, 

1980,, pp. 423; Sen, 1977, pp. 1541-1542). 

AA utility function is cardinal when utility differences can be compared for one individual 

ass well (intrapersonal comparison). A cardinal function is unique up to a positive affine 

transformation,, i.e., if W, is a cardinal function, W* = a, + J3 W, and J3 > 0 elicits the 

samee information (ibidem). If it is also assumed that preferences are interpersonal 

comparablee the possibilities of informed welfare judgement are widened (Sen, 1979, p. 

546). . 

However,, cardinal utility measurement with interpersonal comparisons is a reasonable 

assumptionn within a relatively homogeneous group of people, that is homogeneous 

withh respect to income, cultural characteristics, and social norms and values. 

Moreover,, without these assumptions it would not be possible to empirically study 

changess in the level of utility (i.e., welfare or well-being). 

Thee valuation methods discussed in this thesis are based on interpersonal 

comparabilityy (among other things, when aggregating values across individuals). For 

instance,, Van Praag (1971, welfare evaluation) directly asks people to evaluate their 

income,, i.e., subjects are asked to indicate which income level they consider very 

bad',, 'bad', 'insufficient', 'sufficient', 'good' and 'very good'. Because it is assumed that 

thee verbal levels have the same meaning to all respondents, interpersonal 

comparisonss are possible. Similarly, Cantril (1965, well-being evaluation) directly asks 

peoplee to evaluate their life as a whole (well-being) on a ladder of life with 10 steps. It 

iss assumed that people positioning themselves on the same step, experience the same 

levell of well-being. These methods will be discussed in greater detail in chapter 4. 
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AggregationAggregation  issues 

Measuringg welfare in the cardinal sense has been rejected by economists since the 

latee 1930s. Instead, an ordinal concept of utility was adopted, with no comparability 

acrosss individuals. One welfare criterion that complies with the ordinal utility concept, 

iss the so-called Pareto criterion. The Pareto criterion is a weaker welfare measure 

thann the cardinal principle (i.e., maximizing the sum of personal welfares, Sen, 1977, 

p.. 1546), in the sense that it does not facilitate the identification of a unique welfare 

optimumm for society. The criterion is based on examining all possible incremental 

reallocationss of resources among individuals and continuing to accept such changes 

soo long as they improve the well-being of at least one individual without harming that 

off others.18 Although most economists reject cardinality as well as interpersonal 

comparability,, they use it all the time. For instance, the national income is calculated 

byy simply adding total expenditures across consumers and investments across firms. 

Anotherr example is the fact that firms and government agencies weigh up the costs 

andd benefits of their investments or policies. The Pareto criterion is seldom used in 

practice. . 

Whenn aggregating individual money values economists use the idea of 'one dollar, one 

vote',, which implies that the current income distribution is taken as given and only 

efficiencyy is dealt with. In the CVM, such aggregations could be interpreted as saying 

thatt the people with the largest budgets (the rich) care most about the environment. 

Afterr all, the expressed WTP depends not only on preference but also on the ability to 

pay--

Onee method to correct for large income disparities is by weighting. If everyone had an 

equall income, a bid of ƒ10 from John would mean the same thing as a bid of ƒ10 from 

Mary.. But if Mary has a million guilders and John has only ƒ10,000, under those 

circumstances,, to count Mary's bid as meaning the same as Johns is probably 

ludicrous,, given the fact that the marginal utility of money varies with income. The 

incomee inequality can be adjusted by giving John's WTP a weight of, let us say, 50 

(assumingg a decreasing marginal utility of income) and Mary's bid a weight of one. 

Thee United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP, 1994) suggests that the 

weightingg of income distribution is an issue to be addressed in the case of using CVM 

studiess in developing countries, because the costs and benefits are different in kind 

andd also accrue to different people, as absolute levels of income are lower in 

developingg countries and often greater disparities exist between rich and poor. 

Nevertheless,, in general income weighting is not used. One of the reasons might be 

thee fact that, to be consistent, income distribution should be reflected in all decisions 
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{nott just in the decision evaluated in a CVM study), and should, moreover, concern not 

onlyy intragenerational justice but also intergenerational justice (Pearce, 1993). 

However,, it is not very sensible for a researcher to use income weighting in his or her 

researchh when conducted within a certain society or in simitar societies, since in the 

reall world (the market) high incomes are also related to higher abilities to pay for 

something.. On the other hand, in the case of income differences between very 

differentdifferent societies, income weighting is necessary to arrive at sound conclusions. If you 

doo not correct for these differences in income between very different countries, results 

cann occur that are politically unacceptable, as the following example demonstrates.19 

Thee implicit conclusion of a global CVM study by the International Panel on Climate 

Controll (IPCC), was that the value of a human life in a poor country was $250,000, 

whilee that value was $2,500,000 in the industrialised world. The study was done in 

orderr to provide guidelines to the global community about the issue of global warming 

andd the kinds of projects that are to be implemented in order to deal with the resulting 

deaths.. The study was designed and carried out by some respected economists like 

Nordhaus.. They concluded that a project whose costs are, say $25,000,000, should be 

undertakenn in a developed economy if it saves 10 lives, but that this same project must 

nott be implemented in a poor country unless it saves 100 lives. This result was, of 

course,, rejected by several less developed countries, including India, China, Cuba, 

Brazill and Peru, at a meeting of the IPCC on July 28, 1995. The economists were told 

too go back and do their work over again. Since then, a lively discussion has ensued, 

butt there is still no consensus on the aggregation of statistical lives across countries. 

3.55 Concluding Remarks 

"Among"Among economists there is an old belief which, in an extreme form, 

makesmakes them feel convinced of having the truth. Others are willing to settle 

forfor less, but, even in the opposite extreme, in their wavering minds they 

havehave the shimmering idea that they are on a very special road. Which of 

coursecourse is true. This belief, of which no one needs to be ashamed, is the 

beliefbelief in the 'scientific nature' of economics." (Klant, 1987, p. 33)20 

Thiss quote exemplifies the search for the truth, or for true values, that is also apparent 

inn the CVM. One of the principal assumptions underlying the CVM is that people have 

true,, but hidden, economic values for environmental goods which can be revealed 

throughh the creation of a hypothetical market. The question is whether these true 
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valuess exist, or whether several true values exist. Several true values might exist if 

existingg costs and benefits are the product of a set of property rights, the economic 

system,, income distribution and so on. If you change the starting point, a different 

valuee will result (Schmid, 1995). A second question is whether the CVM can elicit true 

values.211 CVM believers assume that, if procedural biases are absent, a neutral survey 

couldd convert subjective feelings into scientifically viable expressions of value (Harris 

ett al., 1989). For example, the NOAA panel concluded that, if conducted under 

appropriatee conditions specified by the panel, 

"CVM"CVM studies can produce estimates reliable enough to be the starting 

pointpoint of a judicial process of damage assessment, including lost passive-

useuse values." (Arrow et al., 1993, p. 4610) 

Althoughh the CVM pretends to obtain these scientific estimates (since they are related 

too theoretical concepts like compensating variation and equivalent variation), I do not 

thinkk that the CVM -or any other stated preference method for that matter- is capable 

off eliciting an unambiguous, theoretically correct value. The WTP principle on which 

suchh estimates are (supposedly) based, is elastic enough to allow a huge range of 

estimates.. Apart from anything else, it shows that different assumptions and 

proceduress will lead to widely different results. 

Forr instance, the implication of several biases, framing effects, embedding effects and 

endowmentt effects is that the CVM is open to political influence: by framing the 

questionss in a certain way, by embedding the good in a larger context or by using a 

WTPP measure instead of a WTA measure, CVM practitioners can deliberately 

influencee the results so as to please themselves or their sponsors. In other words, the 

methodd appears to be susceptible to serious manipulation, which is not a good feature 

forr a method on which damage awards and allocation decisions are to be based and 

whichh claims to be scientific (unambiguous). Some people even suggest that it seems 

too be a case of 'tell me the figure you'd like, and I'll provide a justification' (Diamond 

andd Hausman, 1994). 

Thiss latter remark goes too far in its sarcasm towards the CVM. In short, the main 

benefitt of the CVM and other monetary valuation methods lies in the discipline it 

imposes,, not in the bottom line that creative practitioners are able to squeeze out of it. 

Thee CVM is not science 'pur sang', in the sense that it measures unambiguous or true 

values,, but rather a systematic procedure for collecting and organizing information that 

cann be used to make decisions. It is a decision tool. So, instead of using the CVM as 

ann analytical tool to provide scientific values, the CVM should be used as a policy 
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decisionn method. In that case, the primary purpose of the CVM is not to consider what 

thee true price of a particular environmental good would be, but to estimate the 

subjectivee values for the good in question. 

Ass was stated at the outset of this book {chapter 1), this thesis has a twofold objective. 

Thee first is to critically review the CVM and its theoretical basis and assumptions. So 

farr we have focused mainly on this first objective. We have seen that, despite the 

problemss and criticisms related to the CVM, it is the most well-known and most popular 

valuationn method. Now it is time to turn to the second objective, namely to introduce 

andd test alternative methods to thee CVM. 
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Endnotes s 

11 Hoevenagel (1994, pp, 8-10) also distinguishes non-preference methods, which are not included in the 
classificationn presented here. 

22 Revealed preference methods are based on observable market behaviour as represented by 
Marshalliann demand curves. The Marshallian demand curves track the price effects which occur 
whenn the provision of a commodity changes. Revealed preference methods measure the income 
changess necessary to neutralise these price effects, the so-called consumer surpluses Hicksian 
demandd curves, on the other hand, are not observable since they depend on utility. Therefore, these 
curvess can only be estimated when using stated preference methods. Stated preference methods 
measuree the income necessary to neutralise changes in utility caused by changes in the provision of 
somee environmental good, the so-called compensating and equivalent variations (cf. chapter 2, 
sectionn 2.1.1). 

33 It is important to note that CVM measures provide estimates of total values, whereas surrogate market 
approachess (like the travel costs method) only provide estimates of use values (cf section 3 3) 

44 Carson et al. (1992) interviewed 1,043 people across the US and asked how much they would pay in 
aa one-time tax for a plan to provide two Coast Guard ships and trained personnel to escort oil 
tankerss in the Prince William Sound, to prevent future accidents and avoid future injuries due to oil 
spill.. They found a mean WTP of $31, which makes $2.8 billion when multiplied by the number of 
Americann households. 

55 Perfect embedding implies regular embedding. 

66 Temporal embedding does not have to be a problem for the CVM, since it also arises in real markets 
Forr instance, when you buy a television or a car on hire-purchase, the total sum of the periodic 
paymentss will be more than when you pay the purchase price at once, even if you account for interest. 

77 Kahneman and Knetsch (1992b) wrote a reply to the unusually harsh and severe critique by Smith 
(1992).. Later, Nickerson (1993) wrote a comment on Harrison's (1992) equally harsh and severe 
critiquee of Kahneman and Knetsch. 

88 Mental accounts can be related to the theory of two-stage budgettmg (Deaton and Muellbauer, 1980) in 
whichh total expenditure is first allocated to broad categories, such as food, clothing and housing, and 
thenn each allocation is divided among specific items in each category 

99 Hanemann's basic result is: price flexibility of income = LI /O0 , where u = 0 means there are no income 
effectss (zero income elasticity for the environmental good) and o0 =

 (- means that the environmental 
goodd and the other good(s) are perfect substitutes (p. 641). 

10Thee SAL procedure is more similar to market situations because the payments are not hypothetical 
(thee fund consisted of money that was actually collected or distributed from or to the group), and 
becausee respondents could revise their bids (up to five times) If the group either did not cover the 
costss of an expansion of trees (WTP) or did not request more compensation than available for a 
reductionn in the number of trees (WTA), another trial was conducted Individuals could adjust their bids 
inn between these trials. 

1'Sincee value is defined on deviations from the reference point, the WTA/WTP disparity is sometimes 
referredd to as 'status quo bias'. Similarly, since the value function is concave for losses and convex for 
gains,, the disparity is sometimes labeled 'loss aversion' (Kahneman et al., 1991). 

12Thee asymmetry between losses and gains is even recognised by US court decisions "by favoring 
possessorspossessors of goods over other claimants, by limiting recovery of lost profits relative to compensation 
forfor actual expenditures and by failing to enforce gratuitous promises that are coded as forgone gains to 
thethe injured party" (Kahneman et al., 1990, p. 1346). 
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13However,, overstatement is not a typical CVM problem; it can occur in all surveys 

14Thiss is a valuation institution in which truth-telling is a dominant strategy, since the highest bidder will 
havee to pay the second highest bid 

15Thiss story was told to me by George Peterson at the Joint European Conference on Non-Market 
Valuationn in Oslo, in June of 1995. 

,6Thesee requirements include: the condition of unrestricted domain, the Pareto rule, the condition of 
independencee of irrelevant alternatives, and the absence of a dictator (Arrow, 1963, pp. 22-31). 

17Untill that time most economists, from Smith and Bentham in the 18lh and the beginning of the 19,h 

century,, to Jevons and Walras in the 19th century and Pigou in the 1920s, believed that utility was a 
cardinall quantity. 

18Thee Pareto criterion is too restrictive to be of much relevance in a policy context, as it is virtually 
impossiblee to imagine a public project that would not impose net costs on someone in society. 
Independently,, Kaldor and Hicks both proposed two slightly different forms of a more operational 
welfaree criterion known as the potential compensation test or potential Pareto improvement. The 
centrall feature of the Kaldor version of this test is whether those who gain from a policy change could, 
inn theory, compensate losers in such a way that at least one individual would be better off and no one 
wouldd be worse off. Compensation needs to be only hypothetical; the potential Pareto improvement 
doess not actually have to be implemented. 

19Thesee results were presented on the ecol-econ internet discussion network in June of 1995 (ecol-
econ@csf.colorado.edu). . 

20Thiss quote is originally in Dutch. Translation by Ada Kromhout. 

2,Thee term 'true values' refers to the compensating and equivalent variation measures that would be 
elicitedd if real markets existed for environmental goods. 

mailto:ecolecon@csf.colorado.edu
mailto:ecolecon@csf.colorado.edu
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Chapte rr  4 

Alternative ss to Contingen t Valuatio n 

"Faced"Faced with situations demanding resolution, critique remains a luxury if it 

doesdoes not point clearly to alternatives." (Lowe et al., 1993, p. 101) 

Inn the previous chapter we saw that the contingent valuation method (CVM) is very 

popularr among valuation researchers. However, we also saw that the CVM has many 

seriouss problems. This popularity of the CVM is not caused solely by its scientific 

superiority,, but also by the strong and effective pr-offensive of the proponents. Be that 

ass it may, critique alone does not get us any further if we want to solve environmental 

problems.. Taking the above mentioned quote to heart, we will now review some other 

valuationn methods that do not necessarily replace the CVM but complement it. These 

methodss deal with part of the problems of the CVM. However, sometimes the 

alternativee methods suffer from the same drawbacks that the CVM and other valuation 

methodss suffer from (see the discussion on neoclassical assumptions about individual 

behaviourr in chapter 2, section 2.1.2). Moreover, these methods have problems of their 

own. . 

4.11 Introductio n 

Inn this chapter, three alternative methods will be discussed, namely the conjoint 

measurementt method, the welfare evaluation method and the well-being evaluation 

method.. Before moving on to the discussion of these alternative methods, two issues 

thatt apply to all three alternatives are addressed. The first issue is about the 

measurementt of non-use values, the second one is about the direct way of questioning 

inn CVM surveys. 
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StatedStated  preference  methods  and non-use  values 

Itt is important to notice that the conjoint measurement method, the welfare evaluation 

methodd and the well-being evaluation method are full alternatives to the CVM, in the 

sensee that all three methods are capable of measuring the total value of a good, and 

nott just the use part of this value. Actually, in this respect all stated preference 

methodss could serve as full alternatives to the CVM, because stated preference 

methodss use hypothetical markets where all kinds of goods can be surveyed, and thus 

alsoo goods that individuals do not have a user-relation with. This point was already 

madee in section 3.3 in the previous chapter. 

StrategicStrategic  answers  and cognitive  stress 

CVMM asks people directly for a monetary value for an environmental good. Because of 

thiss direct way of questioning at least two problems arise, namely strategic answers 

andd cognitive stress. The three alternative methods discussed in this chapter 

outperformm the CVM on these two points. 

Thee first problem is perhaps one of the most serious criticisms of the CVM. In a CVM 

settingg very few incentives exist for people to express their true value. They are not 

punishedd in any way if they do not express their true value but a value that is lower or 

higher,, in an attempt to influence the provision or the price of a good. In other words, 

posingg this kind of direct questions entails in all probability a severe strategic bias. 

CVMM researchers claim that, by carefully constructing the survey, the potential for 

strategicc bias can be minimized. But this potential for strategic bias is still very large 

whenn compared to other, more 'veiled' questioning methods like the three alternatives 

discussedd in this chapter. 

Secondly,, it is extremely difficult for respondents to come up with an absolute 

monetaryy value. This is particularly true for the decisions for which CVM techniques 

aree most needed, which concern novel and abstract judgements and which depend on 

aa lot of information. Although the CVM assumes that respondents have clear and pre-

definedd ideas about the worth and desirability of possible objects and events, it 

appearss that most people do not have well-structured preferences (cf. chapter 2, 

sectionn 2.1.2T). In that case, so much cognitive constriction and perseverance may 

occurr that thought processes are disrupted and thinking becomes simplistic (Harris et 

al.,, 1989). The CVM no longer gives reliable and valid results, since coming up with the 

truee values takes too much effort. Therefore, it is of the utmost importance that 

people'ss information-processing and decision-making processes are not overburdened 

andd that the questions are framed as easy as possible. The direct CVM question is 

probablyy not satisfactory in this regard. By asking indirect questions (as with conjoint 
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measurement,, welfare evaluation and well-being evaluation) the cognitive stress will 

probablyy decline. 

4.22 Conjoin t Measuremen t 

Conjointt measurement (CM) has been widely used in consumer market research and in 

transportationn studies since the 1970s. For instance, when introducing a new product 

thee producer is interested in the relative importance of attributes of that product, like 

colour,, weight, technical specifications, package, price and so on, and not just in the 

valuationn of the product as a whole. Green and Srinivasan (1978, p. 104) define 

conjointt measurement as: 

"any"any decompositional method that estimates the structure of a consumer's 

preferencespreferences [...], given his or her overall evaluation of a set of alternatives 

thatthat are prespecified in terms of levels of different attributes." 

Thee typical CM question presents each respondent with a number of commodity 

descriptionss or situations (called vignettes), that differ according to the attributes 

described,, and survey respondents are then asked to rank and rate the desirability of 

eachh vignette. The inclusion of price as one of the attributes allows for the derivation of 

implicitt prices for each of the other attributes. Unlike the CVM, CM does not directly ask 

forr a willingness to pay, but requires that respondents rank possible outcomes from 

mostt preferred to least preferred, while several attributes of the good are varied. This 

resultss in a relative value, in the sense that the expressed value depends upon the 

otherr alternatives that have to be ranked. 

Att least one important behavioural arguments exists in support of the decomposition of 

preferencess by using CM (Louviere, 1996). This argument lies in the theory of 

individuall behaviour, especially Lancaster's (1966) work, which assumes that a 

consumer'ss utility for a good can be decomposed into utilities for separate attributes or 

benefitss provided by that good. 

CMM departs from the random utility maximization model, which admits for the fact that, 

fromm a researcher's point of view, consumers do not always seem to choose what they 

prefer,, and that some choices vary over choice occasions (McFadden, 1974). Suppose 

thatt an individual has a vector of measured attributes s (like age, income and so on), 

andd that he or she faces J vignettes, indexed ) = 1,..,J which are described by the 

vectorr of attributes xs. The researcher can only explain part of the individual's 
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behaviour,, namely the deterministic part V(s,x). The other part is stochastic and 

includess the variations in choice that the researcher cannot explain (i(s,x)). The utility 

modell is then defined as follows: 

i'i'  = v[s,x/) + 4 ^ -v , ) 

wheree e {s,xf) is a random term, the distribution of which depends on s and xt. The 

explainablee component of choice, V(s,x), is specified by the researcher. Subsequently, 

thee probability is modelled that an individual will choose a particular vignette J over the 

otherr vignettes in the choice set. The analytical model to estimate these probabilities 

forr a particular rank order is a rank-ordered logit model (Beggs et al., 1981).1 This 

modell provides that set of parameter weights on the attributes which maximizes the 

likelihoodd of realising that rank ordering. Provided that one of the attributes is a money 

measure,, parameter weights can then be used to calculate the WTP for an attribute, as 

willl be explained below. Because CM is based on the random utility maximization 

model,, it is possible to come up with the exact welfare measures (viz. the 

compensatingg variation or the equivalent variation), just as the CVM does. 

Thee logit model of choice implies certain restrictions on individuals' choices and 

preferences.. The most notable restriction is that choices must have the property of the 

Independencee of Irrelevant Alternatives (IIA). One implication of this property is that the 

additionn or deletion of vignettes from the choice set does not affect the ratio of the 

probabilitiess associated with any other combination of vignettes. McFadden (1974, p. 

113)) provides the famous auto/bus example to illustrate the IIA assumption. 

"Suppose"Suppose a population faces the alternatives of travel by auto and by 

bus,bus, and two-thirds choose to use auto. Suppose now a second 'brand' 

ofof bus travel is introduced that is in all essential respects the same as the 

first.first. Intuitively, two-thirds of the population will still choose auto, and the 

remainderremainder will split between the bus alternatives. However, if the 

selectionselection probabilities satisfy IIA, only half the population will use auto 

whenwhen the second bus is introduced."2 

Onee approach to dealing with IIA is to redefine the choice set so that two or more 

veryy close substitutes are modelled as one alternative. Another approach would be to 

guaranteee the independence of the alternatives (vignettes) as much as possible, by 

constructingg an approximately orthogonal set of vignettes. In short, this implies that 
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thee vignettes in the choice set will have to differ as much as possible. This is 

describedd in more detail below. 

Anyway,, in the case of stated preferences the assumption of HA is not too restrictive 

comparedd to revealed preferences. The reason lies in the fictitious nature of the 

alternativess which are completely described by their stated attributes. 

"Under"Under the usual assumption that the utility function is correctly specified 

andand that, in particular, all relevant individual-specific explanatory 

variablesvariables are taken into account, this implies that the utilities generated 

byby the alternatives do not correlate fora given individual." (Van Ophem et 

al.,, 1999, p. 118) 

Moree recently, CM has also been applied in environmental valuation studies. Indeed, 

CMM is very suitable for the valuation of environmental goods, since these goods are 

pre-eminentlyy goods with a multidimensional character. Table 4.1 below gives an 

overvieww of valuation studies using CM. As is immediately obvious from the table, CM 

encompassess a variety of multi-attribute preference elicitation techniques. 

ChoiceChoice  experiments 

Choicee experiments differ from typical CM in that individuals are asked to choose what 

theyy consider to be the best vignette from a set of vignettes, instead of ranking or rating 

them.. These choices are then repeated for different sets of vignettes. 

ConjointConjoint  rating 

Inn the conjoint rating approach respondents are shown a series of products or 

programmess which they have to rate on a specified scale, for instance, from 1 to 10. 

Thee researcher can deduce an ordering from these ratings. Sometimes, the products or 

programmess are presented in pairs. In such a case of rated pairs, the respondent has 

too indicate how much he or she prefers one product over the other by supplying a 

rating. . 

ContingentContingent  ranking 

Respondentss to a contingent ranking survey are asked to rank one series of vignettes 

fromm least preferred to most preferred. The difference between ranking and rating is that 

rankingg occurs relative to other vignettes, while rating does not. In a rating exercise, two 

orr even all vignettes could receive the same score, which is not possible in a ranking 

exercise. . 
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TableTable 4.1: An overview of valuation studies using conjoint measurement 

Choic ee experiments : responden t has to mak e repeate d choice s betwee n vignette s 
Adamowicz,, W., P. Boxall, 
M.. Williams and J. Louviere 
(1998). . 

Boxall,, P.C., W.L. Adamowicz, 
J.. Swait, M. Williams and J. 
Louvieree (1996). 

Firstt application of conjoint methodology 
too estimate non-use values, i.e. WTP for 
enhancingg the population of a threatened 
speciess (the Caribou) Comparison of 
resultss of CVM and choice experiments. 

Comparisonn of WTP results for moose-
huntingg improvements from CVM and 
choicee experiments. 

Respondentt has to choose 
fromm 8 sets of 3 vignettes 
(77 attributes); n = 355. 

Respondentt has to choose 
fromm 16 sets of 3 vignettes 
(66 attributes); n = 271. 

Conjoin tt  rating : responden t has to suppl y a ratin g fo r each vignett e on a specifie d scal e 
Johnson,, F.R. and W.H. 
Desvouges(1996). . 

Magat,, W.A., W.K. Viscusi 
andd J. Huber(1988). 

Roe,, B , K.J. Boyle and M.F 
Teisll (1996). 

Estimatingg environmental, health, and 
employmentt effects of energy 
programmess with rated-pair surveys. 
Comparisonn of WTP results for morbidity 
riskk reductions by making products (drain 
openerss DO and bleach B) safer based on 
rated-pairr comparison and CVM. 
Valuationn of changes in Atlantic salmon 
fisheryy management. Comparison of four 
differentt ratings-based functional forms. 

Respondentt has to rate 26 
pairss of 2 vignettes 
(99 attributes); n = 205. 
Respondentt has to rate 5 
pairss of 2 vignettes 
(22 attributes); 
nD 00 - 168, nB =200. 
Respondentt has to rate 4 
vignettess (6 attributes); 
nn = 456. 

Contingen tt  ranking : responden t has to ran k a serie s of x vignette s fro m leas t to mos t preferre d 
Desvouges,, W.H., V.K. Smith 
andd M P . McGivney (1983). 

Lareau,, T.J. and D.A. Rae 
(1989) ) 

Rae,, D.A. (1983). 

Comparisonn of alternative approaches, 
amongg which contingent ranking and 
CVM,, for estimating recreational and 
relatedd benefits of water quality 
improvements. . 
Estimationn of the WTP for diesel-vehicle 
odourr reductions 

Valuationn of improving the visibility at 
Mesaa Verde (MS) and Great Smoky (GS) 
Nationall Parks, 

Respondentt has to rank 4 
vignettess (2 attributes); 
nn = 213. 

Respondentt has to rank 4 
vignettess (3 attributes); 
nn = 140. 
Respondentt to MS survey 
hass to rank 8 vignettes (13 
attributes);; nMS = 205. 
Respondentt to GS survey 
hass to rank 8 vignettes (14 
attributes);; nGS = 213. 

Paire dd comparison : choos e the mos t preferre d vignett e of severa l set s of tw o vignette s 
Lockwood,, M. (1998). 

Peterson,, G. L. and T.C. 
Brownn (1998). 

Valuee assessment of the preservation of 
thee Mountain Pygmy-possum, and ways to 
integratee values that are incompatible with 
economicc theory (e.g., noncompensatory 
benefitss derived from the existence of the 
animal). . 
WTAA estimation of 6 public goods, with 
emphasiss on evaluation of the transitivity 
assumptionn and the reliability of paired 
comparisonn responses. 

Respondentt has to choose 
thee best vignette from a set 
off 168 pairs (2 attributes); 
nn = 95. 

Respondentt has to choose 
thee best vignette from a set 
off 155 pairs (consisting of 
twoo vignettes describing 
privatee goods, public goods 
andd sums of money); 
nn = 130. 

Combinatio nn of conjoin t rating , contingen t rankin g and paire d compariso n 
Mackenzie,, J. (1993). Estimationn of the WTP for waterfowl 

huntingg trips. A comparison of the 
informationall efficiency of the following 
conjointt measurement methods: conjoint 
rating,, contingent ranking and two paired 
comparisonn methods. 

Respondentt has to com-
paree and rate four vignettes 
andd compare the six pairs 
consistingg of these 4 
vignettess (6 attributes); 
nn = 652. 
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PairedPaired  comparison 

Usingg the paired comparison method, the set of vignettes is presented to the 

respondentt in pairs, and he or she has to choose the most preferred vignette in each 

pair.. In most cases, only two of the attributes of the paired vignettes differ. This is very 

similarr to the dichotomous question format of the CVM. However, in contrast to the one-

stepp elicitation procedure of the CVM, the paired comparison approach asks each 

subjectt to make a series of comparisons between vignettes. Consequently, the 

informationall efficiency of the paired comparison method is much higher than that of the 

dichotomouss CVM variant: the respondents' yes or no answers merely identify the 

upperr and lower bounds on their underlying values. 

CombinationCombination  of  conjoint  measurement  methods 

Mackenziee (1993; shown in the last row of table 4.1) compared the informational 

efficienciess of all these conjoint measurement methods. He concludes (p. 602) that 

thee informational efficiency is higher for both the rating and the ranking methods as 

opposedd to the paired comparison methods. The use of rating or ranking methods 

leadss to gains in estimation efficiency, which yield significantly narrower confidence 

intervalss on derived WTP measures. Furthermore, the informational efficiency of the 

ratingg method is even higher than that of the ranking method. This is logical, since 

ratingg questions permit the survey respondent to express preference intensities as 

welll as preference order. 

4.2.14.2.1 Conjoint  Measurement  as used  in  this  Thesis 

CMM as used in the research described in this thesis differs from the ones described 

abovee and shown in table 4.1 in that it combines ranking and rating tasks but does not 

includee paired comparisons.3 The above mentioned Mackenzie results in terms of 

informationall efficiency support this choice for rating and ranking methods. Our method 

iss composed of the following three steps: constructing of the vignettes, administering 

thee survey, and analysing the results (Baarsma, 1997a). 

Firstt of all, the vignettes have to be constructed. Vignettes are cards that describe 

fictitiouss but not unreal situations. Constructing the vignettes entails the determination of 

thee different attributes of the good undervaluation. These attributes are supposed to be 

variabless in the utility function of the respondents. To facilitate monetary valuation, one 

off the attributes has to be a sum of money, or a price tag. Subsequently, the possible 

valuess of the attributes have to be filled in. The choice of the attributes and their 

accompanyingg values are based on literature, meetings with specialists on the subject, 

andd pre-test sessions with focus groups. The choice of the values of the attributes is 
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alsoo determined by the fact that the set of vignettes has to be approximately orthogonal. 

Orthogonality,, as defined in this context, means that the explanatory variables are 

variedd to the largest possible extent. For a strong correlation between these variables 

wouldd imply that they would always explain the same part of the dependent variable, 

and,, consequently, the dependent variable would only be partly explained. 

Byy varying the values of the attributes, a very large number of different vignettes can be 

putt together. However, not all of these vignettes represent plausible situations. By 

excludingg very rare situations and logically or actually inconsistent vignettes, the 

ultimatee choice-set of the vignettes is created. Depending on the subject of the survey 

andd on the population involved, the researcher should be careful not to include too 

manyy vignettes (Freeman, 1993; Prince etal., 1991). 

Ann example of a vignette in the case of noise nuisance in the surroundings of an airport 

iss given in figure 4.1. If the aim of the study is to estimate the WTP for a reduction in 

noisee nuisance, the monetary attribute could indicate the insulation costs for people 

livingg in the neighbourhood of the airport. On the other hand, if one wants to estimate 

thee willingness to accept the current level of noise nuisance, the monetary attribute in 

thee vignette could be a one-time or periodical premium, paid by the airport authorities 

and/orr airline companies. Figure 4.1 represents this last case. 

FigureFigure  4.1: Example  of  a vignette 

Vignett ee j 
Levell of noise nuisance 
Howw often do you experience noise nuisance 
Wheree do you experience noise nuisance 
Whenn do you experience noise nuisance 
Whatt activities are disturbed chiefly 
Degreee of noise insulation in the house 
Compensatingg payment per year 

200 units* 
66 times per 24hrs 

indoors s 
fromm 23.00 till 6.00 

sleeping/resting g 
veryy good 

ƒ1,000 0 

** These units differ internationally. The Dutch unit is termed Ku (cf. chapter 6). 

Afterr the vignettes have been constructed, the survey can be held. In the survey as 

proposedd in this thesis, the conjoint measurement tasks are three-fold. First, the 

respondentt has to rank a set of, for instance, 4 vignettes. Secondly, he or she has to 

givee each of the 4 vignettes a report mark, i.e., from 1 to 10. Finally, the respondent 

iss asked to state whether he or she thinks that the vignettes are acceptable, i.e., 

wouldd they really pay for the situation portrayed in the vignettes 1 to 4. Provided that 

onee of the attributes is a monetary value, it is possible to deduce prices for other 
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attributess from the rank order and/or acceptability of the vignettes stated by the 

respondents.. Moreover, the relative importance of the attributes can be traced. 

Thee purpose of asking three questions instead of one, is that the respondent is forced 

too reconsider his or her rank order when asked to mark each vignette, and again to 

reconsiderr his or her ranks and marks when asked the acceptability question. Each 

timee the respondent answers a question, the previous answer is viewed in a different 

context.. This increases the reliability of the answers. Moreover, the three answers can 

bee compared and inconsistencies between the answers can be eliminated from the 

sample.. For instance, the ratings have to imply the same rank ordering as the ranking 

question.. Or, to name another example, if the vignette ranked second is deemed 

unacceptable,, it is impossible that the vignette ranked third is deemed acceptable. The 

acceptabilityy question is included also in order to reduce the hypothetical setting of the 

survey,, or in other words, to make the survey more realistic. People may ask 

themselvess questions like "would I actually pay for this good?" or "is this situation 

acceptablee to me?". 

Thee last step in a CM study is the analysis of the results. Due to the indirect way of 

questioning,, the analysis is statistically more demanding than the rather simple 

analysess in CVM studies, where prices are elicited directly. 

Thee analysis of the rank orderings is based on the random utility maximization model, 

whichh states that the probability of ranking a particular vignette highest is equal to the 

probabilityy that this vignette yields the highest level of utility to the respondent. In 

general,, researchers use a rank-ordered logit model to specify the indirect utility 

functionn U (Beggs et al., 1981; Hausman and Ruud, 1987). This function consists of a 

deterministicc part V and a stochastic part e. Respondent /' (/ = 1,..,N) has a vector of 

measuredd attributes s, and he or she faces J vignettes indexed ƒ = 1....J, which are 

describedd by the vector of attributes x;. The utility model is then defined as follows: 

UjjUjj  = Vij + £ij = V< Si  Xij) "  £,j = ZtJP- £v 

Fromm the survey results, the researcher knows the various rank orderings of the 

respondents,, for instance: 

Ui>U:>-->Uj Ui>U:>-->Uj 
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Thee stochastic terms cn are assumed to be independently and identically Weibull 

distributeddistributed (McFadden, 1974, p. 111). The probability of a particular rank order can 

thenn be described by (Beggs et al., 1981, p. 6): 

JJ i-, 

Pr[UPr[U ll>U:>....>Uj]>U:>....>Uj]  = U j 

k-i k-i 

Wee then substitute Z^ fo r V,j, where Z,y is a combination of s, and xn. The parameters /? 

representt the effects of the attributes of the vignettes and the effects of the personal 

characteristicss on utility (if at least one interaction term of s, and x̂  is included). 

Subsequently,, if the index of the alternative ranked j t h is denoted by rp the probability of 

observingg the rank ordering for a particular individual i, R, = (o,.., /}•,.., rj), is (Beggs et 

al.,, 1981, p. 7; Hausman and Ruud, 1987, p. 86): 

J-IJ-I  Z,r/3 

Pr[RPr[Rii]]  = PrfUn>U„>....>U rJ]  = Yl ƒ ' 

*=/ / 

Thee parameters /?are estimated using a maximum likelihood procedure. For a sample 

off N individuals the log-likelihood function is: 

// = / i=lj  = l i = l j 1 k=j 

Too analyse the report marks we apply an ordered logit model (e.g., Maddala, 1992). 

Thee answers to the acceptability question are analysed using a logit model, as the 

variablee acceptability can only take two values (0 if the vignette is not acceptable, and 

11 if the vignette is acceptable). 

Thee CM method can estimate welfare measures like the compensating or equivalent 

variationn (Desvouges et al., 1983). For instance, the compensating variation 

correspondss to that change in income that will keep the level of utility constant while 

changingg the environmental quality. Imagine the example presented above in figure 

4.11 of the noise nuisance in the surroundings of an airport. Suppose the deterministic 

partt of the utility function is specified as follows, with Vas income and C as monetary 
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compensation,, with an interaction term of a personal characteristic X and noise 

nuisancee N, and with P variables Sp describing various other personal characteristics: 

PP=\ =\ 

Noww imagine an increase in the noise nuisance (8N > 0). The question is then: how 

muchh should someone receive as compensation (C > 0) in order to stay at the same 

levell of utility (dV = 0)? Departing from the utility function specified and estimated 

above,, it is now possible to state the WTA for an increase in N. 

dC=dC= - ^ - - — c W 
aa Pi 

4.2.24.2.2 Advantages  of  Conjoint  Measurement  over  the CVM 

Thee indirect way of questioning in the CM approach has many advantages over the 

CVMM approach. These advantages relate to strategic behaviour, protest voters, 

cognitivee stress, embedding effects, information requirements and overestimation. 

Thee potential for strategic behaviour declines by asking respondents to express 

relativee rankings or ratings instead of absolute values, because respondents do not 

focuss their attention solely on the monetary attribute of the valuation question but also 

concentratee on the trade-off between different attributes of the good under valuation. In 

short,, the monetary valuation component is more veiled in CM surveys. 

Moreover,, because of the veiled monetary valuation component, the number of protest 

voterss will be lower in a CM survey. Protest voters are typically respondents who are 

nott willing to pay anything since they oppose to the concept of having to pay for an 

environmental,, and thus often public, good. By naming the monetary value as one of 

manyy attributes of the good, protest voters are probably less aroused. 

Thirdly,, by asking indirect questions the cognitive stress will decline, since it is easier 

(lesss stressful) to respond in terms of relative values than in terms of absolute values. 

Rankingg methods are based on the conjecture that a ranking procedure is easier for 

peoplee to handle conceptually when faced with the situation of putting a money value 
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onn a non-market good, relative to the procedure involved in contingent valuation 

(Freeman,, 1993). The reason is that individuals are more likely to be capable of 

orderingg hypothetical combinations of environmental amenities and fees than to be 

ablee to directly express their WTP for any specific change in these amenities. An 

examplee in support of this conjecture is provided by Green and Srinivasan (1978), who 

foundd that ranked data are likely to be more reliable. Furthermore, Lareau and Rae 

(1989)) and Hausman and Ruud (1987) showed that respondents can provide 

consistentt and stable rankings. 

AA fourth advantage of CM over the CVM is the fact that a CM question format may 

provokee less embedding effects. Embedding effects occur when people cannot or will 

nott differentiate between different scales of the good under valuation. Consequently, 

thee valuation for good A is the same as that for good B which includes good A. One of 

thee causes for embedding effects is the fact that the sequence in which (close) 

substitutess are valued matters because the marginal utility of a good diminishes (cf. 

chapterr 3, section 3.4.1). Since respondents to CM surveys are explicitly reminded of 

alternativee situations which could be treated as substitutes, the potential for embedding 

effectss declines compared to the CVM setting, where only one situation is valued. 

AA fifth advantage relates to the fact that CM relies less than the CVM on the accuracy 

andd completeness of the characteristics and features used to describe the situation 

(Boxalll et al., 1996). In a CVM survey, respondents are required to answer a 

questionn which involves paying for the improved good or service. A problem with this 

CVMM approach is its reliance on the accuracy of the information, and that any errors 

inn the information discovered after the fact (e.g., if the alternative turns out to be 

technicallyy infeasible) cannot be changed. Moreover, it is unlikely that the one 

alternativee selected for the CVM study is the lowest-costs alternative (Mathews et al., 

1995).. The CM approach, however, relies on the representation of a choice situation 

(ratherr than the specific change in the good or service), using an array of attributes. 

Therefore,, rather than being questioned in detail about a single alternative, as in 

CVMM analysis, subjects are questioned about a sample of alternatives drawn from 

thee universe of possible alternatives of that type. For example, in the famous Exxon 

Valdezz survey (cf. chapter 3, section 3.3) the respondents only heard about an escort 

shipp programme that would prevent future similar oil spills. However, this programme 

mayy not have been realistic to these respondents. Nevertheless, in the CVM survey 

thee respondents did not get the opportunity to consider any other restoration or 

preventionn options. 
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AA sixth advantage of CM over the CVM is the fact that the indirect questions probably 

entailentail less overestimation. Probably, since the evidence on this point is not unanimous. 

Boxalll et al. (1996) find that CM leads to less overestimation, while Magat et al. (1988) 

findd the opposite and Desvouges et al. (1983) find no difference whatsoever between 

CVMM and CM results. 

Boxalll et al. (1996) compared the WTP results from a CVM and a CM (choice 

experiments)) study. The study focuses on moose-hunting improvements in 15 different 

areass in the US. They found the CVM estimate to be 20 times higher than the CM 

estimate,, and they also found the CM estimate to be similar to the welfare measures 

derivedd from parallel revealed preference analyses of the actual trips the same hunters 

tookk in 1992. The 20 times higher estimate of the CVM is rather strange, given the fact 

thatt the respondents (hunters with a licence) were all familiar with the good (moose 

hunting),, and that the two methods were administered to the same sample of 

individuals.individuals. The researchers propose the following explanation: the CVM respondents 

mayy have ignored substitution possibilities among various hunting sites, since the CVM 

questionn only deals with one site. On the other hand, respondents to the CM survey 

aree forced to think in terms of substitute sites, because they are asked to choose 

betweenn various sites. 

Magatt et al. (1988) also compare the WTP results from a CVM and a CM (conjoint 

rating)) study. Their research involves the valuation of morbidity risk reduction by 

makingg bleach and liquid drain openers safer. Their average CVM valuation is 58% 

lowerr than the average CM valuation. According to the researchers, the CM format 

yieldss higher estimates because the non-iterative CVM approach may create 

incentivess for respondents to state values below their true valuations. For instance, the 

CVMM respondents did not get an opportunity to revise their bids, while in reality they 

aree more accustomed to bargaining (that is: bidding and revising these bids) to 

purchasee a given good at a lower price. It is interesting to note that both CM and the 

CVMM produce large values of morbidity risk reduction in comparison to estimates 

derivedd from revealed preference methods (hedonic wage). 

Desvougess et al. (1983) studied the valuations for water quality in the Monongahela 

riverr in the US. They compare option prices obtained from a CVM and a CM 

(contingentt ranking) study, and found that the CVM and CM results move in the 

samee direction across individuals, where the CM results do not significantly differ 

fromm the CVM results. However, the authors warn that the similarity of the two results 

mayy have been caused by the fact that the same survey asked for both CVM and CM 

estimates. . 
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ConcludingConcluding  remarks 

Apartt from the advantages of CM listed above, CM also has some disadvantages. 

However,, since CM has not been used very often in environmental valuation studies, 

thee criticism is somewhat weak when compared to the criticism of the CVM. 

Onee disadvantage, which was already mentioned, is the fact that the analysis of 

indirectt CM responses is more laborious than the analysis of direct CVM responses. 

Moreover,, the information obtained from indirect questions concerns ordinal measures 

off the WTP, unlike the cardinal measures obtained by the CVM. Thus, a CM study 

requiress a larger sample than does a CVM study (Hanley and Spash, 1993). Finally, the 

constructionn of the vignettes is more time-consuming and more complicated than is the 

specificationn of the rather simple CVM question, with only a monetary value and one 

otherr attribute. Also, the fact that a set of vignettes should be approximately orthogonal, 

complicatess the construction of the survey. 

Furthermore,, CM is expected to suffer from some of the same drawbacks that the 

CVMM suffers from. After all, CM, like the CVM, elicits stated preferences under 

hypotheticall conditions. It does not employ any actual behaviour or market 

transactions.. Therefore, researchers should be aware of all kinds of biases that 

typicallyy occur in stated preference surveys, like sampling bias, compliance bias, 

informationn bias and payment vehicle bias. 

Somee of the researchers who use CM are very optimistic about the possibilities of 

CMCM as an alternative to the CVM (i.e., Adamowicz et al., 1998; Mathews et al, 1995). 

Onn the other hand, there are other CM researchers who are sceptical about the 

possibilitiess of replacing the CVM by CM (i.e., Roe et al., 1996). This thesis aims at 

wideningg the methodological scope, where it is shown that other methods than CVM 

aree interesting alternatives. 

4.33 Welfar e Evaluatio n Metho d 

Anotherr stated preference method that can be used to put a monetary value on 

environmentall goods is the welfare evaluation method. This is one of the methods 

appliedd in the research that underlies this thesis (viz. the Schiphol study), but in this 

particularr Schiphol study the effects are not plausible and/or not significant. 

Therefore,, they are only limitedly included in chapter 6 (appendix A). However, since 

thee welfare evaluation method does constitute an alternative to the CVM, the method 

iss nevertheless reviewed here. 
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Thee welfare evaluation method was introduced by Van Praag (1971) and was further 

developedd by a group of researchers at the University of Leyden in the Netherlands, 

includingg Van Praag and Kapteyn (1973). The empirical base of the welfare 

evaluationn method is the income evaluation question, which relates the valuation of 

incomee to six verbal labels. From this attitude question, an interpersonally 

comparablee individual welfare or utility concept can be constructed. It is implicitly 

assumedd that individual income can be used as the most important criterion for 

welfare,, and that the valuation of income is an index for utility. The income evaluation 

questionn runs as follows: 

Whichh monthly after-tax household income would you, in your circumstances, 

considerr to be very bad? Bad? Insufficient7 Sufficient? Good7 Very good? 

II would consider about ƒ.... 

II would consider about ƒ.... 

II would consider about ƒ.... 

II would consider about ƒ.... 

II would consider about ƒ.... 

II would consider about ƒ.. . 

.... per month to be very bad 

.... per month to be bad 

.... per month to be insufficient 

perr month to be sufficient 

..... per month to be good 

perr month to be very good 

Thee six answers of individual / (/' =1,..,N) to this question are denoted by ckh where k 

standss for the verbal labels "very bad" to "very good" {k =1 6). A basic assumption of 

thee welfare evaluation method is that respondents associate more or less the same 

feelingg of welfare to such a verbal label. The implication of this assumption is that 

interpersonall comparisons are possible. 

Thee responses to the income evaluation question vary between individuals. It follows 

thatt there is no uniform opinion on what is a 'very good' income, a 'good' income, et 

cetera.. This does not indicate, however, that the verbal labels represent different 

thingss to different people. The log-mean and the variance of these six answers are 

definedd as the welfare parameters n and a2 (dropping the individual-specific index for 

thee sake of simplicity). 

11 6 1 fi 2 

MM = - X l n ck and ff2=-;Z  I ln ck ~ A 
ö * = ii  5 k=\ 
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Thee number of levels {k) is mostly fixed at six since, in practice, having six levels works 

ratherr well, in the sense that people are willing and able to answer (Van Praag, 1993). 

Inn the first publication in 1971, when investigating the welfare evaluation method on 

Belgiann data, 10 levels were used, and in 1973 when investigating the welfare 

evaluationn method in The Netherlands, 9 levels were used. Recently, five or four levels 

havee been used as well. 

Thee next step is to translate these verbal labels into an interval scale. It is assumed that 

thee numerical distance between two subsequent levels is equal, viz. 2 / i 2 . This is called 

thee equal interval assumption (Van Praag, 1971 and 1994). The numerical values for 

eachh c-level are presented in table 4.2. 

TableTable  4.2: Translating  verbal  labels  in  numerical  values 

Verball label 

c,, = very bad 
c22 = bad 
c3== insufficient 
c44 = sufficient 
c55 = good 
c66 = very good 
Inn general: numerical valu< 

Numericall value 

V12 2 
3/12 2 
"In "In 
7/,2 2 9/,2 2 

% % 
33 related to cx= (2x-1)/12 

Thee assumptions made here, i.e., the equal interval assumption and the assumption 

thatt the verbal labels have the same meaning to all respondents, are not 

unreasonable.. The latter assumption is actually the cornerstone of a language 

community,, that is, language should mean or is assumed to mean the same to each 

memberr of that community. The equal interval assumption is also used on a large 

scalee in our community, for instance when translating school results. Moreover, 

experimentss conducted by Van Praag and his colleagues (described in Van Praag, 

1994),, verify the two assumptions. Besides these facts and experiments, if we want to 

applyy the utility function approach for intrapersonal and interpersonal welfare 

comparisons,, we will have to accept some unproven assumptions as a matter of 

workingg convention. 

Thee numerical translation enables us to specify a utility function U,(ck)=U{ck,s,). where s, 

standss for an individual parameter vector S, like the current income position of the 

individuall (yc) and family size (fs). An example of a specification that resulted in very 
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goodd and stable outcomes for most Western European countries (Van Praag and 

Plug,, 1995), is: 

fj.fj. = fl0 + /?, In ƒ5 + /?; In .vf 

Thee parameter p2 represents the fact that people adjust their norms about what they 

considerr to be a good or bad income when their own situation changes. More 

specifically,, if the current household income increases, the income level that is 

consideredd good, will also rise. This is referred to as preference drift (Van Praag, 

1971). . 

Thee specification of U proposed by the researchers who worked with the welfare 

evaluationn method, is the lognormal specification. Also, these researchers propose to 

lookk at relative income differences rather than absolute differences. Relative 

differencess are studied most easily by looking at the logarithm of the answers. For 

instance,, /u is the mean of the logarithmic answers [ln(ct), ... ,ln(c6)], a is the standard 

deviationn of the logarithmic answers about their mean /A and the variables yc and fs are 

introducedd in the model as lnyc and Infe. Van Herwaarden and Kapteyn (1981) found 

thatt the lognormal and the logarithmic specifications fitted best among 12 different 

possibilities.. The resulting welfare or utility level U, corresponding to income position y, 

iss the following utility function, the so-called individual welfare function of income:4 

[ / ( v ; , c , / S ) = . v ( ^ ; 0 . l )) = , v ( h ^ / i » - P ^ t z h l n ^ ; 0 , l ) 

Byy substituting yc for y, equivalence scales can be constructed. Such an equivalence 

scalee indicates by how much the household income should rise, if the family size 

increases,, keeping utility constant. For instance, if the reference situation is denoted by 

fsfs11 and y1 and the after-change situation is denoted by fs2 and y2, the corresponding 

compensatingg change in income can then be derived from: 

u({\u({\ - J32 )ln v i - p0 - ƒ?, In ƒ51 )= b\{\ - p2 )ln y2 /?0 - A In fs2 

lnn v£
2 - In vj - r ^ 1 — , (in fs2 -\nfsX) 

Notee that /?,/(1-/72) represents the shadow price elasticity of extra household 

members. . 
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Iff a plausible cardinalisation of utility is applied, such that welfare differences 

betweenn levels are equalised (welfare evaluation of income y = % below that income 

inn the social reference group), a cardinal welfare measure is found that is useful for 

normativee intra- and interpersonal welfare comparisons (Van Praag, 1993, pp. 383-

384). . 

Thiss methodology can be applied to the valuation of other goods besides income 

positionn or family size. By including other variables in S, like environmental goods 

andd services, the shadow price of these variables can be found. Unlike conjoint 

measurement,, the welfare evaluation method has not yet been widely used in 

environmentall studies. There are only two studies using welfare evaluation in an 

environmentall good context. Van Praag (1988) and Frijters and Van Praag (1998) 

estimatee equivalence scales for different climatic conditions in Europe and Russia, 

respectively. . 

Thee welfare evaluation method is an indirect method, since it does not directly ask for a 

WTP.. The good that is being valued by the respondent is the income position. 

Subsequently,, the researcher estimates the relation between other variables, like noise 

nuisance,, and the evaluation of the income position. Using the estimated equation, the 

correspondingg income change necessary to compensate for a change in the 

environmentall effect can then be calculated. Compared to the conjoint measurement 

typee of questions, the income evaluation question is even more veiling and, 

consequently,, even more likely to reduce strategic behaviour. In fact, the respondent to 

thee income evaluation question does not even know which good is under 

consideration,, whereas the conjoint measurement respondent does know, as the good 

andd monetary values are shown in the vignettes. 

4.44 Well-Bein g Evaluatio n Method 

Thee well-being evaluation method is a stated preference method, just like contingent 

valuation,, conjoint measurement and welfare evaluation. The well-being evaluation 

methodd resembles the welfare evaluation method, except for the fact that it measures a 

broaderr concept than welfare, namely well-being or happiness. Welfare is that part of 

lifee that has to do with money, it corresponds to the notion of satisfaction with one's 

financiall situation. Welfare is captured by a utility function U. Well-being or happiness, 

onn the other hand, refers to satisfaction with life as a whole. Different scientific 

interpretationss of happiness exist. For instance, "happiness is an overall evaluation 

mademade by the individual in accounting all his pleasant and unpleasant affective 
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experiencesexperiences in the recent past", or, "happiness is a lasting, complete and justified 

satisfactionsatisfaction with life" (various references in: Hagenaars and Wunderink-van Veen, 

1989,, pp. 376-377). 

Onee of the possible ways to empirically evaluate well-being, is through the ladder-of-

lifee question devised by Cantril (1965). The question was later further developed into 

thee well-being evaluation method by Plug and Van Praag (1995), Van Praag and Plug 

(1998),, Frijters and Van Praag (1998) and Van Praag and Baarsma (1999). Since the 

methodd has only recently been applied for the first time, the debate on the pros and 

conss of the method has not yet started. 

Thee methodological problem which Cantril faced in his study was essentially "that of 

devisingdevising some means to get an overall picture of the reality worlds in which people 

lived,lived, a picture expressed in their own terms" (p. 21). Cantril found the solution to this 

problemm and called it the 'Self-Anchoring Striving Scale'. It is called self-anchoring, as 

thee respondent defines the worst (lowest) and the best (highest) step of the ladder 

himselff or herself. For instance, in the first question Cantril asks the respondent to 

definee the highest step: "if you imagine your future in the best possible light, what would 

youryour life look like then, if you are to be happy? " (p. 23). In the same way he lets the 

respondentt define the lowest step of the ladder of life. After these introductory 

questions,, the actual evaluation-of-life question is posed. It is worded as follows: 

10 0 

9 9 

8 8 

7 7 

6 6 

5 5 

4 4 

3 3 

2 2 

1 1 

0 0 

Heree is a picture of a ladder, representing the ladder 

off life. Suppose we say the top of the ladder (step 

10)) represents the best possible life for you, and 

thee bottom (step 0) represents the worst possible 

lifee for you. 

Wheree on the ladder do you feel you 

personallyy stand at the present time? 

Pleasee mark the appropriate step. 

Wee will only use this particular ladder question in our research, and will refer to it as the 

Cantrill question. However, the complete Cantril question encompasses more questions 

thann the two introductory questions and this ladder question. In addition to these, Cantril 
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alsoo asks respondents to state where they stood on the ladder five years ago, and 

wheree they expect themselves to be five years from now. Moreover, he then repeats all 

off the above mentioned questions in terms of the respondent's country (i.e., "Where on 

thethe ladder would you put your country?" (p. 24)). 

Thee answers to the Cantril question (that is, to the one question that we apply) are 

denotedd by W. Subsequently, W is related to various variables x: W = W(x). It is 

assumedd that the experienced happiness scores are interpersonally comparable.5 In 

otherr words, it is assumed that respondents positioning themselves on the same step 

off the ladder of life, experience the same level of well-being. This does not mean that a 

ratingg of, say, 6 given by one person, indicates the same thing as a 6 given by another 

person.. For instance: 

"an"an American who gives himself a rating of 6 for the present may be 

projectingprojecting a standard of living for himself that will include enough money 

toto own a boat and send his four children to private preparatory school, 

whereaswhereas the wife of a Havana worker who gives herself the same rating 

willwill say that her aspiration is to have enough food and clothes so that 

theythey don't have to beg for things." (Cantril, 1965, p. 25) 

Iff it is assumed that well-being is interpersonally comparable by means of the Cantril 

question,, then the question arises whether it is a cardinal measure. If it is a cardinal 

measure,, then the jump in happiness from step 2 to 4 has to be equal to the jump 

fromm step 4 to 6. Van Praag (1994) shows that this is a reasonable assumption. 

Sincee there is no means to test this assumption, it stays as an unproven assumption. 

However,, does it matter in the perspective of an empirical study whether the 

measuree is ordinal or cardinal? In an empirical study, the main interest is in the trade-

offf between a change in the provision or quality of some good z and a change in net 

monthlyy income y. Now, if we look at another ordinal specification of well-being, say, 

W*W* = S(W(z, y)), where Sis a monotonically increasing function, it is obvious that if 

lV{:lV{:  + k:,y + Ay)=\V{z,y) 
then n 

W*{zW*{z + AT, v + Av)=[J'*(r . v) 

Hence,, the conclusion is that it is not necessary to assume cardinality to derive trade-

offf ratios and we do not have to make a statement on the cardinal nature of the 

Cantrill well-being measure either. It is only interpersonal comparability that matters. 
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RelatingRelating  W to various  variables 

Althoughh well-being may have a vague connotation to it, in the sense that it is not a 

hardd piece of information, it is possible to relate well-being to objective and measurable 

variables,, like income yc, family size fs and other variables included in s. Let W* be a 

positivee monotonie transformation of the Cantril answers W. 

W*W* =W*[\\.,fs,s) 

Plugg and Van Praag (1995) and Plug (1997) applied the well-being evaluation method 

too estimate family equivalence scales. They found that the W* equation depends on a 

muchh richer set of variables than the one found by the welfare equation on the basis of 

thee income equivalence question discussed in the previous section.6 

Byy including environmental goods and services in variable s, a monetary valuation of 

changess in these goods and services can be estimated. For instance, let us take the 

casee of noise nuisance N, where the current level of N and yc is denoted by the 

superscriptt 1 and the after-change level by 2. For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed 

thatt there is no interaction between yc, N and other variables. The change in income 

thatt keeps the level of well-being constant for a given change in the level of noise 

nuisancenuisance is then defined by: 

W*{yW*{yll
cc,N,Nll,s)=W*[\j,N,s)=W*[\j,N22,s) ,s) 

Inn vc
2 - In yJ = - ^ - (in ,V2 - In N[) 

AA similar line of reasoning is used in chapter 6 of this thesis, when the results are 

discussedd of a study in which the well-being evaluation method is used to estimate the 

monetaryy value of aircraft noise nuisance. The only other application I know of the well-

beingg evaluation method to the valuation of environmental goods, is the climate 

changee study of Frijters and Van Praag (1998) with Russian data, as already 

mentionedd in the previous section. 

Thee well-being evaluation method is an indirect valuation method, just like conjoint 

measurementt and welfare evaluation. The good that is being valued by the respondent 

iss the quality of his or her life. This evaluation is then transformed into a well-being 

functionn W that is similar to the utility function U, but takes into account more aspects 

off life. Because of the indirect way of questioning, the potential for strategic behaviour 

iss small compared to the direct method of contingent valuation. Furthermore, the 
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Cantrill question is more veiling than are conjoint measurement and welfare evaluation, 

becausee the respondent does not have a clue that something is valued in monetary 

terms,, nor does he or she have a clue as to what good is being valued. 

4.55 Closur e 

Heree ends the theoretical part of this thesis. Chapter 2 reviewed the neoclassical basis 

off monetary valuation methods and discussed the problems with the neoclassical 

assumptionss of individual behaviour. Despite the critique, it is very important to notice 

that,, if it is our purpose to establish monetary values or prices on environmental goods, 

wee simply cannot get around certain elements of the neoclassical theory, because 

monetaryy valuation methods are based on part of this theory. Chapter 2 also looked at 

twoo other approaches to monetary valuation of the environment, viz. institutional and 

ecologicall economics, in order to place monetary valuation in a wider perspective. 

Chapterr 3 was specifically aimed at introducing and debating the pros and cons of the 

contingentt valuation method, which is by far the most well-known monetary valuation 

methodd for environmental goods. It became obvious that this method is not trouble-

free,, to use an understatement. Therefore, in chapter 4, three alternative valuation 

methodss were reviewed that can serve as complements to contingent valuation. 

However,, we do not pretend to be complete with the introduction of these alternative 

methods.. Besides the three alternatives included in this chapter, other appropriate 

alternativee methods exist, like for instance allocation games and the priority evaluator 

technique.. In order to be a little less incomplete, these two methods will be described 

heree very briefly. 

Allocationn games and the closely related priority evaluator technique ask respondents 

too allocate a fixed budget (e.g., their own income, or 100 points) among a specified set 

off budget categories, including the environmental asset of interest, substitutes for it, 

andd market goods. These methods allow little possibility for strategic bias or for 

embeddingg effects, because the total budget is fixed and respondents are explicitly 

requiredd to consider the full range of possible allocations (Baarsma, 1997a). One 

methodologicall problem with these methods is that, generally, they do not require 

respondentss to make clear declarations of their willingness to give up a specified 

amountt of money in order to receive the amenity in question. Just because someone 

allocatess a fixed budget among different categories, it does not follow that he or she is 

willingg to actually pay the amount allocated to a particular category. This is the major 
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reasonn why allocation games and the priority evaluator technique were not explicitly 

includedd in this chapter. 

Anyhow,, here ends the theoretical part of this thesis. It is now time to empirically test 

thee various valuation methods discussed. In chapter 5, the CVM and the conjoint 

measurementt method are compared in the Uburg study, and in chapter 6 the well-

beingg evaluation method and the conjoint measurement method are used in the 

Schipholl study. 
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Endnotes s 

11 In earlier applications of CM, mainly for marketing purposes to predict customer reaction to new 
productss and services, other analytical models than the choice-probability based models were used 
(Greenn and Srinivasan, 1990). For instance, methods which assume that the dependent variable is 
ordinallyy scaled {i.e., paired comparisons or rank order) include MONANOVA, and methods which 
assumee that the dependent variable is measured on a rating scale (assuming approximately interval 
scalee properties) include OLS regression. 

22 Before the change in transportation modes, the probabilities were: Pr(auto)=2/3 and Pr(bus)=V3. After 
thee change, the odds ratios from the original choice set are unchanged according to IIA; 
Pr{bus1)== U, Pr(bus2)=1/4 and Pr(autoJ=V2 Obviously, the probability of choosing bus is still half the 
probabilityy of choosing auto: (V3)/(

2/3)= l2 before the change, and (V4)/(1/z)=
1/2 after the change. 

33 Van Beek (1993), Van Beek et al. (1996) and Van Praag et al. (1996) also used this kind of conjoint 
measurement,, with rank ordering, marking and acceptability questions. 

44 Actually, the cardinality assumption is not necessary here, and [lny-/;]/<r may be viewed as the 
relevantt welfare index (Van Praag, 1993). 

55 Most economists are sceptical on the measurability and interpersonal comparability of well-being In 
ourr sister disciplines of psychology and sociology, but also in health economics, this scepticism is 
nott shared. However, an analysis in terms of a function of well-being does not lead to anything, if we 
doo not define an empirical analogue. Also see chapter 6 section 6.6. 

66 Among other things, family size squared, an interaction term of family size and income, and a dummy 
forr two breadwinners, sex, religion, health, and work are included. 
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Chapterr  5 
Thee Ubur g Experiment : 

CVMM versu s Conjoin t Measuremen t 

"A"A referendum on Uburg means that we have to make a choice between 
twotwo stacks of hay: a sheet of water mirrored in the sun, with only the 
spritsaiispritsaii of a tjalk in sight under a flight of cormorants on their way to 
Naardermeer,Naardermeer, and young families seeking the bliss of a home in a 
spaciousspacious and light environment, yet close to the city." 
(J.. Jansen van Galen, in: Projectbureau Uburg, 1996a)1 

Uburgg is a future new residential quarter in Amsterdam, to be built on artificial islands in 

thee Umeer (a lake east of Amsterdam). The quarter will contain 18,000 dwellings, the 

firstt of which will be completed in 2001. Since not everybody was in favour of the plan 

(ass the quote conveys), the question whether or not Uburg should be built was the 

subjectt of a referendum in March of 1997. The referendum entailed a large amount of 

informationn on Uburg. Indeed, it imposed so much details, facts and news that some 

peoplee did not know what to think anymore, and some were even 'Uburg-sick'. Anyhow, 

duringg the first few months of 1997 the subject was very much a hot issue in 

Amsterdam. . 

Becausee of the topicality, the extensiveness of the information available to the public 

andd the reality of the questions surrounding the project, Uburg was a pre-eminently 

suitablee subject for a valuation study. As a PhD student I felt it would be very instructive 

too do the construction of the questionnaire, the fieldwork and the analysis myself 

insteadd of contracting the work out to others. And indeed, I have learnt a lot, among 

otherr things, that doing such a survey entails an enormous amount of work.2 
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5.11 Introductio n 

Inn the first week of February, 1997, a sample of 1,204 persons of that part of the 

populationn of Amsterdam entitled to vote, received a survey containing -among other 

things-- valuation questions. The sample was drawn from a database provided by the 

Dutchh Post Office (PTT). Respondents were requested to return the completed surveys 

beforee March 15, 1997, as the actual referendum was to be held on March 19. Half of 

thee respondents in the sample received a contingent valuation variant of the survey, the 

otherr half received a conjoint measurement variant. One of the aims of the study is to 

inquiree into the differences between the results of the contingent valuation method 

(CVM)) versus those of the conjoint measurement (CM). 

Apartt from this more theoretical aim of the study, the results in terms of the willingness 

too pay (WTP) are relevant as well. For instance, it is interesting to compare the amounts 

resultingg from the survey with the sums that the authorities have appropriated to 

compensatee for the losses due to the construction of Uburg. The total budget for Uburg 

amountss to ƒ6 billion. It covers the construction of the artificial islands and the public 

transportt as well as part of the costs of the housing facilities.3 According to the project 

plannerss {Projectbureau Uburg, 1997a), the costs of mitigating activities with respect to 

naturee conservation and recreation amount to ƒ36 million and ƒ65 million, respectively,4 

Inn short, 'the good' that is under valuation encompasses the values of the recreation 

andd natural areas of that part of the Umeer that is lost if the residential area Uburg is 

built.. To compensate for these lost values, a hypothetical 'Umeer Fund' is created in the 

survey.. This Fund pays for the construction of alternative scenic, wildlife and recreation 

areas.. Although the Umeer Fund is merely a hypothetical idea, plans to create 

alternativee areas to compensate for the loss of nature and recreation values do actually 

exist.55 However, the fact that a real fund exists, is purely coincidental and has nothing to 

doo whatsoever with our survey. The provincial authorities created this fund in January 

1997,, after consultations with advocates and opponents of Uburg. Contributors to the 

reall fund include the province of North-Holland, the municipality of Amsterdam and the 

'Verenigingg Natuurmonumenten' (a private environmental organization). They agreed to 

contributee some ƒ5 million each, which adds to some ƒ15 million. 

Thee survey asks for the individual WTP for the Umeer Fund. The CVM survey poses a 

dichotomouss choice question: "Are you or are you not willing to pay ƒx for the Umeer 

Fund?".. If the answer is no, respondents have the opportunity to specify a bid that is 

acceptablee to them. In the CM survey respondents are asked to rank 6 different, but 
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similarr situations (called 'vignettes') from most preferred to least preferred. 

Subsequently,, CM respondents are asked to give each vignette a report mark (from 0 

too 10), and to state whether they think the vignettes are acceptable. Each vignette 

containss three attributes: one for nature, one for recreation and one for a monetary 

contributionn to the Umeer Fund. In the CVM survey, the WTP is directly clear from the 

answerr to the valuation question. However, when using the CM data, the WTP has to 

bee retrieved indirectly from the rank order, the report marks and/or the acceptability of 

thee vignettes. 

5.22 Hypothese s 

Ass was mentioned earlier, the aim of the survey is to inquire into the differences 

betweenn the contingent valuation method and conjoint measurement. In order to get an 

understandingg of these differences, several hypotheses are formulated. The idea 

behindd these hypotheses is: 

Conjointt measurement is at least as useful as the contingent 

valuationn method when pricing environmental goods. 

Twoo kinds of hypotheses are now formulated. Hypotheses I and II are specifically aimed 

att investigating the above stated idea about CM. On the other hand, hypotheses III to V 

aree of a more genera! kind, and are common in the valuation literature. 

HypothesisHypothesis  I 
Respondentss find it easier and more acceptable to give an order of alternatives (a 

relativee valuation, as in CM) than to state an absolute number (as in the CVM). 

Thiss hypothesis can be tested by studying response behaviour, like for instance the 

non-responsee rates (section 5.5) and the rate of protest voters (section 5.11.2). 

Presumably,, these rates will be higher in the CVM variant than in the CM variant. 

HypothesisHypothesis  II 

Thee results of the contingent valuation method are comparable to the results of conjoint 

measurement. . 

Hypothesiss II can be tested by comparing the results of the CVM survey with the 

answerss of CM respondents to the so-called CVM-vignette. Every respondent in the CM 

experimentt receives such a CVM-vignette. This is a vignette with exactly the same 
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informationn as the respondent in the CVM survey has to evaluate: the loss of recreation 

andd nature values will be fully compensated (e.g., no over- or undercompensation and 

thee monetary contribution to the Fund is the same). Since respondents evaluate exactly 

thee same good, it is possible to examine the differences between the monetary results 

off the two methods. This will be done in section 5.11.3. 

Wee now turn to thee hypotheses with a more general character. 

HypothesisHypothesis  III 

Orderr effects are not present in the questionnaire. This means that the sequence of 

answerr categories does not have an unintentional effect on the answers given by a 

respondent. . 

Sincee five different versions of the survey were constructed with different orders of 

thee answer categories in questions 1 and 4, order effects can be tested for. If the 

surveyy is sensitive to order effects, the answers to questions 1 and 4 should differ 

significantlyy between these five versions. Section 5.8 deals with this issue. 

HypothesisHypothesis  IV 

Non-usee values related to Uburg or the Umeer are positive. This indicates that 

peoplee who do not currently use Uburg or the Umeer to live, recreate or enjoy nature, 

andd do not intend to do so in the future, have a positive valuation for the Umeer 

Fund. . 

Thee survey asks respondents whether they are (potential) users or non-users of Uburg. 

Therefore,, it is possible to determine non-use values, at least for the CVM respondents 

(cf.. section 5.9.1). 

HypothesisHypothesis  V 

Thee contingent valuation elicitation method { "Are you willing to pay /x?") introduces a 

starting-pointt bias. 

Inn each of the five versions of the questionnaire a different starting-point x is included in 

thee question "Are you willing to pay /x?". Starting-point bias is tested for in section 

5.9.3,, by comparing the valuations stated by the CVM respondents over these five 

versions. . 
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5.33 Referendu m Ubur g 

Referendaa are a new phenomenon in the Netherlands. Since 1992, several referenda 

weree organized in Amsterdam: plans for less traffic in the city centre (1992, turnout of 

28%),, a new provincial zoning plan (called 'ROA') and the building on a pasture called 

'dee Vrije Geer' (simultaneously held in 1995, turnout of 40%), a new underground line 

betweenn the North and the South of Amsterdam (1997, turnout of 22%). In March 1997 

thee referendum about the question whether or not Uburg should be built, was held. 

Thee campaigns of both the advocates and the opponents of Uburg have been fierce. 

Unprecedentedlyy fierce by Dutch and Amsterdam standards, even to the extent that 

onee might be tempted to speak of 'American scenes'. Apart from the usual campaign 

materials,, like information magazines, pamphlets and meetings, unusual means were 

putt into action. The municipality of Amsterdam, i.e. the Projectbureau, organized an 

expositionn with a scale-model of Uburg. Also, the Projectbureau distributed small 

stickerss depicting the slogan 'Yes to Uburg' along with the suggestion to put them on 

coins.. This caused much commotion, since it is forbidden by law to stick anything on 

coins.. Opponents of Uburg distributed free postcards. Both groups used boat trips on 

thee Umeer, commercials on radio and TV, and outdoor advertising in their campaigns. 

LocalLocal television broadcaster AT5 spent quite a lot of time on the subject, i.e., in the form 

off a special daily Uburg newscast. In regional as well as national newspapers, Uburg 

wass a hot topic too. Lastly, one week before the referendum, a special newspaper with 

informationn about Uburg (the pros and the cons) was distributed to all Amsterdam 

citizens. . 

Thee fieldwork for the study in hand was done in February and the first part of March of 

1997.. This was just at the time when the campaign was at its fiercest and the 

disseminationn of information was large. The survey kind of free-rode on this information 

floww and campaign fever. This background formed an excellent soil to conduct a mail 

survey:: more expensive alternatives, like telephone or in-person surveys, were not 

necessary.. In fact, a telephone survey was not even an option since respondents have 

too consider visually a series of vignettes which cannot be dealt with by phone. 

Accordingg to some scientists, in-person interviews give the best results, since complex 

scenarioss can be explained, visual aids can be used and the problems relating to 

missingg data can be prevented (Mitchell and Carson, 1989). However, mail surveys do 

havee advantages of their own, apart from the financial arguments. One advantage is 

thatt the greater sense of anonymity obtained with mail questionnaires leads to greater 

franknesss on sensitive issues. Furthermore, interviewer bias is less likely to occur. 
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And,, finally, mail surveys can be answered in a place and at a pace that is convenient 

too the respondent. 

Inn this particular case, even more arguments in favour of a mail survey existed. Due to 

thee vast amount of information already available to the public, the amount of information 

inn the survey could be limited to fit into a relatively short written questionnaire. We felt 

thatt the minimum response rate of 30% could be achieved without having to work with 

reminders.. The subject was, after all, very much alive in Amsterdam. 

Thee rules of the game in the referendum were as follows. The municipality of 

Amsterdamm wins the referendum (and is thus entitled to built Uburg) if: 

1.. more votes to "Uburg 'Yes'" were received than votes to "Stop Uburg"; 

2.. a minimum of 154,935 opponents would cast in favour of "Stop Uburg". 

Thee required number of 154,935 opponents equals half of the people who voted in the 

lastt municipal election of 1994 plus one. The city council set this requirement in 1996, 

afterr they had lost the previous two referenda in 1995. Since the old rules were much 

moree favourable for the opposition (only 92,000 advocates were required to stop 

Uburg),, the opponents of Uburg tried to change the new rules in court. However, they 

didd not succeed and the new rules were pronounced valid. 

Althoughh the people of Amsterdam are not the only ones that will be affected by Uburg, 

theyy were the only ones entitled to vote in the referendum. That is why the sample for 

thee survey was taken from the part of the population of Amsterdam, who are entitled to 

vote,, which are 558,809 people. The results of the referendum are presented in table 

5.1.. Under the new rules, the opposition has lost the referendum, since they did not 

amountt to the required 154,935. However, under the old rules they would have won. 

Tablee 5.1 also features the results of some pre-election polls and the survey, in June, 

1996,, the Amsterdam citizens' familiarity with Uburg was already 70%. At the time of 

thee referendum this percentage had risen considerably: according to the survey, almost 

everyy citizen had heard of or read about Uburg. From the polls and the survey, it is 

obviouss that quite some people (15 to 16%) doubted even close to the referendum 

date,, whether they would vote for or against the project. 
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TableTable  5.1: Results  of  pre-election  polls,  the referendum  and the survey 

Familiarity y 
withh Uburg 
Advocates s 

Opponents s 

Don'tt know/ 
Don'tt care 
Turnout t 

Pre--
election n 

poll l 
7/951 1 

--

28% % 

30% % 

42% % 

--

Pre--
election n 

poll l 
6/96' ' 

70% % 

36% % 

23% % 

4 1 % % 

--

Pre--
election n 

poll l 
17/3/972 2 

--

34% % 

50% % 

16% % 

60% % 

Referendum m 
of f 

19/3/973 3 

--

41.5% % 
(93.199)4 4 

58.0% % 
(130.199)4 4 

--

40.2% % 
<224,478)5 5 

Surveyy (3/2/97-15/3/97) 
Total l 

sample e 
N=410 0 

98.5% % 
(404) ) 

29.5% % 
(121) ) 

55.1% % 
(226) ) 
15.4% % 
(63) ) 

" " 

CM M 
version n 
N=219 9 

99.1% % 
(217) ) 

26.9% % 
(59) ) 

58.4% % 
(128) ) 
14.6% % 
(32) ) 

" " 

CVM M 
version n 
N=191 1 

97.9% % 
(187) ) 

32.5% % 
(62) ) 

51.3% % 
(98) ) 

166 2% 
(31) ) 

..)) number of voters 
Source:: Trendbox/Projectbureau Uburg. 

22 Source: Choice/AT5 text 18/3/97. 
33 Sources: Parool20/3/97, Volkskrant 20/3/97. 
44 The percentages of advocates and opponents are taken from the number of people who voted 

(224,478). . 
55 The percentage related to the turnout is taken from the total population entitled to vote (558,809). 

Withh the figures from table 5.1 it is possible to test whether there is a difference 

betweenn the percentages of advocates and opponents in the survey and in the 

referendum?? Since the "don't know" category was not an option in the referendum, it is 

impossiblee to compare survey results with the actual referendum. Therefore, the survey 

resultss are compared with the pre-election poll of 17/3/97, using a x.2-test as reviewed 

inn i.e. Freund (1979, pp. 315-317). The percentages may be regarded as equal at a 5% 

significancee level (-/2 = 4.857, which does not lie in the critical region y2 > 5.991). 

Thee survey was completed by 410 respondents, of which 219 filled out the CM 

variantt and 191 the CVM variant. The results of the CVM and CM variants of the 

surveyy are similar: opponents form a majority with 51% (CVM) to 58% (CM) and 

advocatess a minority with 27% (CM) to 33% (CVM), while the rest did not know what 

theyy would vote. Again using a /.2-test, the hypothesis is tested that these 

percentagess of opponents, advocates and "don't knows" of the CM and CVM 

subsampless are equal. It follows that the percentages do not differ significantly at a 

5%% level {y2 = 4.187). This is an important observation because any differences 

betweenn the two subsamples are apparently not caused by different attitudes 

towardss Uburg. 
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5.44 Constructio n of the Questionnair e 

AA first concept version of the questionnaire was constructed on the basis of literature on 

thee subject of Uburg, examples of similar valuation questionnaires and consultations 

withh IJ burg-experts (Van Beek, 1993; Carson et al., 1992; and see background 

informationn on Uburg). Next, ten colleagues looked closely at the questionnaire and 

checkedd whether it exhibited any inconsistencies, spelling errors, strange questions or 

suggestivee information. After revision of the first concept, a second concept version was 

distributedd among students and co-workers within the university complex, with the 

requestt to complete the questionnaire along with comments and questions about 

obscurities.. Finally, a third concept version was handed out to passers-by in the street, 

whichh they could fill out either on the spot, or at home. Twenty-five questionnaires were 

distributedd (13 of the CM variant and 12 of the CVM variant), all of which were returned 

(onee CM survey uncompleted). Respondents appeared to have understood the 

questionss very well, and it was not necessary to drastically change the questionnaire. 

Alll respondents to either the CVM or the CM survey received the same questions, 

exceptt for the valuation question, which will be discussed below. Section 5.4.1 deals 

withh the contingent valuation questions, and section 5.4.2 with the conjoint 

measurementt questions. The complete questionnaire is included in appendix I at the 

endd of this book. 

5.4.15.4.1 Construction  of  the Contingent  Valuation  Question 

Inn the CVM variant, respondents are asked to express their willingness to pay in a direct 

way.. The question format is the dichotomous choice format, with the possibility of an 

openn answer: a respondent says 'yes' or 'no' to a certain bid ƒx (contribution to iJmeer 

Fund')) and is given the opportunity to fill in another bid if ƒx is conceived as either too 

highh or too low. If respondents are willing to pay less than fx, or if they do not know how 

muchh to contribute, they are asked for their motivations in question 8 or 9. The "don't 

know"" category is added to the answers because of the recommendation of the NOAA 

panel.5 5 

Inn the CVM variant, each of the 5 versions has a different starting-point of the 

contribution:: ƒ2.50, ƒ5, ƒ10, ƒ15, or ƒ25. Moreover, the answer categories of question 8 

andd 9 alternate to correct for possible order effects. Below the contingent valuation 

questionn of version 3 is shown. 
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questio nn 7 
Somee people say they are willing to contribute ƒ10 to the Umeer Fund', others are willing to pay 
more,, while still others are willing to pay less. Would you be willing to contribute ƒ10, more than 
ƒ10,, or less than ƒ10 to the 'Umeer Fund'? 
Pleasee keep in mind your income and other expenses. 

-aboutt ƒ10 -» goto question 10 
-moree than ƒ10 , viz. ƒ -> go to question 10 
-lesss than ƒ10 , viz. ƒ -> go to question 8 
-don'tt know -> go to question 9 

questio nn 8 
Youu are willing to pay less than ƒ10 to the 'Umeer Fund'. For what reason? 

-11 cannot afford it 
-- it is not worth that much to me 
-- others should pay for it 
-- different reason, viz 

questio nn 9 
Youu are not sure how much you would contribute to 'Umeer Fund'. Why not7 

-11 am not sure whether my household can afford such a sum 
-- insufficient information 
-- the decision is not mine to make 
-11 am not sure how much it is worth to me 
-- different reason, namely 

5.4.25.4.2 Construction  of  the Conjoint  Measurement  Question 

Inn the CM variant, the willingness to contribute to the Umeer Fund is not asked in a 

directt way, but is inferred from the rank order, the report marks and/or the acceptability 

off the vignettes. Every CM questionnaire contains 6 vignettes (or situations), with 3 

attributess each (cf, table 5.2). The first attribute is nature, which can take on 4 different 

values;; the second attribute is recreation with 5 different values; and the third attribute is 

aa one-time contribution to the Umeer Fund, which can take on 5 different values. 

TableTable  5.2: Three attributes  and their  possible  values 

Natur e e 
25%% increase 

remainn the same 
25%% decrease 
50%% decrease 

Recreatio n n 
25%% increase 
10%% increase 

remainn the same 
10%% decrease 
25%% decrease 

One-tim ee contributio n 
ƒƒ 2.50 
ƒƒ 5 
ƒ10 0 
ƒ15 5 
ƒ25 5 
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Withh these attributes and values it would be possible to construct 4*5*5 (=100) 

vignettes.. However, the vignettes in which both nature and recreation are negative 

aree disposed of, since these are not realistic, given the fact that the information in the 

surveyy and the media suggests that the loss of nature and recreation values will at 

leastt be compensated for. Consequently, 80 realistic vignettes remain. Other 

conditionss that had to be met when constructing the vignettes, include: 

•• Each version has to contain one 'CVM-vignette' (the attributes nature and 

recreationn both have the value 'remain the same'). The reason for this is to 

increasee the comparability to the CVM questionnaire (after all, in the CVM 

questionss it is assumed that nature and recreation are fully compensated ('remain 

thee same') when Uburg is constructed). 

•• 30 versions of 6 vignettes are required. 

•• The levels of the attributes have to be chosen in such a way that the set of vignettes 

iss approximately orthogonal (cf. chapter 4, section 4.2). This implies that no 

correlationn or collinearity exists between the attributes. In this study, the set of 

vignettess is approximately orthogonal. 

So,, we need to fill 180 positions (30 versions of 6 vignettes equals 180). If each version 

hass to contain one CVM-vignette, and if 5 possible CVM-vignettes exist, each CVM-

vignettee appears in 6 versions (that is: the required 30 versions divided by 5). The first 

sixx versions contain the CVM-vignette with a contribution of ƒ2.50, the second 6 contain 

thee CVM-vignette with ƒ5, and so on, until the last six versions which contain the CVM-

vignettevignette with ƒ25. With these CVM-vignettes, 5*6 (=30) positions of the 180 positions 

aree already taken. Except for the CVM-vignettes, 75 realistic vignettes exist (80 minus 

thee 5 CVM-vignettes), that can be spread over the remaining 150 (180 minus 30) 

positions.. So, every vignette appears twice (150 divided by 75). 

Thee exact wordings of the vignettes question are given below. Question 7 asks 

respondentss to rank the six vignettes presented to them in the questionnaire from most 

preferredd to least preferred. Apart from the order of the vignettes, the respondents are 

askedd to give each vignette a report mark in question 8. This question also serves to 

lett respondents rethink the rank order of the vignettes. Finally, the respondents are 

askedd which of the six vignettes are acceptable to them (question 9). 
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questio nn 7 

Beloww you find 6 different situations concerning the new green and recreation areas in and around 
thee Umeer, and concerning the individual contributions to the Umeer Fund. If you were asked to 
arrangee these situations hierarchically, from best to worst, which situation would you put first (that 
is:: the best situation), which one would you put second (that is: the second best situation), et 
cetera,, up till and including the situation that you would put in the sixth place (the worst situation). 

Situatio nn 1 
Nature ::  the quantity of plants 
andd animals in the Umeer 
decreasess by 25% 
Recreation ::  the possibilities 
forr water sports and other 
formss of recreation remain 
thee same 
one-tim ee contribution : ƒ15 

Situatio nn 2 
Nature ::  the quantity of plants 
andd animals in the Umeer 
remainss the same 
Recreation ::  the possibilities 
forr water sports and other 
formss of recreation remain the 
same e 
One-tim ee contribution : ƒ2.50 

Situatio nn 3 
Nature ::  the quantity of plants 
andd animals in the Umeer 
decreasess by 25% 
Recreation ::  the possibilities 
forr water sports and other 
formss of recreation increase by 
25% % 
one-tim ee contribution : ƒ25 

Situatio nn 4 
Nature ::  the quantity of plants 
andd animals in the Umeer 
increasess by 25% 
Recreation ::  the possibilities 
forr water sports and other 
formss of recreation increase 
byy 10% 
one-tim ee contribution : ƒ5 

Situatio nn 5 
Nature ::  the quantity of plants 
andd animals in the Umeer 
decreasess by 50% 
Recreation ::  the possibilities 
forr water sports and other 
formss of recreation increase by 
10% % 
One-tim ee contribution : ƒ10 

Situatio nn 6 
Nature ::  the quantity of plants 
andd animals in the Umeer 
remainss the same 
Recreation ::  the possibilities 
forr water sports and other 
formss of recreation decrease 
byy 25% 
one-tim ee contribution : ƒ2 50 

Pleasee indicate your ordering of the six situations below. Consider the various situations well and 
keepp in mind your income and other expenses. (Please state the number of the situation of your 
choicee on the dotted lines.) 

-- my first choice would be situation No 
-- my second choice would be situation No 
-- my third choice would be situation No 
-- my fourth choice would be situation No 
-- my fifth choice would be situation No 
-- my sixth choice would be situation No 

questio nn 8 
Couldd you please give report marks (between 0 and 10) for each of the six situations, where 10 
representss what you feel to be the best possible situation and 0 represents what you feel to be the 
worstt possible situation. Your choices can get marks ranging from 0 to 10, and each subsequent 
choicee gets a lower mark than did the previous one (the second choice gets a lower mark than 
doess the first choice, the third choice gets a lower mark than does the second choice, and so on). 
Pleasee give marks for each choice. 

-- first choice: mark. . . - fourth choice: mark. . . 
-- second choice: mark. . . - fifth choice: mark. . . 
-- third choice: mark. . . - sixth choice: mark. . . 

questio nn 9 
Youu have now ranked and graded the six different situations, but could you please also indicate the 
situationn that is the most acceptable to you (meaning the situation that you would really be willing to 
payy for). Please cross one answer only. 

-- only the first choice 
-- the first and the second choice 
-- the first, second and third choice 
-- the first, second, third and fourth choice 

thee first, second, third, fourth and fifth choice 
alll six choices 
nonee of these choices 
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5.55 Respons e 

Thee questionnaire was sent to a random sample of the population of Amsterdam of 18 

yearr and older, which consists of 558,809 people. The sample size is 1,204. The 

samplee was taken from the database of the PTT (which stands for the Dutch Post 

Office),, based on the zip codes of the residents of Amsterdam. A summary of the 

responsee data is shown in table 5.3. 

TableTable  5.3: Summary  of  response  data 

Samplee size 
Receivedd before 20/3/97* 
Receivedd after 20/3/97 
Unitt non-response 
•• due to removal of the respondent 

 due to decease of the respondent 
•• reason unknown 

Itemm non-response 
Nett response 
Responsee rate 

Totall sample 
1,204 4 

426 6 
2 2 

16 6 
2 2 
1 1 

13 3 

39 9 
410 0 

34.1%% (410/1204) 

CMM sample 

602 2 
226 6 

1 1 
7 7 
1 1 

6 6 

20 0 
219 9 

36.4%% (219/602) 

CVMM sample 
602 2 
200 0 

1 1 
9 9 
1 1 
1 1 
7 7 

19 9 
191 1 

31.7%% (191/602) 

** Respondents were requested to send in their completed surveys before March 15, 1997. 
Surveyss received after March 20, 1997, were excluded from the sample (this implies a margin of 
55 days, including a weekend). This final date was set to prevent any influence from the results of 
thee referendum (March 19) on the completion of the surveys. 

Overall,, and for a mail survey without reminders, the response rate (35.4% or 

426/1204)) is good. The more so if we take into account that, in the Netherlands, the 

non-responsee in surveys is known to be relatively high. On average 55% refuses to co

operate,, while this percentage rises to 80 when politically sensitive subjects are 

involved,, and Uburg is such a politically sensitive subject, as the fierce campaign has 

indicatedd {Volkskrant, 22/10/97). Many CVM researchers have recorded response 

ratess as low as 25%, and 40 to 60% seems average for CVM mail surveys in the 

Unitedd States (Loomis, 1987). Arrow et al. (1993) state that non-response is unlikely to 

bee below 20%, even in very high-quality surveys. 

Responsee rates for the CM subsample are higher than for the CVM subsample, namely 

36.4%% (219/602) for the CM subsample against 31.7% (191/602) for the CVM 

subsample.. Using a z-test (see for instance, Harnett, 1982, pp. 401-403), the 

hypothesiss is tested that the response rates are equal. The computed value of the test 
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statisticc zc is -1.7028. Consequently, the response rates are significantly different at a 

8.9%% level of significance. 

Fromm table 5.3 it is obvious that unit non-response (respondents who fail to respond to 

thee whole questionnaire) is almost the same over the two subsamples (7 returned 

emptyy CM questionnaires, versus 9 empty CVM questionnaires). 

Moreover,, Arrow et al. (1993) claim that item non-response (some questions are not 

answeredd by some respondents) is also a large problem, particularly for the valuation 

questions.. Researchers have found that non-response is often associated with a lack 

off interest in the survey topic, and that response rates typically vary across population 

subgroups.77 However, non-response can also be attributed to the fact that people have 

nott yet formed their preferences when they are asked to participate in a valuation 

surveyy (in the terms of chapter 2 of this thesis: people do not have well-structured 

preferencess for non-marketed environmental goods). This makes them hesitant, since 

theyy have to take much trouble and time over the construction of their preferences. 

Tablee 5.4 describes the item non-response of the sample in more detail. The item non-

responsess do not differ very much either, at least in total figures (20 versus 19). 

However,, if we study the item non-response more closely, we see that the response 

behaviourr for the valuation questions in the two variants differs. 

TableTable  5.4: Summary  of  item  non-response  (in  absolute  numbers) 

Questionn 1 
Questionn 4 
Questionn 5 
Questionn 6 
CMM valuation question: 
Questionn 7 (ranking) 
Questionn 8 (report mark) 
Questionn 9 (acceptability) 
CVMM valuation question: 
Questionn 7 (WTP) 
Questionn 13 
Questionn 17 
Questionn 18 
Questionn 24 

Totall sample 
1 1 
3 3 
1 1 
6 6 

3 3 
15 5 
3 3 

6 6 
1 1 
1 1 
7 7 
1 1 

CMM sample 

1 1 

3 3 

3 3 
15 5 
3 3 

2 2 
1 1 

CVMM sample 
1 1 
2 2 
1 1 
3 3 

6 6 
1 1 
1 1 
5 5 

Sixx out of the 191 CVM respondents did not answer question 7. Item non-response 

concerningg the CM valuation question is not so clear-cut, since the valuation question 
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consistss of three different parts: rank ordering (question 7), report marks (question 8) 

andd acceptability (question 9). Only three out of the 219 CM respondents did not 

answerr the rank ordering and acceptability questions. This is 50% less than the non-

responsee to the valuation question in the CVM subsample. On the other hand, the non-

responsee to the report mark question is considerably higher, namely 15, of whom 9 did 

nott mark any of the vignettes and 6 did mark some, but not all, of the vignettes. 

Probably,, this relatively large non-response is caused by the fact that people feel they 

aree asked the same question again after fulfilling the ranking task. 

ConsistencyConsistency  checks  for  CM answers 

Ass was mentioned in chapter 4, section 4.2.1, the purpose of asking a three-piece 

vignettess question, is that respondents are forced to reconsider their rank order when 

askedd to mark each vignette, and to reconsider their ranks and marks again when 

askedd the acceptability question. Apart from the fact that this procedure increases the 

reliabilityy of the answers, the three answers can be compared and inconsistencies 

betweenn the answers can be eliminated from the sample. Three consistency checks are 

possible: : 

1.. Report marks have to imply the same rank ordering as the ranking question 

(inconsistencyy between rank order and report marks); 

2.. If a vignette ranked x is acceptable (x = 1,...,6), a vignette ranked x-1 cannot be 

unacceptablee (inconsistency between rank order and acceptability); 

3.. If a vignette marked y-1 is acceptable (y = 1 10), a vignette marked y cannot 

bee unacceptable (inconsistency between report marks and acceptability). 

Outt of the whole subsample of 219, only ten respondents gave inconsistent answers 

(4.6%).. Eight of these cases were related to inconsistencies between rank order and 

reportt marks, and the remaining two cases were related to inconsistencies between 

reportt marks and acceptability. Apparently, a few respondents in this study are less 

accuratee when it comes to filling in report marks, whereas they fulfil the ranking and 

acceptabilityy tasks more carefully.8 

Conclusion Conclusion 

Onn the basis of these figures and of the tables 5.3 and 5.4, it seems justified to support 

thee hypothesis that respondents find it easier and more acceptable to answer indirect 

valuationn questions, like the ranking of vignettes, than to answer such questions directly 

inn the form of an absolute WTP. The reason is twofold: 
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1.. Response rates are higher for the CM sample than for the CVM sample (36.4% 

versuss 31.7%); 

2.. Non-response concerning the valuation questions is lower for CM respondents, that 

is,, for two out of the three valuation questions in the CM survey (ranking and 

acceptability).. For the report mark question the non-response is much higher, as is 

thee rate of inconsistent behaviour, implying that a few people feel that they are 

askedd the same question again after ranking the vignettes. In short, the response 

figuress concerning the valuation questions are mixed, but do certainly not suggest 

thatt CVM outperforms CM. 

Thiss hypothesis will be considered in more detail later on in this chapter, in section 

5.11.2. . 

5.66 Representativenes s of the Sampl e 

Too examine the representativeness of the sample, certain statistics of the respondents 

(sample)) will be compared with the values of these statistics in the Amsterdam 

population.. The idea behind this exercise is that certain groups of respondents, for 

instancee lower educated people, might be less interested in politics, or in nature, or in 

surveyss in general. These groups will probably produce relatively little response. To 

correctt for the potential under- or overrepresentation of particular groups, the response 

dataa of the group in question are reweighted. 

Tablee 5.5 gives the percentages of certain groups in the sample as well as in the 

population. . 

Inn order to assess the representativeness, a -/2-test is performed to identify possible 

differencess between these percentages. The marked percentages in table 5.5 differ 

onn a 5% significance level. 

Itt appears that the first category of the age characteristic is underrepresented in the 

sample.. However, it is not worth the trouble to correct for this small part of the 

samplee (i.e., the validity would not improve much). Since persons with the highest 

educationn are overrepresented in the sample and those with a lower level of 

educationn are underrepresented (as was to be expected), the mean income is 

significantlyy higher in the sample.9 
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TableTable  5.5: Comparison  of  sample  and population  characteristics 

Characteristics s 

Sex(2) ) 
Female e 
Male e 
Age(3 ) ) 
18-19 9 
20-34 4 
35-49 9 
50-64 4 
655 and older 
Highes tt  education{4 ) 
Primaryy school 
LBOA/BO O 
Mavo o 
MBO O 
HavoAA/VO O 
HBOAA/O O 
Meann net monthly household income(5) 
Meann % of registered peopl e seekin g a house(6 ) 
Averagee number of car s per household(7) 

Sampl e e 

199(488 5%) 
2111 (51,5%) 

22 (0.5%)* 
1411 (34.4%) 
119(29.0%) ) 
67(16.3%) ) 
811 (19.8%) 

222 (5.4%)* 
399 (9.5%) 
25(6.1%)* * 
344 (8.3%)* 
47(11.5%) ) 

2433 (59.3%)* 
ƒ3,641* * 

54(13.2%) ) 
0.507 7 

Population(l ) ) 

364,694(51.0%) ) 
350,3699 (49.0%) 

13,609(2.3%)* * 
215,0711 (36.8%) 
167,905(28.7%) ) 
94,3222 (16.1%) 
93,3477 (16.0%) 

148,000(27.5%)* * 
64,000(11.9%) ) 
64,000(11.9%)* * 
66,000(12.3%)* * 
62,000(11.5%) ) 

134,000(24.9%)* * 
ƒ2,550* * 

50,000(12,8%) ) 
0.538 8 

** significantly different at a 5% level. 
(1)) Population figures taken from: Bureau voor Onderzoek en Statistiek, 1998; (2) Ibidem, 
tablee 1.1.1, p. 20; (3) Ibidem, table 3.1.7, p. 54; (4) Ibidem, table 1.1.3. p. 25; (5) Ibidem, 
tablee 14.4.1, p. 297; (6) AT 5 text, March 1997; (7) Bureau voor Onderzoek en Statistiek, 
1998,, table 11.2.1, p. 242, and table 1.1.3, p. 24. 

Byy reweighting the sample with regard to the education characteristics, the 

overrepresentationn for income is also corrected for. The weighting factors (table 5.6) 

aree calculated by taking the number of people according the population statistics and 

dividingg that number by the number of respondents in the sample. 

TableTable  5.6: Weighting  factors  for  the characteristic  'highest  education' 

Characteristicc highest education 

Primaryy education 
MAVO O 
MBO O 
HBOAA/O O 

Weightingg factor 

5.13 3 
1.95 5 
1.48 8 
0,42 2 

5.77 Difference s between CM and CVM Subsample s 

Sincee the aim of this research is to investigate whether the two methods, contingent 

valuationn and conjoint measurement, give similar results, it is also very important to 

testt whether the CM sample and the CVM sample consist of respondents with 
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approximatelyy the same characteristics. If this would not be the case, differences in 

thee results of the two methods could not solely be attributed to the methods but also 

too the underlying samples. Therefore, it is tested whether the characteristics can be 

consideredd equal. 

TableTable  5.7: Comparison  of  CM and CVM sample  characteristics 

Characteristics s 
Sex x 
Female e 
Male e 
Ag e e 
18-19 9 
20-34 4 
35-49 9 
50-64 4 
655 and older 
Highes tt  educatio n 
Primaryy school 
LBO/VBO O 
Mavo o 
MBO O 
Havo/WVO O 
HBO/WO O 
Meann net monthly household incom e 
Meann % of registered peopl e seekin g a hous e 
Averagee number of car s per household 

CM M 

113(51.6%) ) 
106(48.4%) ) 

22 (0.9%)* 
722 (32 9%) 
722 (32.9%) 
35(16.0%) ) 
38(17.4%) ) 

13(5.9%) ) 
20(9.1%) ) 
15(6.8%) ) 
18(8.2%) ) 
27(12.3%) ) 

1266 (57.5%) 
ƒ3,706 6 
29(13.2%) ) 

0.516 6 

CVM M 

866 (45.0%) 
105(55.0%) ) 

00 (0%)* 
69(36.1%) ) 
477 (24.6%) 
32(16.8%) ) 
433 (22.5%) 

99 (4.7%) 
19(9.9%) ) 
10(5.2%) ) 
16(8.4%) ) 
20(10.5%) ) 

117(61.3%) ) 
ƒ3,565 5 
25(13.1%) ) 

0.497 7 

** significantly different at a 5% level. 

Usingg the test statistic z in order to test for differences between sample percentages 

p,, it appears that the only characteristic that differs between the CM and the CVM 

sampless is the youngest age group (marked with *).10 However, as was mentioned 

earlier,, it is not worthwhile to correct for this small part of the sample. 

AA t-test on the difference between two means (see for instance, Harnett, 1982, pp. 378-

381)) is performed to test the hypothesis that the mean net monthly household income 

differss between the sample and the population. The t-value tc is 0.701, which does not 

liee in the critical region. Hence the null hypothesis of no difference is accepted. 

Apartt from the comparison of the sample characteristics in the table above, it is 

importantt to check whether respondents in the subsamples share the same attitudes 

andd opinions about certain matters. From section 5.3 and table 5.1 we already know 

thatt the attitudes towards the construction of Uburg (advocates versus opponents) do 

nott differ significantly between the two subsamples. 
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Questionss 5 and 6 in the survey consider yet another important attitude. The 

respondentss are asked whether they consider it possible (question 5) or desirable 

(questionn 6) to compensate for the nature and recreation values that are lost because of 

thee construction of Uburg. The answers to these questions could be "yes", "no" or "don't 

know".. The responses are presented in table 5.8. It is interesting to note that the 

majorityy of the respondents do not think that compensation of lost nature and recreation 

valuess is possible, while on the other hand 80% of them think that compensation is 

desirable. . 

TableTable  5.8: Comparison  of  CM and CVM answers  to  question  5 and 6 

QuestionQuestion 5 
Compensationn is possible 
Compensationn is not possible 
Don'tt know 
Non-response e 
QuestionQuestion 6 
Compensationn is desirable 
Compensationn is not desirable 
Don'tt know 
Non-response e 

Totall sample 

132(32.2%) ) 
217(52.9%) ) 

60(14.6%) ) 
11 (0.2%) 

3299 (80.2%) 
43(10.5%) ) 
322 (7,8%) 

6(1.5%) ) 

CM M 

711 (32.4%) 
120(54.8%) ) 
28(122 8%) 

178(81.3%) ) 
26(11.9%) ) 
12(5.5%) ) 
3(1.4%) ) 

CVM M 

611 (31.9%) 
977 (50.8%) 
32(16,8%) ) 

11 (0.5%) 

1511 (79,1%) 
17(8.9%) ) 
20(10.5%) ) 

3(1.6%) ) 

AA z-test is used to test whether the percentages differ between the CVM and the CM 

sample.. It appears that these percentages do not differ on a 5% significance level. 

5.88 Order Effect s 

Onee potential bias often described in the contingent valuation literature is the so-called 

questionn order effect. These effects show up when the sequence of questions or the 

sequencee of answer categories, which should not have any effect, do have an effect on 

aa respondent's answer. 

Too test for the order effects the answer categories of the questions 1 and 4 were put in 

differentt orders. Five versions exist, each with a particular order of answer categories. If 

orderr effects are present, the answers differ between these versions. We first look at 

questionn 1. 
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Questio nn 1 

Inn the Netherlands we are faced with various problems. . Severall of these problems are 
mentionedd below. Please indicate for each problem whether we should 
orr exactly as much as we are currently spendin 
(Please,, circle your choice for each issue) 

more e 
Fightingg unemployment X 
Developmentt aid X 
Thee issue of immigration X 
Fightingg congestion X 
Fightingg crime X 
Fightingg the housing shortage X 
Protectingg the environment X 
Improvingg education X 

gg on it in the Netherlands 

thee same 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 

less s 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 

spendd more, less, 

don'tt know 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 

Tablee 5.9 below gives the percentages of the respondents who would like to distribute 

more,more, the same amount or less money to the various categories (also a "don't know" 

optionn exists). For instance, 47.5% of the respondents who received version 1 (78 

respondentss in total received version 1), is convinced that we should spend more on 

fightingg unemployment. 

Thesee order effects are tested for by using a x2-test with the null hypothesis that the 

percentagess for a certain category (like 'fighting crime') are the same for each answer 

possibilityy (like 'more money') over the five versions. If these percentages differ 

significantly,, order effects prevail (Ha). 

*~**~*  Q- Pversion 1 — Z7version 2 ~ Aversion 3 ~~ /^version 4 ~~ /^version 5 ~~ /'mean all versions 

****  a' Aversion I /'version 2 /Version 3 /Version 4 //version 5 "mean all \ersions 
i i 

testt statistic :yc 

criticall  region = \y ~ \x " > 9.49 j with a = 0.05 and 4 degrees of freedom 

Thee null hypothesis was rejected only for the percentage of respondents who think 

wee should spend more money on development aid (y2 = 15.037). All other 

percentagess can be considered equal on a 5% significance level. Therefore, we can 

safelyy conclude that question 1 does not entail question-order effects. 

file:///ersions
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TableTable  5.9: Possible  order  effects  in  question  1 

Versionn number 
Fightingg unemployment 
Developmentt aid 
Thee issue of immigration 
Fightingg congestion 
Fightingg crime 
Fightingg the housing shortage 
Protectingg the environment 
Improvingg education 

More More 
1 1 

47.4 4 
233 1* 
20.5 5 
23.1 1 
436 6 
44.9 9 
66.7 7 
59.0 0 

money money 
2 2 

30.8 8 
5.1* * 
6.4 4 

30.8 8 
51.3 3 
35.9 9 
52.6 6 
50.0 0 

3 3 
34.9 9 
24.1* * 
169 9 
24.1 1 
45.8 8 
34.9 9 
55.4 4 
51.8 8 

4 4 
41,4 4 
12.6* * 
18.4 4 
230 0 
50.6 6 
35.6 6 
52.9 9 
48.3 3 

5 5 
41.0 0 

9.6* * 
16.9 9 
25.3 3 
48.2 2 
32.5 5 
47.0 0 
57.8 8 

SameSame amount  of  money 
Versionn number 
Fightingg unemployment 
Developmentt aid 
Thee issue of immigration 
Fightingg congestion 
Fightingg crime 
Fightingg the housing shortage 
Protectingg the environment 
Improvingg education 

Versionn number 
Fightingg unemployment 
Developmentt aid 
Thee issue of immigration 
Fightingg congestion 
Fightingg crime 
Fightingg the housing shortage 
Protectingg the environment 
Improvingg education 

1 1 
46.2 2 
41.0 0 
30.8 8 
21,8 8 
46.2 2 
43.6 6 
30.8 8 
34.6 6 

Less Less 
1 1 
3.8 8 

32.1 1 
21.8 8 
50.0 0 

6.4 4 
10.3 3 
2.6 6 
3.8 8 

2 2 
59.0 0 
46.2 2 
37.2 2 
25.6 6 
44.9 9 
48.7 7 
41.0 0 
47.4 4 

money money 
2 2 
7.7 7 

44.9 9 
35.9 9 
42.3 3 

2.6 6 
10.3 3 
2.6 6 
1.3 3 

3 3 
53.0 0 
43,4 4 
39.8 8 
30.1 1 
41.0 0 
53.0 0 
38.6 6 
41.0 0 

3 3 
7.2 2 

27.7 7 
25.3 3 
43.4 4 

9.6 6 
7.2 2 
3.6 6 
2.4 4 

4 4 
51.7 7 
44.8 8 
42.5 5 
33.3 3 
39.1 1 
52.9 9 
41.4 4 
47.1 1 

4 4 
3.4 4 

35.6 6 
27.6 6 
40.2 2 

6.9 9 
8.0 0 
4.6 6 
1.1 1 

5 5 
51.8 8 
458 8 
32.5 5 
21.7 7 
48.2 2 
53.0 0 
47.0 0 
37.3 3 

5 5 
3.6 6 
3.6 6 

30.1 1 
48.2 2 

1.2 2 
14.5 5 
6.0 0 
2.4 4 

Don'tDon't  know 
Versionn number 
Fightingg unemployment 
Developmentt aid 
Thee issue of immigration 
Fightingg congestion 
Fightingg crime 
Fightingg the housing shortage 
Protectingg the environment 
Improvingg education 
Numberr of respondents(1) 

1 1 
2.6 6 
3.8 8 

26.9 9 
5.1 1 
3.8 8 
1.3 3 

--
2.6 6 

78 8 

2 2 
2.6 6 
3.8 8 

20.5 5 
1.3 3 
1.3 3 
5.1 1 
3.8 8 
1.3 3 

78 8 

3 3 
4.8 8 
4.8 8 

18.1 1 
2.4 4 
3.6 6 
4.8 8 
2.4 4 
4 8 8 

83 3 

4 4 
3.4 4 
6.9 9 

11.5 5 
3.4 4 
3 4 4 
3.4 4 
1.1 1 
3.4 4 

87 7 

5 5 
3.6 6 
6.0 0 

20.5 5 
4.8 8 
2.4 4 

--
--
2.4 4 

83 3 

** Percentages differ on a 5% significance level. 
(1)) Total number of respondents is 409 (410 minus one non-responses). 

Orderr effects are tested again in question 4. Question 4 (presented below) inquires 

afterr the various roles Uburg plays. As in question 1, the answer possibilities rotate over 

thee 5 versions. 
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Questio nn 4 

Uburgg will play various roles. Which role do you think is Uburg's 
AA project leading mainly to (please mark one option only): 

-- improving the housing situation (decreasing housing shortage) 
-- combating congestion {keeping commuter traffic low) 
-- partial destruction of a green area 
-- total devastation of a green area 
-- employment creation 
-- decreasing possibilities for recreation 
-- a different role, viz 

keyy role9 

Thee last answer category is an open question and respondents could fill in any role they 

thoughtt Uburg will play. Mostly, the following answers were given in this open answer 

category:: "Uburg is just a (political) prestige project", "Uburg is a waste of money", or 

"Uburgg is essential to the vitality of Amsterdam". 

Tablee 5.10 presents the percentages of respondents who stated that Uburg plays a 

particularr key role. For instance, the first percentage indicates the percentage of 

respondentss who received version 1 and stated that Uburg is a project leading mainly to 

improvingg the housing situation (29.5%). The same x2_ tes t a s u s e d above is used to 

testt the null hypothesis that the percentages for a certain category (like 'combating 

congestion')) are the same over the five versions. It turns out that none of the 

percentagess differ on a 5% significance level. Evidently, order effects also do not exist 

inn question 4. 

TableTable  5.10: Possible  order  effects  in  question  4 

Versionn number 
improvingg the housing situation 
combatingg congestion 
partiall destruction of a green area 
totall devastation of a green area 
employmentt creation 
decreasingg possibilities for recreation 
aa different role 
Numberr of respondents(1) 

1 1 

29.5 5 
13 3 

32.1 1 
20.5 5 

1.3 3 
3.8 8 

11.5 5 
78 8 

2 2 
16.9 9 
2.6 6 

40.3 3 
18.2 2 
5.2 2 
9.1 1 
7.8 8 

77 7 

3 3 
31.7 7 

8.5 5 
24.4 4 
17.1 1 
2.4 4 
4.9 9 

11.0 0 
82 2 

4 4 

38.6 6 
3.4 4 

30.7 7 
11.4 4 

1.1 1 
3.4 4 

11.4 4 
88 8 

5 5 
29.3 3 

2.4 4 
26.8 8 
20.7 7 

2.4 4 
2.4 4 

15.9 9 
82 2 

(1)) Total number of respondents is 407 (410 minus three non-responses). 
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5.99 Results of the Contingent Valuation Question 

Inn the contingent valuation question respondents are asked to state their willingness 

too pay for the Umeer Fund. For the exact wording of the question, the reader is 

referredd to section 5.4.1. Respondents are offered a certain bid /x, which they can 

eitherr accept or reject (x e {2.50, 5, 10, 15, 25}). Also a "don't know" category exists. 

Iff a respondent rejects the offer, he or she is given the opportunity to fill out another 

bidd which is either lower or higher than the first bid of /x. Figure 5.1 reflects this 

routingg mechanism. 

FigureFigure  5.1: Routing  of  the contingent  valuation  question 

QuestionQuestion 7 
Aree you willing 
too pay /x? 

II am willing to pay 
more,, namely/... 

II am willing to pay 
less,, namely ƒ... 

Outt of the total of 191 CVM respondents, 185 respondents answered the contingent 

valuationn question. Table 5.11 below gives the distribution of the answers. For 

instance,, 27% of the respondents are willing to pay the offered bid of /x , 8% are 

willingg to pay more than /x, and 53% are willing to pay less than /x, while 12% are 

nott sure what they are willing to contribute. The table also gives the motivation in 

thosee cases, where the respondent is willing to pay less or is not sure what to pay. 

Forr example, out of the 22 respondents who are not sure how much they are willing 

too contribute to the Fund, 23% say they are not sure because they do not have 

sufficientt information to decide how much the compensation of recreational and 

naturall losses is worth to them. 
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TableTable  5.11: Response  question  7, 8 and 9 (in %; (..) absolute numbers) 

Questio nn 7 ( 

Aboutt fx 
Moree than fx 
Lesss than fx 
Don'tt know 

** 6 non-response 
samplee equals 1 

n=185)* * 

27%% (50) 
8%% (15) 

53%% (98) 
12%% (22) 

;,, total CVM 
91. . 

w w 

w w 

Questio nn 8 (n=98) 

II cannot afford it 
Itt is not worth that much to me 
Otherss should pay for it 
Governmentt should pay for it 
Locall authorities should pay for it 
Propertyy developer should pay for it 
(Future)) residents of Uburg should pay for it 
II am against Uburg 
II am against a Fund/payment 
II contribute to environmental organizations 
Differentt reasons 

13%% (13) 
12%% (12) 
12%% (12) 
14%% (14) 
10%% (10) 
5%% (5) 
4%% (4) 

12%% (12) 
4%% (4) 
4%% (4) 
8%% (8) 

Questio nn 9 (n=22) 

II am not sure how much it is worth to me 
Thee decision is not mine to make 
Insufficientt information 
II am not sure if my household can afford it 
Governmentt should pay for it 
Locall authorities shouid pay for it 
Propertyy developer should pay for it 
(Future)) residents of Uburg should pay for it 
II am against Uburg 
II am against a Fund/payment 
II contribute to environmental organizations 
Differentt reasons 

14%% (3) 
5%% (1) 

23%% (5) 
18%% (4) 
0%% (0) 
0%% (0) 
5%(1) ) 
5%(1) ) 
9%% (2) 
5%% (1) 
9%% (2) 
9%% (2) 

Sincee a "don't know" category is rarely added to a contingent valuation question, 

theree is no univocal view on how these answers should be treated in a statistical 

analysis.. One practice is to drop the "don't know" responses from the data set 

(McClellandd and Whittington, in Wang, 1997). The adverse consequences of this 

proceduree are a reduction of the sample size and loss of information. Carson et al. 

(1996)) suggest treating the "don't knows" as "no" responses (i.e., equal to ƒ0). This is 

aa conservative strategy. In this study, a mixture of these two procedures is used. The 

"don'tt knows" are treated as "no" votes if the motivation given for their response in 

questionn 9 is one of the following reasons: 

II am not sure how much it is worth to me 

Thee decision is not mine to make 

Insufficientt information 

II am not sure whether my household can afford such a sum 

II already contribute to environmental organizations 
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•• Different reasons 

Inn all other cases the "don't knows" are dropped from the data set as they are 

assumedd to convey protest bids. This will be explained in the next section. 

5.9-77 Mean and Total  Willingness  to  Pay 

Thee aim of the contingent valuation question is to be able to estimate the mean 

willingnesss to pay <WTP). In order to calculate a correct value, the so-called protest 

bidss and outliers will have to be omitted. Outliers refer to WTP values that represent 

ann implausibly large part of the respondent's income, for example more than 10%. In 

thiss study outliers are not present. Protest bids are typically zero amounts or "don't 

knows"" because the respondent thinks that others should pay or opposes to the idea 

off contribution. In this sample two groups of protest voters exist. 

Thee first group of protest voters are those respondents who state they are willing to 

payy ƒ0 (question 7) and motivate their bid by one of the following reasons (question 

8): : 

•• Others should pay for it 

•• Government should pay for it 

•• Local authorities should pay for it 

•• Property developer should pay for it 

•• (Future) residents of Uburg should pay for it 

•• I am against Uburg 

•• I am against a Fund/payment 

Thee second group of protest voters are those respondents who state they are not 

suree how much they are willing to pay (question 7) and motivate their bid by one of 

thee following reasons (question 9): 

•• Government should pay for it 

•• Local authorities should pay for it 

•• Property developer should pay for it 

•• (Future) residents of Uburg should pay for it 

•• I am against Uburg 

•• I am against a Fund/payment 
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Thee first group of protest voters consists of 61 respondents and the second group of 

55 respondents, which adds up to 66 protest voters in the CVM subsample. After 

excludingg the two groups of protest voters from the sample, 119 CVM respondents 

remain.. The mean WTP is ƒ8.62. If the protest voters would not be excluded, the 

meann WTP would of course be lower, since protest votes are typically zero amounts. 

Whenn treating the "don't knows" as "no" responses {i.e., equal to ƒ0), the mean WTP 

wouldd be ƒ5.79 {n=185). 

Thee total WTP is calculated by multiplying the mean of ƒ8.62 by the number of 

householdss in the population (390,000), which amounts to ƒ3,361,800. According to 

thee project planners of Uburg, the costs of mitigating activities with respect to nature 

conservationn and recreation amount to ƒ36 million and ƒ65 million, respectively.4 So, 

thee WTP of the residents of Amsterdam is much too low to bear the costs of the 

mitigatingg activities. On the other hand, the result from the CVM study could also be 

comparedd with the ƒ15 million paid into the 'Natuurontwikkelingsfonds Uburg'. Still, the 

ƒ3.44 million is meagre compared to ƒ15 million. However, it is important to note that the 

compensationn of natural and recreation values benefits not just the Amsterdam 

residents,, but residents in a wide area around the Umeer. It is even thinkable that the 

entiree Dutch population benefits from the restoration of natural and recreation values in 

thee Umeer. In that case, the CVM result (i.e. ƒ8.62) should be multiplied by a much 

largerr number of households and, consequently, the total sum of the contributions 

wouldd be much larger. 

Althoughh some people will not "use" the recreation or green areas around Uburg now 

orr in the future, they may still value the existence of these areas.11 This is called 

existencee value or non-use value. Since questions 23 and 24 in the questionnaire 

havee made clear, which respondents are currently using Uburg and which are not 

andd do not anticipate to do so in the future, it is possible to divide the mean WTP into 

aa use value and a non-use value. Note that this procedure is more easily applicable 

whenn using CVM, as this is a direct method (cf. chapter 3, section 3.3). The mean 

WTPP for respondents who are currently using the Umeer, is ƒ10.06 (n=73), and the 

meann WTP for respondents who do not currently use the Umeer and do not plan to 

doo so in the future, is ƒ7.21 (n=42). The value that can be attributed purely to the use 

off the Umeer (or Uburg) is ƒ10.06 minus ƒ7.21, thus ƒ2.85. Apparently, using the 

Umeerr {or Uburg) for living or for recreational purposes is less important than the 

meree existence of the Umeer. 
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5.9.25.9.2 Determinants  of  the Willingness  to  Pay 

Itt is interesting to investigate the determinants of the stated WTP amounts. A bid 

curvee can be estimated by using the WTP amounts as a dependent variable and a 

rangee of independent variables. In this study it was found that the WTP depends on 

thee following variables:12 

•• net monthly household income (y) 

•• age (a) 

•• level of education (e) 

•• sex (s) 

•• family size (fe) 

•• presence of children in the household (ch) 

•• membership of an environmental organization (mem) 

•• environmental political preference (pref) 

 disbelief in the possibility of compensation (pos) 

•• conviction that compensation is desirable (des) 

Thee last three of these variables will be explained below. The others speak for 

themselves. . 

Thee variable 'environmental political preference' follows from the responses to question 

1.. This question is reviewed in section 5.8. In short, the question asks respondents to 

statee whether we should spend more, less, or exactly as much as we are currently 

spendingg on the various policy issues in the Netherlands, among which 'protecting the 

environment'.. A dummy variable is created with a value of 1 if the respondent marks the 

"wee should spend more" option, and with a value of 0 for all other options. 

Thee variable 'disbelief in the possibility of compensation' is based on the answers to 

questionn 5 (cf. section 5.7). A dummy variable is created with a value of 1 if the 

respondentt does not believe that it is possible to compensate for the nature and 

recreationn values that are lost because of the construction of Uburg. 

Thee variable 'conviction that compensation is desirable' is based on the answers to 

questionn 6 (cf. section 5.7). A dummy variable is created with a value of 0 if the 

respondentt thinks that it is desirable to compensate for the nature and recreation values 

thatt are lost because of the construction of Uburg, and a value of 1 otherwise. 
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Thee results of the regression are given in table 5.12. 

TableTable  5.12: Determinants  of  the WTP 

Variable e 
Intercept t 
Nett monthly household income 
Age e 
Levell of education 
Sex x 
Familyy size 
Presencee of children in the household 
Membershipp of an environmental organization 
Environmentall political preference 
Disbelieff in the possibility of compensation 
Convictionn that compensation is desirable 

Coefficient t 
-10.687 7 

0.001 1 
0.161 1 
6.510 0 

-1.755 5 
-- 3.343 
14.296 6 

2.557 7 
8.805 5 

-- 4.470 
3.606 6 

Standardd deviation 
5.740 0 
0.0004 4 
0.068 8 
2.793 3 
2.293 3 
1.592 2 
4.719 9 
2.259 9 
3.786 6 
2.231 1 
2.497 7 

t-value e 
-- 1.862* 

2.061 1 
2.351 1 
2.331 1 

- 0 . 7 6 5 ' ' 
-2.099 9 

3.029 9 
1.1322 * 
2.325 5 

-2.004 4 
1.4444 * 

N = 1 1 7 "" R2=0.2517 

** not statistically significant at a 5% level. 
*** based on a sample size of 191 minus 6 non-responses and minus 66 protest voters. 

Thee results show that the WTP is higher when the respondent's net monthly 

householdd income is higher. The same applies to the variable 'age'. The variable 

'levell of education' is a dummy variable with a value of 1 if the respondent has a 

higherr level of education (Havo/VWO/HBO or university). The results indicate that the 

levell of education is significantly and positively related to the WTP: the higher the 

respondent'ss education, the higher his or her WTP. The variable 'sex' is a dummy 

variablee with a value of 1 if the respondent is female and a value of 0 if the 

respondentt is male. Sex does not have a significant influence on the WTP. This 

variablee is nevertheless included, to prevent an omitted-variable effect. 'Family size' 

andd the 'presence of children in the household' have a significant influence on the 

WTP.. The larger the household, the lower the WTP, whereas the WTP is higher if 

childrenn are present. 

Twoo variables that measure the environmental concern of respondents are included 

inn the model. The first is 'membership of an environmental organization'. 

Respondentss who are a member of one or more environmental organizations state a 

higherr WTP. However, this relation is not significant. The second variable that 

measuress environmental concern is the variable 'environmental political preference'. 

Thiss variable is significant and has a positive effect on the WTP: respondents who 

statee they would like the government to spend more money on environmental 

protection,, state a higher WTP. 
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Finally,, two variables are included that measure the attitudes towards the possibility 

andd the desirability of compensation for lost nature and recreation values. 

Respondentss who do not believe that the lost nature and recreation values can be 

compensatedd for, state a lower WTP. Respondents who think that compensation is 

desirable,, state a higher WTP. However, this latter relation with the WTP is not 

significant. . 

5.9.35.9.3 Starting-point  Bias 

Whenn answering the contingent valuation question, respondents consider the proposed 

contributionn to the Umeer Fund. This proposed amount can be either accepted or 

rejectedd (and then possibly adjusted) by the respondent. It is conceivable that the size 

off the amount suggested in the questionnaire serves as a starting-point for the 

respondentt to base his or her final contribution upon. Even if a respondent rejects the 

initiall bid, starting-points well above the respondent's true WTP will tend to increase the 

statedd WTP, while starting-points well below the true WTP, will tend to decrease the 

statedd WTP. If this is indeed the case, one speaks of a starting-point bias and the 

contingentt valuation question then no longer conveys the true WTP. 

Thiss study contains five versions each with a different starting-point: ƒ2.50, ƒ5, ƒ10, 

ƒ155 and ƒ25. The hypothesis that the mean WTP (//) is the same over the five 

versionss is now tested. This can be done in various ways. One possibility is by a 

simplee t-test of the mean WTP per version (^version *) versus the sample mean WTP 

{limean{limean an versions) of ƒ8,62. The disadvantage of this test is that the mean WTP in 

versionn 3 {^version 3) will not differ significantly from the sample mean ƒ8.62, since the 

samplee sizes per version are distributed rather equally. Table 5.13 gives the results 

off the tests. 

TableTable  5.13: Tests  for  starting-point  bias 

Versio n n 

1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
Alll versions 

Mean n 
WTP P 

3.21 1 
4.11 1 
8.97 7 

11.50 0 
16.35 5 
8.62 2 

Standar d d 
deviatio n n 

7,3144 4 
5.1893 3 

12.9601 1 
14.4950 0 
13.6169 9 

Starting --
poin t t 

2.50 0 
5 5 

10 0 
15 5 
25 5 

--

Sampl e e 
size e 

37 7 
35 5 
39 9 
40 0 
34 4 

185* * 

t-valu ee fo r f.i version)t =/8.62 
wit hh x = 1,..,5** 

-4.50 0 
-5.14 4 

0.17 7 
1.26 6 
3.31 1 

--
** CVM sample of 191 minus 6 non-responses. 
*** With n is 40, the critical region is {f| f < 2.021 v t > 2.021}. 
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Ass expected, ^version 3 does not differ significantly from the sample mean ƒ8.62. Also, 

VersionVersion 4 does not significantly differ from ƒ8.62. However, the mean WTP in version 

1,, 2 and 5 is significantly different from the sample mean. 

Anotherr possibility for testing for starting-point bias, is by a regression with the WTP 

ass the dependent variable and starting point as the independent variable. If the 

coefficientt of the starting-point (sp) significantly differs from 0, a starting-point bias 

prevails. . 

WTPWTP = a + p{sp)+ e = -0.722 + 3.120 {sp) 

ssaa = standard deviation of a - 2.501 

ss n - standard deviation of ƒ? = 0.764 

Thee regression indicates that the WTP is significantly related to the version number, 

sincee the f-value for Ho: P = 0 is 4.084, which lies in the critical region. 

Basedd on these two tests, it is concluded that a strong starting-point bias is present in 

thiss study. 

5.100 Result s of the Conjoin t Measuremen t Questio n 

Thee conjoint measurement version of the questionnaire contains a set of six 

vignettes.. Each of these six vignettes describes a particular situation regarding the 

greenn and recreation areas in and around Uburg. The situation is described in terms 

off changes in nature and recreation and a monetary contribution to the Umeer Fund 

(cf.. section 5.4.2 of this chapter). The respondent is asked to fulfil a threefold task 

regardingg the vignettes: 

1.. The respondent is asked to rank the six vignettes from most to least preferred. 

2.. The respondent is asked to give a report mark (ranging from 0 to 10) to each of 

thee six vignettes. 

3.. The respondent is asked to indicate which of the six vignettes are acceptable, i.e., 

wouldd he or she indeed be willing to pay the contribution asked for in the 

vignettes. . 

Inn the analysis below, the information based on all of these three questions will be 

used.. The answers of the respondents (the rank order, the report marks as well as 
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thee acceptability) provide an insight into the importance of the three attributes and 

alloww us to deduce price compensations for changes in the level of the two other 

attributes,, nature and recreation. Section 5.10.1 discusses the results from the 

analysiss based on the rank orderings given by the respondents. The analysis based 

onn report marks is given in section 5.10.2, and section 5.10.3 deals with the results 

basedd on the acceptability question. Subsequently, these three analyses are 

comparedd in section 5.10.4. Finally, in section 5.10.5 the report marks are related to 

severall personal characteristics. 

5.10.15.10.1 The Analysis  based  on Rank Orderings 

Beforee turning to the actual results, the theoretical model underlying the rank-ordered 

analysiss will be examined (cf. chapter 4, section 4.2.1). The importance of the three 

attributess can be deduced from the rank order given by the respondents. Such a 

rank-orderedd analysis is based on the random utility theory. Usually, a rank-ordered 

logitt model is applied to specify the utility function U (Beggs et al., 1981). The utility 

functionn of person i for vignette j consists of a deterministic part VH and a stochastic, 

i.e.. unpredictable, part e,,. 

(price)) are included in V,j. 

Thee various attributes N (nature), R (recreation) and P 

UUVV = V'J + £>j  = P>\NJ + PilRj  + P'3PJ + £U 

Respondentt i might, for instance, prefer vignette 1 to vignette 2, and vignette 2 to 3 

andd so on until vignette 6. This particular rank order can be presented as follows 

(droppingg the individual index i for the sake of simplicity): 

I/ ,, >U2 >Uy >UA >U5 >U(, 

Inn more general terms, the probability of a rank order for individual i, R,= (rh r2, r3, r4, 

rr55,, r6), can be represented as follows: 

Prob[/?,]]  = n 
77 = 1 

6 6 

Xexp</y1A- / + /J2#/ + / i 3^) ) 
kk = i 

Thee parameters fia (a = 1,2,3) can be estimated by using the maximum likelihood 
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procedure.. Table 5.14 gives the results of the rank orderings in the Uburg 

experiment. . 

TableTable  5.14: Rank-ordered  logit  results  based  on rankings  (n=216)* 

Variable e 

Nature Nature 
Recreation Recreation 
Price Price 

Parameterr estimate 

0.0777 7 
00192 2 

-0.0483 3 

Standardd deviation 

0.00291 1 
0.00365 5 
0.00650 0 

t-value e 

26.70 0 
5.26 6 

-7.43 3 

** Sampie size of 219 minus three non-responses. 

Alll three attributes are significant factors for predicting the rank of the vignette. 

Naturee and recreation have a positive sign and price has a negative sign, as was to 

bee expected. Nature has the strongest effect, recreation the weakest. 

Thee ultimate aim of the vignettes analysis (i.e. rank-ordered analysis) to come up with 

thee prices of the attributes. For instance, how much could the price be increased if 

thee attribute nature is increased by 10% and the attribute recreation by 5%? In short, 

thee relationship between price on the one hand and nature and recreation on the 

otherr hand needs to be established. 

Departingg from the above mentioned results based on the rank orderings given by 

thee respondents, the price compensation is determined as follows: 

0.0777(Nj0.0777(Njldld)) + 0M92{R°'d) - 0.0483(Pfd ) = 

0.0777(Nj0.0777(Njewew)) + 0.0\92(R"ew)~ 0.0483(P,'"'"') <=> 

0.0177(ANj0.0177(ANj ) + 0.0\92{ARj ) - 0.0483(APy) = 0 c=> 

APjAPj =1.6087(AAr
J) + 0.3975(Ai?7) 

Iff N is increased by 10% and R is increased by 5%, the price increases by ƒ18.07. 

Or,, in terms of the survey, the contribution to the Umeer Fund would increase by 

ƒ18.07. . 
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5.10.25.10.2 The Analysis  based  on Report  Marks 

Itt is also possible to model the probability that a vignette receives a particular report 

mark.. The model used to predict these chances is an ordered logit model. 

TableTable  5.15: Ordered  logit  results  based  on report  marks  (n=194)* 

Variable** * 

a-i a-i 

aa2 2 

# 3 3 

aa4 4 

as as 
aa6 6 

aa7 7 

aa9 9 

Nature Nature 
Recreation Recreation 
Price Price 

Parameterr estimate 

-- 3.3028 
-2.7298 8 
-2.1307 7 
-1.5073 3 
-0.8796 6 
-- 0.0937 

0.5177 7 
1.2248 8 
1.9242 2 
2.7320 0 
0.0544 4 
0.0146 6 

-- 0.0308 

Standardd deviation 

0.1381 1 
0.1256 6 
0.1151 1 
0.1067 7 
0.1009 9 
0.0977 7 
0.0986 6 
0.1039 9 
0.1150 0 
0.1391 1 
0.00247 7 
0.00355 5 
0.00627 7 

t-value e 
-2392 2 
-21.73 3 
-1851 1 
-14.13 3 

-872 2 
-0.96# # 
5.25 5 

11.79 9 
16.73 3 
19.64 4 
22.02 2 

4.11 1 
-4.91 1 

Samplee size of 219 minus 15 non-responses and minus 10 
inconsis-tentt answers. 

*** The variables a r + , are the intercepts belonging to the results for 
reportt marks z (z= 0 9). For instance, the probability that a 
particularr vignette is given a report mark z, is given by: 

logit(prob{reportt mark < z)) - az+1 + p^N + /?2*R+ p3*P 
## Not significantly different from zero at a 5% level. 

Ass in the rank orderings analysis, here also all three attributes are significant factors 

forr the prediction of the report mark of the vignette. And again, all attributes have the 

expectedd sign. The probability that a vignette receives a high report mark is positively 

relatedd to the level of the nature and recreation attribute, and negatively related to the 

pricee attribute. The effect of the attribute nature is the strongest, whereas the effect of 

thee attribute recreation is the weakest, just as before. 

Too elucidate these results, let us take a random vignette X and calculate its 

probabilitiess for a certain rank. 
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FigureFigure  5.2: An example  called  vignette  X 

Situatio nn X 

Nature ::  the quantity 
animalss in th 
Recreation : : 
sportss and 
increasee by 

off p ants s 
ee Umeer increases by 

thee poss bilities s 
otherr forms of 

10% % 
one-tim ee contribution : ƒ10 0 

for r 

and d 
25% % 
water r 

recreation n 

Byy way of illustration, the probability that vignette X will be marked 0 out of 10 is 

calculatedd {using a1 and the coefficients of the variables nature, recreation and price 

fromm table 5.15): 

\ogrt(prob\ogrt(prob {report mark < o}) = -3.3028 + 0.0544(25) + 0.0146(10) - 0.0308(10) = -2.1048 » 

problveponproblvepon mark <0) = e xPl~2 1 0 4 8. ) =0.1086 
11 ' l + exp(- 2.1048) 

Thee probability that vignette X gets the lowest possible mark of 0 out of 10 is (< 0) is 

10.9%.144 In the same way, the probabilities that the vignette X receives a report mark 

off 1, 2 until 10 can be calculated. Again these probabilities are cumulative figures. 

Thee probability that vignette X is marked 1 out of 10 is calcufated by subtracting 

pro/){reportt mark < 0} from prob{report mark < 1} (e.g., 17.8% minus 10.9% gives 

6.9%).. The probability that vignette X gets the highest report mark (10 out of 10), is 

calculatedd by subtracting prob{report mark < 9} from 1 (e.g., 1 minus 0.9807 gives 

0.0193,, which implies a 1.9% chance to be rated highest). In other words, the report 

markk of 10 is the benchmark. 

Apartt from these probabilities, it is more interesting to investigate the trade-offs 

betweenn prices on the one hand and nature and recreation on the other. For 

instance,, how much is a 10% increase in the attribute nature and a 5% increase in 

thee attribute recreation worth? 

Departingg from the results of the analysis based on the report marks, the price 

equationn is determined in such a way that the probability distribution over report 

markss remains the same. Thus, the probability that a vignette receives a 0 remains 

thee same, the probability that this vignette receives a 1 remains the same, as well as 

thee probabilities for the marks 2 up to and including 10. 
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Withh the estimates from table 5.15 the following price equation can be deduced: 

a.+ ll + 0.054MN'ft!) + 0.0146(/?'/'' ) - 0.030S(PjjW ) = 

aa__+]+]  + o.()544(,V'/'
l'u ) + 0.0146(fl'/1'" ) - 0m()S(PJu'w) ĉ> 

0.0544(AA',)) + 0.01461A/?/) - ().O308(A/J;) = 0 <̂> 

AP;; = 1.7662(AA'/ ) + 0.4740(Art,-) 

Iff /V is increased by 10% and R is increased by 5%, the price, or the contribution to 

thee Umeer Fund, increases by ƒ22.40. 

5.10.35.10.3 The Analysis based on Acceptability 

Finally,, it is possible to determine the logit probability that vignette X is acceptable. 

Tablee 5.16 below gives the estimation results of this probability. 

TableTable  5.16: Logit  probability  that  a vignette  is  acceptable  (n=216)* 

Variable e 

a a 
Nature Nature 
Recreation Recreation 
Price Price 

Parameterr estimate 

0.7172 2 
0.0512 2 
0.0101 1 

-0.0349 9 

Standardd deviation 

0.1231 1 
0.00385 5 
0.00459 9 
0.00896 6 

t-value e 

5.83 3 
13.13 3 

2.20 0 
-388 8 

** Sample size of 219 minus three non-responses. 

Again,, all three attributes are significant factors when explaining the acceptability of a 

vignette.. Nature and recreation have the expected positive sign, and price has the 

expectedd negative sign. The effect of the attribute nature is the strongest and the 

effectt of the attribute recreation is the weakest effect, and the strength of the effect of 

thee attribute price lies in between. 

Iff we take vignette X as an example, the acceptability is calculated as follows: 

log\l(problog\l(prob |X is acceptable}  > = 0.7172 + 0.0512(25) + 0.0101(10) - 0.0349(10) - 1.7492 «> 

c\ndd 749 )̂ 
prob\Xprob\X is acceptable = —*^-t—^- = 0.8519 

11 + exp(1.7492) 
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So,, the probability that vignette X is acceptable is 85.2% and, conversely, the 

probabilityy that vignette X is not acceptable is 14.8%. 

Thee ultimate aim of the vignettes analysis is to come up with a price tag for the goods 

underr valuation, i.e. the green areas and recreation facilities in the surroundings of 

IJburg.. In sections 5.10.1 and 5.10.2, such price equations were derived based on 

thee results of the analyses of the rank orderings and the report marks, respectively. 

Here,, the price change is calculated based on the acceptability of a vignette. The 

pricee equation is derived in the same way as above, using the estimates from table 

5.16. . 

cccc + 0.05\2(Nrfd ) + 0.0\0\(R"kl )-0M49(Pfd ) = 

aa + 0.05\2(N]e") + 0.0]0\(R'P)-Qm49(Pj'e*)  <» 

0.0512(ANjj  ) + 0.010\(ARj ) - 0.0349( APy ) = 0 <=> 

AP,-- - 1 A67Q(ANj ) + 0.2894(ARy ) 

Increasingg N by 10% and R by 5%, now entails a price increase of ƒ16.12. 

5.10.45.10.4 Comparison  of  the three  Analyses 

Inn the previous three sections, the results from three different vignettes exercises 

weree discussed, namely the rank orderings, the report marks and the acceptability of 

thee vignettes. In this section, these three results will be compared. 

Resultt based on the rank order  of the vignettes : 

APjAPj = 1.6087(AAf
7) + 0.3975(A/?7) 

{l.3840</?!!  < 1.8334}  {0.3049</?2 <0.490l} 

Resultt based on the report marks of the vignettes: 

APjAPj = ].7662(ANj) + 0.4740(A/?y) 

{ll  .3978 < (5X < 2.1346} {0.3237 < J32 < 0.6243} 

Resultt based on acceptability of the vignettes : 

APjAPj = 1.4670(AAr
7) + 0.2894(A 7̂) 

{1.07455 <px < 1,8595}  {0.1383</?2 < 0.4405} 
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Sincee the same respondents answered the three vignettes questions, it is to be 

expectedd that the results will be similar. The 1*a-confidence intervals for the each 

parameterr j3 are presented as well (between {.}). The standard deviations are 

assessedd by the usual delta-method (e.g., Greene, 1993, p. 297-299). 

Whenn comparing the three equations, it is obvious that they are not the same, but 

thatt they are similar and that the confidence intervals largely overlap. The price 

equationn based on the acceptability analysis has the lowest coefficients for changes 

inn the attributes nature and recreation. On the other hand, the results based on the 

reportt marks analysis give the strongest effects on P of changes in N and R. The 

resultss based on the rank orderings of vignettes lie somewhere in the middle. 

Whatt is the practical relevance of these price equations? Since the exact effect of the 

constructionn of Uburg on the quantity of plants and animals in the Umeer (N) and on 

thee possibilities for water sports and other forms of recreation (R) is unknown, it is 

difficultt to compute the corresponding costs or benefits according to the vignettes 

analysis.. Table 5.17 gives an overview of various scenarios. 

Thee pessimistic scenario is based on the lowest possible values in the vignettes, 

whereass the optimistic scenario is based on the highest possible values in the 

vignettess (cf. table 5.2 in section 5.4.2 of this chapter). The moderate I scenario is 

basedd on the fact that Uburg will cover approximately one sixth of the Umeer (which 

iss 16.7%). Finally, according to some experts at the Projectbureau of Uburg, the 

moderatee II scenario is a very probable scenario. 

TableTable  5.17: Costs  and benefits  of  the construction  of  Uburg  (CM) 

Scenario o 

Pessimistic: : 
A/V=-50%;; AR=-25% 

Moderatee I: 
AN=-16.7%;AR=-16.7% % 

Moderatee II: 
A/V=0%;AR=10% % 
Optimistic: : 
AW=25%;; AR=25% 

Costs/benefitss based 
onn rank orderings 

analysis s 

-ƒ90.37 7 

-ƒ33.50 0 

ƒ3.98 8 

ƒ50.16 6 

Costs/benefitss based 
onn report mark 

analysis s 

-ƒ100.16 6 

-ƒ3741 1 

ƒ4.74 4 

ƒ56.01 1 

Costs/benefitss based 
onn acceptability 

analysis s 

-ƒ8059 9 

-ƒ29.33 3 

ƒ2.89 9 

ƒ43,91 1 

Thee average respondent demands between ƒ80.59 and ƒ100.16 as compensation if 
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thee pessimistic scenario is realised (the attribute nature decreases by 50% and 

recreationn by 25%), and between ƒ29.33 and ƒ37.41 as compensation if the 

moderatee I scenario is realised (both the nature and recreation attributes decrease by 

16.7%).. On the other hand, the average respondent is willing to contribute between 

ƒ43.911 and ƒ56.01 to the Umeer Fund if the optimistic scenario is realised. Since 

thesee three scenarios are all unlikely to be realised, these numbers should be 

interpretedd as limiting values. 

Itt is more plausible to expect only small changes in N and R. The reasons for this 

conjecturee are that Uburg is relatively small compared to the Umeer and that much 

effortt (and money) is put into the restoration of the green and recreation areas. 

Therefore,, the moderate II scenario gives more realistic results. According to this 

scenario,, respondents are willing to contribute between ƒ2.89 and ƒ4.74 if the 

attributee recreation increases by 10% and the attribute nature remains the same (that 

is:: the consequences of the construction of Uburg for the natural environment are 

fullyy compensated). 

5.10.55.10.5 Relating  Report  Marks  to  Personal  Characteristics 

Whenn discussing the CVM results in section 5.9.2, the WTP was explained in terms of 

severall variables, like income, age and environmental preference. When using conjoint 

measurement,, it is also possible to take these personal characteristics of the 

respondentss into consideration. For instance, we could relate the report marks as stated 

byy respondents to personal characteristics. The choice for report marks instead of rank 

orderingss or acceptability is motivated by the fact that the informational efficiency of 

ratingss is higher than that of rankings (e.g., rank orderings and acceptability), since 

ratingss express preference intensities as well as a preference order (cf. chapter 4, 

sectionn 4.2). 

Reportt marks can be viewed as an indicator of, say, satisfaction with the offered 

vignette,, given the personal circumstances of the respondent. Since report marks are 

measuredd on a limited, discrete scale from 0 to 10, it is not possible to run an OLS 

regressionn on this variable without objections. Therefore, the report marks are 

transformedd to a [-x, +x] scale according to a method described in Plug and Van Praag 

(1995).. This method replaces the report mark RM from 0 to 10 by numbers RM*, 

definedd as: 

RMRM (RM)=N' 1 1 XX Pj +~PRM^,\ 
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wheree N stands for the standard normal distribution, and PRM is the sample fraction of 

individualss who gave report mark RM (= 0,..., 10). This transformation is called the 

empirical-normall transformation. 

Apartt from the three attributes nature (N), recreation (R) and price (P), it was found 

thatt the report mark stated by an individual, is determined by the following 

variables:15 5 

•• net monthly household income {ln[y]) 

•• age (a and a2) 

•• level of education (e) 

•• sex (s) 

•• family size (fs) 

 presence of children in the household (ch) 

•• environment-friendliness (env) 

•• intention to move out of Amsterdam (move) 

 no desire to live in Uburg (live) 

Thee last three of these variables will be explained below; the others speak for 

themselves. . 

Thee variable 'environment-friendliness' follows from the responses to question 21 (cf. 

appendixx I at the end of this book). The question runs as follows: "Do you consider 

yourselff or your household to be environment-friendly?". The possible answers were 

"yes",, "some" or "no". A dummy variable is created with a value of 1 if the respondent 

markss the "yes" option, and a value of 0 otherwise. 

Thee variable 'intention to move out of Amsterdam' is based on the answers to question 

166 (cf. appendix I): "Do you have any plans to move to a location outside Amsterdam9". 

Thee respondent could fill in "yes" or "no". A dummy variable is created with a value of 1 if 

thee respondent does intend to move out of Amsterdam, and a value of 0 otherwise. 

Thee variable 'no desire to live in Uburg' is based on the answers to question 17 (cf. 

appendixx I): "Would you like to live in Uburg?". The respondents could answer "yes", 

"no"" or "don't know". A dummy variable is created with a value of 1 if the respondent 

doess not want to live on Uburg, and a value of 0 otherwise. 

Thee results of the OLS regression are presented in table 5.18. 
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TableTable  5.18: Relating  report  marks  to  personal  characteristics 

Variable e 
Intercept t 
Nature e 
Recreation n 
Price e 
ln[nett monthly household income] 
age e 
[age]2 2 

levell of education 
sex x 
familyy size 
presencee of children in the household 
environment-friendliness s 
intentionn to move out of Amsterdam 
noo desire to live in Uburg 

N = 1 7 9 "" R2=0.3917 

Coefficient t 
-- 1.929 

0.024 4 
0.010 0 

-0.020 0 
-0.233 3 

0.015 5 
-0.0001 1 
-- 0.080 

0.010 0 
-0.075 5 

0.172 2 
0.327 7 

-0.176 6 
-- 0.268 

Standardd deviation 

0.399 9 
0.001 1 
0.002 2 
0.003 3 
0.043 3 
0.009 9 
0.00008 8 
0.053 3 
0.049 9 
0.021 1 
0.086 6 
0,163 3 
0.056 6 
0.056 6 

t-value e 
-4.832 2 
24.309 9 

6.229 9 
-7.160 0 
-- 5.469 

1.760* * 
-- 1.733* 
-- 1.513 * 

0.215* * 
-- 3.486 

1.998 8 
2.003 3 

-3.149 9 
-4.803 3 

** not statistically significant at a 5% level. 
"" based on a sample size of 219 minus 15 non-responses and minus 10 inconsistent answers. 

Thee three attributes in the vignettes are significant and have the expected signs: 

naturee and recreation have a positive impact on the report marks, whereas price has 

aa negative impact. 

Furthermore,, the results show that respondents with higher net monthly household 

incomess state lower report marks. Older people state higher report marks, although 

thiss effect is not significant. The variable 'level of education' is a dummy variable with 

aa value of 1 if the respondent has a higher level of education (Havo/VWO/HBO or 

university).. The results indicate that the level of education is negatively related to the 

reportt marks: the higher someone's education, the lower the report mark for a certain 

vignette.. Apparently, higher educated people are more critical towards and less 

satisfiedd with the offered vignettes. However, this relation is not significant. 

Thee variable 'sex' is a dummy variable with a value of 1 if the respondent is female 

andd a value of 0 if the respondent is male. Sex does not have a significant influence 

onn the stated report marks. This variable is nevertheless included to prevent an 

omitted-variablee effect. The variables 'family size' and the 'presence of children in the 

household'' both have a significant influence. The larger the household, the lower the 

reportt mark stated, whereas the report mark is higher if children are present. 

Respondentss who view themselves or their households as environment-friendly, 

statee higher report marks. People who have plans to move out of Amsterdam give 

lowerr report marks. Finally, the variable 'no desire to live in Uburg' is significant and 
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hass a positive effect on the stated report mark: respondents who do not want to live 

inn Uburg, give a lower report mark to a certain vignette. 

5.111 Compariso n of the CM and the CVM Result s 

Inn section 5.11.1 the results from the CM sample and those from the CVM sample 

aree compared. In 5.11.2, the hypothesis stated at the outset of this research (in 

sectionn 5.2), namely that respondents find it easier and more acceptable to give an 

orderr of alternatives (a relative valuation, as in CM) than to state an absolute number 

(ass in the CVM), will be considered in more detail. Since every CM respondent also 

receivedd a so-called contingent valuation vignette, it is possible to estimate and 

comparee a mean WTP of CM respondents which is based on the same information that 

thee CVM respondents based their WTP response upon. This comparison will be 

presentedd in section 5.11.3. 

5.11.15.11.1 Comparison  of  CM and CVM Valuation  Results 

Thee mean WTP of the CVM respondents is ƒ8.62. The CM results cannot be presented 

inn such a simple one-dimensional figure, because CM does not just result in a mean 

WTPP but in price equations with the attributes from the vignettes as inputs. 

APjAPj =p](ANj) + 02(ARj) 

Thee eventual price or compensation depends upon the changes in the levels of the 

attributess (different A/V, and AR;) and the analysis chosen (J3i and p2 are unequal but 

similarr for the analyses based on rank orderings, report marks and acceptability of 

vignettes).. Since the consequences of the construction of Uburg for nature and 

recreationn are not known in advance, these changes in the levels of the attributes 

(A/V,, and ARj) are not known and, thus, neither is the eventual price or compensation 

(APy). . 

Becausee Uburg is relatively small compared to the Umeer, and because much effort 

(andd money) is put into the restoration of the green and recreation areas, the ultimate 

consequencess of the construction of Uburg for nature and recreation will probably be 

ratherr small, as was mentioned earlier. For instance, if the variables nature and 

recreationn both increase by 3.85%, and if we depart from the price equation based on 

thee analysis of the report marks, the corresponding mean WTP would be ƒ8.62, 
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whichh matches the CVM result. 

Inn conclusion, a straight-forward comparison between the CVM result and CM result 

iss impossible in this case, since the CM result cannot be predicted for Uburg. In 

short,, this incomparability is due to the fact that the CVM result is merely a one-

dimensionall figure measuring one potential change, whereas the CM result is a 

multidimensionall equation measuring various potential changes. In this case of 

Uburg,, the two form an interesting couple: the CVM measures the total value, 

whereass CM provides an insight into the importance of the attributes. 

5.11.25.11.2 Comparison  of  CM and CVM Response  Behaviour 

Inn this section, the hypothesis is examined that respondents find it easier and more 

acceptablee to answer indirect valuation questions, like the ranking of vignettes, than to 

answerr such questions directly, in the form of an absolute WTP. From section 5.5 

(tabless 5.3 and 5.4) we already know that the response rates and the item non-

responsee with regard to the valuation questions tend to support this hypothesis. 

Forr a further examination of the hypothesis, the protest behaviour of the respondents 

iss studied. In the CVM study, 66 protest votes (34.6%) were found, that is, bids which 

aree typically zero amounts or "don't knows" because the respondent thinks that 

otherss should pay or is opposed to the idea of contribution. Since in the conjoint 

measurementt context no definition of protest voters exists yet, it is difficult to 

comparee the results of the CVM and CM on this matter. However, by describing the 

CMM protest voters in our own way, a careful comparison between the two methods is 

possible.. Here, the following three approaches are suggested. 

Protestt voters in the CM subsample may be defined as: 

1.. Respondents who are not willing to accept any of the six vignettes offered 

(includingg the vignette they themselves ranked highest); 

2.. Respondents who give an unsatisfactory report mark (5 or lower) to their first 

choicee among the six vignettes; 

3.. Respondents who do rank the six vignettes, but mark each of these vignettes with 

aa zero (and do not accept any of the vignettes). 

Thiss third approach seems to give the most plausible definition of protest voters, 

sincee the other approaches do not necessarily imply protest votes, but could indicate 

thatt respondents simply do not accept the situation portrayed in the vignettes or do 
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nott rate the vignettes positively. 

Ree 1] 

CMM protest voters could be described as respondents who are not willing to accept 

anyy of the six vignettes offered. In question 9 of the questionnaire respondents are 

askedd to state which of the six vignettes they consider acceptable. Table 5.19 gives 

thee responses to this question. If protest voters are defined as respondents who are 

nott willing to accept any of the six vignettes offered, 17.8% (39 respondents) of the 

CMCM sample may be regarded as protest votes. 

TableTable  5.19: Acceptability  of  the vignettes  (n=216)* 

Acceptabilityy of the vignettes 

Onlyy the first choice is acceptable 
Firstt and second choice are acceptable 
First,, second and third choice are acceptable 
Firstt up to fourth choice are acceptable 
Firstt up to fifth choice are acceptable 
Alll six vignettes are acceptable 
Nonee of the six vignettes is acceptable 

Numberr of respondents 

788 (35.6%) 
477 (21.5%) 
36(16.4%) ) 
16(7.3%) ) 
00 (0%) 
00 (0%) 

39(17.8%) ) 

** Sample size of 219 minus three non-responses Due to this non-
responsee the percentages do not add up to 100% 

Ree 2] 

Secondly,, protest voters could be identified as those respondents who gave an 

unsatisfactoryy report mark {5 or lower) to their first choice among the six vignettes. 

Accordingg to this definition, 11 respondents can be classified as protest voters 

(5.0%).. Note that this percentage is lower than the 17.8% mentioned above. 

Ree 3] 

Finally,, protest voters in the CM sample could be defined as respondents who do 

rankk the six vignettes, but mark each of these vignettes with a zero (and do not 

acceptt any of the vignettes). This type of inconsistent behaviour was described in 

sectionn 5.5. Four respondents fit into this category of protest voters (1.8%), which is 

lesss than the two figures given above. 

Too test whether the percentage of protest voters pv is significantly lower in the CM 

sample,, a z-test on percentages is performed. We take the highest percentage of 

protestt voters in the CM sample, namely 17.8%, and compare this to the pv of 34.6% 

inn the CVM sample. It follows that zc = -3.8754, which lies in the critical region. 
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Consequently,, the percentage of protest voters is significantly smaller in the CM 

samplee <Ha: pvCVM - pvCM < 0). 

Thiss tentative comparison of the number of protest votes seems to indicate that the 

conjointt measurement type of questioning yields significantly less protest votes than 

doess the direct way of questioning as used in contingent valuation. 

Takingg both this result and the response and non-response results of section 5.5 into 

consideration,, it seems justified to accept the hypothesis that respondents find it easier 

andd more acceptable to rank a set of alternatives (as in CM) than to state an absolute 

numberr (as in the CVM). Or, at the least, it seems safe to conclude that questions in 

termss of vignettes (CM) are as easy to answer and as acceptable to respondents as are 

directt valuation questions (CVM). 

5.11.35.11.3 CVM-vignette  in  Conjoint  Measurement  Study 

Everyy respondent in the conjoint measurement experiment receives a so-called 

contingentt valuation vignette. This CVM-vignette is a vignette with exactly the same 

informationn about the good under valuation as the respondent in the CVM survey 

receives: : 

•• The loss of recreation and nature values will be fully compensated (e.g., no over- or 

undercompensation),, or, in terms of the vignettes, A/y, = 0 and AR, = 0; 

•• The monetary contribution to the Umeer Fund is the same as in the CVM 

questionnaire,, ^Pj e {2.50, 5, 10, 15, 25}. 

Ann example of a CVM-vignette is presented in figure 5.3, 

FigureFigure  5.3: An example  of  a CVM-vignette 

Situatio nn Z 
Nature ::  the quantity of plants and 
animalss in the Umeer stays the same 
Recreation ::  the possibilities for water 
sportss and other forms of recreation stay 
thee same 
One-tim ee contribution : ƒ10 
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Itt is interesting to see whether, on the basis of the CVM-vignettes, respondents to the 

CVMM survey state a different WTP than the CM respondents. 

Everyy CM respondent received 6 vignettes, one of which was a CVM-vignette. The 

CMCM respondents successively order the 6 vignettes, give each of them a report mark 

andd indicate whether a particular vignette is acceptable to them. The question now is 

whichh responses to include when determining the mean WTP from the CVM-

vignettes.. Here, three possible approaches are proposed to determine the 

appropriatee CM subsamples. 

1.. Acceptable CVM-vignettes 

Thee first CM subsample consists of respondents who indicated that they accept 

thee CVM-vignette. Their mean WTP is ƒ11.59 (m=63). 

2.. CVM-vignettes with a report mark of 6 or higher 

Thee second CM subsample consists of respondents who gave a report mark of 6 

orr higher (on a 0 to 10 scale) to the CVM-vignette. The mean WTP for this 

secondd subsample is ƒ12.54 (n2=84). 

3.. Acceptable CVM-vignettes with a report mark of 6 or higher 

Thee third CM subsample consists of a combination of the first two subsamples 

(e.g.,, respondents who accept the CVM-vignette and give a report mark of 6 or 

higher).. The mean WTP is ƒ12.41 (n3=54). 

Thee results are recapitulated in the following table. 

TableTable  5.20: Mean WTP on the basis  of  CVM-vignettes  compared  to  CM results 

CVMM subsampl e 

nn of 219 minus 66 protest votes minus 6 
non-response e 

CMM subsampl e 

Acceptablee CVM-vignettes 
CVM-vignettess with report mark > 6 

Acceptablee CVM-vignettes with mark > 6 

Mean n 
WTP P 

ƒƒ 8.62 

Mean n 
WTP P 

ƒ11.59 9 
ƒ12.54 4 

ƒ12,41 1 

Standard d 
deviation n 

12.0686 6 

Standard d 
deviation n 

6.3230 0 
6.9675 5 

6.3705 5 

Sample e 
size e 

n=119 9 

Sample e 
size e 

n,== 63 
n2== 84 

n3=54 4 

t-valuess for 

-- 1.82 
-2.68 8 
-2.17 7 

itt is obvious from the table that the mean WTP amounts based on the CM 

subsampless are larger than the mean WTP amount based on the CVM sample. Next, 

aa t-test on the difference between the two means is performed, to test the hypothesis 

thatt the mean WTP based on CVM-vignettes is equal to the mean WTP on the basis 
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off the contingent valuation results (see e.g., Harnett, 1982, pp. 378-381). It follows 

thatt the mean WTP based on the contingent valuation sample ƒ8.62 differs 

significantlyy on a 5% level from the mean WTP in the second and the third CM 

subsamplee (t-values of-2.68 and -2.17, respectively). However, the mean WTP in the 

firstt subsample can be considered equal to ƒ8.62 (t-value of -1.82). 

5.122 Conclusion s 

Thee aim of this study is twofold, one theoretical and one practical. 

Thee practical aim is to find a price tag for the changes in the natural environment and 

thee recreational possibilities in and around the Umeer when Uburg will be built. In 

moree economic terms: what is the monetary equivalent for the changes in utility of 

Amsterdamm residents caused by the loss of nature and recreation values if Uburg is 

built? ? 

Thee results of the contingent valuation survey show that an average Amsterdam 

residentt is willing to pay ƒ8.62 to the Umeer Fund which will pay for projects to 

restoree nature and recreation values. Summed for the total Amsterdam population, 

thiss amounts to ƒ3.4 million. 

Thee conjoint measurement result cannot be presented in a one-dimensional figure, 

sincee CM measures specific trade-offs between various aspects of the construction 

off Uburg. On the one hand, we have the quantity of plants and animals in the Umeer 

(nature)) and the possibilities for water sports and other forms of recreation 

(recreation),, and on the other hand we have the contribution to the Umeer Fund 

(price).. The price change can only be determined for specific changes in the 

variabless nature and recreation. For instance, if the variables nature and recreation 

bothh increase by 3.85% and we depart from the price equation based on the analysis 

off the report marks, the corresponding mean WTP would be ƒ8.62, which matches 

thee CVM result. The CM result indicates that the residents value nature higher than 

theyy value recreation. 

Thee theoretical aim is to inquire into the differences between two monetary valuation 

methods,, namely the well-known contingent valuation method on the one hand and 

conjointt measurement on the other hand. The inquiry departed from the following 

conjecturee (formulated in section 5.2): 
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Conjointt measurement is at least as useful as the contingent 

valuationn method when pricing environmental goods. 

Thee conjecture is tested in terms of the following two hypotheses. 

HypothesisHypothesis  I 

Respondentss find it easier and more acceptable to give an order of alternatives (a 

relativee valuation, as in CM) than to state an absolute number {as in the CVM). 

Basedd on the results found in this study as summarised below, it seems justified to 

acceptt this hypothesis. Or, at the least, it seems safe to conclude that questions in 

termss of vignettes (CM) are as easy to answer and as acceptable to respondents as are 

directt valuation questions (CVM). 

1.. Response rates are higher for the CM sample than for the CVM sample (36.4% 

versuss 31.7%); 

2.. Non-response concerning the valuation questions is lower for CM respondents, that 

is,, for two out of the three valuation questions in the CM survey (ranking and 

acceptability).. For the report-mark question, non-response is much higher, as is the 

ratee of inconsistent behaviour, implying that some people feel that they are asked 

thee same question again. In short, the response figures concerning the valuation 

questionss are mixed, but do certainly not suggest that CVM outperforms CM. 

3.. The number of protest votes is significantly smaller in the CM sample than in the 

CVMM sample: depending on the definition of protest votes, the CM sample includes 

betweenn 4 (1.8%) and 39 (17.8%) protest votes, whereas the CVM sample includes 

666 (34.6%) protest votes. 

HypothesisHypothesis  II 

Thee results of the contingent valuation method are comparable to the results of conjoint 

measurement. . 

Hypothesiss II can be tested by comparing the results of the CVM survey with the 

answerss of CM respondents to the so-called CVM-vignette. Every respondent in the CM 

experimentt received such a CVM-vignette. This is a vignette with exactly the same 

informationn as the respondent in the CVM survey has to evaluate: the loss of recreation 

andd nature values will be fully compensated (e.g., no over- or undercompensation), and 

thee monetary contribution to the Umeer Fund is the same. Since respondents evaluate 

exactlyy the same good, it is possible to examine differences between the monetary 

resultss of the two methods. In section 5.11.3 it was found that the WTP was 
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(significantly)) higher in the CM sample, namely between ƒ12 and ƒ12.50, versus the 

CVMM result of ƒ8.62. 

Other,, more general, hypotheses were also tested in this study. 

HypothesisHypothesis  III 
Thee sequence of answer categories does not have an unintentional effect on the 

answerss given by respondents. In other words, it is hypothesised that order effects are 

nott present. 

Orderr effects in the answer categories of question 1 and 4 were tested in section 5.8. 

Wee found that the null hypothesis of no order effects was only rejected for the 

percentagee of people willing to spend more money on foreign aid. All other percentages 

(322 possible order effects) can be considered equal on a 5% significance level. In 

questionn 4 none of the percentages differed significantly over the 5 versions (7 possible 

orderr effects). Evidently, order effects are not an issue in this study. 

HypothesisHypothesis  IV 
Non-usee values related to Uburg or the I Jmeer are positive. This hypothesis is accepted 

iff people who do not currently use Uburg or the Umeer to live, recreate or enjoy nature, 

andd do not intend to do so in the future, have a positive valuation for the Umeer Fund. 

Sincee CM is an indirect method, it is very complicated to divide total value into a use 

partt and a non-use part. The CVM results, however, can easily be split into various 

valuee components. At the end of section 5.9.1 the non-use value was determined to be 

ƒ7.21.. The mean WTP of the respondents who do currently use the Umeer is ƒ10.06. 

Byy subtracting these amounts, the 'pure' use value is computed. This amounts to ƒ2.85, 

whichh is far less than the non-use value of ƒ7.21. Apparently, the idea of an unaffected 

Umeerr is more valuable than the use of the Umeer for recreational or other purposes. 

HypothesisHypothesis  V 

Thee CVM elicitation method (namely: "Are you willing to pay ƒx7") invokes a starting-

pointt bias. 

Inn section 5.9.3, clear evidence was found that a strong starting-point bias does 

indeedd exist in this study, that is, the valuations stated by the CVM respondents 

differedd significantly over the five versions (each with a different starting-point ƒ/). It 

iss important to note that CM most likely does not invoke a starting-point bias. 
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Conclusions Conclusions 

Inn this particular study, conjoint measurement did not give a simple clear-cut result, 

i.e.,, the exact price could not be determined since the exact consequences of the 

constructionn of Uburg on the attributes nature and recreation are not known in 

advance.. However, if the 'before' and 'after' situation in terms of the attributes are 

known,, CM can also provide a monetary equivalent corresponding to the change. 

CMM has at least two advantages over the CVM. The first is that CM also gives an idea 

off the relative importance of the attributes. The second is that the CM result is more 

flexiblee than the CVM result, because the CVM result is a one-dimensional figure 

whereass the CM result entails a price equation with the attributes as variables, which 

allowsallows for the calculation of many different potential changes. In this case of Uburg, the 

twoo form an interesting couple: the CVM measures the total value, whereas CM 

providess an insight into the importance of the attributes. 

Inn summary, the study shows that conjoint measurement is a useful and valid valuation 

method.. Respondents seem to like the indirect way of questioning as used in conjoint 

measurementt better than the direct way of questioning as used in the contingent 

valuationn method. Conjoint measurement is, at the least, an important complement to 

contingentt valuation. 
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Endnote s s 

11 The original quote is in Dutch. Translation by Ada Kromhout. 

22 The survey was sponsored by the Institute of Economic Geography of the University of Amsterdam 
(EGI).. I especially thank Jan Lambooy for this financial support. I also thank Ada Kromhout who helped 
mee with many practical things, and Peter Hop who helped with part of the analysis of the CM results. 

33 In 1996 prices. Source: AT5 teletekst (18/3/97) and verbal information from Projectbureau Uburg (March 
24,, 1997, Herman Groot). 

44 The amount to be spent on recreation (ƒ65 million) is divided into five portions: ƒ15 million to be 
spentt on the construction of beaches, ƒ30 million on the building of yacht-basins, ƒ8 million on laying 
outt sports fields, ƒ7 million on laying out parklands, and ƒ5 million on laying out cycle paths. The 
expendituress for nature (ƒ36 million in all) is divided into 4 portions: ƒ9 million for clearing away a 
longitudinall embankment up to the water line, ƒ16 million on the construction of nature-friendly 
shores,, ƒ7 million on laying out parklands, and ƒ4 million on laying out nature reserve areas. 

55 For instance, the Volkskrant (6/2/97) and the Haarlems Dagblad (28/2/97) stated that it is a 'Fund for the 
developmentdevelopment of nature reserves around the islands of Uburg in the Umeer". 

66 NOAA is short for National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, which is a US government 
institution.. See chapter 3, section 3.4. 

77 For instance, response rates are often higher for people with a higher education and a better income 
positionn (Mitchell and Carson, 1989). This is also apparent from this survey (cf. section 5.6). 

88 This is the reason why these inconsistent answers were deleted from the analysis based on report 
markss in section 5.10, but were included in the other two analyses based on rankings and 
acceptability. . 

99 A simple t-test is performed to test the hypothesis that the mean net monthly household income 
differss between the sample and the population (tc=13.29). 

10Althoughh the percentages for the 35-49 age category seem to differ somewhat, this difference is not 
statisticallyy significant on a 5% level (z-value = 1.847, which lies outside the critical region). 

111 For instance, they will not live in Uburg, or they will not take a walk around the Umeer, or they will not 
photographh the birds living in the Umeer area, or they will not sail on the Umeer. 

12Otherr specifications are possible as well. However, the specification presented in the mam text gives 
thee best results in terms of theoretical validity and t-values. An example of an alternative 
specificationn is the inclusion of logarithmic variables (t-values between { } , full names of the variables 
aree given in the main text): 

WTPWTP = -14.42+0.12(ln(y)*[!n(a)]2)+7.29(e)-1.22(s)-2.54(fe)+11.53(ch)+7.79(pre/)-4.58(pos)+4.11 (des) 
{-2.04}} {2.62} {3.16} {-0.53} {-1.66} {2.50} {2.09} {-2.11} {1,61} 

13Thee stochastic terms d, are assumed to be independently and identically distributed extreme value 
randomm variates (Weibull distribution). 

u O ff course, a vignette cannot be marked lower than 0, but the model specifies this probability as 
lowerr than or equal to 0 (< 0). The reason for this is that cumulative probabilities are modeled. 

15Otherr specifications are possible as well. However, the specification presented in the main text gives 
thee best results in terms of validity and t-values. An example of an alternative specification is the 
inclusionn of logarithmic variables (t-values between {.}, full names of the variables are given in the 
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mainn text, RM" is the empirically transformed report mark variable): 

F M ** = -1.66+ 0 02(N)-0.02(F) + 0.01(F) + 0.005(tn(y)-|n(a)) + 0.23ln(y) - 0.09(e) + 0 02(s) + -> 
{-4.40}} {24.19} {-7.09} {6.17} {0.64} {4.77} {-1.72} {0.43} 

-»» - 0.22ln(fe) + 0.18(ch) + 0.33(env) - O.U(move) - 0.26(//Ve) 
{-22 85} {2 10} {1.99} {-3 04} {-4.76} 
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Chapte rr  6 

Thee Schipho l Experiment: 1 

Well-Bein gg Evaluatio n and Conjoin t Measuremen t 

'The'The discussion about noise nuisance, or the expansion of Schiphol in 

general,general, has resulted in an enormous and for most common people not 

understandableunderstandable pile of reports: 'If you cannot convince them, confuse 

them'."them'." (Keur, 1996) 

Amsterdamm Schiphol Airport (Schiphol for short) is the Dutch national airport. It is 

situatedd in the densely populated area surrounding Amsterdam. For most of this 

decadee Schiphol has been one of the fastest growing airports in Europe. Currently, it is 

thee fourth largest European airport in terms of the number of passengers (34.4 million in 

1998),, and the third largest in terms of cargo volume (1.2 million tons) it handles 

(Amsterdamm Airport Schiphol, 1998a, p. 23). The Dutch government has chosen to 

alloww and support this growth of Schiphol to make it one of the mainports of Europe. For 

instance,, in December 1998 it was decided that Schiphol is allowed to grow to between 

520,0000 and 600,000 airtransport movements, instead of the 400,000 that were agreed 

uponn earlier (Volkskrant, 19/12/1998). 

6.11 Introductio n 

Suchh a mainport position would entail large economic benefits for the Netherlands. 

Thesee benefits relate primarily to employment, and to the accessibility and the opening 

upp of the Randstad area (the three western provinces) for business. However, the 

growthh of air traffic has also resulted in some (environmental) problems, like for 

instancee noise and stench nuisance, external safety risks, the pollution of air, soil and 

water,, the use of exhaustible resources, health effects and the use of scarce space. 

Althoughh the Dutch government has decided in favour of a growth scenario for 
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Schiphol,, this growth is limited by several environmental standards. In the political 

arena,, the problem of aircraft noise in the wide vicinity of Schiphol has become the 

mostt pressing of these problems.2 

Itt has now come to the point that the noise capacity is setting the limits for the growth 

off aviation at Schiphol. As was mentioned in the quote at the outset of this chapter, 

thee Schiphol discussion has resulted in an enormous pile of rather specialistic reports 

thatt are hard to comprehend for anyone who is not an expert in aircraft noise. 

Sometimes,, the discussion is more about the assumptions underlying the various 

measurementss or calculations of noise levels than about the actual expansion of 

Schiphol.3 3 

Thee Schiphol study discussed in this chapter has two aims: 

1.. to estimate the monetary value of aircraft noise nuisance in the surroundings of 

Schiphol; ; 

2.. to empirically test the valuation methods that could serve as alternatives to the 

contingentt valuation method. 

Threee different valuation methods are put into practice: the monetary values related 

too changes in welfare (the satisfaction with one's financial situation) caused by 

changess in noise levels are measured with the conjoint measurement method and 

withh the welfare evaluation method, and the monetary values related to changes in 

well-beingwell-being (the satisfaction with one's life as a whole) are measured with the well-

beingg evaluation method. These three methods are described in chapter 4. 

Inn this particular study, the results of the welfare evaluation method are not always 

plausible,, and/or the effects of noise nuisance fall short in terms of significance. 

Therefore,, the results of the welfare evaluation method are not included in the main 

textt of this chapter, but are presented in appendix A at the end of this chapter. This 

doess not mean, however, that the welfare evaluation method could not be useful in 

otherr valuation studies. After all, the welfare evaluation method has shown to be of 

greatt empirical relevance in many other studies.4 

6.22 The Measuremen t of Aircraf t Nois e 

Beforee moving on to the actual monetary valuation study, it is important to define the 

goodd under valuation: aircraft noise nuisance in the surroundings of Schiphol. An 
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importantt question is how to measure the level of noise nuisance in an objective way. 

Att first sight, this seems to be impossible since the extent to which noise is experienced 

ass a disturbance varies from person to person and can even vary considerably from 

onee time to another to the same person. Moreover, the extent of disturbance is 

influencedd by any number of variables, including the time of day, mood, personal 

health,, and the activity in which one is involved. Nevertheless, in the sixties an 

'objective'' measure of aircraft noise nuisance was developed for the Netherlands by the 

Kostenn Committee, named after the chairman, the late professor Kosten. 

Thee Kosten method was developed on the basis of evaluation methods for aircraft 

noisee proposed abroad (mainly in the US, the UK and Germany). In 1963, the Kosten 

Committeee used surveys to determine whether these foreign methods produced reliable 

indicatorss of perceived noise nuisance in the Netherlands. It was concluded that the 

foreignn methods did not perform very well, and therefore the Kosten Committee 

developedd their own Dutch method (Commissie Kosten, 1967, p. II/7-II/8). According to 

thiss Dutch method, the noise level depends on three variables (Ministerie van Verkeer 

enn Waterstaat, 1998): 

1.. The total number of aeroplane passages in one year due to the landing at and 

takingg off from Schiphol (A/), where p is the index for a aeroplane passage (p = 1,..., 

A/). . 

2.. The time when the nuisance occurs (ntp). The computed noise levels are rated 

accordingg to the time of day via the nighttime penalty factor ntp. During the day ntp is 

equall to 1 (08.00-18.00h), and during the night ntp is 10 (23.00-06.00h), while in the 

earlyy morning and in the evening slightly different values apply. 

3.. The maximum noise level in decibel (Lmaxp). Lmaxp is calculated at about 12,000 

postss along the flight paths in the surroundings of Schiphol. The data necessary to 

calculatee Lmaxp include the geographical position of the runways of Schiphol, the 

groundd paths along which air transport movements are carried out as well as the 

possiblee spread of these movements, the noise characteristics of particular 

aeroplanee categories, and the flight procedures (altitude, speed and so on). 

Onn the basis of these variables, the noise level B is calculated according to the 

followingg formula: 

A'' Lmaxp 

55 = 20*  I 0 l o g ( ^ »v *10 15) -157 
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Thee noise level 8 is expressed in Kosten units (Ku). Note that the noise level in terms 

off Ku is not based on the measurement of actual aircraft noise, but is calculated on 

thee basis of (prognoses of) air transport movements. On the basis of this formula so-

calledd Ku contours are determined, viz. lines on a map joining points with equal noise 

levels,, where noise levels within the contour are higher than on the line itself. A 

strikingg detail is that these noise contours partly determined the location of the new 

residentiall area Uburg, as these contours make it impossible to build new houses to 

thee south or to the west of Amsterdam. 

Sincee the Ku method does not directly link noise impact and noise nuisance, the Kosten 

Committeee compared this Dutch method with the results of a survey of the perceived 

noisee nuisance in the surroundings of Schiphol in 1964. The Committee found that, 

withinn the 35 Ku zone, 25% of the people experiences severe aircraft noise nuisance 

(Commissiee Kosten, 1967). Moreover, they found that, after the installation of noise 

insulationn in dwellings within the 40 Ku zone, this percentage has a constant value of 

25.. The number of people who are severely disturbed by aircraft noise nuisance is then 

calculatedd by correcting this percentage for the mean occupation per dwelling. 

Ku u 

Ku u 

<40: : 

>40: : 

numberr of people severely 

numberr of dwellings 

numberr of people severely 

numberr of dwellings 

disturbedd = 

** mean number of people 

disturbedd = 

** mean number of people 

occupying g 

occupying g 

thee dwelling 

thee dwelling 

* (Ku --

'' (25% 

10)% % 

) ) 

KuKu  values  lower  than  20 

Accordingg to some experts in noise measurement, the interpretation of Ku values lower 

thann 20 is ambiguous, that is, a Ku value of 15 is not exactly 15 but may be 9 or 25. The 

measurementt of Ku values under 20 is considered to be unreliable. The reason for this 

iss the fact that the Ku measure was originally developed to determine the 35 Ku level of 

aircraftt noise nuisance. Consequently, the Ku measure is the most accurate around this 

levell of 35. Because of the unreliability of the Ku values under 20, these lower values 

cannott be included in our analysis without further consideration. 

Onee possibility is to exclude all observations under 20 Ku. However, this would imply a 

hugee reduction of the sample size, since in the Schiphol sample only 41.6% of the 

householdss live in the area with 20 Ku or more (cf. section 6.5, table 6.3). Moreover, a 

simplee exclusion of households perceiving aircraft noise nuisance of less than 20 Ku 

wouldd do no justice to them. After all, they do experience aircraft noise nuisance, and by 
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excludingg them their nuisance does not have a weight in the analysis. Therefore, it was 

decidedd to take into account the households experiencing a nuisance level below 20 

Ku,, but at the same time also include the measurement error related to these lower 

values.. The unreliability is larger, the further away the Ku value is from 20. It is 

assumedd that the Ku values of 20 and higher are reliable, and thus measure the true Ku 

value.. The exact specification of the measurement error is given in appendix B at the 

endd of this chapter. 

Summarising,, the good under valuation is aircraft noise nuisance in Ku in the Schiphol 

region,, where the unreliability of the Ku values below the level of 20 is included in the 

analysis. . 

6.33 The Developmen t of a Compensatio n Scheme 

Fromm the quote to this chapter and from the problems related to the lower Ku values 

thatt we have met in our study, it is obvious that the way in which Ku values are 

calculatedd is a tricky matter. This is even more evident if we add the fact that the Ku 

contourss imply a legal limit on the growth of Schiphol. 

Onn the grounds of the Aviation Act, two noise zones have been determined for 

Schiphol:: one for the nighttime aircraft noise (a LAeq of maximum 26 dB(a)) and one for 

annuall aircraft noise levels of 35 Ku. Outside the Ku-zone, aircraft noise may not 

exceedd the contour limit. Furthermore, the number of dwellings within the 35 Ku zone 

mayy not exceed 15,100. These zones have had legal force since 1997. In 1997 and 

1998,, the 35 Ku zone was broken several times (at 14 observation points in 1998), but 

thesee violations were tolerated by the government (Amsterdam Airport Schiphol, 1998b, 

p.. 20). 

Ass a reaction to these legal noise zones, Schiphol has implemented noise capacity 

management.. In order to remain within the noise limits, a slot allocation system has 

beenn introduced in 1998. Schiphol first determines how many flights can be operated 

withinn the available noise capacity, taking into account the peak hours and the nighttime 

penaltyy factor. Next, an independent slot co-ordinator divides the flights among airlines. 

Severall instruments exist to enhance the efficient use of the available noise capacity, 

likee for instance a restriction of the number of (relatively noisy) flights during the 

nighttime,, operational and financial limitations on older and noisy aeroplanes (e.g., 

Chapter-22 planes), noise-related price differentiation of landing fees (the noisiest 

aeroplaness pay more), less noisy flight procedures, and a more efficient use of 
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runways. . 

Onee instrument that has not yet been implemented, is the use of compensations for the 

inhabitantss of the Schiphol region, paid for by the airport and/or the airlines (Van Praag 

ett al., 1997). On the other hand, many airports (e.g., Schiphol) do have some form of 

compensationn schemes, generally noise insulation programmes. A few airports, mostly 

inn the US (e.g., Atlanta), do offer compensation for reductions in property values, or pay 

forr home owners' relocation costs. Only very recently, the Dutch government has laid 

downn that Schiphol has to pay ƒ250 per month to every household living outside the 35 

Kuu zone but experiencing a noise nuisance of more than 35 Ku during the period of 

1/11/98-1/11/999 (Rijksluchtvaartdienst, 1999). The authorities expect to pay a maximum 

off around 114 times ƒ250. This amount of ƒ250 is inferred from damage compensation 

scheduless developed during the flooding in the south of the Netherlands (Maastricht) in 

1997.. Other than that, it is not clear where the amount of ƒ250 stems from. 

Becausee of the aircraft noise nuisance, the welfare or well-being of people living in the 

surroundingss of Schiphol is probably lower than it would have been without the noise 

nuisance.. The damage includes for instance disturbance of sleep, concentration 

problems,, health effects, disturbance of outside recreation, and devaluation of housing 

prices.. By compensating residents for these damages, it may be possible to increase 

thee noise capacity for Schiphol and at the same time keep the level of welfare or well-

beingg constant for residents. Although it may sound rational and logical to compensate 

peoplee for noise nuisance they already suffer in the current situation, not everybody is in 

favourr of such a compensation instrument. Some people call it the redemption of other 

people'ss misery and have ethical objections (CPB, 1997, p. 253). The question is, 

however,, whether the solution suggested by the Dutch Central Planning Bureau, 

namelyy moving whole neighbourhoods to other locations and leaving the original 

locationn as a non-housing area, is free of ethical considerations (ibidem). 

Apartt from the discussion about ethical objections, the development of a compensation 

schemee raises many other questions. Here, a few of these questions will be discussed. 

AA first question relates to the length of the period someone lives in the Schiphol 

regionn (Lambooy and Baarsma, forthcoming). If people recently moved into the 

region,, do they have a right to be compensated for aircraft noise nuisance? Thinking 

accordingg to neoclassical theory for a moment, the answer would be 'no'. After all, 

theyy knew what they were getting into, and they could have chosen another place to 

live.. In other words, they knew -or could have known- that external effects existed 

(assumptionss of full information and no uncertainty), but apparently these effects did 
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nott outweigh other positive effects of their choice. Moreover, since housing prices or 

rentt will be lower because of the externalities, compensation is already -implicitly-

granted.. There is no need for 'extra' compensation. 

However,, by taking specific institutional factors into consideration, the answer could 

veryvery well turn out to be 'yes' (ibidem). First of all, the place of residence is often not a 

freee choice, at least not in the densely populated areas of the Netherlands, like the 

Schipholl region. When buying a house, the choice is often restricted, because the 

governmentt has a large say in where, when, and how houses are built. In case of 

rentingg a house, the choice is even more restricted: one is simply allotted a house by 

somee agency. Next, because of this unmarket-like allocation of houses and because 

off the severe demand surplus for houses, the housing market is far from a situation 

off perfect competition. Consequently, housing prices will be relatively high, and will 

nott fully account for external effects like aircraft noise nuisance. Thirdly, it is almost 

impossiblee to reach a well-informed rational decision about the benefits and the costs 

off moving to an area near an airport like Schiphol. Seeing the uncertain and turbulent 

growthh of aviation, the future level of noise nuisance is very hard to predict -even for 

experts.. Hence, it is questionable whether people are able to fully or even partly take 

intoo consideration externalities like noise nuisance when making their decisions. 

Anotherr question is whether every resident should receive an equal compensation, or 

thatt compensation schemes should be differentiated according to certain parameters, 

likee housing price or rent, income position, level of noise nuisance and degree of 

soundd insulation. Every individual household has its own preference structure and 

thuss requires its own compensation. But how will neighbour A react when he finds 

outt that neighbour B, who has similar living circumstances, receives far more 

compensation?? Therefore, it may be politically more acceptable to differentiate 

compensationn amounts for objectively pre-determined parameters. 

AA third issue relates to the question of how often the compensation should be paid: 

periodicallyy or just once? And, if payments are made periodically, should the 

negotiationss be repeated every period? Or, if the payment has a once-only character, 

howw is dealt with the uncertain levels of noise nuisance in the future, and what discount 

ratee is used? 

AA final, but essential, question is how the height of these compensations should be 

determined.. This is where monetary valuation methods as discussed in this thesis play 

ann important role. The study at hand could serve as a starting-point for developing a 

compensationn scheme for Schiphol. 
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6.44 Other Valuatio n Studie s of Aircraf t Noise Nuisanc e 

Also,, other studies have been conducted on the subject of the valuation of aircraft noise 

nuisance.. However, these studies either use revealed preference methods (like the 

hedonicc price method), which value only part of the effects of noise nuisance, or they 

usee direct stated preference methods (like the contingent valuation method), which are 

unsuitablee in the case of Schiphol, since noise nuisance is such a very sensitive 

subject,, and because asking direct questions provokes strategic behaviour. Below, 

severall hedonic price studies and three contingent valuation studies on aircraft noise 

nuisancee are reviewed. 

Furthermore,, there are some studies on the valuation of aircraft noise that do not 

departt from a particular method. For instance, in the seventies the Dutch Central 

Planningg Bureau estimated the benefits of a 10 Ku reduction in aircraft noise levels in 

thee Schiphol region to be ƒ595 million for the period of 1985-2015 (in prices of 1973; 

CPB,, 1975, p. 43). This reduction in noise levels was assumed to be the 

consequencee of the opening of a second national airport in the Netherlands: 70% of 

thee air traffic would be centred at the second national airport and the remaining 30% 

att Schiphol. The monetary result is based on the idea that two nuisance levels exist, 

onee with no damage (0%) and one with the highest possible damage (100% of the 

valuee of the good that is damaged). The following three goods were considered: 

•• Houses: 30 Ku represents 0% damage and 65 Ku 100% (viz. the total housing 

price). . 

•• Workplaces: mainly the costs of noise-proof barriers. 

•• Recreation and nature areas: -20 Ku represents 0% damage and 30 Ku 

representss 100% damage (e.g., the damage amounts lie between ƒ100,000 per 

hectaree for land and land objects and ƒ1,000 per hectare for the Northsea area). 

HedonicHedonic  price  studies 

Attemptss to uncover people's preferences for peace and quiet have centred on the 

usee of the hedonic price method. This method tries to impute a price for an 

environmentall good by examining the effect that its presence has on a relevant 

market-pricedd good, like houses. In the case of aircraft noise nuisance, the method 

attemptss to identify -with the use of certain statistical techniques- how much of a 

differencee in housing prices is due to the level of noise nuisance, and to infer how 

muchh people are willing to pay for an improvement in the level of noise nuisance. 
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Clearly,, using property price changes to elicit preferences for reducing noise 

nuisancee does not encompass all the benefits of noise reductions. For instance, 

noisee nuisance could entail health effects, and it is unlikely that individuals will be 

sufficientlyy aware of health risks to capture their value in their choice for a house at a 

certainn location (Pearce, 1993, pp. 71-73). Moreover, hedonic price studies usually 

onlyy analyse noise effects on owner-occupied houses, thereby overlooking the 

valuess of people who rent their homes. In the Schiphol region, the number of tenants 

iss rather large. Hence, to overlook such a large group of residents would entail a 

seriouss bias when using a hedonic price method. 

Finally,, hedonic pricing is dependent on some rather strict assumptions (Baarsma, 

1997b),, which are in all probability not valid in the Schiphol region. The two most 

importantt assumptions are given below (Bateman, 1993, p. 235): 

1.. The study area can be treated as a competitive market with freedom of access 

acrosss the market and perfect information regarding housing prices and 

environmentall characteristics. 

2.. The housing market in the study area is in equilibrium: individuals continually re-

evaluatee their location, and adjust their residential choice to changing 

circumstances. . 

Tablee 6.1 shows the results of various hedonic price surveys that have studied the 

effectt of aircraft noise on residential property values. The price sensitivity with respect to 

aircraftt noise is in most studies evaluated by the Noise Depreciation index (NDI), which 

measuress the change in property prices in terms of percentage for each unit of change 

inn the noise level. The NDI is derived on the basis of a survey of the changes in 

propertyy values over particular periods or geographical areas (Nelson, 1980, pp. 40-42). 

AA hedonic price equation is specified with the property value (V) on the one hand, and a 

sett of physical and locational housing characteristics (Z) and the level of noise nuisance 

(N)(N) on the other hand: V = V(Z,N). The measures of noise nuisance levels N differ 

betweenn countries. For instance, the US noise descriptor is the Noise Exposure 

Forecastt (NEF), the UK noise descriptor is the noise and number index (NNI), whereas 

thee Dutch noise descriptor is the Kosten unit (Ku).6 The NDI is derived from cVlcN. 

Thee consensus view that seems to have emerged from the hedonic price studies is that 

aircraftt noise has a negative and statistically significant effect on housing prices, i.e., 

NDII is around 0.6% on average (Collins and Evans, 1994, p. 175; Nelson, 1980, p. 46). 

Thiss means that a house of, say, $200,000 would sell for $176,000 if located in a noisier 
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zonee with 20 units more noise nuisance (viz., 0.6% times 20 units equals 12%, and 

12%% of $200,000 is $24,000). 

TableTable  6.1: A summary  of  hedonic  price  studies  and aircraft  noise  nuisance 
Source:: Nelson (1980, p.47-51); Pearce(1993, p. 72); Schipper (1997, p. 6) 

Studyy location 

Australia Australia 
Sydney y 

Canada Canada 
Edmonton n 
Toronto o 
Vancouver r 

UK UK 
Heathrow w 
Manchester r 

NDII estimate 

0.0-0.4* * 

0.1-1.6* * 
0.2-0.6" " 
0.65-0.9* * 

0.2-0.3" " 
0.0-0.4" " 

Studyy location 

USA USA 
Atlanta a 
Boston n 
Dallas s 
Loss Angeles 
Neww York 
Neww Orleans 
Minneapolis s 
Rochester r 
Sann Francisco 
Washingtonn DC 

NDII estimate 

0.64-0.67* * 
0.8* * 
06-2.3* * 
0.8-1.8* * 
11 6-2.0* 
0.4* * 
0 6 * * 
055-07* * 
0,5-0.58* * 
1.06* * 

** noise nuisance is measured in NEF. 
*** noise nuisance is measured in NNI. 

Thee only hedonic price study (known to me) that applies to the Dutch situation, is the 

studyy conducted by Morrell and Lu (1999). They use the following formulas in order 

too derive the total annual costs Cn of aircraft noise (these formulas are merely given 

-andd not explained- in their paper): 

c„c„  = 

NDI NDI 

Pv Pv 

P P 

r r 

n n 

NNa, a, 

A\, , 

Hi Hi 

££ NDI *PV * (,Va, - Nn ) *  H, with 

== noise depreciation index = 0.40%; 

1(11 + / - ) " - u 

== annual average house rents in the vicinity of Schiphol 

== average housing price in the vicinity 

== mortgage interest rate = 6.0%; 

== average house lifetime = 30 years; 

off  Schiphol = ƒ146,848; 

== average noise level for the i' section of the noise contour; 

== background noise level = 10 Ku; 

== number of residents in the i1 zone o ff  the noise contour 

Byy substituting the values given above (including the values of Na, and Ht for the 

variouss noise contours), the authors find that the total social noise costs are ƒ123.7 

millionn per year, for all residents in the contour above 20 Ku. Note that the value of 
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thee noise depreciation index (NDI) is not an empirical fact, but an assumption made 

byy the researchers based on other hedonic price studies conducted in other places in 

thee past: 

"With"With regard to the NDI, the average value concluded from a number of 

researchresearch papers is within 0.60-0.62% with NEF as a noise descriptor. 

TheThe Kosten unit used in this research ranges from 20-65 Ku, which is 

1.51.5 times the range compared to NEF's 20-50. Therefore, it seems 

theoreticallytheoretically reasonable to adjust the NDI value to 0.40% for the case 

study."study." (Morrel! and Lu, 1999, p. 12) 

Thiss approach is rather rough when valuing aircraft noise nuisance. 

ContingentContingent  valuation  studies 

Inn the context of the valuation of noise nuisance, the contingent valuation method 

(CVM)) has not been applied as often as hedonic pricing. As far as I know, only three 

studiess use the CVM to value aircraft noise nuisance. 

Inn the Netherlands, a form of contingent valuation was used in the seventies by 

Opschoor,, to value aircraft noise if a second national airport would be built. A sample 

off 600 respondents was drawn in three different areas in the Netherlands without any 

aircraftt noise nuisance. They were asked to picture a house where they would want 

too live with pleasure if they would move away from their current dwelling. 

Subsequently,, they were asked how much they would be willing to pay for such a 

house.. The respondents were then told that this house is indeed available, but that 

thee real estate agent also offers eight other houses that fit the picture of the 

respondent,, except for one aspect. For instance, one of the eight houses is situated 

nearr an airport. Inside this house you can sometimes hear aeroplanes, while outside 

thee house, the noise also interferes with conversations (viz. noise zone 1). The 

respondentss were then asked for their willingness to pay (WTP) for this house. 

Thiss WTP question was repeated for the other seven houses, three of which are also 

situatedd near an airport, but lie in three different noise zones (the zones 2, 3, and 4). 

Thee results are given in table 6.2. 
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TableTable  6.2: Results  of  the Opschoor  CVM study  of  aircraft  noise  nuisance 
Source:: Opschoor, 1974, p. 134. 

Price e 
class* * 
A A 

B B 

C C 

D D 

Noise e 
zone# # 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 

1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 

1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 

ƒ00 ƒ0- ƒ15,000- ƒ40,000- >ƒ 100.000 At no price 
ƒ15,0000 ƒ40,000 ƒ100,000 

2%% 22% 15% 1 1 % 0% 50% 
0%% 4% 18% 1 1 % 0% 67% 
1%% 2% 19% 4% 0% 74% 
0%% 0% 14% 6% 0% 80% 

1%% 29% 27% 10% 0% 33% 
0%% 13% 29% 10% 0% 48% 
0%% 6% 28% 9% 0% 57% 
0%% 4% 17% 14% 0% 65% 
5%% 13% 28% 9% 0% 45% 
2%% 6% 2 1 % 13% 0% 58% 
0%% 3% 13% 13% 0% 7 1 % 
0%% 2% 8% 13% 0% 77% 

6%% 8% 17% 14% 6% 49% 
1%% 5% 15% 15% 5% 59% 
1%% 1% 9% 14% 4% 7 1 % 
1%% 1% 5% 9% 4% 80% 

Meann WTP 

ƒ26,950 0 
ƒƒ 39,242 
ƒ31,442 2 
ƒ40,250 0 

ƒ24,776 6 
ƒƒ 30,673 
ƒƒ 33,605 
ƒ42,214 4 
ƒ27,227 7 
ƒƒ 36,488 
ƒ44,483 3 
ƒ49,783 3 

ƒƒ 47,206 
ƒ54,878 8 
ƒƒ 57,069 
ƒ68,750 0 

** Price class A: </50,000 / B: ƒ50,000-ƒ75,000 / C: ƒ75,000-ƒ 100,000 / D: >ƒ 100,000. 
## Noise zone 1 (< 35 Ku, with a mean of 30 Ku) was described to the respondents as follows: inside this 

housee you can sometimes hear aeroplanes while outside the noise also interferes with 
conversations. . 
Noisee zone 2 (35-45 Ku, with a mean of 40 Ku): one fourth of the population claim they often also 
experiencee noise nuisance inside the house during conversations 
Noisee zone 3 (45-55 Ku, with a mean of 50 Ku): half of the population are annoyed by aircraft noise 
duringg conversations and a third are disturbed in their sleep 
Noisee zone 4 (> 55 Ku, with a mean of 60 Ku): two thirds of the population are sometimes woken up 
byy aircraft noise. 

Thee results are differentiated for four classes of housing prices and four noise zones. 

Forr instance, 6% of the households picturing a house in price class B value this house 

betweenn ƒ0 and ƒ15,000 lower if it were situated in noise zone 3 (that is 40 Ku) than if it 

weree situated in an area without aircraft noise nuisance. Moreover, 57% of the 

householdss picturing a house in price class B will not move to this house at any price if 

itt were situated in noise zone 3, whereas they would move to the house if it were 

situatedd in an area without noise. 

Althoughh it is not mentioned in the Opschoor study, a mean WTP can be calculated 

departingg from the following assumptions: 

•• of the households stating an amount between ƒ0-ƒ 15,000, the mean is supposed to 

bee ƒ7,500; 

•• of the households stating an amount between ^5,000^40,000, the mean is 

supposedd to be ƒ27,500; 

•• of the households stating an amount between ƒ40,000-ƒ 100,000, the mean is 
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supposedd to be ƒ70,000; 

•• of the households stating an amount of ƒ100,000 or more, the mean is supposed to 

bee ƒ150,000; 

•• the households stating they are not willing to move at any price to a house within 

onee of the noise zones, are removed from the sample.7 

Thee mean WTP is shown in the last column of table 6.2 and is differentiated for 

housingg prices and noise zones. For instance, the decrease in the mean WTP for a 

housee in price class C that is situated in noise zone 1 (30 Ku) relative to the same 

housee in noise zone 0 (0 Ku) is ƒ27,277. Over the whole sample, the decrease in the 

meann WTP per Ku is ƒ932 per household. 

AA second CVM study was conducted in Israel by Feitelson et al. (1996). It estimated 

thee effect of changes in aircraft noise exposure following an airport expansion on the 

WTPP for residences. Home owners in three communities near a major airport where 

aa significant expansion is planned, were asked to state their WTP for a four-bedroom 

singlee family residence located in an area with no aircraft noise at all. Next, they were 

askedd to state their WTP for the same residence when it is located at sites subject to 

differentt levels of noise, expressed in yet another noise descriptor, viz. Ldn. A similar 

sequencee of WTP questions was conducted for tenants (viz. monthly rent for a three-

bedroomm residence). 

Thiss Israeli study indicates that the difference in valuation for residences with no noise 

nuisancee (50-55 Ldn) compared to residences with frequent and severe noise nuisance 

(70-755 Ldn) is 2.4-4.1% of the housing prices (for home owners) and 1.8-3.0% of the 

rentss (for tenants). These noise depreciation indices (NDI) are higher than the values 

obtainedd in most hedonic price studies (around 0.6% on average). This is partly due to 

thee fact that CVM estimates include the loss of non-use values, whereas the hedonic 

pricee estimates only identify market premiums. The authors also suggest another 

explanation,, viz. the fact that the WTP structures are kinked. This implies that, beyond a 

certainn disturbance threshold, households are unwilling to pay anything for the 

residences.. Hence, their valuation of (the reduction of) noise nuisance is so high that 

theyy are not willing to pay anything for a residence at a noisy location. 

Thee manner of questioning in both the Opschoor study and the Feitelson et al. study 

differss from the traditional CVM question in the sense that noise nuisance is not 

valuedd directly. Instead, it is valued indirectly, as the WTP is stated for a different 

goodd (viz. residences) of which noise nuisance is but one attribute. Actually, these 

analysess show that valuations should analyse noise nuisance as a multi-attribute good 
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ratherr than as a single composite measure as in traditional CVM studies. Consequently, 

conjointt measurement can play an important role in the process of valuing aircraft noise 

nuisancee since conjoint measurement is pre-eminently a method to value multi-attribute 

goods. . 

Thee third CVM study was conducted in Stockholm (Sweden) by Kristrom (1995). It was 

nott aimed at valuing aircraft noise nuisance in particular, but at valuing a wide range of 

environmentall effects of air traffic near an airport (noise levels, odour, pollution, risk of 

accidentss et cetera). The respondents were asked to choose between two scenarios: 

1.. Current activity at the airport is expanded over time. This expansion may be 

beneficiall to local business. 

2.. Current activity is limited to private flights, and the Bromma airport is closed to 

commerciall flights. This closure may yield environmental benefits in the Bromma 

region. . 

Closuree or expansion of the airport generates both winners and losers. The study was 

especiallyy tailored to include positive as well as negative WTP values. Respondents 

whoo chose scenario 1 over scenario 2 were assigned a negative WTP. If a respondent 

wass indifferent between the two scenarios, the WTP was assumed to be 0. If 

respondentss preferred scenario 2, they were asked for their WTP. The median as well 

ass the mean WTP appeared to be 0 Swedish Krones. 

TheThe Schiphol  study 

Itt is now time to turn to the discussion of the Schiphol study, conducted by the 

Foundationn for Economic Research (SEO) and the institute of Economic Geography 

(EGI)) of the University of Amsterdam (Van Praag et al., 1999; Van Praag and Baarsma, 

1999).. Sections 6.5 and 6.6. draw heavily upon this study. The survey was co-

sponsoredd by the Directorate General of Civil Aviation of the Dutch Ministry of Transport 

(RLDD for short). 

Thee monetary valuation methods used in this study have never been applied yet to the 

valuationn of aircraft noise nuisance. 

Wee will first review the survey in section 6.5. The next two sections discuss the actual 

analysiss of the results: 6.6 deals with the well-being evaluation method and 6,7 with the 

conjointt measurement method. The conclusions are presented in section 6.8. 
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6.55 The Respons e Data for the Schipho l Surve y 

Thee title of the survey is 'satisfaction with the living environment'. So, the survey does 

nott concentrate explicitly on aircraft noise nuisance. It is deliberately described in such 

aa broad way in order to prevent strategic behaviour. Schiphol Airport and noise 

nuisancee are a hot issue in the Netherlands. If it would have been known that a survey 

waswas sent out with the aim to establish monetary compensation schemes for noise 

nuisance,, it would definitely have led to strategic behaviour (e.g., overestimation and/or 

aa boycott of the survey). 

Thee questionnaire was constructed on the basis of literature about noise nuisance and 

Schipholl (see the background information on Schiphol), and on the basis of 

questionnairess from similar studies (e.g., CBS questionnaires on living situations and on 

housingg situations, and TNO and RIVM questionnaires on annoyance from 

environmentall pollution and on the perception of health, annoyance and risks in the 

Schipholl region). The final version of the questionnaire was reviewed by Intomart, i.e., 

thee bureau that was responsible for the fieldwork. The questionnaire contains 51 

questionss and all respondents received the same questions. The complete text is 

presentedd in appendix II at the end of this book. 

Respondentss received the questionnaire 'satisfaction with the living environment' 

throughh the mail. The completed questionnaire could be returned in a paid return 

envelope.. In February-March 1998 a sample was drawn from the database of the Dutch 

Postt Office (PTT). The Schiphol region (that is, an area of 50 square kilometres around 

Schiphol)) was oversampled compared to the rest of the Netherlands, since most 

variationn in noise nuisance was expected in this region. Moreover, the exact level of 

noisee nuisance per zip code is only known for the Schiphol region. These noise levels 

perr zip code were supplied to us by a specialised agency, ADECS, through the 

Directoratee General of Civil Aviation. The sample was representative for the Schiphol 

region. . 

Sincee the response for the Schiphol region fell short in relation to the desired net 

samplee size, a second sample was drawn in November-December 1998. This second 

samplee was taken from the Schiphol region only. We mainly approached households in 

thee noise zone with 20 Ku or more. The fact that the sample was drawn in two stages 

doess not affect the representativeness of the sample. Moreover, during the period 

betweenn February 1998 and December 1998 neither the level nor the distribution of 

noisee nuisance changed considerably. 
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Inn the analyses as described in this chapter (welfare evaluation and vignettes) we 

onlyy used the Schiphol database, because the database provided by ADECS, with 

Kuu values per zip code, only contained the data for the Schiphol region (an area of 50 

squaree kilometres around Schiphol). However, it is highly likely that the Ku values for 

thee rest of the Netherlands are very low. For our estimation of the noise nuisance 

effectt we are looking for a random survey with the highest possible level of variation 

inn the explanatory variables {one of which is the Ku value). Therefore, a database 

withh only very low Ku values or even Ku values of 0 is useless. On the basis of the 

Schipholl database the variation in the variables is very high, and, besides, the 

Schipholl database is representative for the Schiphol region. 

OverallOverall  response  rates 

Thee overall response rates are presented in table 6.3. 

TableTable  6.3: Summary  of  response  data 

Samplee size 
Unitt non-response 
** due to removal or decease 

off the respondent 
** reason unknown 
Nett response 
Ratee of response 
Nett response: Ku > 20 
%% of net sample 

Total l 
16,267 7 

130 130 
134 134 

3,384 4 
20.8%% (3,384/16,267) 

582 2 
17.2%% (582/3,384) 

Schipholl region 
7,675 5 

82 2 
58 8 

1,400 0 
18.2%% (1,400/7,675) 

582 2 
41.6%% (582/1,400) 

Restt of the Netherlands 
8,592 2 

48 8 
76 6 

1,984 4 
23.1%% (1,984/8,592) 

--

Thee response rate of approximately 20% is relatively low. Perhaps, this is due to the 

factt that the questionnaire is rather long (51 questions). As was mentioned earlier 

(sectionn 6.2), the values below 20 Ku are not wholly reliable. Therefore, the 

observationss in the lower Ku range cannot simply be included in the analysis. The 

bottomm row in table 6.3 gives the response figures for the area with noise levels above 

200 Ku. it appears that 41.6% of the households live in an area with 20 Ku or more. 

Thee Ku values for the rest of the Netherlands are not known. Consequently, these 

latterr response data cannot be differentiated according to Ku regions (i.e. > 20 Ku). 

Non-responseNon-response  data for  the valuation  questions 

Thee questionnaire contained three valuation questions (cf. appendix II at the end of this 

thesis):: the income evaluation question (no. 46), the Cantril question (no. 48) and the 
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vignettess questions {no. 49-51). The non-response data for these valuation questions 

aree presented in table 6.4. 

Itt appears that the non-response related to the income evaluation question and to the 

vignettess questions is higher than for the Cantril question. The reason is probably that 

onlyy one answer is required when filling in the Cantril question, whereas the other 

questionss require multiple answers and thus more effort from the respondents. 

Moreover,, the relatively high non-response of the income evaluation question may be 

duee to the fact that Dutchmen are in general reluctant when it comes to revealing 

informationn about their income position (Volkskrant, 22/10/97). The response data for 

thee vignettes questions show higher non-response rates for the report mark question 

thann for the ranking and acceptability questions. Presumably, this is caused by the fact 

thatt people feel they are asked the same question again after fulfilling the ranking task. 

Finally,, the response rates for the ranking and acceptability questions are very similar. 

TableTable  6.4: Non-response  data for  the valuation  questions 

Incomee evaluation question (no. 46) 
Cantrill question (no. 48) 
Vignettess questions (no.49-51) 
Questionn 49: ranking 
Questionn 50: report marks 
Questionn 51: acceptability 

Total l 

1,0066 (29.7%)* 
1411 (4.2%) 

779(10.5%) ) 
439(13.0%) ) 
358(10.6%) ) 

Schiphol l 
region n 

4255 (30.4%) 
555 (3.9%) 

149(10.6%) ) 
188(13.4%) ) 
150(10.7%) ) 

Restt of the 
Netherlands s 

5822 (29.3%) 
866 (4.3%) 

205(10.3%) ) 
2511 (12.7%) 
208(10.5%) ) 

** Percentages taken from the corresponding sample size of respectively 3,384 (total sample), 
1,4000 (Schiphol region) and 1,984 (rest of the Netherlands) respondents. 

ConsistencyConsistency  checks  of  the vignettes  questions 

Itt is also possible to check the mutual consistency of the three answers to the vignettes 

questions.. Every respondent successively answered the ranking question, the report 

markk question and the acceptability question for a set of four vignettes, whereby 25 

differentt sets of four vignettes rotate over respondents. Three consistency checks are 

possiblee (cf. chapter 5, section 5.5): 

1.. Report marks have to imply the same rank ordering as the ranking question 

(inconsistencyy between rank order and report marks); 

2.. If a vignette ranked x is acceptable (x = 1.....4), a vignette ranked x-1 cannot 

bee unacceptable (inconsistency between rank order and acceptability); 
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3.. If a vignette marked y-1 is acceptable (y = 2,...,10), a vignette marked y cannot 

bee unacceptable (inconsistency between report marks and acceptability). 

Here,, only the inconsistencies of the Schiphol sample are considered, since we only 

usee this sample in our analyses of aircraft noise nuisance. Moreover, the 

respondentss whose answers revealed inconsistencies between all three questions 

hadd already been removed from the sample by Intomart, and are therefore not 

consideredd here. In total, 130 respondents gave inconsistent answers (9.3%). Of 

thesee cases, 76 concerned inconsistencies between rank order and report marks, 

andd the remaining 54 cases were related to inconsistencies between report marks 

andd acceptability. This is comparable to what was found in the Uburg study: 

apparently,, a few respondents are less accurate when it comes to filling in report 

marks,, whereas they fulfil the ranking and acceptability tasks more carefully. 

TheThe rate of  protest  voters 

Protestt voters play an important role in the valuation literature. Protest voters are 

describedd as respondents who do not want to pay for the good considered, who do not 

knoww how much they want to pay, or who oppose to the idea of having to pay because 

theyy think that others (the polluters) should pay. For the income evaluation and the 

Cantrill question no meaningful way exists to identify protest voters, as the relation 

betweenn a monetary value and the specific good is absent. And, although no definition 

existss of protest voters in a conjoint measurement study, the following three approaches 

too identifying protest voters were suggested in chapter 5 (section 5.11.2): 

1.. Respondents who are not willing to accept any of the four vignettes offered 

(includingg the vignette they themselves ranked highest). 

2.. Respondents who give an unsatisfactory report mark (5 or lower) to their first 

choicee among the four vignettes. 

3.. Respondents who do rank the four vignettes, but mark each of these vignettes 

withh a 'one' which is the lowest possible report mark (and do not accept any of 

thee vignettes). 

Thiss third approach seems to give the most plausible definition of protest voters, 

sincee the other approaches do not necessarily imply protest votes, but could indicate 

thatt respondents simply do not accept the situation portrayed in the vignettes or do 

nott rate the vignettes positively. 

Ree 1] 

Inn question 51 of the questionnaire, the respondents are asked to state which of the 
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fourr vignettes they consider to be acceptable. Table 6.5 gives the responses to this 

questionn for the Schiphol respondents. If protest voters are defined as respondents 

whoo are not willing to accept any of the four vignettes offered, 32.4% (453 

respondents)) of the sample may be regarded as protest votes. 

TableTable  6.5: Acceptability  of  the vignettes  for  the Schiphol  sample  (n=1,400)* 

Acceptabilityy of the vignettes 
Onlyy the first choice is acceptable 
Firstt and second choice are acceptable 
First,, second and third choice are acceptable 
Alll four vignettes are acceptable 
Nonee of the four vignettes is acceptable 

Numberr of respondents 
4600 (32.9%) 
2511 (17.9%) 

544 (3.9%) 
322 (2.3%) 

4533 (32.4%) 

** Due to non-response the percentages do not add up to 100%. 

Ree 2] 

Secondly,, protest voters could be identified as those respondents who gave their first 

choicee among the four vignettes an unsatisfactory report mark (5 or lower). According 

too this definition, 209 respondents of the 1,400 Schiphol respondents can be 

classifiedd as protest voters (14.9%). Note that this percentage is lower than the 

percentagee of 32.4 that was mentioned above. 

Ree 3] 

Lastly,, protest voters could be defined as respondents who do rank the four 

vignettes,, but mark each of these vignettes with a one (and do not accept any of the 

vignettes).. Ten respondents fit in this category of protest voters (0.7%), which is 

muchh less than the two figures given above. 

Inn short, the rate of protest voters (0.7%) is small. However, since there is no scientific 

consensuss about the way in which protest voters should be identified in conjoint 

measurementt studies, we do not exclude the protest voters from the sample in the 

analysiss of the vignettes questions (see section 6.7). 

6.5.16.5.1 Response  Data per  Question 

Inn the analyses of the Cantril question and the vignettes questions discussed hereafter, 

severall variables are used that are based on the answers to particular questions from 

thee survey. The response data to these questions will be reviewed here. 
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Questionn 21 of the questionnaire asks whether the dwelling that the respondent lives in 

hass any insulation. Table 6.6 summarises the response data for this question. 

TableTable  6.6: Response  data for  question  21 (insulation) 

Yes s 
-- it has thermal insulation 
-- it has noise insulation 
-- it has draught insulation 

No o 

Total l 

2,588(76.5) ) 
2,268(67.0) ) 

876(25.9) ) 
915(27.0) ) 
723(21.4) ) 

Schiphol l 
region n 

1,016(72,6) ) 
819(58.5) ) 
4277 (30.5) 
3288 (23.4) 
3522 (25.1) 

Restt of the 
Netherlands s 
1,572(79.2) ) 
1,449(73.0) ) 

4499 (22.6) 
5877 (29.6) 
3711 (18.7) 

** Percentages taken from the corresponding sample size of respectively 3,384 (total), 1,400 
(Schipholl region) and 1,984 (rest of the Netherlands) respondents. The percentages do not 
addd up to 100% since several answer options are possible. The percentages of "no" and 
"yes"" do not add up due to non-responses. 

Withinn the Schiphol region, 72.6% of the respondents answer "yes" to this question, 

whereass this is 79,2% for the rest of the Netherlands. If respondents have insulation, 

theyy can mark three options: thermal insulation, noise insulation, and/or draught 

insulation.. Schiphol respondents mark the noise insulation option relatively often 

(30.5%),, while they mark the other options less often compared to the rest of the 

Netherlands. . 

Noisee nuisance can be caused by several sources, like trains, neighbours, industry and 

aeroplanes.. In question 25, the respondents are asked to indicate to what extent each 

off these sound sources causes noise nuisance at their place of living. Table 6.7 gives 

thee data for the noise nuisance caused by aeroplanes. 

TableTable  6.7: Response  data for  question  25d (aircraft  noise  nuisance) 

Never r 
Sometimes s 
Regularly y 
Often n 
Always s 

Total l 

1,000(29.6) ) 
1,175(34.7) ) 

399(11.8) ) 
309(99 1) 
197(5.8) ) 

Schiphol l 
region n 

159(11.4) ) 
460(32,9) ) 
2611 (18.6) 
263(18.8) ) 
185(13.2) ) 

Restt of the 
Netherlands s 
8411 (42.4) 
715(36,0) ) 
138(77 0) 
46(2.3) ) 
122 (0.6) 

** Percentages taken from the corresponding sample size. Due to missings, the percentages 
doo not add up to 100%. 
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Ass was to be expected, Schiphol respondents experience aircraft noise nuisance much 

moree often than do respondents from the rest of the Netherlands. From the table it 

appearss that 32.0% of the Schiphol respondents experience aircraft noise nuisance 

"often"" or "always". This percentage corresponds to the figure given in a recent Dutch 

surveyy about annoyance, perceived health and quality of life in the Schiphol region 

(31.0%,, in: TNO-PG/RIVM, 1998, p. 58). The source that causes the second most 

noisee nuisance in the Schiphol region is the category "car, bus, mopeds and trucks" 

(13.4%).. This percentage also corresponds to the TNO-PG/RIVM study (i.e. 13.0%). 

Iff the answers to question 21 ("does your dwelling have noise insulation?") are 

combinedd with the answers to question 25d (aircraft noise nuisance), it turns out that 

26.5%% of the Schiphol respondents who answer "never", "sometimes" or "regularly" to 

questionn 25d have noise insulation in their homes. This figure rises to 35.4% for the 

Schipholl respondents who marked the option "often" in question 25d, and to 48.1% for 

thee respondents who marked the option "always". These percentages are given in table 

6.8. . 

TableTable  6,8: Combined  response  data for  question  21 and question  25d 

forfor  the Schiphol  sample 

Respondentss who "always" 
experiencee aircraft noise 
nuisancee (in question 25d) 

Respondentss who "often" 
experiencee aircraft noise 
nuisancee (in question 25d) 

Respondentss who "never", 
"sometimes"" or "regularly" 
experiencee aircraft noise 
nuisancee (in question 25d) 

Noo noise insulation 
(inn question 21) 

96(51.9) ) 

170(64.6) ) 

647(73.5) ) 

Noisee insulation is present 
(inn question 21) 

89(48.1) ) 

93(35.4) ) 

2333 (26.5) 

Totall for the 
Schipholl region 

185 5 

263 3 

880 0 

Wee note that these percentages cannot be interpreted in a univocal way, since in some 

off these cases the noise insulation may have been installed compulsorily, as part of the 

insulationn programme of Schiphol Airport. 

Ass will be seen later on in this chapter, the availability of a garden is a significant factor 

inn the explanation of the valuation of aircraft noise nuisance. If the dwelling of the 

respondentt has a garden, the extent to which he or she experiences aircraft noise 
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nuisancenuisance increases. Table 6.9 summarises the results if the answers to question 25d 

(aircraftt noise nuisance) and question 19 (availability of a garden) are combined. 

TableTable  6.9: Combined  response  data for  question  19 and question  25d 

forfor  the Schiphol  sample 

Respondentss who "always" 
experiencee aircraft noise 
nuisancee (in question 25d) 

Respondentss who "often" 
experiencee aircraft noise 
nuisancee (in question 25d) 

Respondentss who "never", 
"sometimes"" or "regularly" 
experiencee aircraft noise 
nuisancee (in question 25d) 

Noo garden 
(inn question 19) 

377 (20.3) 

655 (24.8) 

3477 (39.8) 

Gardenn is present 
(inn question 19) 

145(79.7) ) 

197(75.2) ) 

525(60.2) ) 

Totall for the 
Schipholl region* 

182 2 

262 2 

872 2 

** Due to missing values for question 19, these total numbers do not exactly correspond to 
thee numbers in table 6.8. 

Itt turns out that 79.7% of the Schiphol respondents who state they "always" experience 

aircraftt noise nuisance have a garden, while only 60.2% of the Schiphol respondents 

whoo state they "never", "sometimes" or "regularly" experience such nuisance have a 

garden. . 

Finally,, the answers to question 25d (aircraft noise nuisance) are combined with the 

answerss to the Cantril question. 

TableTable  6.10: Combined  response  data for  question  25d and the Cantril  question 

Averagee Cantril report mark for the 
qualityy of life (question 48) 

Respondentss who "often" or "always" 
experiencee aircraft noise nuisance (in 
questionn 25d) 

Respondentss who "never", "sometimes" 
orr "regularly" experience aircraft noise 
nuisancee (in question 25d) 

Alll respondents (in question 25d) 

Total l 

7.26 6 

7.31 1 

7.30 0 

Schiphol l 
region n 

7.26 6 

7.31 1 

7.28 8 

Restt of the 
Netherlands s 

7.26 6 

7.32 2 

7.32 2 
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Onn the basis of question 25d, three groups of respondents are distinguished: 

respondentss who experience aircraft noise nuisance "often" or "always", respondents 

whoo experience aircraft noise nuisance "never", "sometimes" or "regularly", and all 

respondentss together. For each of these groups, table 6.10 above gives the average 

Cantrill report mark for the quality of life. 

Itt turns out that Schiphol respondents value the quality of their life somewhat lower than 

doo respondents from the rest of the Netherlands (7.28 versus 7.32). Moreover, as 

expected,, for the group with more noise nuisance the average report mark is lower than 

forr the group with less noise nuisance (7.26 versus 7.31 in the Schiphol region). These 

differencess may seem relatively small. However, as aircraft noise nuisance is just one 

off the very many factors that influence well-being, large differences should not be 

expected.. In the next section, the results of the Cantril question are discussed in more 

detail. . 

6.66 Result s of the Well-Bein g Evaluatio n Metho d 

Thee Cantril question asks the respondent to evaluate 'his life as a whole' or his well-

beingg on a [1,10] scale.8 The question, in the wordings used in the Schiphol survey, is 

presentedd below. 

Heree is a picture of a ladder, representing the 
ladderr of life. Suppose we say that the top of the 
ladderr (step 10) represents the best possible life 
forr you, and the bottom (step 1) represents the 
worstt possible life for you. 

Wheree on the ladder do you feel you personally 
standd at the present time? 
(Pleasee cross one box only) 

10D D 

9 D D 

8 D D 

7 D D 

6 D D 

5 D D 

4 D D 

3 D D 

2 G G 

1 D D 

Lett the answer to this question be denoted by W. The Cantril measure of well-being can 

bee related to various variables. On the one hand, these variables concern personal 

characteristicss like income, family size and age, and, on the other hand, these variables 
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concernn objective variables describing the respondent's living situation, like the 

environmentall quality. If we describe respondent i's personal characteristics by the 

vectorr x,, his objective living situation by the vector v„ and his subjective evaluation of 

hiss well-being by Wh then we might assume a relationship like this: 

Lett us assume two individuals i and j , with x, = xs and v, = vs. When there holds W, = 

Wj,Wj, it follows that i and j , who are in identical circumstances v and x, evaluate their life 

identicallyy on this scale. If this is true for all individuals who are in the same 

circumstancess and if W varies with v and x, then it follows that (x,i/) is a perfect 

predictorr for the well-being of individuals. This does not imply that individual well-

beingg is really well measured by the Cantril question, tt only implies that (x,v) is a 

goodd predictor of the response to the Cantril question and that there is a functional 

relationshipp W= W(x,v). However, in such a case we equate the levels of well-being 

withh the response on the Cantril scale. In that case, there is perfect interpersonal 

comparabilityy of the W-measure. If we find that there is an imperfect fit but W-, -

W{Xj,vj)W{Xj,vj) + s, where the effects are significant, we again assume interpersonal 

comparability.. However, with respect to an imperfect fit we are not so sure whether 

thiss is caused by an imperfect specification and/or omission of variables, or whether it 

iss caused by imperfect interpersonal comparability. 

Inn this study, aircraft noise nuisance N is the environmental quality variable under 

consideration.. The purpose is to measure the trade-off between a change in the level of 

aircraftt noise nuisance (A/V) and a change in the net monthly income (Ay) in W = 

W{N,y),W{N,y), where N is a dimension of the objectively measured living situation v, and 

incomee y is a dimension of personal characteristics x. Since we are only interested in 

trade-offf ratios, it is not necessary to assume that the Cantril measure of well-being is a 

cardinall measure (cf. chapter 4, section 4.4). Consequently, any positive monotonie 

transformationn of the Cantril answers W is allowed. Let W* be such a transformation 

off W. The analysis that follows centres around the measurement of Ay that 

compensatess for particular changes in the level of aircraft noise nuisance AW. 

IV*{XIV*{X  + AA'. v + Av)= i r * ( .V , v) 

Inn section 6.6.1, well-being is explained by several variables. Next, the equation that 

bestt predicts well-being, is used to derive the compensations. These compensations 

aree presented in the sections 6.6.2 to 6.6.5. 
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6.6.16.6.1 Explanation  of  W(Well-being) 

Thee answers to the Cantril question are a discrete and ordinal variable. In order to be 

ablee to run an OLS regression, the Cantril variable W is monotonically transformed to 

aa [-ao,+00] scale, following the procedure described by Plug and Van Praag (1995). 

Thiss empirical-normal transformation method replaces the values of W from 1 to 10 

byy numbers W*, defined as: 

17=11 " j 

wheree N stands for the standard normal distribution, and pw is the sample fraction of 

individualss who responded level W(= 1, ... , 10). 

Wee selected the following explanatory variables: 

nett monthly household income (Iny) 

familyy size (Infe and (Infe)2) 

interactionn term of income and family size {Iny * Inrs) 

agee of the respondent (Inage and (Inage)2) 

noisee in terms of Ku (InKu) 

interactionn term of a dummy for noise insulation {Ins) and noise in terms of Ku 

{lns*\nKu) {lns*\nKu) 

Usingg these variables, the Cantril measure of well-being W* is generated by: 

W*W* = J3Q + /?, In y + P2 In ƒ5 + /?3 (in fsf + /?4 In y * In fs + /35 In age + 

/?66 (in age)2 + /37 In Ku + p%Ins * In Ku 

Thee effect of income is of course expected to be positive. The family-size effect is 

ambiguous.. For all parents there is a finite optimum, and if the number of children rises 

abovee that optimum, children become more or less 'undesired'. Using the log-parabolic 

specification,, such an optimum is found as the solution of the equation 

/3/322 + 2/?3 In fs + J34 In v - 0 
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withh the explicit solution: 

- / ?4 l n v - / ?2 2 
Inn ft = 

Thee solution may be smaller than two, in which case we assume that the optimum 

numberr of children is zero.9 From the equation that specifies 'Infs' it is obvious that the 

interactionn term of ' In / with infe' is quite important. It presumes that the optimum 

numberr of children depends on the financial situation of the household. 

Furthermore,, it seems safe to assume that well-being is age-dependent. As we do 

nott know the relationship, we choose for a flexible form by adding a log-quadratic 

form.. We choose for the logarithm of age instead of age, although age is used in 

muchh of the literature (Mincer, 1963). In our view, In(age) is more reasonable, as 

yearss are perceived as running quicker as one grows older. 

Next,, two variables describing the respondents' living situations are included in the 

model,, viz. the level of aircraft noise nuisance and the presence of noise insulation. 

Obviously,, the effect of aircraft noise nuisance on well-being is expected to be 

negative.. The interaction term lns*\r\Ku is included in the model since we assume 

thatt the size of the negative noise effect will do less harm if the house has noise 

insulationn and, hence, that well-being is positively affected by the presence of noise 

insulation. . 

Thee resulting estimates for this equation are presented in table 6.11. 

TableTable  6.11: Estimation  of  the well-being  equation  with  the variable  Ku 

Variable e 
intercept t 
Iny y 
Infe e 
(Infs)2 2 

lny*lnfe e 
Inage e 
(Inage)2 2 

InKu u 
/ns'lnKu u 

N== 1,075 

Parameterr estimate 
2.6708 8 
0.4035 5 

-- 1.8240 
-0.1352 2 

0.2517 7 
-- 3.2883 

0.4412 2 
-- 0.0308 

0.0500 0 

R2== 0.1590 

Standardd deviation 

1.7360 0 
0.0688 8 
0.6997 7 
0.1055 5 
0.0880 0 
0.9520 0 
0.1298 8 
0.0233 3 
0.0209 9 

t-value e 
1.5385# # 
5.8619 9 

-- 2.6070 
-- 1.2818# 

2.8601 1 
-- 3.4543 

3.3989 9 
-- 1.3225# 

2.4002 2 

## Not significantly different from 0 at a 5% level. 
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Lookingg at these results (on which we shall not comment at this point but later on, 

whenn discussing the results of table 6.13 below), we see that the (external) effect of 

noisee nuisance is not significant. It follows that our first attempt to identify the external 

effectt has not been rewarded. 

Thee reason is that it is not the objectively measurable aircraft noise nuisance that 

matterss but the subjectively perceived nuisance, which partly depends on non-

acousticc factors. For instance, if an individual is at home during the daytime, it stands 

too reason that aircraft noise will have a larger impact than when he or she is not. The 

conceptt that will co-determine well-being is the subjective variable perceived noise, 

whichh we call noise for short. 

Thiss variable noise is based on the answers to question 25 in the survey. This 

questionn asks respondents to indicate the extent to which several sound sources 

(enumeratedd in the question) cause noise nuisance at their place of living. These 

soundd sources relate to, among other things, trains, neighbours, industry and 

aeroplanes.. The answer to this question is given on a discrete 5-value variable, 

indicatingg that the respondent "never" experiences noise nuisance up to a situation in 

whichh the respondent "always" experiences noise nuisance. The answers for 

nuisancee by aeroplanes were given earlier in table 6.7 (section 6.5.1). 

Thiss subjective variable will depend on objective circumstances, especially the 

objectivelyy measurable noise level in Ku and individual variables x, like family size, 

housingg expenses et cetera. If we include the intermediate variable noise, the 

specificationn of well-being reads as follows: 

W*W* = fi0 + /?, In v + J32 In fs + /?3 (in fs)2 + /?4 In v * In fs + /35 In age + 

J3J366 (in age)' + /?7 noise + J3g Ins * noise 

noisenoise = f(Ku,x) 

Inn this specification we suppose that well-being is indirectly, and not directly, 

influencedd by changes in the level of Ku, viz. via the intermediate variable noise. It 

followss that, if the noise level changes from Kuold to Kt/1^, the equivalent income 

changee (y"evv - ld) may be calculated from the equation: 

W*(noise(KuW*(noise(Kuoldold),y),yoldold)=W*(noise(Ku)=W*(noise(Kutteivtteiv),y),ynewnew) ) 
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Itt is obvious that noise is an ordinal variable as well (based on the subjective 

evaluationss on a discrete [1-5] scale). However, if we replace noise by \>(noise) = 

noise*,noise*, where \\i(.) is a monotonie transformation, is obvious that the terms in W*, 

involvingg noise, may be rewritten as: 

/?7noisee + fl$Ins * noise - fi-, (// ~ (noi.se*) + /3§y~ Ins * (noise*) 

Itt follows that the transformation of noise into noise* implies only a change in the 

functionall specification of W* as a function of noise. In order to be able to use this 

variablee in OLS regressions, we choose to empirically transform the answers to 

questionn 25d to a [-cc,+x] scale, just as we did with the answers to the Cantril question 

W. W. 

Usingg the specification discussed above, the intermediate variable noise is explained 

withh the following variables: 

•• family size (Infe) 

•• monthly housing expenses (InHe) 

•• dummy for presence at home during the day (home) 

•• noise in terms of Kosten units (\r\Ku) 

•• dummy for presence of balcony (Bal) 

 dummy for presence of garden (Gar) 

Thee resulting estimates for this equation are shown in table 6.12. Since the Ku values 

lowerr than 20 are -according to experts- not wholly reliable, we used a correction 

methodd in order to correct for the measurement error related to these lower Ku values 

(cf.. appendix B). 

TableTable  6.12: Estimation  of  the intermediate  variable  'noise' 

Variable e 
intercept t 
Infe e 
InHe e 
Home Home 
InKu u 
Bal Bal 
Gar Gar 

N== 1,132 

Parameterr estimate 

-- 1.4008 
0.0483 3 
0.1082 2 
0.1399 9 
0.3696 6 
0.1098 8 
0.2513 3 

R2== 0.1772 

Standardd deviation 

0.5451 1 
0.0817 7 
00839 9 
0.0733 3 
0.0147 7 
0.0615 5 
0.0987 7 

t-value e 
-2.5699 9 

0,5910# # 
1.2901# # 
11 9087# 

25.1200 0 
1.7840# # 
2.5451 1 

## Not significantly different from 0 at a 5% level. 

http://noi.se*
file:///r/Ku
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Thee influence of family size on noise is positive (the larger the household, the more 

annoyancee by the aircraft noise) but not very significant. Such a positive effect of 

familyy size on annoyance by aircraft noise is also found in a Regioplan publication 

wheree the nature and the extent of the complaints about aircraft noise nuisance in the 

Schipholl region are studied (Hulshof and Noyon, 1997). A special complaints bureau 

existss that residents can call to lodge a complaint about aircraft noise nuisance. The 

researcherss found that in the group that has actually lodged a complaint, 14% comes 

fromm individuals living alone (versus 29% in the group of non-complainers), 35% comes 

fromm people who are living together, as partners, without having any children (versus 

30%% in the group of non-complainers), and 46% comes from couples with children 

(versuss 36% of the non-complainers) (ibidem, p. 100 and p. 152). However, both our 

andd Regioplan's results are contradicted by another Dutch survey in the Schiphol 

region,, this one conducted by TNO-PG and RIVM (1998). They found a negative 

influencee of the family size on the annoyance by aircraft noise, i.e., individuals living 

alonee are more often annoyed by aircraft noise than people in households with more 

thann one member. 

Furthermore,, the results indicate that the higher the housing expenses, the more 

someonee is annoyed by aircraft noise nuisance. Also, individuals who are at home 

duringg the day on weekdays experience more aircraft noise nuisance than people 

whoo are not at home during that period. However, both effects are not significant at a 

5%% significance level, while the effect of the variable Home is significant at a 5.9% 

significancee level. 

Next,, three variables describing the respondents' living situations are included in the 

model,, viz. the level of aircraft noise nuisance, the presence of a balcony and the 

presencee of a garden. Of course, the effect of aircraft noise nuisance on noise is 

positive,, but what is more important: it is a significant effect. The dummy variable 

balconybalcony is 1 if a garden is present and 0 otherwise. The same applies to the dummy 

variablee garden. It appears that the presence of a garden significantly increases the 

extentt to which individuals are annoyed by aircraft noise. The effect of the presence 

off a balcony is also positive but not significant at a 5% level (at a 8.1% level of 

significancee the effect is significant). 

Thee next step is to substitute the intermediate variable noise in the equation 

explainingg well-being. The resulting estimates for this equation are presented in table 

6.13. . 
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Nett monthly income has a positive and significant impact on well-being. The family-size 

effectss Infe and (Infe)2 are negative, but the latter is not significant. The coefficient of the 

interactionn term with income (lnfe*lny) is positive and significant. The combined effect of 

alll three variables describing the family size indicates that an optimal family size exists 

andd that this size increases with the income. The impact of age on well-being is 

negativee in the relevant age range. 

TableTable  6.13: Estimation  of  the well-being  equation 

withwith  the intermediate  variable  noise 

Variable e 
intercept t 
Iny y 
Infe e 
(Infe)2 2 

Iny'lnfe e 
Inage e 
(Inage)2 2 

noise noise 
lns*noise lns*noise 

N== 1,039 

Parameterr estimate 
3.3052 2 
0.3963 3 

-- 1.9125 
-0.1215 5 

0.2641 1 
-3.6482 2 

0.4954 4 
-0.1395 5 

0.1178 8 

R2== 0.1645 

Standardd deviation 

1.7465 5 
00691 1 
0.7031 1 
0.1054 4 
00882 2 
0.9604 4 
0.1308 8 
0.0416 6 
0.0575 5 

t-value e 
1.8924# # 
5.7352 2 

-2.7199 9 
-- 1.1530# 

2.9952 2 
-3.7985 5 

3.7864 4 
-3.3551 1 

2.0489 9 

## Not significantly different from 0 at a 5% level. 

Noticee that the coefficients in table 6.13 and table 6.11 hardly differ, except for the noise 

coefficient.. Furthermore, the intermediate variable noise has now a significant and 

negativee influence on well-being. The positive and significant interaction term of noise 

insulationn with noise nuisance (lns*noise) indicates that, if the house does not have 

noisee insulation, the effect of noise nuisance on well-being is -0.1395, whereas this 

effectt decreases to -0.0217 (0.1175 - 0.1395) if the house does have noise insulation. 

Apparently,Apparently, insulation does not fully mitigate the effects of aircraft noise on well-being. 

Thiss result, that insulation does not fully mitigate the effects of noise, was also found in 

thee contingent valuation study conducted by Feitelson et al. (1996, p. 11) discussed in 

sectionn 6.4. Moreover, in the Regioplan study mentioned earlier, it was found that noise 

insulationn does decrease the number of complaints about aircraft noise nuisance, but 

thatt it does not eliminate all complaints (Hulshof and Noyon, 1997, p. 73). 

Sincee noise is positively related to the noise level in Ku, well-being is negatively 

relatedd to the noise level in Ku. Using this specification of well-being, it is now 

possiblee to compute monetary compensations for changes in the noise level in Ku. 
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Inn section 6.6.2 these compensations are differentiated according to income 

positions,, whereas in section 6.6.3 they are differentiated according to housing 

expenses.. Section 6.6.4 gives the compensation for the average household. Finally, 

sectionn 6.6.5 deals with the question how much such a compensation scheme would 

costt to society. 

6.6.26.6.2 Compensations  and the Value of  Insulation  differentiated  for 

IncomeIncome  Positions 

Departingg from the model estimated in table 6.12 and table 6.13, we are now able to 

derivee monetary compensations for changes in the noise level measured in Ku. It is 

assumedd that all other variables remain constant. Furthermore, if we leave other 

possibilitiess of compensation (like removal or noise insulation) out of consideration, at 

leastt for the moment, only one way exists to compensate for extra noise nuisance, 

namelyy to give the household an extra income of Ay. The amount of \y is determined 

ass follows: 

 fli ' i t it i )id 

WW = IV 

IV*[YIV*[Y MM,, fs,age, noiseiKuM ).Ins)= IV*[\  , fs,age. noiseiKu" l" ). Ins) 

- ( - 0 .1395 -0 .11 \7&*Ins)*(noise{Ku"1""  )-noise(Ku"IJ )\ 

oldold * 0.3%3 + 0.2641*ln fs , 
A TT — \  * P Y H — 

where e 

noise(Ku"noise(Ku"cc""  ) - noisei Ku"ld ) = 0.3696 * !nj " . . 
iKiiiKii  j 

Inn practice, an increase in noise nuisance can also be counterbalanced by the 

installationn of noise insulation. As our model includes an interaction term of noise 

nuisancee with a dummy variable indicating whether noise insulation is present (Ins = 1) 

orr whether noise insulation is not present {Ins = 0), we can also differentiate the 

compensationn scheme for the presence of insulation. The compensation for households 

livingg in non-insulated houses can be derived from: 
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H'H' [Y° " , fs,age.noise(Ku" " );Ins = 0j= IV *  (y""'' , fs.age, nuise(Ku"L '' ); Ins = 0 

Av,,,,,,,,,.**  = y " w * |exp 

-(-0.1395)*[noise(Kuu '"'" )-noise{ Kit "U ) \ 

0.3963-r0.2641*lnn fs 

Thee compensation for households living in insulated houses can be derived from: 

ll'*[yll'*[y ulul'' ii,fs.age,noisc(Ku",fs.age,noisc(Ku"IJIJy,Insy,Ins = l)= fr*(v"' " . /.v. age, noise( KuHVA )Jns = 1 

-{-0.1395-t-0.11 178)*Uo/iv(A"»"t>u )-noise(Ku"ld )\ 

Av,„ ,, =.v *i exp 
0.3963*0.2{)41*lnn fs 

Tabless 6.14 and 6.15 give the result for non-insulated {Aynonins) and insulated houses 

(Ay,ns),, respectively. 

Thee compensation amounts are differentiated for various income positions (yoW in the 

formulass above). Properly speaking, the compensation schedule should also depend 

onn the family size (via Infe). Although such a differentiation is feasible, we take the 

valuee of the family size to be equal to the sample mean (2.2585).10 Finally, we notice 

thatt all amounts are defined in terms of net monthly amounts per household. 

TableTable  6.14: Compensation  if  noise  insulation  is  not  present  (Ay n0nms) 

(differentiated(differentiated  for  income  positions) 

ƒƒ 1,500 
ƒƒ 2,000 
ƒƒ 3,000 
ƒƒ 4.000 
ƒƒ 5.000 
ƒƒ 6.000 
ƒƒ 7,500 
ƒ10,000 0 
ƒ12.500 0 
ƒ15.000 0 

200 -> 30 Ku 

ƒƒ 64.57 

ƒƒ 86.10 

ƒƒ 129.15 
ƒƒ 172.20 
ƒƒ 215 25 
ƒ258.30 0 
ƒ322.88 8 
ƒ430.50 0 
ƒƒ 538 12 
ƒ645.75 5 

300 -H> 40 Ku 

ƒ39.54 4 

ƒ52.72 2 

ƒ799 08 
ƒƒ 105.43 
ƒƒ 131.79 
ƒƒ 158.15 
ƒƒ 197.69 
ƒ263.59 9 
ƒ329.48 8 
ƒ395.38 8 

400 -> 45 Ku 

ƒƒ 14.92 

ƒƒ 19.89 
ƒƒ 2984 
ƒƒ 3979 
ƒƒ 49.74 
ƒƒ 59.68 
ƒƒ 74.61 
ƒƒ 99.47 
ƒƒ 124.34 
ƒƒ 149.21 

400 -> 50 Ku 

ƒƒ 27.89 

ƒƒ 37.19 
ƒƒ 55.78 
ƒƒ 7438 
ƒƒ 92.97 
ƒƒ 111.57 
ƒƒ 139.46 
ƒƒ 185.95 
ƒ2322 43 
ƒ278.92 2 
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TableTable  6.15: Compensation  if  noise  insulation  is  present  (Ay ins ) 

(differentiated(differentiated  for  income  positions) 

ƒƒ 1,500 
ƒƒ 2,000 
ƒƒ 3,000 
ƒƒ 4,000 
ƒƒ 5,000 
ƒƒ 6,000 
ƒƒ 7,500 
ƒ10,000 0 
ƒ12,500 0 
ƒ15,000 0 

20 0 

ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 
f f 
ƒ ƒ 

f f 
ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 

- » 3 0 K u u 

9.86 6 
13.14 4 
19.71 1 
26.28 8 
32.85 5 
39.42 2 

49.28 8 
65.71 1 
82.13 3 
98.56 6 

30 0 

ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 

- > 4 0 K u u 

6.08 8 
8.10 0 

12.15 5 
16.20 0 
20.25 5 
24.30 0 
30.38 8 
40.51 1 
50.64 4 
60.76 6 

40 0 

ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 

-+455 Ku 

2.31 1 
3.08 8 
4.61 1 
6.16 6 
7.70 0 
9,24 4 

11.54 4 
15.39 9 
19.24 4 
2309 9 

40 0 

ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 

->> 50 Ku 

4.30 0 
5.73 3 
8,60 0 

111 47 

14.33 3 
17.20 0 
21,50 0 
28.67 7 
35.84 4 
43.00 0 

Thee tables start at a net monthly household income of ƒ1500 and a noise level of 20 

Ku.. An increase in the noise level to 30 Ku requires a monthly compensation of 

ƒ64.577 if the house is not insulated, and of ƒ9.86 if the house is insulated. Obviously, 

thee amounts for households living in insulated houses are lower compared to those 

forr households living in non-insulated houses. 

Iff the noise level increases even further to 40 Ku, an amount of ƒ39.54 (insulation not 

present)) or an amount of ƒ6.08 (insulation present) is added to the monthly 

compensation.. In sum, the increase from 20 to 40 Ku requires a monthly 

compensationn of ƒ104.11 if insulation is not present and of ƒ15.94 if insulation is 

present. . 

Thee value of noise insulation is derived from the following equation: 

WW  c , fs, age, noise; Ins = 0)= W (v " t u , fs, age, noise; Ins - l) 

valuee of insulation = -[Ay,,,,. - Aynr/n!lls \ 

Thee results are shown in table 6.16. The amounts of compensation are of course 

negative,, since people are willing to pay part of their income for insulation as 

insulationn reduces the effect of noise nuisance on well-being. 
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TableTable  6,16: The value  of  noise  insulation  (differentiated  for  income  positions) 

ƒƒ 1,500 
ƒƒ 2,000 
ƒƒ 3,000 

ƒƒ 4,000 
ƒƒ 5,000 
ƒƒ 6,000 
ƒƒ 7,500 
ƒ10,000 0 
ƒ12,500 0 
ƒ15,000 0 

200 -> 30 Ku 

ƒƒ 54.72 
ƒƒ 7296 
ƒƒ 109.44 

ƒ1455 92 
ƒƒ 182.39 
ƒ218.87 7 

ƒ273.59 9 
ƒ3644 79 
ƒ4555 99 
ƒƒ 547 18 

300 -> 40 Ku 

ƒƒ 33.46 
ƒƒ 44.62 
ƒƒ 66.92 
ƒƒ 89.23 
ƒƒ 111.54 

ƒ133.85 5 
ƒƒ 167.31 
ƒ223.08 8 
ƒ278.85 5 
ƒƒ 334.62 

400 - • 45 Ku 

ƒƒ 12.61 
ƒƒ 16.82 
ƒƒ 25.22 
ƒƒ 33.63 
ƒƒ 42.04 

ƒƒ 50.45 
ƒƒ 63.06 
ƒƒ 84.08 
ƒƒ 105.10 
ƒƒ 126.12 

400 - * 50 Ku 

ƒƒ 23.59 
ƒƒ 31.46 
ƒƒ 47.18 
ƒƒ 62.91 
ƒƒ 78.64 

ƒƒ 94.37 

ƒƒ 117.96 
ƒƒ 157.28 
ƒƒ 196 60 
ƒ2355 92 

Thee three tables in this section indicate that the relation between the measurement 

unitt Ku on the one hand, and the perceived noise nuisance on the other hand, is not 

linear.. It turns out that the nuisance increases at a lower rate than does the noise 

levell in terms of Ku and, consequently, that the compensation amounts for an 

increasee from 20 to 30 Ku are higher than for an increase from 30 to 40 Ku, and so 

onn for the next increases in Ku. Such a non-linear relation is also found in other 

studiess {TNO-PG/RIVM, 1998, p. 63). There may be several causes for this non-

linearity. . 

AA first possible cause is the diminishing marginal (dis)utility of noise nuisance, viz., an 

extraa Ku does increase the noise nuisance, but the increment is increasingly smaller, as 

thee Ku level is higher. Individuals become kind of satiated, as they suffer more noise 

nuisance.. For instance, they might get used to the aircraft noise nuisance. This 

correspondss to Weber's law, which states that the 'just noticeable difference' of a 

certainn stimulus is a constant fraction of the stimulus intensity (Antonides, 1991, pp. 53-

56).. For example, in the case of loudness, Weber found that a subject, who is just able 

too perceive the difference between 10 and 11 units of loudness (Weber's constant being 

1/100 in this case), will also just be able to perceive the difference between 30 and 33 

unitss of loudness. Later, Fechner related the perceived difference to the objective 

differencee by equating the 'just noticeable difference' to the unit of sensation (by 

assumption).. Fechner's law states that the magnitude of sensation is a logarithmic 

functionn of the stimulus intensity (ibidem, p. 54). 

AA second cause of the non-linearity in the measured versus the perceived noise 

nuisancee could be that noise nuisance is reduced due to cognitive dissonance (TNO-

PG/RIVM,, 1998, p. 64). Cognitive dissonance theory states that an inconsistency 

betweenn two or more cognitive elements in an individual's mind will motivate the 
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individuall to decrease the dissonance. It implies that people may "justify" the fact that 

theyy live in a noisy environment and, hence, report less noise nuisance in surveys. 

6.6.36.6.3 Compensations  and the Value of  Insulation  differentiated  for 

HousingHousing  Expenses 

Thee three tables in the previous section suggest that -for a given noise level in Ku-

thee higher the income, the higher the compensation and the value of insulation. This 

positivee relation to income is probably not acceptable to most politicians. An 

alternativee compensation scheme that may be acceptable to them, is a scheme that 

differentiatess for housing expenses. However, since housing expenses and income 

aree strongly and positively correlated, the result will be similar, in the sense that 

richerr people will still receive more compensation. 

Inn order to convert the scheme that is differentiated for income positions into a 

schemee that is differentiated for housing expenses, we need to know the relation 

betweenn income (y) and net housing expenses (He). For home owners, the housing 

expensess generally also depend on the time of residence (Tor) and the current 

markett value of the house (asking price Ap). The time of residence is also included in 

thee relation for tenants. Table 6.17 gives the results for the home owners and tenants 

inn the Schiphol region. 

TableTable  6.17: The relation  between  housing  expenses  and income* 

Hom ee owner s 

Inn He = 0.34 

Thee result in 
lny=(0 .39) ' 1 1 

R22 = 0.393; IS 

Tenant s s 

Inn He = 4.05 

Thee result in 
Inyy = (0.31 )"1 

R22 = 0.185; rv 

++ 0.39 I n y -
(8.42) ) 

0.277 In Tor+ 0.30 In Ap 
(-13.71) ) 

termss of income: 
[Inn He -0.34 + 0.27 In Tor-

== 615 

++ 0.31 I n y -
(10.60) ) 

-0.011 In Tor 

(-0.43)" " 

termss of income: 
[Inn He - 4 . 0 5 + 0.01 In Tor] 

== 496 

(6.12) ) 

0.300 In Ap] 

** t-values between (.). 
*** not significantly different from 0 
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Forr home owners, the effect of the asking price on housing expenses is significant 

andd positive. For both home owners and tenants, the net housing expenses increase 

withh the net monthly household income and the housing expenses decrease with the 

timee of residence. For home owners, the negative effect of Tor on He may be 

explainedd as follows. In the Netherlands, houses are in very short supply and prices 

rosee by 5 to 20% per year during the last 15 years. There is also an annual general 

inflationn fluctuating between 2 and 10% over that period. The housing expenses are for 

aa good deal based on historical costs, while loans are paid off over the years. It follows 

thatt nominal housing expenses of home owners tend to fall with the time of residence. 

However,, for tenants, the effect of the time of residence on housing expenses is not 

significant.. The main reason for this non-significance is that all Dutch rents are fixed 

perr housing unit. The initial rent level of the housing unit may be increased each year 

byy a nationally fixed percentage a, which approximately equals the nominal growth 

ratee of income. Hence, staying in one apartment for a long time does not 

automaticallyy reduce the relative rent/income ratio, apart from incidental cases where 

thee income grows considerably. 

Onn the basis of these results, we can now compute the amounts of compensation 

differentiatedd for the asking price and the housing expenses (home owners} and the 

rentt (tenants). The tables 6.18 to 6.23 are computed on the assumption that the 

householdd has lived in the house for five years {Tor = 5). 

Tablee 6.18 and 6.19 show the results for home owners and tenants, respectively, if 

insulationn is not present. 

TableTable  6.18: Compensation  for  home  owners  if  noise  insulation  is  not  present 

(differentiated(differentiated  for  net  monthly  housing  expenses  and asking  price) 

Askin gg pric e 
ƒ150,00 0 0 

Housin gg expense s 
ƒƒ 50 0 
ƒƒ 75 0 
ƒ1,00 0 0 

Askin gg pric e 
ƒ400,00 0 0 
Housin gg expense s 
ƒ1,00 0 0 
ƒ1,50 0 0 
ƒ2,00 0 0 

200 - > 3 0 K u 

ƒƒ 3 7 5 9 
ƒƒ 117.1 9 
ƒƒ 26 2 5 9 

ƒƒ 114.7 0 
ƒ357.6 2 2 
ƒ801.3 4 4 

300 - v 4 0 K u 

ƒƒ 23.0 1 
ƒƒ 71.7 5 
ƒƒ 160.7 8 

ƒƒ 70.2 3 
ƒ218.9 7 7 
ƒ490.6 4 4 

400 -+ 4 5 K u 

ƒƒ 8.6 9 
ƒƒ 27.0 8 
ƒƒ 60.6 8 

ƒƒ 26.5 0 
ƒƒ 82.6 4 
ƒƒ 185.1 6 

400 -- > 5 0 K u 

ƒƒ 16.2 4 
ƒƒ 50.6 2 
ƒƒ 113.4 2 

ƒƒ 49.5 4 
ƒƒ 154.4 7 
ƒ346.1 2 2 
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TableTable  6.19: Compensation  for  tenants  if  noise  insulation  is  not  present 

(differentiated(differentiated  for  net  monthly  rent) 

Rent: : 
ƒ300 0 
ƒ500 0 
ƒ750 0 

200 - > 3 0 K u 

ƒƒ 11.8 7 
ƒƒ 53.6 1 
ƒ177.3 7 7 

300 - > 4 0 K u 

ƒƒ 7.2 7 
ƒƒ 32.8 2 
ƒƒ 108.6 0 

400 - > 4 5 K u 

ƒƒ 2.7 4 
ƒƒ 123 9 
ƒƒ 409 8 

400 - > 5 0 K u 

ƒƒ 5  1 3 
ƒƒ 2 3 1 6 
ƒƒ 766 1 

Tabless 6.20 and 6.21 give the amount of compensation for households living in houses 

withh noise insulation. 

TableTable  6.20: Compensation  for  home  owners  if  noise  insulation  is  present 

(differentiated(differentiated  for  net  monthly  housing  expenses  and asking  price) 

Askin gg pric e 
ƒ150,00 0 0 
Housin gg expense s 
ƒƒ 50 0 

ƒƒ 75 0 

ƒ1,00 0 0 

Askin gg pric e 
ƒ400,00 0 0 
Housin gg expense s 
ƒ1,00 0 0 

ƒ1,50 0 0 

ƒ2,00 0 0 

200 - > 3 0 K u 

ƒƒ 5.7 4 

ƒƒ 17.8 9 

ƒƒ 40.0 8 

ƒƒ 17.5 1 

ƒƒ 54.5 8 

ƒƒ 122.3 1 

30 0 

ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 

ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 

^-40K u u 

354 4 
11.0 3 3 

24.7 1 1 

10.7 9 9 

33.6 5 5 

75.4 0 0 

40 0 

ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 

ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 

^ 4 5 K u u 

1.3 4 4 

4.1 9 9 

9.3 9 9 

4.1 0 0 

12.7 9 9 

28.6 5 5 

40 0 

ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 

ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 
ƒ ƒ 

- >> 5 0 K u 

2.5 0 0 

7.8 0 0 

17.4 9 9 

77 6 4 

233 8 2 

533 3 6 

TableTable  6.21: Compensation  for  tenants  if  noise  insulation  is  present 

(differentiated(differentiated  for  net  monthly  rent) 

Rent : : 

ƒ30 0 0 

ƒ500 0 

ƒ750 0 

200 - > 3 0 K u 

ƒƒ 1.8 1 

ƒƒ 8.1 8 

ƒƒ 270 7 

300  -> 4 0 K u 

ƒƒ 1.1 2 

ƒƒ 5.0 4 

ƒƒ 16.6 9 

400 - •  4 5 K u 

ƒƒ 04 2 

ƒƒ 1.9 2 

ƒƒ 6.3 4 

400 - » 5 0 K u 

ƒƒ 0.7 9 

ƒƒ 3.5 7 

ƒƒ 11.8 1 

Now,, in the same way in which the income differentiation was carried out in the 

previouss section, we can construct a table showing the value of noise insulation. 
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TableTable  6.22: The value  of  noise  insulation  for  home  owners 

(differentiated(differentiated  for  net  monthly  housing  expenses  and asking  price) 

Askingg price 
ƒ150,000 0 

Housingg expenses 
ƒƒ 500 
ƒƒ 750 
ƒ1,000 0 

Askingg price 
ƒ400,000 0 
Housingg expenses 
ƒ1,000 0 
ƒ1,500 0 
ƒ2,000 0 

200 -> 30 Ku 

ƒƒ 3185 
ƒƒ 99.30 
ƒ2222 51 

ƒƒ 97.20 
ƒ303.04 4 
ƒ679.03 3 

300 -» 40 Ku 

ƒƒ 19.48 
ƒƒ 60.72 
ƒ136.07 7 

ƒƒ 59.44 
ƒ1855 31 
ƒ415.24 4 

400 ^ 4 5 K u 

ƒƒ 7.34 
ƒƒ 22.89 
ƒƒ 51.29 

ƒƒ 22.40 
ƒƒ 6985 
ƒƒ 156.51 

400 -» 50 Ku 

ƒƒ 13.73 
ƒƒ 42.81 
ƒƒ 95.93 

ƒƒ 41.91 
ƒƒ 130.65 
ƒ292.76 6 

Tab/ee 6.23: The value  of  noise  insulation  for  tenants 

(differentiated(differentiated  for  net  monthly  rent) 

200 - •  3 0 K u 300 - > 4 0 K u 400 - > 4 5 K u 400 - ^  5 0 K u 

Rent : : 

ƒ30 0 0 

ƒ500 0 

ƒ75 0 0 

ƒƒ 10.0 6 

ƒƒ 45.4 3 

ƒ150.3 0 0 

ƒƒ 6  1 5 

ƒƒ 277 8 

ƒƒ 91.9 1 

ƒƒ 2.3 2 

ƒƒ 10.4 7 

ƒƒ 34.6 4 

ƒƒ 4.3 4 

ƒƒ 19.5 9 

ƒƒ 64.8 0 

6.6.46.6.4 Compensations  and the Value of  Insulation  for  the average 

Household Household 

Inn this section, the exercises carried out above will be repeated, without any 

distinctionss as to income position, housing expenses, asking prices, et cetera. In 

otherr words, we take the average household as our starting point. Table 6.24 below 

showss the compensating amounts for various increases in the Ku level. The amounts 

representt the changes in the net monthly household income that are required to 

compensatee for certain specified changes in the noise level (given the average 

percentagee of noise insulated homes). 

Itt is also possible to compute for the average household (average' referring to the 

averagee household in the sample) how much the noise insulation is worth to them. 

Supposingg that a dwelling is insulated against noise nuisance, how much would that 

householdd have to receive in order to keep their well-being at the same level when 
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thee insulation is removed? The answer is given in terms of a change in the net 

monthlyy income, and equals ƒ 475.50. 

TableTable  6.24: Change  in  net  monthly  household  income  necessary  to  compensate 

forfor  increased  noise  levels  in  Ku 

Fromm X Ku to X+A Ku 
Fromm 20 Ku to 21 Ku 
Fromm 20 Ku to 30 Ku 
Fromm 20 Ku to 35 Ku 
Fromm 30 Ku to 35 Ku 
Fromm 30 Ku to 40 Ku 
Fromm 35 Ku to 40 Ku 
Fromm 35 Ku to 45 Ku 
Fromm 40 Ku to 45 Ku 
Fromm 40 Ku to 50 Ku 

AKu u 

1 1 
10 0 
15 5 
5 5 

10 0 
5 5 

10 0 
5 5 

10 0 

Ay y 

ƒƒ 19.99 
ƒƒ 169.00 
ƒ235.01 1 
ƒƒ 63.47 
ƒ119.22 2 
ƒƒ 54.93 
ƒ103.97 7 
ƒƒ 48.41 
ƒƒ 92.19 

6.6.56.6.5 The Costs  of  Compensation  to  Society 

Ann important policy question now is what the total amount of compensation would be 

forr compensating the population living around Schiphol for the noise nuisance they 

suffer.. This means that we have to compute the amount per household in the area 

involved,, taking into account that different households have different incomes and 

experiencee different levels of Ku. Subsequently, the amounts for all households 

concernedd have to be added together. For this purpose we have used the ADECS 

database,, viz. the number of dwellings with a certain Ku value, as described in 

appendixx C. 

Inn this study we have only been able to do this for the households from the sample. 

Since,, the 1,400 households from the survey sample are representative, as to 

incomee and noise nuisance, for the entire population of 828,045 households within an 

areaa of 50 square kilometres around Schiphol, we can find the total costs amount by 

multiplyingg all amounts by 828,045. 

Supposee we set a critical Ku limit of x Ku, for example. What is the percentage of 

householdss having a noise nuisance level worse than x Ku, and how high would be the 

amountt to compensate for the exceeding nuisance? In table 6.25 below we have done 

thiss for a number of critical levels. To be precise, we have computed the total yearly 

compensationn necessary to bring down the nuisance level for all people suffering from a 

damagee level of over x Ku, to the chosen ievel of x Ku. 
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Wee first computed the average monthly compensation per household within the x Ku 

zone.. If we choose x to be 20, the resulting amount is ƒ114.78, which is the average 

compensationn to bring down the nuisance levels of over 20 Ku, for instance from 40 

too 20 Ku (about ƒ288.22 according to table 6.24 above), or from 30 to 20 Ku (about 

ƒ169.00),, but also from 21 to 20 Ku (ƒ19.99). Since most households experience 

noisee levels of close to 20 Ku, the average compensation is low compared to some of 

thee figures in table 6.24 above. Subsequently, we have multiplied this average 

monthlyy amount (column 3 in the table) with the number of households suffering from 

damagee levels of over 20 Ku (cf. appendix C). Finally, we have translated these 

outcomess into annual amounts (column 4 in the table). 

TableTable  6.25: Total  yearly  amount  of  compensation  if  every  household  in  the 

SchipholSchiphol  region  is  compensated  for  the noise  nuisance  above  x Ku 

xKu u 

> 2 0 K u u 
> 2 5 K u u 
> 3 0 K u u 
> 3 5 K u u 
> 4 0 K u u 

Numberr of households 
concerned* * 

134,705(16.3%) ) 
49,0522 (5.9%) 
10,0411 (1.2%) 

5,0866 (0.6%) 
3,5111 (0.4%) 

Averagee monthly compensation 
perr household concerned 

ƒƒ 114.78 
ƒƒ 76.93 
ƒƒ 67.49 
ƒƒ 61.49 
ƒƒ 46.28 

Totall yearly amount of 
compensation n 

ƒƒ 185.54 million 
ƒƒ 45.28 million 
ƒƒ 8.13 million 
ƒƒ 3.75 million 
ƒƒ 1.95 million 

** Of the total population in the Schiphol region. 

Thee table shows that the average monthly amount of compensation for a bottom level 

off 20 Ku is higher than the average amounts for higher critical levels. That is logical, 

becausee the higher the critical level, the smaller the number of Ku that are 

compensated.. This is shown even more clearly in column 4 of the table, where the 

totall amount of annual compensation is mentioned. This is because the number of 

householdss exposed to over 20 Ku is much higher than the number of households 

exposedd to higher critical levels, because it encompasses all the higher critical levels. 

Accordingg to this method, the total costs of compensating all residents for the nuisance 

exceedingg 20 Ku would be ƒ185.54 million. This amount is one and a half times higher 

thann the amount of ƒ123.7 million found in the hedonic price study conducted by Morell 

andd Lu (1999) mentioned earlier (section 6.4). The difference may be partly due to the 

factt that hedonic price studies only identify market premiums, whereas the well-being 

evaluationn method identifies the total economic value of a good, viz. including the non-

usee value (see chapter 3, section 3.3). 
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6.77 Result s of the Conjoin t Measuremen t Method 

Thee conjoint measurement question contains a set of four vignettes. The respondents 

aree asked to order the four vignettes from most preferred to least preferred, to give 

reportt marks to each of the four vignettes, and to indicate which of the vignettes are 

acceptablee to them.11 These three questions, as worded in the Schiphol survey, are 

givenn below. 

questio nn 49 
Whenn answering the last three questions, please take as the starting point your current living 
situation,, which will be changed at some points, to be indicated later. 

Iff your present dwelling is a flat or an upstairs, please read 'balcony' where 'garden/balcony' is 
printed.. If your present dwelling is situated (partly) on the ground floor, please read 'garden' where 
garden/balcony'' is printed. 

Beloww you find descriptions of 4 different living situations. If you were asked to rank these 
situationss from best to worst, which would be your first (= 'best') choice? And which would be your 
second,, your third, and your fourth (= 'worst') choice? 

N.B.:N.B.: NOISE NUISANCE DURING THE NIGHT MEANS BETWEEN 23.00 AND 6.00 H., DURING THE 
DAYDAY MEANS BETWEEN 8.00 AND 20.00 H. AND IN THE EARLY MORNING/EVENING MEANS 
BETWEENBETWEEN 06.00 AND 08.00 AND BETWEEN 20.00 AND 23.00 H., RESPECTIVELY. 
SOCIALSOCIAL NOISE NUISANCE MEANS NOISE CAUSED BY NEIGHBOURS, PUBS AND 
RESTAURANTS,RESTAURANTS, ETCETERA. 

Pleasee look carefully at the four different living situations and also take into account your income 
andd other personal circumstances. 

Livingg situation 1 Living situation 2 Living situation 3 Living situation 4 

Myy first choice is • • • D 

Myy second choice is • • • D 

Myy third choice is D D D D 

Myy fourth choice is Q • O O 

Livin gg situatio n 1 
Parkingg facilities: moderate 
Accessibilityy by public transport: moderate 
Greenn areas: fair 
Garden/balcony:: absent 
Sociall noise nuisance: rare 

Aircraftt noise nuisance: every day, mainly 
duringg the night 

Yourr present housing expenses or rent will 
bee 50% less 

Livin gg situatio n 2 
Parkingg facilities: good 
Accessibilityy by public transport: good 
Greenn areas: only few 
Garden/balcony:: present 
Sociall noise nuisance: once every two 
weeks,, mainly during the night 
Aircraftt noise nuisance: once every two 
weeks,, mainly in the early morning and in the 
evening g 
Yourr present housing expenses or rent will be 
10%% higher 
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Livin gg situatio n 3 
Parkingg facilities: bad 
Accessibilityy by public transport: moderate 
Greenn areas: only few 
Garden/balcony:: absent 
Sociall noise nuisance: once a week, mainly 
duringg the night 
Aircraftt noise nuisance: once a week, 
mainlyy during the day 
Yourr present housing expenses or rent will 
bee 25% less 

questio nn 50 

Livin gg situatio n 4 
Parkingg facilities: good 
Accessibilityy by public transport: bad 
Greenn areas: only few 
Garden/balcony:: absent 
Sociall noise nuisance: once a month, mainly 
duringg the night 
Aircraftt noise nuisance: once every two 
weeks,, mainly during the night 
Yourr present housing expenses or rent will be 
50%% higher 

Couldd you please give report marks to the four living situations, between 1 and 10. where 10 is 
thee best possible situation for you, and 1 is tf ee worst possible situation'? So, please grade your 
firstt - fourth choice with marks between 1 and 10, allotting a lower mark to each subsequent 
choicee (the report mark for the second choice 
choice,, et cetera). 

Myy report mark for my first choice is 

Myy report mark for my second choice is 

Myy report mark for my third choice is 

Myy report mark for my fourth choice is 

questio nn 51 

hass to be lower than the report mark for your first 

11 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

D D O D D D D D D D D 
D D Q D D D O a D D D 
D D D D D D Ü G D D D 
D D D D a n D O D D D 

Youu have now ranked and graded four living situations, but which of these four situations represent 
situationss that are really acceptable to you (that 
PLEASEPLEASE CROSS ONE BOX ONLY 

11 • Only my first choice 

22 • My first and second choices 

3 DD My first. second and third choices 

s:: situations that you would actually accept)? 

44 f j All of my four choices 

55 Q None of my four choices 

ConstructionConstruction  of  the vignettes 

Eachh of these four vignettes describes a particular living situation in terms of thirteen 

attributes.122 Four of these attributes of the living situation describe the aircraft noise 

nuisance.. The attributes and their possible values are shown in table 6.26. 

Withh these attributes and values it would be possible to construct a very large 

numberr of different vignettes (e.g., 3*3*3*2*16*16*9 = 124,416). However, for this 

studyy only 100 vignettes are used. The vignettes should portray realistic situations 

andd should be clearly distinguishable from each other to respondents. Moreover, the 

levell of the attributes is chosen in such a way that the set of vignettes is approximately 

orthogonal.. With the set of 100 vignettes, 25 questionnaire versions are constructed of 

44 vignettes each. 
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TableTable  6.26: The attributes  and their  possible  values 

Attributes s 

Parkingg facilities 
Accessibilityy by public transport 
Greenn areas 
Garden/Balcony y 
Sociall noise nuisance -

\ " ^ ^ 
\ \ 

\ \ 
\ \ 

Aircraftt noise nuisance x 

\ ~ " " 
\ \ 

\ \ 
\ \ 

Changee in current housing 
expensess or rent 

Possiblee values in words 

Good/moderate/bad d 
Good/moderate/bad d 
Many/fair/onlyy few 
Present/absent t 
Twoo dimensions: 

•• 1. period: rare, mainly during the day, mainly 
duringg the night, mainly in the early morning 
andd in the evening. 

11 2. frequency: every day, few times per week, 
everyy week, once every two weeks, once a 
month,, rare 
Twoo dimensions: 

-- 1. period: rare, mainly during the day, mainly 
duringg the night, mainly in the early morning 
andd in the evening. 

11 2. frequency: every day, few times per week, 
everyy week, once every two weeks, once a 
month,, rare 
5%,, 10%, 25%, 50% increase, or 5%, 10%, 
25%,, 50% decrease, or remain the same 

Possiblee values in 
numbers s 
3,2,, 1 
3,2,, 1 
3,2,, 1 
1,0 0 

33 dummies with 
valuess 0 or 1 

365/26,, 6,2, 1, 
12/26,0 0 

33 dummies with 
valuess 0 or 1 

365/26,6,2,, 1, 
12/26,0 0 

5,, 10,25,50,-5, 
-10,-25,-50,0 0 

AnalysesAnalyses  of  the answers  to  the vignettes  question 

Thee three answers of the respondents (viz. the rank order, the report marks, and the 

acceptability)) provide an insight into the relative importance of the attributes. The 

threee analyses based on these three answers give similar results. In the Uburg study, 

wee also found such similarity between the three analyses. In order to avoid needless 

repetitions,, only one of the three analyses is described here. We have chosen to 

presentt the analysis based on report marks. 

Thee choice for the report marks analysis is motivated by the fact that the 

informationall efficiency of ratings is higher than that of rankings (e.g., rank orderings 

andd acceptability), since ratings express preference intensities as well as a 

preferencee order. Moreover, the choice for report marks is motivated by the fact that 

aa significant relation exists between report marks for vignettes and Cantril ratings. 

Apparently,, report marks also say something about the person who gives them: 

respondentss who give high marks in the Cantril question, that is respondents who are 

satisfiedd or happy with their life in general, also give higher report marks in the 

vignettess question. If X is the average report mark respondents give to the four 

vignettess and V is the Cantril rating on the ladder of life, then the relation between V 

andd X is (based on the Schiphol sample; t-values between brackets): 
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ïï = 7.887 + 0.1689. V 

(15.126)) (11.365) 

Thee ultimate aim of the vignettes analysis is to deduce price compensations for 

changess in the level of a particular attribute. In this study, the trade-off of interest is 

betweenn the monetary attribute 'housing expenses' on the one hand, and the 

attributee 'aircraft noise nuisance' on the other hand. However, in the vignettes aircraft 

noisee nuisance is not presented one-dimensionally in terms of Ku, but instead in two 

dimensions,, namely the period when the nuisance mainly occurs and the frequency 

off occurrence. Therefore, it is not possible to give a valuation per Ku as was done in 

thee analysis based on the Cantril question. 

Thee reason why aircraft noise nuisance is not described in terms of Ku is because 

mostt respondents are unable to interpret this measure, viz. they do not know what a 

noisee nuisance level of, say, 35 Ku stands for and, consequently, their answers 

wouldd have no meaning whatsoever. Of course, we tried to bring the real Ku 

measuree into the analysis in several ways. For instance, we tried to construct our 

ownn Ku measure on the basis of the two dimensions period and frequency, and to 

relatee this constructed Ku measure to the real Ku measure, in order to be able to 

establishh a price per Ku after all. Nevertheless, these efforts have borne no fruit. 

Althoughh it is impossible to deduce a price per Ku, the vignettes analysis still yields 

veryvery interesting results. Section 6.7.1 discusses the results of the analysis based on 

thee report marks for the vignettes. Subsequently, in section 6.7.2 the report marks 

aree related to several personal characteristics. 

6.7.16.7.1 The Analysis  based  on Report  Marks 

Thee theoretical mode! underlying the econometric analysis is an ordered logit model. 

Tablee 6.27 below gives the results based on the report marks. What is estimated, is 

thee probability that a vignette with certain values for the thirteen attributes receives a 

particularr report mark ranging from 1 to 10. 

Alll attributes but one are significant factors for the prediction of the report mark for 

thee vignette: the dummy indicating social noise nuisance during the day is the only 

attributee that is not significant. Furthermore, the coefficients of the attribute variables 

havee the expected signs. For instance, the higher the housing expenses or the 

frequencyy of social noise nuisance, the lower the report mark, or, the better the 
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accessibilityy by public transport, the higher the report mark. 

TableTable  6.27: Ordered  logit  results  based  on report  marks  (n=1,036)* 

Variable** * 

Öf f 

aa2 2 

aa3 3 

aa4 4 

aa5 5 

aas s 

a? a? 

aas s 

« 9 9 

parkingg facilities 
accessibilityy by public transport 
greenn areas 
garden/balcony y 
sociall noise nuisance: 

frequency y 
duringg the day 
duringg the night 
inn the early morning and the evening 

aircraftt noise nuisance 
frequency y 
duringg the day 
duringg the night 
inn the early morning and the evening 

changee in housing expenses or rent 

Parameterr estimate 
-1.527 7 
-0.448 8 
0.388 8 
1.248 8 
2.110 0 
3.050 0 
4.252 2 
6.120 0 
7.929 9 

0.299 9 
0.418 8 
0.311 1 
0.934 4 

-0.022 2 
-0.011 1 
-0.642 2 
-00 411 

-0.024 4 
-00 332 
-0.742 2 
-0.587 7 
-0.013 3 

Standardd deviation 
0.215 5 
0.208 8 
0207 7 
0.208 8 
0.211 1 
0214 4 
0221 1 
0.253 3 
0.370 0 

0.038 8 
0.038 8 
0.036 6 
0.062 2 

0.006 6 
0.110 0 
0.112 2 
0.112 2 

0.006 6 
0.121 1 
0.119 9 
0.118 8 
0.001 1 

t-value e 
-7.104 4 
-2.156 6 
1.874# # 
5.995 5 

10.023 3 
14.274 4 
19.222 2 
24.200 0 
21.405 5 

7.933 3 
11.093 3 

8.616 6 
15.130 0 

-3.590 0 
-0.096# # 
-5742 2 
-3.664 4 

-4.240 0 
-2.757 7 
-6.217 7 
-4.984 4 

-11.150 0 

** Sample size of 1,400 minus non-response and inconsistencies. 
*** The az's are the intercepts belonging to the results for report mark z (z= 1 9). 
## Not significantly different from 0 at a 5% level 

Tablee 6.27 can best be interpreted by taking a random vignette Z as an example. Such 

aa vignette is presented in figure 6.1. 

FigureFigure  6.1: An example  called  vignette  Z 

Situatio nn Z 

Parkingg facilities: good 

Accessibilityy by public transport: good 

Greenn areas: many 

Garden/balcony:: absent 

Sociall noise nuisance: every week, mainly during the day 

Aircraftt noise nuisance: every week, mainly during the night 

Yourr present housing expenses or rent will be 50% higher 
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Thee probability that this vignette Z will be marked 1 out of 10 is calculated as follows 

(usingg a1 and the coefficients of the attributes from table 6.27, and imputing the 

correspondingg numerical values of the attributes as given in table 6.26 above): 

\ogn(prob\ogn(prob {report mark < l} ) = -1.527 + 0.299 * (l) + 0.418*(l)+ 0.311 * (l) 

++ 0.934 * (0) - 0.022 * {2) - 0.011 * (l) - 0.642 * (O) - 0.411 * (o) 

-- 0.024 * (2)- 0.332 * (o) - 0.742 * (l) - 0.587 * (0) - 0.01 3 * (50) 

== -1.99508 

oo / ^ { report mark < l | = _expH.99508) = 0 . 1 1 9 7 2 05 
'' l + exp(-1.99508) 

Thee probability that vignette Z gets a mark of 1 out of 10 (< 1) is 12.0%.13 In the same 

way,, the probabilities that the vignette Z is marked 2, 3, ...until 10 can be calculated. 

Notee that these probabilities are cumulative figures. Using 0:2, the probability that 

vignettee Z gets a 2 is calculated by subtracting prob{report mark < 1} from prob{report 

markk < 2} (e.g., 28.6% minus 12.0% gives 16.6%). The probability that vignette Z gets 

thee highest report mark (10 out of 10), is calculated by subtracting prob{rank < 9} 

fromm 1 (e.g., 1 minus 0.9994252 gives 0.0005748, which implies a 0.06% chance to 

receivee a 10). 

Inn this study, the most interesting attribute is the aircraft noise nuisance. It turns out that 

aircraftt noise has the largest effect when it occurs during the nighttime. Moreover, 

aircraftt noise in the early morning and the evening has more effect than noise during 

thee day. The effect of flight frequency is generally much lower than the effect of the 

periodd of occurrence. 

Onn the basis of the results presented in table 6.27, we can now deduce a price for 

flyingg during the nighttime from the trade-off ratio between 'aircraft noise nuisance 

duringg the night' (Dnight) on the one hand, and 'change in housing expenses or rent 

(HE)(HE) on the other hand. This trade-off ratio is determined in such a way that the 

probabilityy distribution over the report marks remains the same. Thus, the probability 

thatt a vignette receives a 1 remains the same, the probability that this vignette 

receivess a 2 remains the same, as well as the probabilities for the marks 3 up to and 

includingg 10. With the estimates from table 6.27 the following price equation can be 

deduced; ; 
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a.a. -0.742(Dmghif)- 0.01 ld) = a. - 0J42(Dmglu";'n ) - 0.013(//£"'/ot) c=> 

00 742 
AHE,AHE, = (ADnight.) 

77 0.013 ' 

Iff the noise nuisance no longer occurs during the night (ADnightj = -1), people would 

bee willing to pay an additional 57.1% of their housing expenses or rent. This figure 

equalss 25.5% for the removal of noise nuisance during the day, and 45.2% for the 

removall of noise nuisance in the early morning and the evening. 

Thee relatively high coefficient of the dummy for aircraft noise during the nighttime 

correspondss to findings in other studies conducted in the Schiphol region, viz. a study 

conductedd by Regioplan and one by TNO-PG and RIVM. It is important to note that the 

Regioplann study is an entirely different kind of study, and merely involves a primary 

analysiss of data on complaints about aircraft noise. 

Regioplann studied the complaints about aircraft noise nuisance that residents of the 

Schipholl region lodged at the complaints bureau in 1996 (Hulshof and Noyon, 1997). 

Thee researchers found that the probability that flights give cause for complaints is 

35.1%% for flights during the night, 18.1% for flights in the early morning and evening and 

9.2%% for flights during the day (ibidem, p. 144). According to these percentages, the 

effectt of noise nuisance during the night in proportion to the effects during the early 

morningg and evening and to the effects during the day is even larger than the relative 

effectss found in our study. This is probably due to the fact that residents who lodge 

complaintss experience more nuisance during the night than residents who do not 

complainn (ibidem, p. 89). 

Inn the TNO-PG/RIVM study about annoyance, perceived health and quality of life in the 

Schipholl region, the following average nuisance scores per period were found {1998, p. 

71):: 5.02 during the nighttime, 4.47 during the early morning and the evening, and 4.26 

duringg the day. According to these figures, the relative weights between the nuisance 

scoree during the nighttime and the other two periods is much smaller than the relative 

weightss found in our and Regioplan's study. 

Bothh our results and the TNO-PG/RIVM and Regioplan results indicate a far less severe 

effectt of flights during the nighttime than the current Ku systematics assumes. The 

valuess of the nighttime penalty factor ntp used in the Ku formula (cf. section 6.2), are 

1.255 for the day, 6 for the early morning and evening and 10 for the night.5 Table 6.28 

beloww summarises all of these results. 
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TableTable  6.28: Comparison  of  relative  weights  of  noise  nuisance  per  time  of  day 

SEO/UvAA study 

Regioplann study 

TNO-PG/RIVMM study 

Nighttimee penalty factors 
usedd in the Ku formula 

Period d 
Daytimee (08.00-20.00) 
Earlyy morning and evening (06.00-08.00/20.00-23.00) 
Nighttimee (23.00-06.00) 
Daytimee (08.00-20.00) 
Earlyy morning and evening (06.00-08 00/20.00-23.00) 
Nighttimee (23.00-06.00) 
Daytimee (08.00-20.00) 
Earlyy morning and evening (06.00-08.00/20.00-23.00) 
Nighttimee (23.00-06.00) 
Daytimee (08.00-20.00) 
Earlyy morning and evening (06.00-08.00/20.00-23.00) 
Nighttimee (23.00-06.00) 

Relativee weights" 
1 1 
1.768 8 
2.235 5 
1 1 
1.967 7 
3.815 5 
1 1 
1.049 9 
1.178 8 
1 1 
6 6 

10 0 

** The weight of noise nuisance during the day is taken as the point of reference (viz, a va!ue of 1). 

6.7.26.7.2 Relating  Report  Marks  to  Personal  Characteristics 

Inn the analysis based on the report marks for vignettes, it is also possible to take into 

considerationn the personal characteristics of the respondents. 

Inn order to facilitate an OLS regression analysis on the report marks, the report 

markss RM are empirically transformed from a discrete [1,10] scale, to a [-x,+x] scale 

followingg the procedure described in section 6.6.1. 

Apartt from the thirteen attributes, it was found that the report mark for a particular 

vignettee is determined by the following variables:14 

•• net monthly household income (ln[y]) 

•• age (ln[a] and (ln[a])2) 

•• level of education (e) 

•• sex (s) 

•• presence of children in the household (ch) 

•• intention to move out of the Schiphol region {move) 

•• respondent travels by aeroplane [plane) 

Thee last two of these variables will be explained below. The others speak for 

themselves s 

Thee variable 'intention to move out of the Schiphol region' is based on the answers to 

questionn 30 (see appendix II at the end of this book): "Would you like to move away 
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fromm your current neighbourhood within the next six months?". The respondent could 

answerr "yes" or "no". Subsequently, in question 31, the respondents are asked to state 

thee most important reason for their wish to move (e.g., high rent, change of jobs, noise 

nuisancee in the neighbourhood, divorce et cetera). A dummy variable is created with a 

valuee of 1 if the respondent does intend to move out within the next six months and the 

mainn reason is noise nuisance in the neighbourhood, and zero otherwise. 

Thee variable 'respondent travels by aeroplane' is based on the answers to question 42 

(cf.. appendix II): "Which means of transport did you use during the past year? And how 

oftenn did you use them?". The respondent could choose from several frequencies 

(rangingg from "every day" to "(practically) never") for seven means of transport, one of 

whichh is aeroplanes. A dummy variable is created with a value of 1 if the respondent has 

flownn at least twice during the past year, and a value of 0 otherwise. 

Thee results of the OLS regression are shown in table 6.29. 

TableTable  6.29: Relating  report  marks  (RM*) to  personal  characteristics 

Variable e 

intercept t 
parkingg facilities (PA) 
accessibilityy by public transport (PT) 
greenn areas (GA) 
garden/balconyy (GB) 
sociall noise nuisance: 

frequencyy (SF) 
duringg the day (SD) 
duringg the night (SN) 
inn the early morning and the evening (SP) 

aircraftt noise nuisance 
frequencyy (FF) 
duringg the day (FD) 
duringg the night (FN) 
inn the early morning and the evening (FP) 

changee in housing expenses or rent (HE) 

nett monthly household income (ln[y]) 
ln[age] ] 
ln[age]2 2 

levell of education (e) 
sexx (s) 
presencee of children in the household (ch) 
intentionn to move out of the Schiphol region (move) 
respondentt is a flyer (plane) 

Parameter r 
estimate e 
3.426 6 
0.131 1 
0.231 1 
0.147 7 
0.492 2 

-0.014 4 
0.090 0 

-0,287 7 
-0.141 1 

-0.013 3 
-0.093 3 
-0.326 6 
-0270 0 
-0.672 2 

-0700 0 
-1.585 5 
0.226 6 
0.188 8 

-0.064 4 
-00 091 
-0.248 8 
-0.037 7 

Standard d 
deviation n 
1.196 6 
0.024 4 
0.024 4 
0,023 3 
0.038 8 

0.004 4 
0.076 6 
0.078 8 
0.078 8 

0,004 4 
0.081 1 
0.079 9 
0.078 8 
0.072 2 

0.034 4 
0.661 1 
0.092 2 
0.065 5 
0.037 7 
0038 8 
0.114 4 
0.038 8 

t-value e 

2.863 3 
5.439 9 
9.805 5 
6.478 8 

12.867 7 

-3.627 7 
-1.188# # 
-3,673 3 
-1.817# # 

-3,522 2 
-1.141# # 
-4.105 5 
-3.464 4 
-9.365 5 

-2,063 3 
-2.398 8 
2465 5 
2.911 1 

-1.711# # 
-2.392 2 
-2.180 0 
-0.954# # 

NN = 1,036" R2= 0.1875 

"" Sample size of 1,400 minus non-response and inconsistencies. 
## Not significantly different from 0 at a 5% level. 
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Tenn out of the thirteen attributes in the vignettes are significant and have the 

expectedd sign. The dummies 'social noise nuisance during the day' and 'social noise 

nuisancee in the early morning and evening' as well as the dummy 'aircraft noise 

nuisancee during the day' are not significant. Moreover, the sign of the first dummy is 

positive,, whereas a negative sign would be more plausible. 

Furthermore,, the results show that respondents with higher net monthly household 

incomess state lower report marks. Also, for most people the effect of age on the 

heightt of the report marks is positive: the older the respondent, the higher his or her 

reportt mark for a particular vignette. 

Thee variable 'level of education' is a dummy variable with a value of 1 if the 

respondentt has a lower level of education {primary education, lower vocational 

education,, lower general secondary education, or intermediate vocational education). 

Thee results indicate that the level of education is negatively related to report marks: 

thee lower someone is educated, the higher their report marks for a certain vignette. 

Apparently,, lower educated people are less critical towards and easier satisfied with 

thee offered vignettes. 

Thee variable 'sex' is a dummy variable with a value of 1 if the respondent is female 

andd 0 if the respondent is male. Sex does not have a significant influence on the 

statedd report marks. This variable is nevertheless included to prevent an omitted 

variablee effect. The 'presence of children in the household' has a significant and 

negativee influence: the report mark is lower if children are present. Respondents who 

travelledd by aeroplane at least twice during the past year, state lower report marks. 

However,, this effect is not significant. 

6.88 Conclusion s 

Thee Schiphol study discussed in this chapter has two aims. The first is to estimate 

thee monetary value of aircraft noise nuisance in the surroundings of Schiphol and the 

secondd is to empirically test the valuation methods that could serve as alternatives to 

thee contingent valuation method. 

WelfareWelfare  evaluation  method 

Inn this particular study the results of the welfare evaluation method are implausible, 

becausee the sign of the noise level variable is counter-intuitive, and/or because the 

effectss are not significant in the explanation of the income-evaluation //. 
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Well-beingWell-being  evaluation  method 

Itt appears that, in this study, it is the well-being evaluation method that works best, 

sincee it gives significant and valid relations of well-being and noise nuisance, and 

becausee it generates monetary compensations for changes in the noise level 

measuredd in Ku. 

Inn order to be able to compute compensations per Ku, we first related the Cantril 

measuree of well-being (based on the respondents' answers to the ladder-of-life 

question)) to the noise measure Ku. It turned out that the effect of noise in terms of Ku 

wass not significant. Therefore, we had to include an intermediate variable of noise 

nuisancee which, among other things, depends on the noise level in Ku. We 

constructedd such a variable of noise nuisance on the basis of perceived noise 

nuisancee as reported in the survey. In this specification, we suppose that well-being 

iss indirectly, and not directly, influenced by changes in the level of Ku, viz. via the 

intermediatee variable noise. 

Thee estimation resuits of this modei indicate that the noise level in Ku has a 

significantt and positive effect on the intermediate variable noise and, next, that this 

variablee noise has a significant and negative influence on well-being. 

Schematically,, the model is specified as follows. 

FigureFigure  6.2: Schematic  representation  of  our  well-being  evaluation  model 

familyy size 
nett monthly housing expenses 
dummyy for presence at home during the day 
noisee in terms of Kosten units 
dummyy for presence of balcony 
dummyy for presence of garden 

\ \ 
intermediatee variable 

noise noise 

Well-being g 

Usingg this specification of well-being, we then computed monetary compensations for 

nett monthly household income 
familyy size 
agee of the respondent 
presencee of noise insulation 
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changess in the noise ievel in Ku. The basic idea behind these computations is that 

thee level of well-being should not be affected by changes in noise levels. 

*/I t ' l ll  ^old 

ww  = w 

W*[\W*[\ oldold ,fs. age, noise(Ku"ld ), Ins)= H'(/"'" , fs, age, noise{Ku'"'"  ). Ins) 

Wee found that, for households with a net monthly income of ƒ5,000 and living in a 

housee without noise insulation, a rise in the noise level from 20 to 30 Ku would 

requiree a compensation of ƒ215.25 per month. In a similar way, we can construct a 

compensationn tariff that is not based on monthly incomes, but on living expenses and 

onn the asking price for the dwelling. In that case, if the noise nuisance were to 

increasee from 20 to 30 Ku, we find that, for example, a family living in a non-insulated 

dwellingg of ƒ400,000, with living expenses of ƒ1,500 per month, would have to be 

paidd a monthly compensation of ƒ357.62. 

Finally,, we also computed the total amount of compensation for the Schiphol region 

(givenn the average percentage of insulated homes), departing from the idea that only 

residentss with noise nuisance above a certain critical limit of x Ku are compensated 

forr the exceeding nuisance. If this critical limit is set at 35 Ku, the total yearly amount 

off compensations would be ƒ3.75 million, This corresponds to a capitalised value of 

ƒ755 million (assuming an interest rate of 5%). 

ConjointConjoint  measurement  method 

Thee conjoint measurement method produces significant and plausible relations. For 

instance,, when estimating the probability that a certain vignette receives a report 

markk z, where z ranges between 1 to 10, all attributes but one are significant factors 

forr the prediction of the report mark. Furthermore, the coefficients of the attribute 

variabless have the expected signs. The same pattern applies to the analysis which 

relatess report marks to personal characteristics. Moreover, the signs of the effects of 

personall characteristics like income, age and education are the same as in the Uburg 

study.. The sign of the variable 'presence of children in the household' is an exception: 

inn the Uburg study the impact is positive, whereas in the Schiphol study the impact is 

negative.15 5 

Thee ultimate aim of the vignettes analysis, however, is not to estimate probabilities of 

thee report mark, but to deduce price compensations for changes in the level of a 
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particularr attribute. In this study, the trade-off of interest is that between the monetary 

attributee 'housing expenses' on the one hand, and the attribute 'aircraft noise 

nuisance'' on the other hand. However, in the vignettes aircraft noise nuisance is not 

presentedd in terms of Ku. Therefore, it is not possible to give a valuation per Ku as 

wass done in the analysis based on the Cantril question. Efforts to bring in the real Ku 

measuree in the analysis in order to be able to establish a price per Ku after all, have 

bornee no fruit. 

Although,, it is not possible to deduce a price per Ku, the vignettes analysis still yields 

veryy interesting results. For instance, we deduced a price for flying during the nighttime 

fromm the trade-off ratio between 'aircraft noise nuisance during the night' on the one 

hand,, and 'change in housing expenses or rent' on the other hand. If the noise 

nuisancee no longer occurs during the night, people would be willing to pay an 

additionall 57.1% of their housing expenses or rent. This figure equals 25.5% for the 

removall of noise nuisance during the day, and 45.2% for the removal of noise 

nuisancee in the early morning and the evening. Furthermore, our results indicate a far 

lesss severe effect of flights during the nighttime than the current Ku systematics 

assumes.. This result is also found in other studies, viz. the TNO-PG/RIVM and 

Regioplann studies. 
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Appendi xx A Result s of the Welfar e Evaluatio n 

Metho d d 

Inn this appendix the results of the welfare evaluation method are presented. The 

welfaree evaluation method is based on the income evaluation question (Van Praag, 

1971;; also see chapter 4, section 4.3): "Which monthly after tax household income 

wouldd you in your circumstances consider to be very bad? Bad? Insufficient? 

Sufficient?? Good? Very good?". By transforming these six income levels into a 

numericall evaluation figure {1/12,
 3/i2 until 11/12), and relating this figure to personal and 

environmentall circumstances, it is possible to determine the influence of a particular 

environmentall effect {like noise nuisance) on the evaluation of income. Although a lot 

off different specifications were used to explain the valuation of income (//), the results 

off this particular study are not plausible because the sign of the noise level variable is 

counter-intuitive,, and/or the effects are not significant in the explanation of //. Here, 

onlyy three of the many regression equations are presented. 

TableTable  A.1:  Welfare  evaluation  results  I 

Variable e 
intercept t 
ln[nett monthly household income] 
ln[familyy size] 
ln[noisee level Ku] 

Parameterr estimate 
4.6790 0 
04006 6 
0.1351 1 

-0.0133 3 

Standardd deviation 
0.2147 7 
0.0260 0 
0.0322 2 
0.0194 4 

t-value e 
21.7887 7 
15.3904 4 
4.1921 1 

-- 0.6880# 

## Not significantly different from 0 at a 5% level. 

Thee corresponding income change necessary to compensate a person with a net 

monthlyy household income of ƒ4,000 for a change in noise nuisance from 20 Ku to 30 

Kuu is calculated as follows. 

/.i/.i = a + (f In v + /?2 In fs + J3} In Ku 

Inn v - // = (l - /?, )ln y - a - fi2 In fs - / i 3 In Ku 

A [ l n y - / i ]]  = 0 
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A v = i i OO ill  * exp p 
Pi Pi 

P\ P\ 
In n 

Kit Kit 

Ku Ku 
old old 

AA v = /4,000 *  \ exp 
0.0133300 (, 30 

Inn — 
-0.40057311 20 

1=-ƒ36.23 3 

Thee compensation is negative, which would indicate that a person is willing to pay in 

orderr to increase noise levels. However, the underlying coefficients are not 

significant. . 

Thee results presented in the next table are more plausible (the sign of 'ln[noise level 

Ku]'' is positive), but the effect of 'ln[noise level Ku]' is still not significant. 

TableTable  A.2:  Welfare  evaluation  results  II 

Variable e 
intercept t 
ln[nett monthly household income] 
ln[familyy size] 
(Inffamilyy size])2 

ln[income]*ln[familyy size] 
ln[age] ] 
(ln[age])2 2 

ln[noisee level Ku] 
insulation** ln[noise level ku] n ' 

Parameterr estimate 

2.0884 4 
0.5440 0 
0.2672 2 

-0.0513 3 
-0.0156 6 

0.7264 4 
-0.0951 1 

0.0048 8 
0.0061 1 

Standardd deviation 

0.8388 8 
0.0224 4 
0.1959 9 
0.0262 2 
0.0251 1 
0.4608 8 
0.0616 6 
0.0079 9 
0.0113 3 

t-value e 
2.4897 7 

24.2370 0 
1.3641# # 

-- 1.9570# 
-- 0.6230# 

1.5762# # 
-- 1.5441# 

0.6003# # 
0.5426# # 

## Not significantly different from 0 at a 5% level. 
mm Ins is a dummy variable with a value of 1 if noise insulation is present, and 0 otherwise. 

Thee compensation is calculated in the same manner as above. 

AA  v=\ oldold * exp p 

(/77+/?88 *ƒ#«)' In n 
Ku Ku 

Ku Ku 
old old 

( l - / ? , - / 74 * l n / 5 ) ) 
-\> -\> 

Takingg the same situation with y = ƒ4,000, Kune" = 30 and Kuold = 20, and fs is 

assumedd to be equal to the sample mean (2.2585), the compensation would amount 

too ƒ15.74 if noise insulation is not present (Ins = 0) and to ƒ36.02 if insulation is 
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presentt (Ins = 1). Accordingly, noise insulation is valued negatively. This counter-

intuitivee result is caused by the positive sign of the interaction term of insulation and 

'ln[noisee in Ku]' (we would expect that the effect of noise nuisance would decrease if 

noisee insulation is present). 

Finally,, we included the intermediate variable noise in the model, where noise is 

explainedd in the same way as in the analysis of the results of the well-being 

evaluationn method (see table 6.13 in section 6.6.1 in the main text). Table A.3 below 

givess the welfare evaluation results. The sign of the coefficient of noise is plausible, 

butt again not significant. The sign of the interaction term of insulation and noise is 

positive,, while a negative sign would be more plausible. 

TableTable  A.3:  Welfare  evaluation  results  III 

Variable e 
intercept t 
ln[nett monthly household income] 
ln[familyy size] 
(ln[familyy size])2 

ln[income]*ln[familyy size] 
Inn [age] 
(ln[age])2 2 

noise e 
insulation'noisee <1) 

Parameterr estimate 

2.2893 3 
0.5410 0 
0.2558 8 

-- 0.0484 
-0.0151 1 

0.6327 7 
-0.0824 4 

00186 6 
0.0089 9 

Standardd deviation 
0.8664 4 
0.0233 3 
0.2025 5 
0.0272 2 
0.0259 9 
0.4784 4 
0.0640 0 
0.0105 5 
0.0186 6 

t-value e 

2.6421 1 
23.1954 4 

1.2631# # 
-- 1.7780# 
-0.5822# # 

1.3225# # 
-- 1.2880# 

1.7668# # 
04789# # 

## Not significantly different from 0 at a 5% level. 
<1)) Ins is a dummy variable with a value of 1 if noise insulation is present, and 0 otherwise. 

Thee compensation is now calculated as follows. 

Ayy = yold *-jexp 

old old 
iPiiPi  + fls *  Ins)*\ noiseiKu "° ' ) - noise(Ku i | 

( l - / ? , - / ?4* l n . / j ) ) 

where e 
old old 

noise(Kunoise(Ku )-noise(Ku ) = 0.3696 
Ku Ku Hm-- ] 

„id „id 
Ku Ku 

Takingg the same situation as above, the compensation would amount to ƒ22.67 if 

noisee insulation is not present and to ƒ33.59 if insulation is present. Again, noise 

insulationn is valued negatively. 
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Appendi xx B Specificatio n of the Unreliabilit y of the 
Kuu Values lowe r than 20 

Technicall experts suspect that the objective measurement of noise in Kosten units (Ku) 

iss not correct, if the noise level is below 20 Ku. More specifically, the non-reliability of 

thiss measurement procedure increases, the lower the true Ku value is. This appendix 

dealss with the problem how to detect the (heteroscedastic) measurement error and how 

too correct for it. 

Wee assume that noise nuisance (y) depends on a number of variables x = (x-,, .. ,xk) 

andd the objective noise level K measured in Ku, or, more precisely, the logarithm of the 

valuee in Ku.16 We denote the variable K by: 

KK = ln(noisein Ku) 

Wee model 

yy = /3'x + 0KK + £ (B.l) 

wheree p stands for a k-vector of regression coefficients and PK is the specific coefficient 

correspondingg to the variable K. The variable y to be explained attains only five verbal 

values,, viz. "always", "often", "regularly", "sometimes", or "never", which have to be 

translatedd to some numerical scale by a monotonically increasing transformation. Due 

too the ordinal character, the choice of that transformation is in a certain sense irrelevant, 

ass we explained in the main text (cf. section 6.6). The OLS estimator, arrived at by 

minimizingg the sum of squared residuals, 

NN 2 

wheree N stands for the number of observations, is: 

bb = {X'X)~lX'y (B.2) 

Usingg the traditional textbook notation (XX) = N*Zxx, where ixx stands for the sample 
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covariancee matrix of the vector (x, K), and the notation (X'y) = N*ZXy, where £Xy stands 

forr the covariance vector y with (x, K), we may rewrite 

**  = XxxIxy (B3) 

Lett us now assume that noise cannot be exactly measured if the noise level is below 20 

Ku.. In that case we meet a serious problem. Let the true value be denoted by 4, but we 

observe e 

K=4K=4 + rj (B.4) 

wheree 77 stands for the measurement error or unreliability (in terms of percentages, 

sincee K is measured in logarithms). We assume, as usual, that E(rj) = 0 and var(^) = a ƒ 

>> 0. Moreover, 77 is not correlated with e and t. It follows that our matrix IXx differs from 

thee matrix % . More specifically, consider the last diagonal element of Lxx, say CTKK- We 

have e 

°KK=<T££°KK=<T££++ rfrf  (B-5) 

andd consequently Ixx * 1 ^ . Our quest should be for 

Butt as S^ is replaced by Zxx, it follows that the OLS estimate, say boi_s, differs from the 

truee b, since 

bbtruetrue = Z*f Zcy * ZxX Zxy = bOLS 

Wee say that bots is biased due to the measurement error. Note that not only pK is 

incorrectlyy estimated; this holds for all components of the vector /?. We assume here 

thatt the other variables have zero measurement error, and, hence 

Ixxx = I ^ + 1 ^ (B-7) 

wheree \K is a zero matrix except for the diagonal element corresponding to the variable 

K,K, which is equal to one. We also assume that 7 is not correlated with the error term s. 

Hence,, we have ZXy = I;y. It follows that, if we would know ar,
2, we may correct Ixx for 

thee a,,2 effect and we then have 
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*r« e=fexx-I ^ 2)" 1Zx>> ( R 8) 

However,, we do not know a priori what a,,2 is, and therefore this correction is generally 

impossible.. Nonetheless, in the present case, we may identify a,,2. We assume, with the 

technicall experts, that a,,2 = 0 if Ku > 20, and a,,2 > 0 if Ku < 20. It may be inferred that 

a,22 depends on the true noise level c, which is consistently estimated by its observed 

counterpartt K. We then have E(K) = I. Hence, we write CT;;
2 as a decreasing function of 

K,, or, more precisely, we assume: 

CTCT22(K)(K) = 0 i fKu>20 and a2 (K)= a2 ln(21-Ku) if Ku < 20 (B.9) 
nn  'i  'i 

Heree a7
2 is a constant. We assume that, if K falls, ar,

z(K) increases, not linearly but 

logarithmically.. We sketch this behaviour in figure B.1. 

FigureFigure  B.1:  Behaviour  of  an
2(K) 

Byy making this assumption we are actually introducing an additional unknown o,2. In 

thee literature and practical experience, there is no reliable estimate of a,,2. It is only 

suggestedd that the relative measurement error below 20 may become quite 

considerable,, especially for low values of Ku. The reason is that aircraft noise cannot be 

sharplyy distinguished on the ground from wind noise and traffic noise, if the specific 

aircraftt noise is moderate. 

Wee may simultaneously estimate ötrue and a,,2 as follows. Consider the model 

yy - 0K,true4 + £ (B. IO) ) 
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where,, without loss of generality, we drop the other variables x for ease of exposition. 

Wee may rewrite 

==  /3KK + (£-j3Kn) ( B . l l ) 

Wee note that 

y-PKjruvy-PKjruvKK = £-PK1l 

And,, hence, that the residual depends on c and 77. It follows that 

E(v-/?.Y)) = 0 

and d 

var(( v -fiX) = var(s) + PW~{K) (B.12) 

Iff a,/(K) varies with K we have heteroscedastic unreliability. The previous equation 

impliess that 

{V-PX){V-PX)11 *<rl  +/?£<r,; ln(21-Ku)/)(20-Ku) + i; (B.13) 

wheree D(20-Ku) = 1 for Ku < 20 and D(20-Ku) = 0 for Ku > 20, and v is a disturbance 

error.. If we assume /? to be known, then we may estimate a / and a,,2 by OLS using the 

squaredd residuals from the equation <B.1) to estimate 

{V-PX){V-PX)22 = ( j ; + 51n(21 - K U ) D ( 2 0 - K U ) + LJ (B.14) 

Thenn o,7
2 = S / flK

2- Hence we may identify the (k+1) unknowns (J3 and a,,2) from the 

equationn system 

P\o;=BP\o;=B (B.15) 

wheree we denote 
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—— 1 'V 

vl=—crlvl=—crl I l n (21-Ku)D(20-Ku) 
NN . 

nn = 1 

andd pK stands for the coefficient corresponding to K. 

Thiss system is solved taking into account the heteroscedasticity of the measurement 

error.. The results are presented in table B.1. Note that equation B.14 is re-estimated in 

eachh round with the previous /lvalues. 

Equationn B.14 is estimated in the first round as: 

(vv - (3K)2 = 0.4322 + 0.0133[ln(21 - KU)D(20 - Ku)] 

(16.51)) (1.54) 

NN = 1,183; R2 =0.0020 

Thee final estimate is: 

(y(y - J3K)2 = 0.4218 + 0.0577[ln(21 - Ku)Z)(20 - Ku)] 

(14.01)) (3.76) 

NN = 1,183; R2 =0.0118 

Itt is evident that the error is heteroscedastic, witness the strongly significant coefficient 

0.0577. . 

Inn a similar way, we compare in table B.1 the true and naive regression results for 

equationn B.14. 

Inn the first column of table B.1 we present the 'true' regression coefficients #rue. The 

standardd deviations are assessed by the usual delta-method (e.g., Greene, 1993, pp. 

297-299).. The second column presents the naive OLS regression results, viz., if we do 

nott correct for the measurement error in K. The naive estimators are the starting-point 

forr the iterative estimation method. 

Wee see that the naive and true coefficient estimates do not differ considerably except 

forr (3K, which increases from 0.1998 to 0.3696. 
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TableTable  B.1:  True and naive  regression  results 

Truee regression results 
Variabless Parameter Standard 

estimatee deviation 
interceptt -1.4008 0.5451 
ln[familyy size] 0.0483 0.0817 
ln[housingg expenses] 0.1082 0.0839 
presencee at home on 

weekdayss 0.1399 0.0733 
ln[noisee in Ku] 0 3696 0.0147 
presencee of balcony 0.1098 0.0615 
presencee of garden 0.2513 0.0987 

NN = 1.132 Rtnje
2 = 0.1772* 

Naivee regression results 
Variabless Parameter Standard 

estimatee deviation 
interceptt -1.0105 0.2496 
ln[familyy size] 0.0593 0.0461 
ln[housingg expenses] 0 1037 0 0370 
presencee at home on 

weekdayss 0 1545 0.0545 
ln[noisee in Ku] 0.1998 0.0172 
presencee of balcony 0.1033 0.0465 
presencee of garden 0 2816 0.0536 

NN = 1,132 Rnaive
2 = 0.1786 

** If no measurement error exists R2 is computed as follows: 1 - ({a,2)/ ay
2) which would equal 0.2411 

Thee true explained variance is given by 

Itt  is also interesting to see what the measurement error implies. For a given Ku value 

wee may calculate a 1 *a2-confidence interval for this true value. Table B.2 gives these 

minimumm and maximum values for our study. Note that the deviation in terms of 

percentagess is largest for 1 Ku and lowest for 19 Ku. 

TableTable  B.2:  Minimum  and maximum  Ku values 

Ku u 

19 9 
18 8 
17 7 
16 6 
15 5 
14 4 
13 3 
12 2 
11 1 
10 0 
9 9 
8 8 
7 7 
6 6 
5 5 
4 4 
3 3 
2 2 
1 1 

Minimumm Ku 

11.0618 8 
9.1091 1 
7.9099 9 
7.0161 1 
6.2854 4 
5.6553 3 
5.0932 2 
4.5799 9 
4.1035 5 
3.6559 9 
3.2313 3 
2.8256 6 
2.4358 8 
2.0594 4 
1.6946 6 
1.3398 8 
0.9939 9 
0.6558 8 
0,3247 7 

Maximumm Ku 
32.6370 0 
35.5690 0 
36.5365 5 
36.4874 4 
35.7972 2 
34.6578 8 
33.1817 7 
31.4415 5 
29.4868 8 
27.3532 2 
25.0673 3 
22.6498 8 
20.1166 6 
17.4808 8 
14.7531 1 
11.9421 1 
9.0555 5 
6.0994 4 
3.0793 3 
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40 0 
35 5 
30 0 
25 5 
20 0 
"5 5 
10 0 
5 5 

199 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 

Ku-values s 

77 6 5 4 3 2 1 

—— — Ku-max Ku-min n -Ku u 
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Appendi xx C Total Numbe r of Residence s in the 

Schipho ll  Regio n and Ku Values 

Tablee C.1 presents the total number of residences in particular noise zones in the 

Schipholl region (that is, an area of 50 square kilometres around Schiphol). 

TableTable  C.1: Total  number  of  residences  per  Ku-zone 

Totall Schiphol area 

Areaa > 5 Ku 

Areaa > 10 Ku 

Areaa > 15 Ku 

Areaa > 20 Ku 
Areaa > 20 Ku 
Areaa > 25 Ku 
Areaa > 25 Ku 
Areaa > 30 Ku 
Areaa > 30 Ku 
Areaa > 35 Ku 
Areaa > 35 Ku 
Areaa ^ 40 Ku 
Areaa > 40 Ku 
Areaa > 45 Ku 
Areaa > 45 Ku 
Areaa > 50 Ku 
Areaa > 50 Ku 
Areaa > 55 Ku 
Areaa > 55 Ku 
Areaa > 60 Ku 

Totall number 

Absolutee numbers 

828,045 5 

544,799 9 

396,287 7 

250,698 8 

153,720 0 
134,705 5 

62,557 7 
49,052 2 

14,329 9 
10,041 1 

5,681 1 
5,086 6 

3,692 2 
3,511 1 

2,130 0 
2,000 0 

1,265 5 
1,185 5 

892 2 
834 4 

572 2 

off residences 

Percentages s 

100% % 

65.7934% % 

47.8581% % 

30.2759% % 

18.5642% % 
16.2678% % 

7.5548% % 
5.9238% % 

1.7305% % 
1.2126% % 

0.6861% % 
0.6142% % 
0.4459% % 
0.4240% % 

0.2572% % 
0.2415% % 

0.1528% % 
0.1431% % 
0.1077% % 
0.1007% % 

0.0691% % 

Source:: ADECS/UvA/SEO 
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Endnote s s 

11 The survey was co-sponsored by the Foundation for Economic Research of the University of 
Amsterdamm (SEO for short) and the Institute of Economic Geography of the University of Amsterdam 
(EGI),, as well as by the the Directorate General of Civil Aviation of the Dutch Ministry of Transport 
(RLD).. I especially thank Bernard van Praag (SEO), Jan Lambooy (EGI), and Jaap de Wit (RLD) for 
theirr help and efforts. I also thank Ingrid Overtoom and Marie-Louise Kok for their assiduous support in 
analysingg the data set. 
Partt of this chapter is based on the SEO/UvA report 'The shadow price of aircraft noise nuisance in the 
surroundingss of Schiphol" by Van Praag et al. (1999), and on Van Praag and Baarsma (1999). 

22 Perhaps, the Minister of Environmental Affairs, Mr. Jan Pronk, is the only one who publicly argued 
thatt noise nuisance is not that important: "Noise is a big problem, however, noise does not kill you. 
MyMy priorities lie somewhere else." {Volkskrant, 24/12/1998). 

33 For instance, the Temporary Schiphol Consultation Platform (the Dutch TOPS, with members from 
thee environmental organizations and the air transport industry) has advised the Minister to establish 
ann expert centre that can hallmark the figures in the various Schiphol reports. Both parties in TOPS 
weree driven up the wall by the continuous quarrelling about the correctness of the many figures 
(Volkskrant,(Volkskrant, 28/7/99). 

44 Many of these studies are reviewed in Frijters (1999) and Plug (1997). 

55 The value of the nighttime penalty factor for each period over a space of twenty-four hours 
(source:: Ministerie van Verkeer en Waterstaat, 1998, p. 40): 

08-18hh 18-19h 19-20h 20-21h 21-22h 22-23h 23-06h 06-07h 07-08h 
1 2 3 44 6 8 10 8 4 

66 Recently, the US measure (NEF) has been replaced by 'Ldll', and the UK measure (NNI) has been 
replacedd by 'Leq '. In the near future, the Dutch measure will probably also be replaced by a new 
measure. . 

77 Protest voters are respondents who do not want to pay for the good considered because they think 
thatt others should pay, or because they oppose to the idea of having to pay for the good (cf. chapter 
5,, section 5.9.1). Information on the motives for stating the "at no price" answer is lacking and, 
therefore,, it is not possible to distinguish between real protesters and others (e.g., people who do not 
know).. Note that, the percentage of protest voters is very high, which implies a very large reduction 
off the sample size. 

88 Note that the ladder of life runs from 1 to 10 and not from 0 to 10, as in the original Cantril question. 

99 Family size is defined as follows: 1 + partner + number of children living at home. 

10AA compensation scheme that would take account of the family size, would be more beneficial to 
householdss with children compared to households without children. The question is whether such a 
schemee is politically acceptable, among other things, since family size is considered to be a private 
matterr and not a fact on which the government should base her policy. 

111 Note that report marks run from 1 to 10 and not from 0 to 10, as in the Uburg study. 

12lnn the first column of table 6.26, it looks as though the vignettes include only seven attributes. 
However,, the number of attributes is thirteen, since the attributes 'social noise nuisance' and 'aircraft 
noisee nuisance' are each described by four attributes (three dummies for the time of day and one 
variablee describing the frequency of noise nuisance). 

13Sincee the model produces cumulative probabilities, the model specifies the probability that a vignette 
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getss a report mark of 1 as the probability that the mark of the vignette is lower or equal to 1 (< 1). 

14Otherr specifications are possible as well. However, the specification presented in the main text gives 
thee best results in terms of validity and t-values. An example of an alternative specification is the 
inclusionn of 'current housing expenses or rent' However, the effect is insignificant, and by including 
thiss variable, the effect of income also becomes insignificant. 

Anotherr example of an alternative specification is the inclusion of the variables reflecting the 
respondents'' own situations regarding the attribute variables: 

SPASPA = the satisfaction with the actual parking facilities (likewise, SPTand SGR relate to satisfaction 
withh public transport and green areas), 

SSFF = the satisfaction with the actual social noise nuisance (SFF for actual aircraft noise nuisance), 
PGBPGB - a dummy with value 1 if a garden/balcony is actually present, 
AHEAHE = the actual housing expenses 
Thee full names of the other variables are given in the mam text (e.g., see table 6.29). 

Variable e 
Intercept t 
PA PA 
SPA SPA 
PT PT 
SPT SPT 
GR GR 
SGR SGR 
GB GB 
PGB PGB 
SF SF 

Estimate e 
2.903 3 
0.130 0 
0.004 4 
0.231 1 
-0.010 0 
0.143 3 
0.042 2 
0.487 7 

-0.021 1 
-0.014 4 

(t-value) ) 
(2.334) ) 
(5.363) ) 
(0.131) ) 
(9.786) ) 
(-3.02) ) 
(6.267) ) 
(1.073) ) 
(12.638) ) 
(-0.277) ) 
(-3.692) ) 

Variable e 
SSF F 
SD SD 
SN SN 
SP SP 
FF FF 
SFF SFF 
FF FF 
FN FN 
FP FP 
HE HE 

Estimate e 

0.015 5 
0.096 6 

-0.277 7 
-0.131 1 
-0.013 3 
-0.002 2 
-0.092 2 
-0.326 6 
-0.278 8 
-0.669 9 

(t-value) ) 
(0.949) ) 
(1.252) ) 
(-3.521) ) 
(-1.677) ) 
(-3.541) ) 
(-0.566) ) 
(-1.122) ) 
(-4.090) ) 
(-3.547) ) 
(-9.520) ) 

Variable e 
AHE AHE 
ln[y] ] 

Ha] Ha] 
<ln[a])2 2 

e e 
s s 
ch ch 
move move 
plane plane 

Estimate e (t-value) ) 
-0.0222 E-3 (-0.676) 
-0.062 2 
-0.305 5 
0.186 6 
0.203 3 

-0.062 2 
-0.080 0 
-0.244 4 
0.038 8 

(-1.587) ) 
(-1.918) ) 
(1.963) ) 
(3.086) ) 
(-1.651) ) 
(-1.990) ) 
(-2.090) ) 
(0.976) ) 

Forr instance, people who are more satisfied with the public transport in their living environment 
(SPT)(SPT) state lower report marks, or people who are more satisfied with the actual aircraft noise 
nuisancee (SFF) state lower report marks. 

15Thiss may be due to fact, that in the Uburg study, the variable family size is included in the analysis 
whichh has a negative impact, whereas family size is not included in the conjoint measurement 
analysiss in the Schiphol study. 

16Thee variable noise nuisance ' / is called 'noise' in the main text (section 6.6.1) 
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Chapte rr  7 

Conclusion ss and Summar y 

"Nothing"Nothing is impossible in an inexact science as economics." 
(Samuelson,, 1980, p. 381) 

Mostt people may argue that some goods are invaluable. However, as the quote above 

suggests:: in economics everything is possible. And so, economists try to find ways to 

putt monetary values on goods like peace and quiet, natural beauty and threatened 

speciess of animals and plants. These goods are typically non-market goods, that is, 

goodss that are unpriced or priced too low, either because no markets exist or because 

existingg markets do not work properly. Such a form of market failure is called an 

'externality'' or 'external effect', since it manifests itself external to the market. The 

existingg markets fail to achieve a Pareto efficient allocation, viz. one for which not every 

individuall is as well off as possible (given the level of utility of others). And, economists 

argue,, if there is some way to make somebody better off without hurting any one else, 

whyy not do it? 

7.11 Monetar y Valuatio n of the Environmen t 

Accordingg to the (neoclassical) economic point of view, externalities can be dealt with 

byy putting a price tag on environmental goods, thereby internalising them within the 

market.. The purpose of pricing environmental goods is to give them a weight (viz. 

money)) that most policy makers, business people and others consider as a matter of 

coursee in their decisions and that can be easily compared with the weights of other 

goods.. Some, or even most people may object, on the basis of emotional or religious 

arguments,, to the economic solution of valuing environmental and other non-market 

goodss in monetary terms. However, in view of the current environmental problems, 

pricingg environmental effects is merely rational to come to a better management of 

naturall resources. This does not mean that we should create markets for all kinds of 
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non-markett goods or to make everything saleable. Nor does it mean that we are able to 

measuree the value of environmental goods. However, one can elicit preferences for 

environmentall goods. 

RevealedRevealed  and stated  preferences  for  environmental  goods 

Andd that is exactly what the methods discussed in this thesis do: they elicit preferences 

forr an environmental good, which are stated in hypothetical market settings (via 

surveys)) describing a project involving the environmental good under valuation. On the 

otherr hand, other kinds of valuation methods exist which elicit preferences that are 

revealedrevealed in an actual market and are, therefore, observations of real-world choices. An 

examplee of a revealed preference method is the so-called travel costs method. When 

usingg this method, one estimates the economic value of a specific recreational site by 

lookingg at the costs of the trips made to this site (e.g., transportation costs, entrance 

fees,, and the opportunity costs of time). 

However,, the value of most environmental goods is not solely related to market 

transactions.. Generally speaking, market transactions relate to goods, which have a 

usee value to the buyer, where this use could refer to either direct or indirect, current or 

futuree use of the good in question. For example, a woodland is planted because of the 

timberr revenues, or because trees can act as a strategy to fix carbon dioxide levels, or 

becausee we want to pass it on to our descendants as a green area. On the other hand, 

somee goods have a value that is not related to use. An example is the existence of 

humpbackk whales; even if we do not 'use' them, we could still value their existence. 

Usingg data on observed behaviour in actual markets, it is only partially possible to 

accountt for the non-use value of a good. In other words, revealed preference methods 

aree not capable of fully measuring the total economic value of a good. 

Unlikee revealed preference methods, stated preference methods use hypothetical 

markets,, where all kinds of goods can be surveyed and, thus, also goods that 

individualss do not have a user-relation with. Consequently, all stated preference 

methodss are capable of measuring the total value of a good, including non-use values. 

Andd since most environmental goods have non-use characteristics, stated preference 

methodss are a suitable manner for the valuation of environmental goods. 

ContingentContingent  valuation  method 

Onee of the most well-known stated preference methods is the contingent valuation 

methodd (CVM). The CVM is very popular among valuation researchers. Most textbooks 

aboutt environmental economics deal with the CVM, journals publish piles of articles 

aboutt the CVM, and most valuation papers presented at conferences are based on the 

CVM.. This popularity is, to a large extent, caused by legislative developments in the 
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Unitedd States. By now, the use of the CVM has been given a legal status. On the other 

hand,, the popularity has also increased since leading economists, like Nobel Prize 

winnerss Arrow and Solow, argued that the CVM represents the most promising 

approachapproach yet developed for determining prices for the environment (Arrow et al., 1994). 

Lastly,, the popularity is probably also caused by the fact that a large amount of money 

iss spent at improving the CVM, and many scientists earn their living by conducting CVM 

studies. . 

Apartt from the large group of proponents, there are also those researchers who criticise 

thee CVM. Many of these critics were present at a symposium on environmental 

valuationn held by the petroleum industry in 1992 (cf. Hausman, 1993). The discussions 

fromm the petroleum industry symposium prompted the appointment of the National 

Oceanicc and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) panel, headed by Arrow and Solow, 

too provide an unbiased assessment of the validity of CVM measures of non-use values. 

Sincee the panel found that, if appropriately conducted according to their guidelines, the 

CVMM could convey useful information (Arrow et al., 1993, p. 4609), the debate has 

becomee more fierce and charged. Perhaps that is logical, given the fact that the social 

andd financial stakes in the use and abuse of the CVM are very high. 

Onee of the aims of this thesis is to examine this debate regarding the pros and cons of 

thee CVM. The next section reviews these pros and the cons in further detail. The main 

objective,, however, is to introduce valuation methods that could serve as alternatives to 

thee CVM. Section 7.3 examines this main objective. 

7.22 Debate Regardin g the Pros and Cons of the CVM 

Accordingg to the literature, preference-based valuation methods -like CVM and conjoint 

measurement-- depart from the neoclassical welfare theory {e.g., Bateman and Turner, 

1993;; Hanley and Spash, 1993). Indeed, these methods have for their primary objective 

thee translation of losses and gains of environmental goods in monetary values, yielding 

ann analysis that tries to determine compensating or equivalent variations. However, as 

wass shown in chapter 2 and 3, such an analysis is not without problems. 

Inn chapter 2 the pros and cons of the neoclassical model of behaviour were discussed. 

Thee discussion in chapter 3 dealt with specific issues that are especially relevant to the 

CVM. . 
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ProblemsProblems  with  neoclassical  assumptions  about  behaviour 

Preference-basedd valuation methods depart from the neoclassical model of individual 

behaviour.. The assumptions that underlie this model are reproduced in table 7.1. 

TableTable  7.1: Overview  of  the neoclassical  assumptions  about  behaviour 

discusseddiscussed  in  chapter  2 

Consumerr sovereignty 
Wee 11-structured preferences 

Assumptionss of choice: completeness, reflexivity and transitivity 

Ceteris s 

Locall non-satiation 
Rationality/Utilityy maximization 

Strictt convexity of indifference curves 
paribus,, time dimensions and complete certainty 

Valuationn surveys ask ordinary individuals to state their willingness to pay (WTP), 

since,, according to consumer sovereignty, it is assumed that they are the best judge 

off what gives them utility and what not. Some people argue against this fundamental 

aspectt of preference-based valuation methods, as they feel that ordinary people are 

unablee to give well-informed judgements. Moreover, it is assumed that people have 

ready-madee and well-structured preferences for environmental goods. As most 

respondentss do not have (market) experience with environmental goods, this 

assumptionn of well-structured preferences may be unjustified. Respondents' bids may 

bee influenced by either the hypothetical market or the commodity-specific information 

givenn to them in the survey, which indicates that the WTP bids or the willingness to 

acceptt (WTA) bids are endogenous to the valuation process. 

Takingg the well-structured and well-informed preferences of ordinary people for 

granted,, it is then assumed that these preferences can be captured in a utility 

function.. Such a utility function will exist if preferences are complete, reflexive, 

transitivee and locally non-satiable {Varian, 1992). However, valuation results often do 

nott satisfy these axioms. For example, completeness (any two bundles of goods can 

bee compared) is violated if people are unable to answer a valuation question 

becausee they cannot compare the good with money amounts, viz. they do not know 

theirr WTP for that specific good. Another example concerns the violation of local non-

satiationn (more of a good is always better) in some valuation studies: WTP estimates 

doo not increase for higher levels of natural resource services (e.g., Desvouges et al., 

1993). . 
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Givenn the existence of a utility function, individuals will act rationally and maximize 

theirr utility, or, in other words, they will try to reach their highest indifference curve, 

givenn their budget constraints. However, some valuation researchers found that 

respondentss behave irrationally and do not consider their budget constraints when 

answeringg valuation questions (Loomis et al., 1994). Local non-satiation ensures that 

thee best choice of commodities will lie on the budget constraint. In order to guarantee 

aa unique solution to this maximization problem, it is assumed that indifference curves 

aree strictly convex to the origin. This implies that people will pay less additional 

moneyy as the environment further improves. In some valuation studies this 

assumptionn does not hold (e.g., Navrud, 1989). 

Threee additional, simplifying assumptions are often made. First of all, the dimension of 

timee is left out. Secondly, it is assumed that people have perfect foresight, that is, there 

iss no uncertainty about, for instance, price effects, the availability of environmental 

goods,, or preferences. Finally, the analysis is carried out 'ceteris paribus', suggesting 

thatt all other factors remain equal. In sum, valuation studies should address only short-

term,, certain and marginal environmental changes. Notwithstanding these assumptions, 

bothh CVM studies and other valuation studies often value substantial environmental 

changess that involve long-term and uncertain effects. 

Althoughh chapter 2 criticises some of the neoclassical assumptions about behaviour, it 

iss not the intention to completely discard the theory or its assumptions. In many 

situationss the model is indeed successful. Moreover, sometimes we simply have no 

alternative:: if our purpose is to establish monetary values or prices for environmental 

goods,, we simply cannot get around certain elements of the neoclassical theory, 

becausee monetary valuation methods are based on this theory, i.e., the Hicksian 

analysiss of demand and/or various assumptions about individual behaviour. However, it 

iss important to consider the assumptions under which these monetary valuation 

methodss give valid and reliable results. 

SpecificSpecific  issues  regarding  the CVM 

Chapterr 3 is specifically aimed at the discussion of several hot issues regarding the 

CVM.. These issues are summarised in table 7.2. Since most of these issues can be 

tracedd back to the discussion of neoclassical assumptions, the discussion in chapter 3 

mayy have overlapped with parts of chapter 2. 
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TableTable  7.2: Issues  regarding  the CVM discussed  in  chapter  3 

Embeddingg effects 
Endowmentt effects 

Overestimation n 
Aggregation n 

Thee embedding phenomenon encompasses situations where different, but similar, 

sampless of respondents are asked about their WTP for public goods that are identical 

exceptt for their scale. One speaks of an embedding effect if the WTP amounts do not 

differr among these samples. One of the many empirical examples is the following: the 

statedd willingness of Toronto residents to pay increased taxes to prevent a drop in the 

fishh populations in all Ontario lakes is not significantly higher than the WTP to preserve 

fishh stocks in only a small area of the province {Kahneman, 1986). 

Ann endowment effect occurs when responses to CVM surveys show a persistent 

differencee between WTP and WTA measures. In short, endowment effects arise if 

respondentss overvalue an asset due to their possessing it, or, in other words, due to 

losss aversion. The precise magnitudes of the WTA/WTP difference vary between 

studies,, but ratios of four to fifteen times or more are not uncommon. 

AA third problem that is of great relevance for the CVM, is the persistent overestimation 

off true values. For instance, a lot of CVM researchers tested and rejected the 

hypothesiss of no significant difference between the values reported by subjects when 

thee payment of these values is real or when it is hypothetical (e.g., Blackburn et a!., 

1994).. In most studies, the real payment gave significantly lower results than the CVM 

survey. . 

Thee fourth issue regarding the CVM is the aggregation of individual welfare measures. 

Thiss issue raises several questions. For instance, is it theoretically feasible to aggregate 

individuall preference orderings to a consistent collective preference ordering? 

Accordingg to most economists the answer to this question is 'no', since it is assumed 

that,, among other things, utility is only ordinally measurable and interpersonal 

comparisonss are not possible. The valuation methods discussed in this thesis are 

basedd on the assumption of interpersonal comparability, for instance, when the 

individuall WTP values are aggregated to calculate the mean WTP, the median WTP or 

thee total WTP. 
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Conclusions Conclusions 

Onee of the principal assumptions underlying the CVM is that people have true, but 

hidden,, economic values for environmental goods, which can be revealed through the 

creationn of a hypothetical market. The question is whether these true values exist, or 

whetherr several true values exist. A second question is whether the CVM can elicit 

truee values, where 'true' refers to Hicksian welfare measures. CVM believers assume 

that,, under certain circumstances, a neutral survey could convert subjective feelings 

intoo scientifically viable expressions of value. 

Althoughh the CVM pretends to obtain these scientific estimates (since they are related 

too theoretical concepts like compensating variation and equivalent variation), i do not 

thinkk that the CVM -or any other stated preference method for that matter- is capable 

off eliciting an unambiguous, theoretically correct value. The WTP principle, on which 

CVMM estimates are (supposedly) based, is elastic enough to allow a huge range of 

estimates.. Apart from anything else, it shows that different assumptions and 

proceduress will lead to widely different results. 

Forr instance, the implication of the issues surrounding the CVM (like embedding 

effectss and endowment effects), is that the CVM is open to political influence: by 

framingg the questions in a certain way, by embedding the good in a larger context, or 

byy using a WTP measure instead of a WTA measure, CVM practitioners can 

deliberatelyy influence the results so as to please themselves or their sponsors. In other 

words,, the method appears to be susceptible to serious manipulation, which is not a 

goodd feature of a method on which damage awards and allocation decisions are to be 

based,, and which claims to be scientific (unambiguous). Some people even suggest 

thatt it seems to be a case of 'tell me the figure you'd like, and I'll provide a justification' 

(Diamondd and Hausman, 1994). 

Thiss latter remark goes too far in its sarcasm towards the CVM. The main benefit of the 

CVMM (and of other monetary valuation methods) lies in the discipline it imposes, not in 

thee bottom line that creative practitioners are able to squeeze out of it. The CVM is a 

systematicc procedure for collecting and organizing information that can be used to 

makee decisions. It is a decision tool. So, instead of using the CVM as an analytical tool 

too provide scientific values, it should be used as a policy decision method. 
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7.33 Alternative s to the CVM 

Afterr the discussion about the pros and cons of the CVM in part of chapter 2 and in 

chapterr 3, we get to the main objective of this thesis in chapter 4, namely the 

introductionn of alternative valuation methods to the CVM. The underlying idea is that the 

monopolyy position of the CVM does not seem completely justified. The discussion in 

chapterr 3 shows that the popularity of the CVM is considerable. However, due to the 

manyy problems related to the method, it is fair to state that this popularity is not caused 

solelyy by its scientific superiority, but also by a strong and effective pr-offensive of the 

proponents.. Therefore, it seems reasonable to introduce other methods that do not 

necessarilyy replace the CVM but complement it. The alternatives discussed in this 

thesiss include: 

•• the conjoin t measuremen t method ; 

Respondentss have to rank and/or mark a set of vignettes (cards with several 

qualitativee and quantitative attributes of the good in question). Respondents are 

alsoo asked to indicate which of the vignettes are acceptable to them. Provided that 

onee of the vignette's attributes is a monetary value, it is theoretically possible to 

deducee prices from the answers to the vignettes questions as stated by the 

respondents. . 

•• the welfar e evaluatio n method : 

Respondentss are asked to fill in six income levels which, according to them and 

consideringg their personal situation, correspond to the qualifications 'very bad' to 

'veryy good'. By relating these levels to personal and environmental circumstances, 

itt is theoretically possible to determine the influence of a particular environmental 

effectt on the evaluation of income. The corresponding income change necessary 

too compensate for a change in the environmental effect can then be calculated. 

•• the well-bein g evaluatio n method : 

Thiss method resembles the welfare evaluation method, except for the fact that it 

measuress a broader concept than income positions or welfare, namely well-being 

(satisfactionn with life as a whole). The self-reported well-being positions are related 

too various personal and environmental circumstances. From this relation it is 

possiblee to determine the influence of a particular environmental effect on the 

evaluationn of well-being. Compensations are now calculated based on the idea 

thatt well-being should not be affected by a change in a specific environmental 

effect. . 

Tablee 7.3 summarises the main characteristics of the four valuation methods. 
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TableTable  7.3: Main characteristics  of  the four  valuation  methods 

Method d 

Contingentt valuation 
Conjointt measurement 

Welfaree evaluation 

Well-beingg evaluation 

Valuation n 
ground d 
Welfare e 
Welfare e 

Welfare e 

Well-being g 

Wayy of 
questioning g 

Direct t 
Indirect t 

Indirect t 

Indirect t 

Result t 

One-dimensional,, absolute monetary value. 
Monetaryy values for various attributes of the good; 
valuess are relative in relation to the other attributes. 
AA monetary value for the good in question is derived 
fromm the evaluation of income; the value is relative in 
relationn to the other variables that explain the 
evaluationn of income. 
AA monetary value for the good in question is derived 
fromm the evaluation of well-being, the value is relative 
inn relation to other variables that explain the 
evaluationn of well-being. 

Alll of these methods are stated preference methods, and thus use questionnaires to 

elicitt preferences. The essential difference between the CVM on the one hand and the 

alternativess introduced in this thesis on the other hand, is the fact that the CVM asks 

peoplepeople directly for a monetary value of an environmental good, whereas the other 

methodss use an indirect way of questioning. Using conjoint measurement (CM), 

environmentall goods are analysed as multi-attribute goods rather than as single 

compositee goods, as is the case in CVM studies. While the CVM provides an estimate 

off the value for just one option, CM can, in principle, generate estimates of any option 

thatt can be constructed from the attributes and their levels represented in the vignettes. 

Thee welfare evaluation method and the well-being evaluation method envisage the 

environmentall good as a possible factor influencing the feeling of welfare or well-being, 

respectively. . 

Tablee 7.4 compares the four methods on several points, viz. strategic bias, cognitive 

stress,, embedding effects, endowment effects, overestimation and aggregation issues. 

Firstly,, respondents to CVM surveys are more readily inclined to give strategic 

answers,, because in a CVM setting very few incentives exist for people to express 

theirr true value. Of course, CVM researchers claim that, by constructing the survey 

carefully,, the potential for strategic bias can be minimized. But still, this potential for 

strategicc bias is very large compared to other, more 'veiled' questioning methods like 

thee three alternatives discussed in this thesis. 

Secondly,, the direct CVM question entails a relatively high level of cognitive stress, 

sincee respondents have to come up with an absolute monetary value for a good that is 

mostlyy novel and abstract to these respondents and which involves a lot of information. 

Althoughh CVM researchers assume that respondents have clear and pre-defined ideas 
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aboutt the worth and desirability of possible objects and events, it appears that most 

peoplee do not have well-structured preferences. In these cases, so much cognitive 

constrictionn and perseverance may occur, that thought processes are disrupted and 

thinkingg becomes simplistic. The CVM no longer gives reliable and valid results, since 

comingg up with the true values takes too much effort. By asking indirect questions (as 

withh conjoint measurement, welfare evaluation and well-being evaluation), the 

cognitivee stress probably declines. 

TableTable  7.4: Comparison  of  the four  valuation  methods 

Method d 

Contingent t 
valuation n 
Conjoint t 
measurement t 
Welfare e 
evaluation n 
Well-being g 
evaluation n 

Strategic c 
bias s 

--

++/--

+ + 

+ + 

Cognitive e 
stress s 

--

+/--

++/--

+ + 

Embedding g 
effects s 

--

++/--

NA A 

NA A 

Endowment t 
effects s 

--

? ? 

NA A 

NA A 

Over--
estimation n 

--

? ? 

? ? 

? ? 

Aggregation n 
issues s 

--

--

--

--

-- indicates that the method performs poorly on this point; +/- indicates a medium performance; 
++/-- indicates a good performance; + indicates a very good performance; NA indicates that the 
pointt is not applicable to the method; ? indicates that it is not obvious what the performance is. 

Thirdly,, a CM question format may provoke less embedding effects. One of the causes 

off embedding effects is the fact that the sequence in which (close) substitutes are 

valuedd matters, because the marginal utility of a good diminishes (see chapter 3, 

sectionn 3.4.1). Since respondents to CM surveys are explicitly reminded of alternative 

situationss which could be treated as substitutes, the potential for embedding effects 

decliness compared to the CVM setting, where only one situation is valued. Embedding 

effectss are not relevant for the welfare evaluation method and the well-being evaluation 

method,, since these methods do not consider (different scales of) goods, but consider 

thee quantities welfare or well-being, respectively. 

AA fourth issue is the presence of endowment effects. The evidence clearly shows that 

thee CVM is sensitive to endowment effects, while no evidence to this effect exists as 

yett for the CM method. As with embedding effects, endowment effects are not relevant 

forr the evaluation of the quantities welfare or well-being. 

Fifthly,, the CVM entails (large) overestimation. Since the evidence related to CM on 

thiss point is not unanimous, it is not clear whether CM results generally entail an 
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overestimation.. Moreover, so far no evidence exists on this point for the welfare 

evaluationn method and the well-being evaluation method. 

Finally,, aggregation issues apply to the four methods, since they all aggregate 

individuall measures of welfare or well-being. 

7.44 Empirica l Studie s 

Inn the second part of the thesis the three alternative methods are applied in two 

empiricall studies, viz. the Uburg study (chapter 5) and the Schiphol study (chapter 6). 

TheThe Uburg  study 

Uburgg is a future new residential quarter in Amsterdam, to be built on artificial islands 

inn the Umeer (a lake east of Amsterdam). The quarter will contain 18,000 dwellings, 

thee first of which will be completed in 2001. The construction of Uburg in the Umeer 

involvess the loss of certain values of nature and recreation areas, like certain kinds of 

waterr birds, plants and shellfish and diminished opportunities for sailing and rowing. 

Inn February and March of 1997, we sent a questionnaire to 1,204 Amsterdam 

residents.. This questionnaire also included valuation questions. Half of the 

respondentss received the CVM questions, and the other half received the CM 

questions.. Except for these valuation questions, the questionnaire was the same for 

CVMM respondents and CM respondents. 

Thee aim of this study was twofold, one theoretical and one practical. The practical 

aimm was to come up with a price tag to put on the changes in the natural environment 

andd the recreational possibilities in and around the Umeer when Uburg is built. The 

resultss of the CVM survey show that the average Amsterdam resident is willing to pay 

ƒ8.622 to a Fund that will pay for projects to restore nature and recreation values. 

Summedd for the total Amsterdam population, this amounts to a total of ƒ3.4 million. In 

thiss particular study, the CM survey did not give a simple clear-cut result, i.e., the exact 

pricee could not be determined since the exact consequences of the construction of 

Uburgg on the attributes nature and recreation are not known in advance. However, if 

thee 'before' and 'after' situations in terms of the attributes are known, CM can also 

providee a monetary equivalent corresponding to the change. For instance, if the 

variabless nature and recreation both increase by 3.85% and we depart from the 

analysiss of the report marks, the corresponding mean WTP would be ƒ8.62, which 

matchess the CVM result. The CM results indicate that the Amsterdam residents value 

naturee higher than they value recreation. 
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Thee theoretical aim was to inquire into the differences between two monetary 

valuationn methods, namely the well-known CVM on the one hand and CM on the 

otherr hand. The inquiry departed from the conjecture that CM is at least as useful as 

thee CVM when pricing environmental goods. The conjecture is tested in terms of the 

followingg two hypotheses. 

Firstly,, the hypothesis is formulated that respondents find it easier and more 

acceptablee to give an order of alternatives {a relative valuation, as in CM) than to 

statee an absolute figure (as in the CVM). Based on the results found in this study, 

relatedd to the overall response rates, to the non-response rates of the valuation 

questions,, and to the number of protest voters, it seems justified to accept this 

hypothesis.. Or, at the least, it seems safe to conclude that questions in terms of 

vignettess (CM) are as easy to answer and as acceptable to respondents as are direct 

valuationn questions (CVM). 

Secondly,, the hypothesis is formulated that the monetary CVM results are comparable 

too the CM results. This hypothesis can be tested by comparing the results of the CVM 

surveyy with the answers of CM respondents to the so-called CVM-vignette. Every 

respondentt in the CM experiment received such a CVM-vignette. This is a vignette 

containingg exactly the same information about a fictitious situation that the respondent 

inn the CVM survey has to evaluate: the loss of recreation and nature values will be fully 

compensatedd (e.g., no over- or undercompensation), and the monetary contribution to 

thee Fund is the same. Since respondents evaluate exactly the same good, it is possible 

too examine the differences between the monetary results of the two methods. It was 

foundd that the WTP was (significantly) higher in the CM sample, namely between ƒ12 

andd ƒ12.50, as opposed to the CVM result of ƒ8.62. 

CMM has at least two advantages over the CVM. The first is that CM also gives an idea 

off the relative importance of the attributes. The second is that the CM result is more 

flexiblee than the CVM result, because the CVM result is a one-dimensional figure 

whereass the CM result entails a price equation with the attributes as variables, which 

allowsallows for the calculation of many different potential changes. In this case of Uburg, the 

twoo form an interesting couple: the CVM measures the total value, whereas CM 

providess an insight into the importance of the attributes. 

Inn summary, the study shows that conjoint measurement is a useful and valid valuation 

method.. Respondents seem to prefer the indirect way of questioning as used in CM 

overr the direct way of questioning of the contingent valuation method. Conjoint 

measurementt is, at the least, an important complement to contingent valuation. 
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TheThe Schiphol  study 

Thee second empirical study discussed in this thesis deals with the valuation of 

aircraftt noise nuisance in the surroundings of Schiphol Airport. Schiphol is the Dutch 

nationall airport and is situated in the densely populated area surrounding 

Amsterdam.. The enormous growth of air traffic has resulted in some environmental 

problemss of which noise nuisance has acquired the most political weight. It has now 

comee to the point where the noise capacity is setting the limits for the growth of 

aviationn at Schiphol. It is, therefore, very important that Schiphol develops 

instrumentss to enhance the efficient use of the available noise capacity. 

Onee such instrument entails the monetary compensation of noise nuisance for 

inhabitantss of the Schiphol region. By compensating residents, it may be possible to 

increasee the noise capacity for Schiphol and at the same time keep the level of utility 

constantt for residents. The monetary compensations found in this study could be one 

stepp into the direction of developing a scheme of compensation payments to 

residentss of the Schiphol region. 

Inn the Schiphol study, all three alternative methods discussed in this thesis were put 

intoo practice: the conjoint measurement method, the welfare evaluation method, and 

thee well-being evaluation method. In this particular study the results of the welfare 

evaluationn method are implausible, because the sign of the noise level variable is 

counter-intuitive,, and/or because the effects are not significant in the explanation of 

thee income-evaluation //. 

Itt appears that, in this study, it is the well-being evaluation method that works best, 

sincee it gives significant and valid relations of well-being and noise nuisance, and 

sincee it produces monetary compensations for changes in the noise level measured 

inn Kosten units (Ku). 

Thee monetary compensations were derived from a model that relates the Cantril 

measuree of well-being (based on the respondents' answers to the ladder-of-life 

question)) to several personal characteristics and noise nuisance. Since the effect of 

noisee in terms of Ku was not significant when we directly related well-being to noise 

inn Ku, we constructed an intermediate variable noise nuisance on the basis of the 

actuall nuisance as reported in the survey. Schematically, the model is specified as 

follows. . 
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FigureFigure  7.1: Schematic  representation  of  our  well-being  evaluation  model 

familyy size 
nett monthly housing expenses 
dummyy for presence at home during the day 
noisee in terms of Kosten units 
dummyy for presence of balcony 
dummyy for presence of garden 

X X 
intermediatee variable 

noise noise 

nett monthly household income 
familyy size 
agee of the respondent 
presencee of noise insulation 

Wee then computed monetary compensations for changes in the noise level in Ku, 

departingg from the idea that the level of well-being should not be affected by changes 

inn noise levels. 

Wee found that, for households with a net monthly income of ƒ5,000 and living in a 

housee without noise insulation, a rise in the noise level from 20 to 30 Ku would 

requiree a compensation of ƒ215.25 per month. In a similar way, we constructed a 

compensationn tariff that is not based on monthly incomes, but on living expenses and 

onn the asking price for the dwelling. In the latter case, we found that, if the noise 

nuisancee were to increase from 20 to 30 Ku, for example, a family living in a non-

insulatedd dwelling of ƒ400,000, with living expenses of ƒ1,500 per month, would have 

too be paid a monthly compensation of ƒ357.62. 

Finally,, we also computed the total amount of compensation for the Schiphol region, 

departingg from the idea that only residents with noise nuisance above a certain 

criticall limit of x Ku are compensated for the exceeding nuisance. If this critical limit is 

sett at 35 Ku, the total yearly amount of compensations would be ƒ3.75 million. This 

correspondss to a capitalised value of ƒ75 million (assuming an interest rate of 5%). 

Anotherr method used in the Schiphol study is the conjoint measurement method. 

Thiss method generates significant and plausible relations. For instance, when 

estimatingg the probability that a certain vignette receives a report mark z, where z 

rangess from 1 to 10, all attributes but one are significant factors for the prediction of the 

reportt mark. Furthermore, the coefficients of the variables describing the attributes have 
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thee expected signs. The same pattern applies to the analysis which relates report marks 

too personal characteristics. Moreover, the signs of the effects of personal characteristics 

likee income, age and education are the same as in the Uburg study. 

Althoughh the conjoint measurement method generates significant and plausible 

relations,, it is -in this particular study- impossible to investigate the trade-off between 

thee monetary attribute 'housing expenses' on the one hand, and the attribute 'aircraft 

noisee nuisance' on the other hand. The reason is that the vignette attribute 'aircraft 

noisee nuisance' is not presented in terms of Ku, as most respondents cannot 

interprett this measure and their answers would have no meaning whatsoever. 

Therefore,, it is impossible to give a valuation per Ku, as was done in the analysis 

basedd on the Cantril question. However, even though it may not be possible to 

deducee a price per Ku, the vignettes analysis still yields very interesting results. 

Forr instance, we deduced a price for flying during the nighttime from the trade-off ratio 

betweenn 'aircraft noise nuisance during the night' on the one hand, and 'change in 

housingg expenses or rent' on the other hand. If the noise nuisance no longer occurs 

duringg the night, people would be willing to pay an additional 57.1% of their housing 

expensess or rent. This figure equals 25.5% for the removal of noise nuisance during 

thee day, and 45.2% for the removal of noise nuisance in the early morning and the 

evening.. Furthermore, our results indicate a far less severe effect of flights during the 

nighttimee than the current Ku measurement system assumes. This result is also found 

inn other studies. 

Conclusions Conclusions 

Thee most important conclusion that can be drawn from the empirical studies discussed 

inn chapters 5 and 6, is that it is actually possible to estimate monetary valuations for 

differentt kinds of environmental goods by using valuations methods other than the 

CVM.. Our studies show that both the conjoint measurement method and the well-being 

evaluationn method are useful and valid valuation methods that constitute, at the very 

least,, an important complement to the CVM. Despite the fact that in the Schiphol study 

thee results of the welfare evaluation method did not come up to our expectations, there 

iss no reason to suspect that the method could not give plausible and significant results 

inn other valuation studies. 
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Appendi xx I The Uburg  Questionnair e 

Thiss appendix contains the complete text of the Uburg questionnaire. First, the 

introductoryy letter is presented, followed by the text of the questionnaire. There are 

thirty-fivee versions of the questionnaire: thirty versions for the conjoint measurement 

study,, and five versions for the contingent valuation study. In this appendix, one CM 

questionnairee (version RII-6) is given in its entirety. The CVM questionnaire is almost 

identical,, except for the valuation questions (question 7, 8 and 9). Here, only these 

deviantt questions are given (version V-4). 

IntroductoryIntroductory  letter 

Date: : 
Yourr ref.: 
Ourr ref.: 
Enclosure(s): : 
Subject: : 

311 January, 1997 

Questionnairee Uburg 

Department: : 
Contact: : 
Phonee direct: 
FAX: : 

BE/F&O O 
Mss B E . Baarsma 

(+31)200 525.4223 
(+31)200 525.4033 

Dearr resident of Amsterdam, 

Currently,, a research is being carried out on the valuation of the impacts on the environment of the 
(possible)) construction of a new district, viz. Uburg. This study is part of a research project on the 
valuationn of the environment. We kindly request you to look at the enclosed questionnaire and to 
answerr the questions. This will take up about 10 minutes of your time. 

Ass you may know, the Municipality of Amsterdam intends to construct the new district of Uburg in the 
Umeer,, on artificial islands. This plan has met with quite some resistance. The question whether or not 
thiss new district Uburg is to be realised, will shortly be the subject of a referendum in Amsterdam. 

Itt is important to note that the research on hand is strictly for scientific purposes and is not in any 
wayy connected with either the referendum or the Municipality of Amsterdam, or with any groups in favour 
off or against the new district. The results will be used exclusively for scientific purposes, and will not be 
releasedd for any other purposes. Apart from this, we would like to stress that, in processing these 
questionnaires,, your anonymity is fully guaranteed. 

Forr the research to succeed it is essential that you fill in the questionnaire, and return tt before March 
15th,, 1997. Please use the enclosed return envelop (no stamps required). 

Iff you have any further questions, please contact Ms Barbara Baarsma (phone 525.4223). During the 
periodd of February 4 - March 14, 1997, she will be available on weekdays (except Mondays) between 
09.300 and 12.00 hours. 

Thankingg you in advance for your time and effort, 

Yourss sincerely, 

Mss Barbara E. Baarsma Prof.. dr. J.G. Lambooy 
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CMCM Questionnaire 

Thiss questionnaire is about the valuation of environmental issues. Filling in the form will take about 
100 minutes. For the success of this research it ts essential that you fill in the form and return it 
beforee March 15th, 1997. 

1)) First of all, a general question. 
Inn the Netherlands we are faced with various problems. Several of these problems are 
mentionedd below. Please indicate for each problem whether we should spend more, less, or 
exactlyy as much as we are currently spending on it in the Netherlands (please circle your choice 
forr each issue): 

More e 
-- Improving education X 
-- Protecting the environment X 
-- Fighting the housing shortage X 
-- Fighting crime X 
-- Fighting congestion X 
-- The issue of immigration X 
-- Development aid X 
-- Fighting unemployment X 

Thee same 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 

Less s 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 

Don n 'tt know 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 

Inn this questionnaire we also address various problems connected with the Municipality of 
Amsterdam'ss plan to expand the town into an eastern direction. This plan is called the Uburg 
project. . 
Uburgg is to become a new district, to be built in the Umeer on six artificial islands, which are yet to be 
constructed.. In this new district, some 18,000 dwellings are to be built, to house about 40,000 people. 

2)) Have you ever heard of or read about this project? 
-- Yes - No - Don't know 

Theree are advocates of as well as opponents to the Uburg project. Below we present brief sketches of 
thee arguments of both groups. 
Thosee who are opposed to the Uburg project mainly are against the (partial) attack on the Umeer 
greenn area. Nationally, the Umeer ts an important area, as part of a chain of green areas crossing 
thee whole of the Netherlands. Internationally also the Umeer is important, among other things as a 
restingg and feeding area for all kinds of water birds. As a consequence of building Uburg, part of the 
Umeerr will disappear. Those who are in favour of Uburg point out that this only involves a small part 
off the Umeer. But opponents argue that, with Uburg, a start is made to cover the entire Umeer with 
buildings. . 

Thosee who are in favour of the project mainly indicate the considerable contribution of Uburg in the 
fightingg the housing shortage in Amsterdam (Uburg will contain 18,000 dwelling). Opponents argue 
againstt this that there are other possible locations for building housing estates (like Almere, the 
Bovenkerkerpolderr to the South of Amstelveen, et cetera). Advocates point out that these 
alternativee locations involve (more substantial) disadvantages. For instance, a location way outside 
Amsterdamm will result in unnecessary increases in commuter traffic, and several of the alternative 
locationss will also involve the loss of green areas (e.g., parts of Waterland or Amstelland). Some 
opponentsopponents doubt whether so many new dwellings are indeed required, and they advocate a 
somewhatt lesser increase in the number of dwellings - which could then easily take place within the 
currentt city limits. 

Finally,, some opponents feel that, as a result of the building of Uburg, the possibilities for recreation 
inn the area are diminished. Advocates however argue that, through all kinds of new services in 
Uburg,, the possibilities for recreation will increase. 
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3)) Are you for or against Uburg? 
-11 am for Uburg - I am against Uburg - I hold no view whatsoever on Uburg 

4)) Uburg will play various roles. Which role do you think is Uburg's key role7 

AA project leading mainly to (please mark one option only): 
-- decreasing possibilities for recreation 
-- employment creation 
-- total devastation of a green area 
-- partial destruction of a green area 
-- combating congestion (keeping commuter traffic low} 
-- improving the housing situation (decreasing housing shortage) 
-- a different role, viz.: 

Too everyone, both advocates and opponents, it is clear that the construction of Uburg in the southern 
partt of the Umeer involves the loss of certain values of green and recreation areas, like certain kinds 
off water birds, plants, and shellfish and diminished opportunities for sailing and rowing. 
Now,, suppose that there are plans to construct a new green and recreation area in and around the 
Umeer,, as compensation for these losses The new green area will be developed elsewhere in the 
Umeer,, and will serve as an alternative location for plants and animals. The new recreation area will 
containn opportunities for water sports as well as for other means of relaxation (like walking, cycling, 
sports).. For instance, a yachting marina and beaches will be built on and around Uburg, and areas 
forr walking and cycling as well as sports fields will be constructed in the areas along the Umeer. 

5)) Do you think that it is possible to compensate for the natural and recreational values that are 
lostt because of the construction of Uburg? 
-- Yes - No - Don't know 

6)) Do you think that it is desirable to compensate for the natural and recreational values that are 
lostt because of the construction of Uburg? 
-- Yes - No - Don't know 

Thee construction of this new green and recreation area will cost a great deal of money. 
Now,, suppose that an 'Umeer Fund' is established, which will pay for the costs of this development 
project.. Everyone is asked to pay a voluntary, one-time-only contribution to this fund. These 
contributionss will be used only for the construction of the new green and recreation area, and if 
moree money is contributed than is needed, the surplus will be paid back to the contributors, 
proportionallyy according to their contributions 

7)) Below you find 6 different situations concerning the new green and recreation areas in and 
aroundd the Umeer, and concerning the individual contributions to the Umeer Fund. If you were 
askedd to arrange these situations hierarchically, from best to worst, which situation would you 
putt first (that is: the best situation), which one would you put second (that is: the second best 
situation),, et cetera, up till and including the situation that you would put in the sixth place (the 
worstt situation). 

SituationSituation 1 
Nature ::  the quantity of 
plantss and animals in the 
Umeerr increases by 25% 
Recreation ::  the possibilities 
forr water sports and other 
formss of recreation decrease 
byy 25% 
One-tim ee contribution : ƒ10 

SituationSituation 2 
Nature ::  the quantity of plants 
andd animals in the Umeer 
decreasess by 50% 
Recreation ::  the possibilities 
forr water sports and other 
formss of recreation increase 
byy 10% 
One-tim ee contribution : ƒ25 

SituationSituation 3 
Nature ::  the quantity of plants 
andd animals in the Umeer 
increasess by 25% 
Recreation ::  the possibilities 
forr water sports and other 
formss of recreation decrease 
byy 25% 
One-tim ee contribution : ƒ2 50 
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SituationSituation 4 
Nature ::  the quantity of plants 
andd animals in the Umeer 
remainss the same 
Recreation ::  the possibilities 
forr water sports and other 
formss of recreation decrease 
byy 10% 
One-tim ee contribution : ƒ15 

SituationSituation 5 
Nature ::  the quantity of plants 
andd animals in the Umeer 
decreasess by 50% 
Recreation ::  the possibilities 
forr water sports and other 
formss of recreation remain the 
same e 
One-tim ee contributio n ƒ2 50 

SituationSituation 6 
Nature ::  the quantity of plants 
andd animals in the Umeer 
remainss the same 
Recreation ::  the possibilities 
forr water sports and other 
formss of recreation remain 
thee same 
One-tim ee contributio n ƒ5 

Pleasee indicate your ordering of the six situations below. Consider the various situations well 
andd keep in mind your income and other expenses. (Please state the number of the situation of 
yourr choice on the dotted lines ) 
-- My first choice would be situation No 
-- My second choice would be situation No 
-- My third choice would be situation No 
-- My fourth choice would be situation No 
-- My fifth choice would be situation No 
-- My sixth choice would be situation No 

8)) Could you please give report marks (between 0 and 10) for each of the six situations, where 10 
representss what you feel to be the best possible situation and 0 represents what you feel to be 
thee worst possible situation. Your choices can get marks ranging from 0 to 10, and each 
subsequentt choice gets a lower mark than did the previous one (the second choice gets a lower 
markk than does the first choice, the third choice gets a lower mark than does the second choice, 
andd so on). Please give marks for each choice. 

-- First choice: mark 
-- Second choice: mark 
-- Third choice: mark 
-- Fourth choice: mark 
-- Fifth choice: mark 
-- Sixth choice: mark 

9)) You have now ranked and graded the six different situations, but could you please also indicate the 
situationn that is the most acceptable to you (meaning the situation that you would really be willing to 
payy for). 
Pleasee cross one answer only. 
-- Only the first choice 
-- The first and the second choice 
-- The first, second and third choice 
-- The first, second, third and fourth choice 
-- The first, second, third, fourth and fifth choice 
-- All six choices 
-- None of these choices 

Somee background questions to conclude with. 

10)) What is your age9 

-- I am years of age 

11)) Are you a male or a female9 

-- Male - Female 
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12)) Your household consists of how many members (including yourself)? Please indicate the 

numberr of people per age group. 
-- persons in the age group of 0-18 
-- persons in the age group of 19-64 
-- persons in the age group of 65 and over 

13)) Are you the breadwinner (are you the one who provides the major part of the household 

income)? ? 
-- Yes - No 

14)) What is your current employment situation? 
-- employed (paid job) - full-time housewife or househusband 

-- unemployed / disabled - student 
-onn a pension / o n early retirement - otherwise, viz 

15)) Are you currently house-hunting? 
-- Yes, I have been for years already - No 

16)) Do you have any plans to move to a location outside Amsterdam? 

-Yes,, because - No 

17)) Would you like to live in Uburg? 
.. yes - No - Don't know 

18)) How much is the net monthly household income (the sum total of all incomes, including your 
own)?? (Net income means the income after taxes) 
-- Less than ƒ1,500 - ƒ5,001 - ƒ5,500 
-ƒ1 ,501 -ƒ2 ,0000 -ƒ5 ,501 -ƒ6 ,000 

-- ƒ2,001 - ƒ2,500 - ƒ6,001 - ƒ6,500 
-- ƒ2,501 - ƒ3,000 - ƒ6,501 - ƒ7,500 
-ƒ3,001-ƒ3,5000 -ƒ7,501 -ƒ8,500 
-- ƒ3,501 - ƒ4,000 - ƒ8,501 - ƒ9,500 
-- ƒ4,001 - ƒ4,500 -ƒ9,501-ƒ10,500 
-- ƒ4,501 - ƒ5,000 -ƒ10,501 or more 

19)) What is the highest educational level of the breadwinner (the one contributing most to the 

householdd income)? 
-- Primary school - Pre-university education (VWO) 
-- Lower vocational education (LBO/VBO) - Higher vocational education (HBO) 
-- Lower general secondary education (MAVO) - University education 
-- Intermediate vocational education (MBO) - Other, viz 
-- Higher general secondary education (HAVO) 

20)) Do you own a car? 
-- Yes - No 

21)) Do you consider yourself or your household to be environment-friendly9 

.. Yes - No - To a certain extent 

22)) Are you, or is any other member of your household, a member of an environment protection or 

naturee reserve / natural heritage society? 
.. Yes -> Please continue with question 22a 
-- No -> Please continue with question 23 
-- Don't know -> Please continue with question 22a 
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22a)) Which of the societies mentioned below are you (or is a member of your household) a member 
of? ? 
-- Greenpeace - Animal Protection Society 
-- World Nature Fund - Environment Protection Society 
-- Society of Natural Heritage - Society for the Preservation of the Usselmeer 
-- Birds Protection Society - Others, viz 

23)) Do you ever go on or near the Umeer (e.g., for sailing or rowing, or for cycling or walking)? 
-- Yes, at least once a week - Yes, once a year or less 
-- Yes, at least once a month - No 
-- Yes, twice a year 

24)) Do you have future plans to make use of the Umeer as a green and recreation area? 
-- Yes - No - Don't know 

Iff you have any further remarks or suggestions concerning this questionnaire or the Umeer in general, 
pleasee use the space below. 

Thankk you very much for your kind co-operation. 

Versionn RII-6 
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CVMCVM questionnaire:  question  7, 8 and 9 

Thee construction of this new green and recreation area will cost a great deal of money. 
Now,, suppose that an 'Umeer Fund' is established, which will pay for the costs of this 
developmentt project. Everyone is asked to pay a voluntary, one-time-only contribution to this fund. 
Thesee contributions will be used only for the construction of the new green and recreation area, 
andd if more money is contributed than is needed, the surplus will be paid back to the contributors, 
proportionallyy according to their contributions. 
Whenn answering question No.7, you should assume that all green and recreational values that are 
lostt as a result of the construction of the new areas, are to be compensated. 

7)) Some people say that they are willing to contribute ƒ15 to the 'Umeer Fund', others are willing to 
payy more, whereas yet others are willing to pay less. Would you be willing to contribute ƒ15, more 
thann ƒ15, or less than ƒ15 to the 'Umeer Fund'? 
Pleasee keep in mind your income and other expenses, 
-- About ƒ15 -> Please continue with question 10 
-- More than ƒ15, viz. ƒ -> Please continue with question 10 
-- Less than ƒ15, viz. ƒ -> Please continue with question 8 
-- Don't know -> Please continue with question 9 

8)) You are willing to pay less than ƒ15 to the 'Umeer Fund'. For what reason? 
-- It is not worth that much to me 
-- I cannot afford it 
-- Others should pay for it 
-- Different reason, viz 

9)) You are not sure how much you would contribute to the 'Umeer Fund'. Why not? 
-- Insufficient information 
-- I am not sure whether my household can afford such a sum 
-- I am not sure how much it is worth to me 
-- The decision is not mine to make 
-- Different reason, viz 

Versionn V-4 
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Appendi xx II The Schipho l Questionnair e 

Thiss appendix contains the complete text of the Schiphol questionnaire. First, the 

introductoryy letter is shown, followed by the text of the questionnaire. There are 

twenty-fivee versions of the questionnaire. Here, version P is given. 

BB 8 i :0^ > INTOMART. 

Questionnair ee Januar y 1998 

SATISFACTIO NN WITH THE LIVING ENVIRONMENT 7 . 4 3 9 7 

Dearr Madam, Dear Sir, 

Withinn the context of a research project on 'Satisfaction with the living environment', a 
samplee survey is held among Dutch households. Your household has been selected to be 
partt of this survey. We sincerely hope that a member of your household is willing to 
participatee in the survey. We would greatly appreciate it if the head of the family (that is, the 
mainn breadwinner or his/her partner) fills in the questionnaire and returns it to Intomart in the 
enclosedd return envelop, within two weeks after having received the questionnaire. 

Beforee filling in the questionnaire, we kindly request you to carefully read the instructions 
givenn below. Only correctly filled in questionnaires can be processed electronically. 
Thereforee it is of the utmost importance that you adhere to the instructions. 

(Thee instructions concerned have been left out of the translation) 

ANYY REMARKS OF YOUR OWN CONCERNING THE QUESTIONNAIRE 

Iff you wish to make any remarks concerning the questionnaire itself, or concerning the 
researchh project, please write these down on the back of the last page of this questionnaire. 
Wee kindly request you not to make any remarks in the margins next to the questions, or 
betweenn the questions contained in the questionnaire. 
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Howw woul d yo u categoris e th e dwellin g yo u liv e in? 

11 • Single-family house, detached 
->> CONTINUE WITH QUESTION 8 

22 • One of two semi-detached single-

familyy houses 
->> CONTINUE WITH QUESTION 8 

33 • Single-family house, corner house 
->-> CONTINUE WITH QUESTION 8 

•• Single-family terraced house 
->-> CONTINUE WITH QUESTION 8 

|| | Flat, tenement, ground-floor flat, 

upstairss flat, or maisonette 

•• Other type of dwelling, viz. 

Onn whic h floo r do yo u live ? 

11 • Ground floor 

22 • First floor 

33 • Second floor 

44 • Third floor 

55 • Fourth floor 

66 • Fifth floor 

77 • Otherwise, viz. 

8.. Sinc e whe n hav e yo u been livin g in you r curren t dwelling ? 

11 n 1905 or before 

22 •  1906-193 0 

33 •  1931-194 5 

44 •1946-196 0 

55 •1961-197 0 

66 •1971-198 0 

77 •1981-198 5 

88 •1986-199 0 

99 •  199 1 

100 •  199 2 

111 ̂ 199 3 

122 •  199 4 

133 •  199 5 

144 •  199 6 

155 •  199 7 

166 •  Don' t  kno w 

Sinc ee whe n hav e yo u been livin g in thi s region ? 

11 • 1905 or before 

22 0 
33 5 
44 0 

55 0 
66 0 
77 5 
88  1986-1990 

99  1991 
100  1992 
111  1993 
122 • 1994 

133  1995 
144  1996 
155  1997 
166 • Don't know 

10.. Why di d yo u op t fo r a dwellin g in thi s region ? 
YOUYOU CAN CROSS MORE THAN ONE BOX 

11 • Close to relatives, friends and 

acquaintances s 

11 • Close to work and/or school 

11 • Good accessibility by own transport 
andd /or by public transport 

11 • It was not really a choice: the 
dwellingg was allocated to me and/or 
noo dwellings were available in other 
neighbourhoods s 

11 • Other reasons, viz. 

11 .. Ar e yo u the owne r of th e dwelling , or do yo u ren t it? 

11 • Owner 
->> CONTINUE WITH QUESTION 12 

•• Tenant 
-+-+ CONTINUE WITH QUESTION 15 
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12.. If yo u are th e owne r of th e dwelling , coul d yo u pleas e indicat e th e approximat e amoun t of 
you rr  gros s monthl y housin g expense s (tha t is : mortgage , maintenance , groun d lease , 
servic ee costs) ? 

11 • Less than ƒ400 7 • ƒ1500 - ƒ 1 7 5 0 

22  ƒ400 -ƒ600 8 0 

33 • ƒ600 - ƒ800 9 • ƒ2000 - ƒ2500 

44 n ƒ800-ƒ1000 10 • ƒ 2 5 0 0 - ƒ 3 0 0 0 

55 • ƒ 1 0 0 0 - ƒ 1 2 5 0 11 • More than ƒ3000 

66 • ƒ 1 2 5 0 - ƒ 1 5 0 0 

13.. Does the municipalit y stan d suret y fo r (par t of ) you r mortgag e (th e so-calle d 'municipa l 
mortgag ee guarantee') ? 

11 • Yes 2 • No 3 • Don't know 

14.. What woul d be th e approximat e sellin g pric e of you r dwellin g on th e housin g marke t (if yo u 
wer ee to delive r it unoccupied) ? 

11 • Less than ƒ100,000 6 • ƒ300,000 - ƒ400,000 

22 0 7  ƒ400,000 - ƒ500,000 

33  ƒ150,000-ƒ200,000 8  ƒ500,000 - ƒ750,000 

44  ƒ200,000-ƒ250,000 9  ƒ750,000 - ƒ1,000,000 

55 • ƒ250,000 - ƒ300,000 10 • More than ƒ1,000,000 

PLEASEPLEASE CONTINUE WITH QUESTION 18 

15.. If yo u ren t th e dwelling , ho w muc h is th e monthl y lease (excludin g gas , wate r and electricity , 
bu tt  includin g servic e costs) ? 

11 • Less than ƒ300 6 • ƒ 1 2 5 0 - ƒ 1 5 0 0 

22 0 7 0 

33 0 8 0 

44  ƒ750 - ƒ1000 9  ƒ2000 - ƒ2500 

55 0 10  Over ƒ2500 

16.. Do yo u currentl y receiv e any ren t subsidy ? 

11 • Yes, and the subsidy has already been deducted from the 3 • No 
leasee mentioned above - • CONTINUE WITH Q, 17 -> CONTINUE WITH 

22 • Yes, and the subsidy has not been deducted from the lease QUESTION 18 
mentionedd above -> CONTINUE WITH Q, 17 

17.. Coul d yo u pleas e indicat e the approximat e amoun t of you r monthl y ren t subsidy ? 

11 • Less than ƒ50 6 • ƒ300 - ƒ400 

22 0 7 0 

33 0 8 0 

44 0 9 0 

55 • ƒ 2 0 0 - ƒ 3 0 0 10 • More than ƒ700 

18.. Is the dwellin g par t of a counci l housin g estate ? 

11 • Yes 2 • Mo 3 • Don't know 
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19.. Does th e dwellin g hav e a garde n tha t yo u can use ? 

11 D Y e s 2 D N O 

20.. Does th e dwellin g hav e a balcon y tha t yo u can use ? 

11 D Y e s 2 Q N o 

21.. Does th e dwellin g tha t yo u are livin g in hav e insulation ? 
YOUYOU CAN CROSS MORE THAN ONE BOX 

11 • Yes, it has thermal insulation 1 G Yes, it has draught proofing 

11 Q Yes, it has noise insulation 1 O No 

22.. Ar e yo u satisfied , happy , wit h th e dwellin g in whic h yo u are livin g now ? 

11 • Very satisfied 3 G Neither satisfied, 4 •D issa t i s f ied 

22 • Satisfied nor dissatisfied 5 Q Very dissatisfied 

23.. Ar e yo u satisfie d wit h th e plac e of you r residence ? 

11 G Very satisfied 3 G Neither satisfied, 4 • Dissatisfied 

22 • Satisfied nor dissatisfied 5 n very dissatisfied 

24.. Is you r dwellin g situate d in the centre , in a suburb , or outsid e th e built-u p area? 

11 n Centre 3 Q Suburb 

22 G Neither in the centre nor in a suburb (in 4 • Outside the built-up area 
betweenn the suburb and the centre) 5 r n Does not apply 

25.. Woul d yo u pleas e indicat e th e exten t to whic h th e followin g soun d source s caus e nois e 
nuisanc ee at you r plac e of living ? 
PLEASEPLEASE INDICATE THE EXTENT BY CROSSING THE BOX UNDER THE GRADE MARK THAT 
APPLIES,APPLIES, WHERE 1 = NEVER ANY NOISE NUISANCE; 2 = SOMETIMES ; 3 = REGULARLY; 4 = 
OFTEN;OFTEN; 5 = PRACTICALLY ALWAYS 

Soundd sources: 

Cars,, buses, mopeds, trucks 

Electricc trams/subway 

Trains s 

Aeroplanes s 

Industry/businesses s 

Hotels,, restaurants, pubs, and 
otherr places of entertainment 

Noisee nuisance from neighbours 

Childrenn at play and/or youngsters 

Otherr sound sources, viz.: 

1 1 
never r 
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THETHE NEXT TWO QUESTIONS (QUESTIONS 26 AND 27) ARE ABOUT THE SOUND SOURCE THAT 
CAUSESCAUSES YOU THE MOST NOISE NUISANCE 

26. . Whic hh of you r activitie s suffer s the mos t disturbanc e fro m thi s mai n soun d source ? 
YOUYOU CAN CROSS MORE THAN ONE BOX 

11 G Conversations {including 
phonee conversations) 

11 G Reading 

11 • Studying 

11 G Listening to the radio 

11 G Watching television 

11 G Listening to music 

11 G Resting or sleeping 

11 • Open air 

recreation n 

11 • Working 

11 G Other activities, viz. 

27. . Onn whic h days , and at wha t times , doe s th e mai n soun d sourc e caus e th e nois e nuisance ? 
YOUYOU CAN CROSS MORE THAN ONE BOX 

Onn whic h days ? 

11 G Monday 

11 • Tuesday 

11 G Wednesday 

11 [^Thursday 

11 • Friday 

11 D Saturday 

11 G Sunday 

11 • Variable 

Att  wha t times ? 

•• In the morning, between 06.00 and 08.00. 

•• During the day, between 08.00 and 20.00. 

•• In the evening, between 20.00 and 23.00. 

•• During the night, between 23.00 and 06.00 

•• Variable 

28.. Whic h aspect s of you r livin g environmen t are yo u satisfie d with , and whic h are yo u 
dissatisfie dd with ? For each aspec t mentioned , pleas e cros s the bo x wit h th e relevan t mark , 
wher ee 1=ver y dissatisfied ; 2=dissatisfied ; 3=neithe r dissatisfied , no r satisfied ; 4=satisfied ; 
5=ver yy satisfied . 

Parkingg situation 

Openn space planning (parks, public gardens) 

Schoolss for children 

Proximityy of shops 

Childrens'' playgrounds 

Accessibilityy by public transport 

Accessibilityy by car 

Possibilitiess for going-out (pubs, restaurants, 
cinema) ) 

Friendlinesss of the people in the neighbourhood 

Violencee in the neighbourhood (thefts, 
vandalism) ) 

Noisee nuisance caused by neighbours 

Noisee nuisance caused by the traffic 

Noisee nuisance causes by air traffic 

1 1 
very y 

dissat
isfied d 

U U 

D D 

G G 

n n 

2 2 
dissat
isfied d 

D D 
D D 
G G 
G G 
G G 
G G 
G G 
G G 

G G 
G G 

G G 
G G 
G G 

3 3 
neither r 
dissat
isfied/ / 

norr sat
isfied d 

G G 
G G 
G G 
G G 
G G 
G G 
G G 
G G 

G G 

G G 

G G 

4 4 
sat

isfied d 

G G 

G G 
G G 
G G 
G G 
G G 
G G 

G G 

G G 
G G 
G G 

5 5 
very y 
sat

isfied d 

G G 
G G 
G G 
G G 
G G 
D D 
D D 
D D 

D D 

D D 
D D 
n n 
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Continued: Continued: 

Noisee nuisance caused by trains 

Trafficc safety 

Possibilitiess for day nursery 

Proximityy of hospitals, medical care 

Proximityy of the work place of the main 
breadwinner r 

Proximityy of the work places of other family 
members s 

Proximityy of possibilities for recreation 

1 1 
very y 

dissat--
isfied d 

a a 
D D 

a a 

a a 

2 2 
dissat--
isfied d 

D D 
D D 
D D 

D D 

D D 

3 3 
neither r 
dissat--
isfied/ / 

norr sat-
isfied d 

D D 
D D 
D D 

D D 

4 4 
sat--

isfied d 

G G 
D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 

D D 

D D 

5 5 
very y 
sat--

isfied d 

D D 
D D 

a a 

D D 

29.. On th e whole , are yo u satisfie d wit h th e neighbourhoo d wer e yo u live ? Coul d yo u indicat e 
th ee leve l of you r satisfactio n by awardin g repor t mark s betwee n 1 and 5 {wher e 1=ver y 
dissatisfied ,, and 5=ver y satisfied) . 

11 2 
dissatisfied d 

Myy valuation of my 
neighbourhoodd is: 

veryy dis-
satisfied d 

D D D D 

3 3 
neither r 

dissatisfied/ / 
norr satisfied 

D D 

4 4 
satisfied d 

a a 

5 5 
very y 

satisfied d 

G G 

30.. Woul d yo u lik e to mov e away fro m you r curren t neighbourhoo d withi n th e nex t si x months ? 

11 H Y e s 2 • No -> CONTINUE WITH QUESTION 32 

31.. What is the mos t importan t reaso n fo r you r wis h to move ? 
PLEASEPLEASE CROSS ONE BOX ONLY. 

11 n High rent (for a rented dwelling) or 
highh costs of living (for owner-
occupancy) ) 

22 G Change of job 

33 G To live closer to the work place 

44 [3] Noise nuisance in the 

neighbourhood d 

55 G Unsafely of the neighbourhood 

66 • Dwelling is becoming too cramped 

(e.g.,, because of having children) 

77 Q Divorce 

88 • Getting married/Living together 

99 • Living closer to relatives/ 
acquaintances s 

100 • Looking for a dwelling with an 

elevator/withoutt stairs 

111 Q Dwelling is too old-fashioned 

122 • Bad quality of the present dwelling 

133 • Other reason, viz.: 

BEFOREBEFORE ANSWERING QUESTIONS 32 - 37, PLEASE READ THE DETAILS GIVEN ON PAGE 2 
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32.. What is th e highes t leve l of you r (U) finishe d education , and wha t is tha t of you r partne r (P)? 

Highes tt  leve l of finishe d U P 
educatio n n 

Primaryy school • • 

Lowerr vocational education (H Q 

Lowerr general secondary [H [H 
education n 

Intermediatee vocational education Q Q 

continued: continued: 

Higherr general secondary and 
pre-universityy education 

Higherr vocational education and 
Bachelor'ss degree of university 
education n 

Universityy education 

U U 

D D 

D D 

p p 

n n 

33.. What is you r mai n day-tim e activit y (U)? An d wha t is tha t of you r partne r (P)? 

Mainn activit y 

Salariedd employment 

Self-employed d 

Pensionerr (old age, 
earlyy retirement) 

Full-time e 
househusbandd or 
housewife e 

UU P 

•• \J GOTO Q. 34 

•• n GOTO Q. 34 

•• • GOTO Q. 38 

•• • GO TO Q. 38 

Continued: Continued: 

Unemployed d 

Longg illness 
(disablement t 
insurancee benefits) 

Trainee/student t 

Livingg off of private 
means s 

Off no occupation 

UU P 

OO D GOTO 0.38 

QQ Q GO TOO .38 

•• • GOTO Q.38 

•• G GO TO Q.38 

GOGO TO Q.38 

34.. Ar e yo u (U) currentl y workin g part-tim e or full-time ? An d wha t abou t you r partne r (P)? 

Partt time 

UU P 

DD D Fulll time 

UU P 

aa D 

35.. If you loo k at an averag e week , on whic h day s of th e week do yo u (U) usuall y work ? An d 
wha tt  doe s th e week of you r partne r (P) loo k lik e in thi s respect ? 

UU P 

Mondayy • Q 

Tuesdayy • Q 

Wednesdayy • d 

Thursday y 

Friday y 

Saturday y 

U U 

D D 

p p 

D D 
Sunday y 

Doess not 
apply y 

U U 
ii i 

P P 
11 ' 

n n 

36.. Do yo u (U) or doe s you r partne r (P) ever wor k at night , fo r instanc e becaus e you wor k 
shifts ? ? 

Yes,, often 

Yes, , 
sometimes s 

U U 

n n 

p p 

D D 
n n 

Yes, , 
occasionally y 

No,, never 

U U 

u u 

n n 

p p 

n n 

Doess not apply 

U U 
11 ' 

P P 
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37.. Do yo u (U) alway s wor k outsid e you r home , or do yo u sometime s wor k at home , or do you 
perhap ss hav e a practic e or a sho p at home ? An d wha t abou t you r partne r (P)? 

U PP U P 

•• • Often work at home D • 

i—11 rn Always work at home/Have r n r—j 
aa practice/shop at home 

Neverr work at homes 

Hardlyy ever work at home 

38. . 

39. . 

Howw do yo u evaluat e you r ow n healt h in compariso n to th e healt h of othe r peopl e in you r 
agee group ? Coul d yo u pleas e indicat e thi s by givin g a repor t mar k betwee n 1 and 10, wher e 
1=ver yy bad , and 10=excellent ? 

1 1 

D D D D D D D D D 
Doo yo u ever suffe r fro m on e or mor e of the followin g healt h problems ? 
YOUYOU CAN CROSS MORE THAN ONE BOX 

10 0 

11 • Headache 

11 Q Complaints of the bronchial tubes 

(e.g.,, asthma) 

11 (H Stress/psychological complaints 

11 Q Dizziness 

11 Q High blood pressure 

11 Q Complaints of the abdomen 

11 • Tinnitus/hearing problems 

11 • Cardiovascular diseases 

11 • Allergies 

11 QJ Sleeping disorders 

11 Q Concentration problems at the work place 

11 • Concentration problems at home 

11 • other complaints, viz. 

40.. Have yo u take n any prescribe d medicin e fo r on e or mor e of thes e healt h problem s durin g 
th ee pas t month ? 
11 QYes 2 D N o 

41 .. Do yo u conside r yoursel f to be environment-friendly ? 

11 Q Y e s 22 • To a certain extent 33 H N o 

42.. Whic h mean s of transpor t di d yo u use durin g the pas t year ? An d ho w ofte n di d yo u use 
them ? ? 
PLEASEPLEASE INDICATE FOR EACH MEANS OF TRANSPORT THE FREQUENCY THAT APPLIES 

Everyy A few times A few times A few times (Practically) 
dayy per week per month per year never 

Bicycle e 

Ownn car 

Rentall car and/or 
carr on loan 

Taxicab b 

Tram,, subway 
and/orr bus 

Train n 

Plane e 

D D 
a a 
D D 
D D 

a a 

n n 

a a 
D D 

D D 

D D 
D D 

G G 

a a 

a a 
a a 

D D 
D D 
D D 

n n 

a a 
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43.. Ar e yo u th e mai n breadwinne r in you r household ? (The mai n breadwinne r is th e perso n wh o 
contribute ss mos t to th e househol d income. ) 

11 • Yes 22 QNo 33 • My partner/co-tenant and I contribute about equally 

44.. How muc h is you r net monthl y income , and how muc h is tha t of you r partne r and tha t of any 
possibl ee othe r famil y member s or co-tenants , wh o als o 'contribut e to th e househol d kitty ' ? 
Pleas ee add thes e amount s and writ e the su m tota l of th e net monthl y income s unde r the 
headin gg TOTAL . 

THETHE NET MONTHLY INCOME IS THE INCOME REMAINING AFTER TAXES AND SOCIAL 
SECURITYSECURITY AND PENSION CONTRIBUTIONS, OR WHAT IS USUALLY CALLED 'NET 
EARNINGSEARNINGS AFTER TAXES'. 

SELF-EMPLOYEDSELF-EMPLOYED ENTREPRENEURS: PLEASE USE THE NET INCOME PER ANNUM DIVIDED 
BYBY 12. 

Yourr net monthly income 

Nett monthly income of your partner 

Nett monthly income of other household member(s) 

TOTALL net monthly household income 

45.. If ther e are any amount s tha t yo u hav e no t include d in th e previou s question , coul d yo u 
pleas ee indicat e thes e below ? 
YOUYOU CAN CROSS MORE THAN ONE BOX 
IFIF THIS QUESTION DOES NOT APPLY TO YOU, PLEASE CONTINUE WITH QUESTION 46 

11 • Holiday allowance, net per year, of yourself and 
yourr partner (added together) 

11 • Child benefit per quarter (added together for all 
children) ) 

11 Q Alimony received, per month, for yourself and/or for 
yourr children 

11 O Extra month' (or two months') pay for you and your 
partnerr (the so-called 'thirteenth month') 

11 Q Possible other annual net revenues of yourself and 
yourr partner 
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46.. Considering your personal circumstances, which household income (is net income after 
taxes)) wou ld you consider to be very bad, bad, insuff icient, suff icient, good, and very good? 
Pleasee give amounts for all levels mentioned. 

VeryVery bad would be a net monthly income of about 

Sadwouldd be a net monthly income of about 

InsufficientInsufficient would be a net monthly income of about 

SufficientSufficient would be a net monthly income of about 

GoodGood would be a net monthly income of about 

VeryVery good would be a net monthly income of about 

47.. How does the numerical part (the 4 digits) of your postal code read? 

11 1 1 1 

11 1 1 1 

Thee numerical part of my postal code: 

48.. Here is a picture of a ladder, representing the 
ladderr of life. Suppose we say that the top of 
thee ladder (step 10) represents the best 
possiblee life for you, and the bottom (step 0) 
representss the worst possible life for you. 

Wheree on the ladder do you feel that you 
personallyy stand at the present t ime? (Please 
crosss one box only) 

ion n 
9 D D 

3 D D 

7 G G 

6 D D 

5 D D 

4 D D 

3 D D 

2 Q Q 

I D D 

49.. When answering the last three questions, please take as the start ing point your current 
l ivingg si tuat ion, which wil l be changed at some points, to be indicated later. 

Iff your present dwell ing is a flat or an upstairs, please read 'balcony' where 
'garden/balcony'' is printed. If your present dwel l ing is situated (partly) on the ground 
f loor,, please read 'garden' where 'garden/balcony' is printed. 
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Onn the nex t pag e yo u fin d description s of 4 differen t livin g situations . If yo u wer e aske d 
too rank thes e situation s fro m bes t to worst , whic h woul d be you r firs t (= 'best' ) choice ? 
An dd whic h woul d be you r second , you r third , and you r fourt h (= 'worst' ) choice ? 
N.B.:N.B.: NOISE NUISANCE DURING THE NIGHT MEANS BETWEEN 23.00 AND 6.00 H.; 

DURINGDURING THE DAY MEANS BETWEEN 8.00 AND 20.00 H. AND IN THE EARLY 
MORNING/EVENINGMORNING/EVENING MEANS BETWEEN 06.00 AND 08.00 AND BETWEEN 20.00 AND 
23.0023.00 H., RESPECTIVELY. 
SOCIALSOCIAL NOISE NUISANCE MEANS NOISE CAUSED BY NEIGHBOURS. PUBS AND 
RESTAURANTS,RESTAURANTS, ETCETERA. 

Pleas ee loo k carefull y at th e fou r differen t livin g situation s and als o tak e int o accoun t you r 
incom ee and othe r persona l circumstances . 

Myy first choice is 

Myy second choice is 

Myy third choice is 

Myy fourth choice is 

Living g 
situation n 

1 1 

D D 

Living g 
situation n 

2 2 

D D 
D D 
D D 
D D 

Living g 
situation n 

3 3 

D D 
D D 

Living g 
situation n 

4 4 

n n 

D D 

50.. Coul d yo u pleas e giv e repor t mark s to the fou r livin g situations , betwee n 1 and 10, wher e 
100 is th e bes t possibl e situatio n fo r you , and 1 is th e wors t possibl e situation ? So, pleas e 
grad ee you r firs t - fourt h choic e wit h mark s betwee n 1 and 10, allottin g a lowe r mar k to 
eachh subsequen t choic e (the repor t mar k fo r th e secon d choic e has to be lowe r tha n the 
repor tt  mar k fo r you r firs t choice , et cetera) . 

Myy report mark for 
myy first choice is 

Myy report mark for 
myy second choice is 

1 1 2 2 

G G 

3 3 

D D 
4 4 

n n 

5 5 

D D 

D D 

6 6 

a a 
D D 

7 7 

D D 
8 8 

D D 
9 9 

D D 

a a 

10 0 

D D 

Myy report mark for 
myy third choice is 

Myy report mark for 
myy fourth choice is a a a a a a a a a a a 

51.. You hav e no w ranke d and grade d fou r livin g situations , bu t whic h of thes e fou r situation s 
represen tt  situation s tha t are reall y acceptabl e to yo u (tha t is : situation s tha t yo u woul d 
actuall yy  accept) ? 

PLEASEPLEASE CROSS ONE BOX ONLY 

11 G Only my first choice 

22 G My first and second choices 

33 G My first, second and third choices 

44 G All of my four choices 

55 G None of my four choices 
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Seriess P. 

Livin gg situatio n 1 
Parkingg facilities: moderate 

Accessibilityy by public transport: moderate 

Greenn areas: fair 

Garden/balcony:: absent 

Sociall noise nuisance: rare 

Aircraftt noise nuisance: every day, mainly 
duringg the night 

Yourr present housing expenses or rent will be 
50%% less 

Livin gg situatio n 3 
Parkingg facilities: bad 

Accessibilityy by public transport: moderate 

Greenn areas: only few 

Garden/balcony:: absent 

Sociall noise nuisance: once a week, mainly 
duringg the night 

Aircraftt noise nuisance: once a week, mainly 
duringg the day 

Yourr present housing expenses or rent will be 
25%% less 

Livin gg situatio n 2 
Parkingg facilities: good 

Accessibilityy by public transport: good 

Greenn areas: only few 

Garden/balcony:: present 

Sociall noise nuisance: once every two weeks, 
mainlyy during the night 

Aircraftt noise nuisance: once every two 
weeks,, mainly in the early morning and in the 
evening g 

Yourr present housing expenses or rent will be 
10%% higher 

Livin gg situatio n 4 
Parkingg facilities: good 

Accessibilityy by public transport: bad 

Greenn areas: only few 

Garden/balcony:: absent 

Sociall noise nuisance: once a month, mainly 
duringg the night 

Aircraftt noise nuisance: once every two 
weeks,, mainly during the night 

Yourr present housing expenses or rent will be 
50%% higher 

ThankThank  you  very  much  for  your  kind  co-operation 

HSIZOO O INTOMART. 
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Nederlands ee Samenvattin g 

Monetair ee Waarderin g van Milieugoederen : 

Alternatieve nn voo r Contingen t Valuatio n 

Inleiding Inleiding 
Volgenss sommige mensen weten economen de prijs van alles, maar kennen ze van 

g e e nn enkel goed de waarde. Op zich hoeft dat niet verontrustend te zijn -tenminste niet 

vanuitt wetenschappelijk perspectief. Dat wordt het echter wel als er geen markt of geen 

goedd werkende markt is waarop het goed verhandeld kan worden, zodat het geen of 

eenn te lage prijs heeft. Het betreffende goed wordt dan te veel gebruikt of misbruikt 

omdatt het toch (bijna) gratis is. Dit is bijvoorbeeld het geval bij milieugoederen, zoals 

schoonn water, uitputbare hulpbronnen, stilte of een vrij uitzicht. De gevolgen van het 

overvloedigee gebruik of het misbruik zijn vaak voor vele anderen naast de gebruiker 

merkbaar.. Bij milieugoederen spreken we van vervuiling, uitputting of aantasting, 

samengevatt in de term milieuproblemen. Indien deze (negatieve) gevolgen niet 

gecompenseerdd worden, hebben economen het over externe effecten. Door deze 

effectenn binnen de markt te plaatsen, oftewel door er een prijskaartje aan te hangen, 

zijnn voor economen de problemen oplosbaar gemaakt. 

Dee vraag is echter hoe een dergelijk prijskaartje wordt bepaald. En daarmee zijn we 

aangekomenn bij het onderwerp van dit proefschrift. 

ContingentContingent  valuation 
Binnenn de milieu-economie zijn verschillende methoden in zwang om de waarden van 

milieugoederenn in geld uit te drukken. Een methode die vooral in de Verenigde Staten 

(VS)) vaak gebruikt wordt, is de contingent valuation methode (CVM). Deze methode 

werktwerkt met enquêtes, met daarin informatie over het te waarderen milieugoed, zoals de 

veranderingg in kwaliteit of kwantiteit, het betaalmiddel, en de gebruikers van het goed. 

Err wordt als het ware een hypothetische markt gecreëerd. Aan de respondenten wordt 

gevraagdd hoeveel ze bereid zijn te betalen voor een verbetering in de kwaliteit of de 
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hoeveelheidd van een bepaald milieugoed (de betalingsbereidheid), of hoeveel ze bereid 

zijnn te accepteren als compensatie in het geval van een verslechtering (de 

acceptatiebereidheid).. Het is een directe methode omdat de relatie tussen het te 

waarderenn goed en het geldbedrag duidelijk is voor de respondenten. 

Dee CVM is -zeker in de VS, maar ook daarbuiten- erg populair. Dit blijkt onder meer uit 

dee grote hoeveelheid publicaties waarin de CVM centraal staat. Deze populariteit is 

grotendeelss veroorzaakt door ontwikkelingen in de Amerikaanse wetgeving, die 

voorziett in de mogelijkheid om financiële schadevergoedingen te eisen in het geval van 

ecologischee schade veroorzaakt door vervuiling met olie of andere gevaarlijke stoffen. 

Dee CVM heeft tegenwoordig zelfs een wettelijke status als 'geschiktste methode om 

ecologischee schade te waarderen'. Het lijkt dan ook geoorloofd om te spreken van een 

monopoliepositiee van de CVM onderde monetaire waarderingsmethoden. Er zijn echter 

ookk tegenstanders van de methode, en het debat tussen hen en de aanhangers is 

nogall fel. Gezien de wettelijke status van de CVM is dat ook wel logisch omdat het 

socialee en financiële belang bij het gebruik en misbruik van de methode groot is. 

DoelstellingenDoelstellingen  van het  proefschrift 

Eénn van de doelstellingen van dit proefschrift is om het voor en tegen van de CVM 

naderr te bestuderen. De belangrijkste doelstelling van dit proefschrift is echter om de 

betekeniss van de CVM te relativeren door alternatieve waarderingsmethoden aan te 

dragenn en empirisch te testen, die bepaalde CVM-gerelateerde problemen kunnen 

ondervangen.. Deze alternatieve methoden dienen niet zo zeer als substituut voor de 

CVM,, maar eerder als complement. 

Hett is belangrijk om te benadrukken dat het monetair waarderen van milieugoederen 

mijnss inziens niet impliceert dat voor alle goederen markten moeten worden gecreëerd 

off dat alles verhandelbaar moet worden gemaakt. Het impliceert ook niet dat we in staat 

zijnn om een absolute, eenduidige waarde -zeg maar: de waarde- te bepalen, maar wel 

datt we in staat zijn de voorkeuren voor een goed bloot te leggen. Ondanks de morele of 

religieuzee bezwaren die sommigen tegen het monetair waarderen van milieugoederen 

mogenn hebben, is het van groot belang dat deze waarden bepaald kunnen worden. Bij 

veell beslissingen over het wel of niet doorgaan van projecten worden immers de voor-

enn de nadelen tegen elkaar afgewogen in geld. Als een milieugoed geen monetaire 

tegenwaardee heeft, kan het goed niet worden opgenomen in een kosten-baten analyse, 

waardoorr eventuele milieuproblemen geen invloed hebben op de uiteindelijke 

beslissing. . 
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TheoretischTheoretisch  deel 
Hett proefschrift is ingedeeld in twee delen. Het eerste -theoretische- deel bestaat uit 

dee hoofdstukken 2, 3 en 4. Het tweede deel is empirisch van aard. 

Inn hoofdstuk 2 wordt het theoretische kader van monetaire waardering geschetst. Dit 

gebeurtt vanuit het gezichtspunt van de institutionele en de ecologische economie, maar 

mett name vanuit het gezichtspunt van de neoklassieke economie omdat de 

waarderingsmethodenn op onderdelen hiervan zijn gebaseerd. Zo bouwen de methoden 

voortt op neoklassieke begrippen als nut {vergelijkbaar met welvaart, welzijn of geluk) 

enn nutsmaximalisatie, en trachten ze zoiets als de compenserende en equivalente 

variatiess (dat wil zeggen monetaire equivalenten van nutsveranderingen, weergegeven 

doorr gebieden onder de vraagcurven) te bepalen. Dit neoklassieke begrippenapparaat 

steuntt op een aantal belangrijke gedragsassumpties. 

Err wordt bijvoorbeeld van uitgegaan dat mensen voor alle mogelijke goederen een 

kant-en-klaree preferentie hebben (assumptie van 'goed gestructureerde voorkeuren'), 

enn dat mensen elk willekeurig paar van goederen A en B kunnen vergelijken 

(assumptiee van 'compleetheid'). In de praktijk blijkt echter dat sommige mensen geen 

antwoordantwoord kunnen geven op de vraag of 10% meer bos in gebied X in hun ogen ƒ15,-

waardd is, en dus dat ze geen duidelijke voorkeuren paraat hebben en/of dat ze het 

goedd 'extra bos' niet met het goed 'geld' kunnen vergelijken. In beide gevallen wordt 

niett voldaan aan de eerder beschreven assumpties. Een andere belangrijke assumptie 

iss dat mensen onverzadigbaar zijn (meer van een goed is altijd beter). Uit vele 

onderzoekenn blijkt echter dat niet alle respondenten een hogere betalingsbereidheid 

hebbenn vooreen hoger voorzieningenniveau van een milieugoed (zoals het redden van 

10.0000 in plaats van 1.000 zeehonden bij een olieramp). 

Zoo worden in hoofdstuk 2 alle neoklassieke gedragsassumpties kritisch besproken. 

Ondankss de kritiek op de neoklassieke gedragstheorie, is het zeker niet de bedoeling 

omm de theorie af te schrijven. Ten eerste omdat in vele andere situaties de assumpties 

well gelden. Ten tweede omdat we eenvoudigweg geen alternatief hebben: als het doel 

iss om monetaire waarden voor milieugoederen te bepalen, dan kunnen we niet buiten 

dee neoklassieke theorie om, omdat monetaire waarderingsmethoden hierop gebaseerd 

zijn. . 

Inn hoofdstuk 3 worden diverse hoofdthema's uit het debat tussen voor- en tegen-

standerss van de contingent valuation methode belicht. Veel van deze hoofdthema's 

grijpenn terug op de neoklassieke gedragsassumpties. 
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Eenn eerste voorbeeld is het bestaan van 'embedding1 effecten, waarbij respondenten 

geenn onderscheid kunnen of willen maken tussen pakketten goederen die exact 

hetzelfdee zijn op hun voorzieningenniveau na (het schoonmaken van de meertjes in 

Frieslandd versus het schoonmaken van alle meertjes in Nederland). Dergelijke effecten 

hebbenn onder andere te maken met de hierboven genoemde onverzadigbaarheid van 

preferenties.. Een tweede voorbeeld is het bestaan van een duidelijk en groot verschil 

tussenn waarderingen op basis van een betalingsbereidheid enerzijds, en een 

acceptatiebereidheidd anderzijds. De acceptatiebereidheid blijkt vele malen hoger te 

liggen.. Dit wordt het 'endowment' effect genoemd, en het ontstaat als mensen een 

goedd dat ze reeds hebben een hogere waarde geven dan wanneer ze hetzelfde goed 

nogg niet zouden bezitten (de aversie om bezit te verliezen). Vervolgens is een derde 

hoofdthemaa de 'overwaardering' van de werkelijke waarde, die naar voren komt in 

onderzoekenn waarin een hypothetische betaling (hoeveel zou u willen betalen?) en een 

werkelijkee betaling met elkaar worden vergeleken. Uit de meeste studies blijkt dat het 

werkelijkk betaalde bedrag (veel) lager ligt dan het hypothetische bedrag. Tenslotte is er 

nogg het hoofdthema 'aggregatieproblemen' dat te maken heeft met het optellen van de 

individuelee waarderingen tot een totale maatschappelijke waardering. Om een 

dergelijkee optelling mogelijk te maken, is het bijvoorbeeld noodzakelijk om uit te gaan 

vann interpersonele vergelijkbaarheid. 

Inn hoofdstuk 4 worden drie waarderingsmethoden geïntroduceerd die een mogelijk 

alternatieff vormen voor de contingent valuation methode (CVM). Het gaat om de 

conjointt meetmethode, de welvaartswaarderingsmethode en de welzijnswaarderings-

methode. . 

Dee conjoint meetmethode maakt gebruik van vignetten (kaarten met verschillende 

kwalitatievee en kwantitatieve attributen van het goed). De respondent wordt 

achtereenvolgenss gevraagd om een set met verschillende vignetten te rangschikken 

vann beste naar slechtste situatie, van een rapportcijfer tussen 1 en 10 te voorzien, en 

aann te geven welke van de vignetten acceptabele situaties weergeven. Indien één van 

dee attributen een monetaire waarde is, is het in principe mogelijk om een prijs af te 

leidenn uit de antwoorden van de respondenten. 

Bijj de welvaartswaarderingsmethode wordt aan respondenten gevraagd om zes 

inkomensniveauss in te vullen die ze -in hun omstandigheden- vinden corresponderen 

mett de kwalificaties 'zeer slecht' tot 'zeer goed'. Door deze niveaus te relateren aan 

persoonlijkee en omgevingsvariabelen van de respondent, is het theoretisch mogelijk om 

dee invloed van een bepaald milieu-effect op de waardering van het inkomen te bepalen. 
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Dee bijbehorende verandering in inkomen om voor het milieu-effect te compenseren kan 

dann worden berekend. 

Dee derde methode -welzijnswaarderingsmethode- lijkt veel op de welvaartswaarde-

ringsmethode.. Het grootste verschil is dat de eerste een veel breder concept dan 

inkomenspositiess of welvaart waardeert, namelijk welzijn of 'het leven in z'n geheel'. De 

doorr de respondenten opgegeven waardering voor hun welzijn wordt gerelateerd aan 

persoonlijkee en omgevingsvariabelen. Ook nu is het mogelijk om een inkomens-

compensatiee te berekenen in het geval van een welzijnsverandering door een bepaald 

milieu-effect. . 

Allee drie deze methoden zijn indirecte methoden omdat ze, in tegenstelling tot de CVM, 

niett direct vragen naar een waardering maar deze afleiden uit de rangorde, 

rapportcijferss of acceptatie van de vignetten, of uit de waardering van de inkomens-

positiee of van 'het leven in zijn geheel'. Bovendien vormen alle drie de methoden een 

volledigg alternatief voor de CVM in die zin dat ze net als de CVM de totale economische 

waardee van een goed kunnen bepalen. Dat wil zeggen dat zowel de waarden die 

gerelateerdd zijn aan gebruik van een goed (het fotograferen of eten van een 

walvissoort),, als de waarden die niet zijn gerelateerd aan het gebruik (het bestaan van 

dee soort an sich) kunnen worden blootgelegd. 

Eenn groot voordeel van de drie voorgestelde alternatieven is dat de neiging van 

respondentenn tot strategisch gedrag veel minder groot is dan van CVM-respondenten. 

Voorr deze laatsten is de relatie tussen het goed en het te betalen bedrag immers direct 

zichtbaar,, en men zal een lager bedrag opgeven als men denkt dat anderen wel 

betalenn of juist een hoger bedrag als men verwacht daarmee de voorziening zeker te 

stellen.. Door de verhullende vraagstelling van de drie alternatieven, is het voor de 

respondentt niet goed mogelijk om strategisch in te zetten. 

EmpirischEmpirisch  deel 
Wee zijn nu aangekomen bij het tweede deel van het proefschrift: het empirische deel. 

Ditt deel bestaat uit de hoofdstukken 5 en 6, waarin de voorgestelde alternatieve 

waarderingsmethodenn worden toegepast in twee empirische studies, respectievelijk de 

Uburgg studie en de Schiphol studie. 

Uburg Uburg 

Uburgg is een toekomstige nieuwe woonwijk die gebouwd zal worden in het Umeer (een 

meerr ten oosten van Amsterdam). De bouw van Uburg heeft voor- en nadelen. De 

voordelenn hebben voornamelijk te maken met het creëren van extra woonruimte, en de 
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nadelenn voornamelijk met het verlies van recreatie- en natuurwaarden in en om het 

Umeer.. In het begin van 1997 hebben we een vragenlijst, inclusief waarderingsvragen, 

onderr 1.204 Amsterdammers verstuurd. De ene helft van de steekproef ontving 

contingentt valuation-vragen en de andere helft conjoint meet-vragen. 

Hett praktische doel van het onderzoek is om te bepalen wat de monetaire tegenwaarde 

vann het verlies van recreatie- en natuurwaarden is. Op basis van de CVM-steekproef is 

dee monetaire waarde van het verlies aan recreatie- en natuurwaarden ƒ8,62 per 

Amsterdammerr (ƒ3,4 miljoen voor heel Amsterdam). Op basis van de conjoint meet-

methodee is niet zo'n eenduidig antwoord te geven, omdat het antwoord bepaald wordt 

doorr de exacte effecten van de bouw van Uburg op de recreatie- en natuurwaarden, en 

dezee effecten nu nog niet duidelijk zijn. Indien zowel de variabele recreatie als de 

variabelee natuur met 3,85% zouden toenemen door de komst van Uburg, zou de 

geschattee monetaire waarde op basis van de conjoint meetmethode gelijk zijn aan het 

CVM-resultaatt van ƒ8,62. 

Hett theoretische doel is om te bekijken of er veel verschillen zijn tussen de twee 

waarderingsmethodenn {CVM versus conjoint meten). De belangrijkste conclusie van het 

Uburg-onderzoekk is dat de conjoint meetmethode een zeer bruikbare methode is en op 

z'nn minst een belangrijk complement vormt voor de CVM. Een voordeel van de conjoint 

meetmethodee ten opzichte van de CVM is dat de eerste methode niet alleen een 

monetairee geldwaarde oplevert maar ook inzicht geeft in het relatieve belang van een 

bepaaldd attribuut in het vignet (bijvoorbeeld de recreatiemogelijkheden) ten opzichte 

vann andere attributen. Een tweede voordeel is de flexibiliteit van het resultaat van de 

conjointt meetmethode. Het resultaat is namelijk niet slechts één monetaire waarde, 

maarr een vergelijking met enerzijds een monetaire component en anderzijds de te 

waarderenn vignetattributen. Hierdoor is een breder inzicht te verkrijgen met vele 

mogelijkee monetaire waarden afhankelijk van potentiële veranderingen in de niveaus 

vann de te waarderen attributen. 

Schiphol Schiphol 

Dee tweede empirische studie handelt over de waardering van geluidhinder door 

vliegtuigenn in de omgeving van Schiphol. Doordat het vliegverkeer op Schiphol de 

laatstee decennia enorm is gegroeid en doordat Schiphol in een dichtbevolkt gebied in 

dee nabijheid van Amsterdam tigt, is de geluidhinder een niet weg te cijferen obstakel in 

dee politieke en maatschappelijke discussie rond de uitbreiding van Schiphol geworden. 

Hett doel van het Schiphol-onderzoek is enerzijds om een prijskaartje voor de 

geluidhinderr te bepalen en anderzijds om te bekijken of de drie in dit proefschrift 
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voorgesteldee alternatieven voor de CVM bruikbare methoden zijn. Door het grote 

gevaarr van strategisch antwoordgedrag in dit geval (geluidhinder is een belangrijke en 

bekendee kwestie in de omgeving van Schiphol), is het ons inziens niet eens aan te 

radenn om de CVM te gebruiken; we zijn dus min of meer genoodzaakt om de drie 

voorgesteldee alternatieven te gebruiken. 

Dee welvaartswaarderingsmethode leidt in deze studie niet tot bruikbare resultaten, in 

diee zin dat de relatie tussen persoonlijke en omgevingsvariabelen {zoals geluidhinder) 

enerzijdss en de waardering van de inkomenspositie anderzijds niet plausibel en/of niet 

significantt blijkt te zijn. Er zijn echter geen redenen om aan te nemen dat de methode in 

anderee onderzoeken niet tot bruikbare resultaten zou kunnen leiden. 

Dee welzijnswaarderingsmethode blijkt wel zeer bruikbaar en levert significante 

monetairee compensaties voor verschillende veranderingen in geluidhindemiveaus. 

Bovendienn is het mogelijk om een waarde voor geluidisolatie te bepalen. De 

(objectieve)) geluidhinder wordt uitgedrukt in termen van Kosten eenheden (Ke). Het 

zelf-gerapporteerdee welzijn wordt gerelateerd aan allerlei -voor dit onderzoek 

relevante-- variabelen. Eén van de verklarende variabelen is geluidhinder en een 

tweedee is inkomen. De compensaties die we zoeken zijn dan de inkomens-

veranderingenn die bij verschillende niveaus van geluidhinder nodig zijn om het 

niveauu van welzijn gelijk te houden. De compensatiebedragen kunnen gedifferen-

tieerdd worden naar inkomensposities, of indien dat politiek meer aanvaardbaar is, 

naarr woonlasten en woonwaarden. 

Hett blijkt bijvoorbeeld dat een huishouden met een netto-inkomen van ƒ4.000,- per 

maandd en een Ke-belasting van 40 zonder geluidisolatie, een maandelijks compen-

satiebedragg van ƒ105,43 zou moeten krijgen om op hetzelfde welzijnsniveau te 

komenn als een verder identiek huishouden dat leeft met een geluidhinder van 30 Ke. 

Opp soortgelijke wijze kan een tarief worden geconstrueerd dat niet uitgaat van het 

maandinkomenn maar van de woonlasten en de vraagprijs van het huis. We vinden 

dann bijvoorbeeld dat een gezin, dat woont in een niet-geïsoleerd huis van ƒ400.000,-

mett woonlasten van ƒ1.500,- per maand, voor een verhoging van de geluidhinder 

vann 20 naar 30 Ke zou moeten worden gecompenseerd met een maandelijks bedrag 

vann ƒ357,62. 

Uitt onze steekproef schatten we dat de totale subjectieve waarde van een compen-

satieprogramma,, gegeven de staat van isolatie, bij een ondergrens van 35 Ke zou 

leidenn tot een totaal benodigd bedrag van ƒ3,75 miljoen per jaar, overeenkomend 

mett een (tegen 5%) gekapitaliseerde waarde van ca. ƒ75 miljoen. 
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Inn deze studie levert de conjoint meetmethode ook plausibele en significante 

resultatenn op. Doordat het attribuut 'geluidhinder door vliegtuigen' echter niet in 

termenn van Kosten-eenheden is opgenomen -dat zouden de meeste respondenten 

immerss niet kunnen interpreteren- is het niet mogelijk gebleken om via de conjoint 

meetmethodee een prijs per Ke vast te stellen. Desalniettemin genereert de conjoint 

meetmethodee interessante resultaten. Zo is het bijvoorbeeld mogelijk om een tegen-

waardee te bepalen van het stopzetten van nachtvluchten. Het blijkt dat mensen 

bereidd zijn om 57,1% extra te betalen aan woonlasten of huur. Bovendien geeft de 

studiee aan dat er een veel minder zwaar gewicht zou moeten worden gehangen aan 

geluidoverlastt door vliegtuigen gedurende de nacht dan de huidige nachtstraffactoren 

systematiek,, die wordt gebruikt in de berekening van Ke-niveaus, veronderstelt. 

Conclusie Conclusie 
Uitt de empirische onderzoeken komt naar voren dat het zeer wel mogelijk is om voor 

allerleii goederen een monetaire waarde te bepalen met andere methoden dan de 

contingentt valuation methode. 
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STELLINGEN N 

Bijj het proefschrift 'Monetary Valuation of Environmental Goods: Alternatives to 

Contingentt Valuation' van Barbara Baarsma 

1.. Het is nuttig om een monetaire tegenwaarde van milieugoederen te kunnen 

bepalen,, omdat deze goederen daardoor op dezelfde wijze kunnen meetellen in 

besluitvormingsprocessenn als andere goederen. In enkele gevallen kan monetari-

seringg echter ook averechts werken: dingen verliezen hun waarde als ze in geld 

wordenn uitgedrukt. Zo wordt seks voor geld beschouwd als inferieure seks, en gaat 

menn er liever vanuit dat seks te maken heeft met schoonheid, charmes, humor, 

aantrekkingskrachtt et cetera, (zie Hoofdstuk 1) 

2.. Het monetair waarderen van milieugoederen impliceert niet dat voor alle goederen 

daadwerkelijkk markten moeten worden gecreëerd of dat alles verhandelbaar moet 

wordenn gemaakt, (zie Hoofdstuk 7) 

3.. Het is verbazingwekkend dat eigenlijk nergens in de literatuur een scherp omlijnde 

definitiee van neoklassieke economie is te vinden; wel worden alom de kenmerken 

vann een neoklassieke analyse opgesomd. Kennelijk gaat men er vanuit dat 

economiee per definitie neoklassiek is. (zie Hoofdstuk 2) 

4.. Door de modelmatige en wiskundige benadering is de neoklassieke economie 

steedss meer een beslissingstheorie geworden in plaats van een beschrijvende en 

verklarendee theorie. Dat is jammer, omdat "je met één formule in een boek de helft 

vann je potentiële lezers afstoot, met twee nog eens een kwart, met drie nog eens 

eenn achtste -enfin, reken maar uit" (H. Mulisch, De Procedure, p. 147). 

5.. Ondanks de vele problemen die zijn verbonden aan het gebruik van de contingent 

valuationn methode, blijft het de populairste waarderingsmethode. Nu de discussie 

tussenn voor- en tegenstanders van deze methode op het punt staat steeds in 

herhalingg te vervallen, is het tijd om alternatieve methoden te gebruiken, niet zo 

zeerr als substituut voor contingent valuation maar meer als complement, (zie 

Hoofdstukk 3 en 4) 

6.. Het is mogelijk om monetaire waarderingen te bepalen voor milieugoederen (zoals 

natuurgebiedenn en geluidhinder) met andere methoden dan de contingent valuation 

methode.. De conjoint meetmethode en de welzijnswaarderingsmethode zijn 

bruikbaree en valide waarderingsmethoden, (zie Hoofdstuk 5 en 6) 

7.. Het milieuprobleem rond Schiphol is door de luchtvaart, de politiek en de media 

gereduceerdd tot de geluidhinderproblematiek, eventueel aangevuld met veiligheid. 

Echtee milieuproblemen (als luchtvervuiling en verbruik van uitputbare hulpbronnen) 

wordenn daarmee op handige wijze buiten de deur gehouden. 

8.. Het is onvoorstelbaar wat voor invloed het krijgen van kinderen heeft op je leven. 

Hetzelfdee geldt voor het afronden van een proefschrift. Om over de combinatie 

maarr niet te spreken. 





Mostt environmental goods, like clean water, scenic beauty or peace and quiet, 

aree either unpriced or priced too low. This may lead to an overuse of these goods, 

andd hence to extinction, exhaustion, or pollution. One way to find prices for these 

goods,, is by using monetary valuation methods, of which the contingent valuation 

methodd is the best known. However, it is not at all clear that this method is the best 

inn all situations. Therefore, in this book several alternative methods are introduced. 

Moreover,, they are tested in two empirical studies. The first empirical study 

attemptss to value the loss of nature and recreation areas when the new residential 

areaa IJburg will be built in the lake 'IJmeer', to the east of Amsterdam. The second 

studyy values aircraft noise nuisance in the surroundings of Schiphol Airport, the 

Dutchh national airport near Amsterdam. 

Barbar aa Baarsm a (1969) studied economics at the University of Amsterdam. 

Afterr her graduation, she worked at the same university as a research assistant and 

inn that capacity she completed this book. During this period she also worked from 

timee to time at the Foundation of Economic Research of the University of 

Amsterdam,, where she currently works as a senior research associate. 
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